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It la assumed by many anthropologists that the tenets 
of Theruvuda Buddhism are interpreted in an unaltered form 
by its adherents* I suggest* however* that practical 
compromises are made* and it is my purpose in the present 
thesis to describe an-j to analyze some of the differences 
which exist between the Word of the Buddha as it is expressed 
in the Lcripturea* end as it is implemented on the round# 

Although there io a broad general consensus as to what 
the practice of fheravada Buddhism entails it became clear 
from my study of the relotioaship existing between the monks 
and laymon of -yutthoya (Central Thailand) th^t an 
individual*a socio-economic circumstances affect his religious 
behaviour to a significant degree#

i*urthern?ore, an examination of the relationships 
which existed within the monastic and lay communities 
respectively made it possible to assess the repercussions 
of the practieo of Ther^vode Buddhism in the wider social 
context# I contend that the practical implementation of 
the v.ord of the Buddha* far from tending to loosen links 
between individual actors a© is often maintained* does on 
the contrary serve to promote greater social cohesion# The 
loosely-structured (Bmbree 1950 or very fluid nature of 
fhui society is better explained with reference to certain 
political and economic peculiarities of the situation#
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I begin ray analysis of the issues outlined above
by examining the role of the Buddhist monk, its attributes 
its function for the lay community, .*nd its appeal for 
individuals fror different soci 1 strata* In the second 
place I describe and analyze the relationship existing 
betweeu the monastic community os a whole and the layman 
whc support it. Finally, I look at the problems with w ich 

j thesis is concerned,from the layman1e point of view,by 
examining not only his links with the Order of ftonks, but 
also those with friends and relatives in the lay community 
which ore activated in connection with religious affairs, 

although this thesis is primarily intended to provide 
o contribution on both descriptive and analytical levels to 
the study of society in Thailand, it is possible that some 
of the conclusions reached are applicable to other societies 
where .herjvada Buddhism is practised*
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AUTHOR * h  HOTn

The Thai taras used in this thesis art? transliterated 
according to the •general* system laid down by the Royal 
Institute of h&il.nd, and presented in an article entitled 
"notification of the Royal Institute concerning the 
Transcription of Thai Char cters into Roman" (Journal of the 
tiiv© oociety vol,33 pt.I p,49~65 1941)

The transcription of P^li terms follows the system used 
in the Concise Pdi-nglioh Dictionary compiled by 
« ,T,Buddh(idatta huhathere (Colombo 1957) although all 
diacritics! marks h_ve been omitted here.

Throughout the text the ttx*as monk and bhi.ahu (Pali) 
are used interchangeably; the Pali word bhl.-xhu was coeen 
in preferonoe to the Thai term phrafmonkv s it is more 
generally known* I h^ve used the Pali term ..,aap;h& (monkhood) 
in preference to the Thai derivatives (?3hroaonp or kh ,naoonp:) 
for the same reason,

I have for purposes of variation however used the Thai 
terra wet meaning monastezy as an occasional substitute for the 
hngliab equivalent.

The laity are sometimes referred to by the alternative 
term •householders* (Palis Gahapatj; .i* Jjherawat), a 
term which expresses the fact that their religious role is 
complementary to that of the homeless bhikkhu (Buddhist monk; 
lit., mendicant).

The names of laymen and of monks have been changed 
throughout except where the persons involved requested that 
their re^l nar?es should be used.
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"fhe Siamese are a people incapable of 
retaining one spark of animosity, and 
during my stay in Bangkok I do not 
remember a single instance of seeing two 
Siamese come to blows and seldom even 
quarrel* I'hey have b en taught from 
their infancy to obey and respect every 
grade, from the King to tnose Just one 
degree above them; and from their infcriore 
they in their turn receive ttw t homage they 
pay to others; hence even were they so 
disposed opportunities seldom offer which 
would admit of a dispute<f

From 1 esidence in niam1 by Frederick rthur I ealc 
(London, 1852, p«148)
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n i l examination of tho relationship which exiota between 
the Bud&hiut monk and the Buddhiot loysuui provides the frame— 
work for analysis in this thesis« and its central theme* In 
subsequent chapters i  shall in the first instance b© concerned 
with the way in which the major tenets of fheruvu&a Buddhie® 
are interpreted on a practical level* .<■& will become cle^r 
from t is analysis the role performance of the individual 
Buddhist is affected z ^ a significant degree by socio-economic 
factors; men from a rural background are for instance cor© 
likely than t> eir urban fellows to make a Careor for themselves 
in tho Buddhist -.■aî .ha or tr&er of honks, similarly the 
enactment of the role of Buddhist layman or householder varies 
according to the income and orientations of individual .ctors*

In the second place I shall attempt to assess ^  
repercussions of x*eligious behaviour in uose other fields of 
social organisation* in this connection it will bet necessary 
to provide ~t least a partial solution to the problem of 
whether the practice of Iheravada Buddhism tends to maintain 
and strengthen existing social ties, or whether tho doctrinal 
emphasis or; individualism leads to the hue. kdown and dissolution j 
of personal relationships as has often been maintained*

The material use! in the following p^gos is derived from 
fieldwork carried out in the town of ^yutthsyu which is 
situated in the Central Hegiou of Thailandt some fifty-five 
miles fx’om Bangkok* Ayutthaya was itself tho capital of the 
old kingdom of ^ium from 135C until 1?67 when it was sacked 
by the invading Burmese forces. It is interesting* to seo
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that this disastrous ©vent is regarded by tho present 
inhabitants of the city us being relatively recent* It was
emphasised repeatedly by ray informants that there existed 
in -.yutthuya something which was hostile to the modern world*
1 heard many fabulous tales concerning hoards of gold, of 
jewellery * -nd priceless Buddha images which had been burled 
In tho ground, or cast into one of t ;e many canals or pondaf 
when the news of tl e Burmese advance reached the terrified 
town* he so treasures remained howev.r undisturbed as it was 
believed that certain death await© . the bounty hunter in 
-yuttheya, the city being so jealous a guardian of her 
glorious past*

This insistence t h v > t  Ayutthaya turns her back on the 
present day c^n be regarded os a justification for the 
stagnation of tho modern town* Although vary different both 
in style and in spirit from sophisticated Bangkok, Ayutthaya 
is yet too near to the new cepit&l to sustain any real 
independence* This is particularly noticoable in the economic 
sphere w ere ut A sya was once pre-eminent in the production 
of knives, swords end iron-work of all kinds* Nowadays 
cutlery is brought from Bangkok for solo in Hus Ko, the 
market pl->ce of the old town* The fresh water fish for which 
Ayutthaya is famous io however transported in tne reverse 
direction, and is scarcely to be foind outside Bangkok* 
furthermore, though she is situated in the contra of one of 
the richest rice-gro,„iug areas in Bouth-Kaat Asia ayutthaya 
io by-puasea by the resultant tr^de as the grain is shipped, 
in caravans of slow-moving barges, down the river Chao Phraya 
to the mills and markets of the present capital*
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Ayutthaya*s own industrial sector comprises little wore 
than a tobacco factory, a paper-nil 1 und two small family 
businesses which specialize in the production of cheap cotton 
cloth* The local distillery, which operated until quite
recently has now cloaca down*

The town’s commercial activity centres on Hua Ho market 
place which is represented on the map (see ; op B) as the 
densest area of settlement in the north-eastern corner of 
the Quin island* It is here, in hue ko, that the influences 
of Bangkok on the one side, and of the rural hinterland on 
the other can be seen most clearly to moot and mingle* The 
shopsfwhich as is common in Thailand are largely Chineso—owned, 
stock medicines, groceries and manufactured goods brought from 
the c-pit-1* On tho other hand, most of the venders of 
vegetables, fruit and sweetmeats who set up their stalls in 
the narrow lanes arid alleys between those shops, are Thai 
villagers who have come to town for tho day to sell their 
produce*

The distinction of present-day Ayutthaya derives mainly 
from her position as the capital of the Province of the same 
name, which makes her a centre of bureaucratic and educational 
activity* Thore are today more th.n sixty schools and other 
teaching establishments iii tho town, and a substantial 
proportion of the 3k,COG people resident in the municipal 
area are employed in the etute-ruu hospitals and banka, or 
in any one of the numerous government offices*1

Froir the point of view of research into religious 
behaviour moreover, Ayutthaya io of particular interest* 
within tho ,qaphoe or District of Ayutthaya, which comprises
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both tho municipality and some of the neighbouring rural 
settlements there are some sevonty-two Buddhist monasteries 
or wats* The most important ecclesiastical offices are 
attached to the larger urban foundations and the ecclesiastical 
he~ds of both the Province and the District of Ayutthaya are 
resident in the town* There are al30 in this provincial 
coital special schools for the instruction of the ordained 
wJ ich ettract monks from the outlying rural villages, as 
well as from further afield, outside the Region. In addition 
to the numerous inhabited monasteries there are in Ayutthaya

pmany deserted monuments and stupas' which now provide a major 
attraction for both Thais and foreign touri3t3 visiting the 
town.

It is necessary, however, to place the material analyzed 
in subset uent chapters, in a broader than local context, and 
with this purpose in mind, 1 shall now outline in a rather 
general fashion the main features of tho Thai social system.

iPolitica end ..di.inistrotion

After the Revolution of 1932 a constitutional monarchy 
was established in Thailand, and tho initiative in political 
affairs passed i:.to the hands of the small roup of military 
leaders who had successfully opposed the old regime. But, 
despito the fact that it has be n shorn of any real political 
power the monarchy retains its function as .n important 
symbol of identity for the Thai people, who, it should be 
remembered,have never been subject© to colonial domination*
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The Thai kingship has many facets; its incumbent is 
at one and the same time a semi-divine being, to be addressed 
and referred to by the elaborate terms reserved for royalty, 
and also a father to his people. A portrait of the present 
king is to be found in tho most ramshackle farmhouse of the 
remotest rural settlement in the country. Often it is placed 
on, or near to the Buddhist altar, or by the side of a picture 
showing a famous Buddha image, or an eminent monk ; renowned 
for his spiritual powers. On the other hand the villager is 
not too surprised if the King comes in person to inspect an 
irrigation project being undertaken in the area, and it is 
considered only natural that a pop-song penned by the royal 
hond should reach the top of the charts. Although, therefore, 
in status terms the Thei Monarch is very remote from the 
ordinary people, he is yet able to exercise a great deal of 
personal influence.^

For the purposes of administration Thailand is divided 
into 71 irovinces (Changwat) which are further subdivided 
into 509 Districts or amphoe: each Amphoe consists of a 
numbor of Tambon or sub-districts, which are in country 
areas split into constituent villages (mu Ban)\  The 
District Office with the Nai jnphoe at its head is the lowest 
level in the Central Government hierarchy which is staffed 
with civil servantb. The headman of the sub-district 
(the kamnan) and the village headman or phu yai ban are 
local government officials, the latter being elected by 
popular vote within the village, whilst the kamnan is chosen
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by the Dai mpLoo (District head) fror.i amongst the headmen 
of the villages in that sub-district or Tambon.

Within the civil service itself positions are awarded 
accordini, to a variety of criteria* success in examinations* 
end personal, recommendation being the moat important conditions 
for eligibility although seniority of service may also be 
taken into account* With respect to tho first of these 
qualifications it should be noted th^t Thai society ie still 
highly stratified in terms of opportunities for education*
The State provides for four* or in some areas for seven* years 
of free education only. Consequently only those individuals 
in tho upper levels of the socio-economic hierarchy can afford 
to give their children the secondary education which is a 
necessary prerequisite for the most senior civil service posts* 
These people are also the most likely to have influential 
contacts who will lend their support to any application.^

It is perhaps at the AmPhoe level where tho central 
government reaches out into the Provinces that the gulf 
between the 6lite of the civil service and the junior grades 
becomes most noticeable. Most of the senior officials in the 
District (Amphoe) Office huvo graduated from a University* or 
from some other institution of hig er education* They are 
highly mobile being transferred from place to place at 
intervals of two or three years. The eventual aim of most 
high ranking civil servants is of course to be posted to 
Bangkok.

It is usual however for the more junior officials in
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government offices to be drawn from the local population.
Many of these individuals have had little if any secondary 
education* but they hove, by a combination of ability and 
practical experience* managed to become fairly efficient 
clerical workers. Such people provide a vital link between 
the hie her government officials end the local community; 
their superiors roly upon them to provide them with a  

working knowledge of conditions in the area, whilst they 
also facilitate come unioation in the other direction by 
guiding their fellow citisens who are unfamiliar with 
bureaucratic procedures. The following quotation fro an 
article by Jeremy boiasevain in *Patxonage in Sicily*
Cfu-n M rch 1966) is also applicable to the Thai situation.

*•••*•• in such a society the lines of 
communication through the formal system 
are tenuous and difficult to follow 
because of the social distance between 
those who wish to make their voices 
heard on high, and those who control the 
channels through which such messages 
nocesuurily must pass.*

In Thailand, people do not apply for civil service 
poets, nor for vises or permits of any kind, without 
mobilising links they say have with a sponsor or patron of 
superior status. Similarly, most bureaucrats for their pert, 
neglect applications which c me without personal recom ends- 
tione, preferably in oral furs. A vicious circle can be 
seen to be operative here. The bureaucrat is inefficient 
because positions are allotted and business conducted n s
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personal basis, and because of this inefficiency people 
must continue to by-pass the official channels and use 
other means to gain their ends. As o result of this the 
patron/cliottt system retains its importance despite the 
existence of tho ideally impersonal bureaucratic structure* 

Although in the foregoing paragraphs I have been 
concerned only with the patron/client system us it operates 
5u, the udmi iotrative sphere I should make it cle -r that 
personal cponsorr»hi£> io necessary, and. sometimes sufficient, 
for effective action in most ureas of Thai social life.
Phis point receives ample illustration in subsequent paragraphs*

ii- 0ononica

By far the largest proportion of tho Thui population 
(an estimated 8 4 >) is engaged in the agricultural sector of 
the economy, rice being the staple crop. Indeed over the 
last fifty years the country has become one of the world's 
1 rgest rice exporters, yet the changes iii the economy which 
hsve made this possible ere generally said to have been 'in 
volume rather than in kind* (Ingr m 1955 p.2G9)6* This is 
to say that in response to the world market demand for rice 
the Thais h~ve improved very little on their traditional 
techniques of production, and h ve not increased tho proportion 
of capital to labour used. It is true, however, that much 
more 1 nd has been t̂  ken into cultivation, th ugh even today 
it is probable that only between 10 and 11# of the total 
area is cultivated (Ingram 1955 P»55)* Furthermore the 
typical peasant cultivator aims primarily to produce sufficient
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rice to support his family and only when their needs arc 
satisfied does he sell the surplus•

In his book ’Politics in Thailand', the author,
D.A.Wilson, states that in rural areas

' the relative importance of cash in the household 
economy varies with the amount of rice available for sale*
The tendency in areas of substantial rice surplus, particularly 
in the Central Region, is for the household to live on its 
own rico supplemented by fish and vegetables gathered from the 
lush countryside* Any other goods such as cloth, meat, tools, 
animals and luxuries are bought with cash from tho prooeods 
of the sale of surplus rice (Wilson 1962 p.40)'

Tho typical Thai family is thus basically self-sufficient 
in terms of the labour-force used, and the food produced. 
Furthermore, land is by and large individually owned through
out Thailand, and though the size of holdings varies from 
region to region (Wijeyewardene 1967 P«76) nowhere in the 
country as a whole is the pressure on land comparable with 
that experienced in some other Asian countries. The 
frequently repeated phrase 'There's fish in the water, there's 
rice in the fields* (Nai naa mi p.la« nai no mi khao) expresses 
quite succinctly the Thai's awareness of the natural abundance 
of tho surrounding countryside as well as his justifiable 
confidence that he can survive there quite comfortably without

7having to work too hard*'

The most prestigious form of employment for tho town- 
dwelling Thai, is to b© engaged in government service, and
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it is estimated that there are over half a million ovex'noent 
employees i. Thailand (Caldwell 1967 P*51) • it must be 
remembered th .fc coat bar! a, schools and hospitals are statcn- 
owned with the reoult that tho distinctive khakhi uniform of 
tho civil servant is by no oe no confined to officials in tho 
administration.

Most of tho urban Thais who *>ro not k.h. r^chakua (servant 
of royal works) ore employed in the service industries, w ich 
is to any that they make  ̂living^ us »~rvanta, labourers or 
hawkers, as ferrymen, taxi-drivers and so on. Between these 
people wan those vs. o occupy senior poeitiv,ms in the civil 
service there is a e rked distinction, not only in income 
but also in life-style, though, in thene terms the raruvs of 
the more lowly government officials merge imperceptibly with 
these of the sorvice workers. The gulf which exists between 
people at op osito ends of the socio—economic scale forms 
the basin for discussion in Chapter Five, where details of 
the religii.uo expenditures made by individual Buldhist laymen 
are present®*. for analysis.

It is generally true to say th^t ’the Thai hive not shown 
much eatnusissm for business enterprise* (ingr^ 1935 9*217) 

as was mentioned earlier with apecific reference to 
Ayut; y«, one.erci&l and business sector is almost
c mplutcly ©minute! by the diligent Chinese population, whioh 
comprises more than 3 million individuals in Thailand today 
(c^ldwell 196? p.35). Thus a:thou, h the Thais grow the rice 
the marketing and milling of grain is largely in Chinese hands.

The Indians, Pakistanis and Ceylonese in Thailand who
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comprise the other most sizeable ali en ethnic minority also 
occupy o special niche in the urban economy. It is usual 
to find individuals from this group making & living by selling 
carpet3 or cloth as owners of butchers' shops, or as money
lenders, though the Sikhs, in Thailand as elsewhere in South 
East .rsia, are traditionally employed by businesses or by 
private individuals as night-watchmen, perhaps because of 
their height and fine physique.

It was earlier remarked that there have been very few 
qualitative changes in the Thai economy, although the country 
has in recent decades become increasingly involved in inter
national trade. One aspect of this conservatism is thwit the 
spending patterns of the average Thai have also changed very 
little. In his bo k 'Economic Development in Thailand since 
1850', Ingram reports that

'People prefer to keep their savings in the form of gold 
or cash and they have not made much use of banks, postal 
savings or co-operatives for this purpose. Nor are they 
willing to invest in the stock of a corporation which they 
do not understand or trust* (Ingram 195? p.218). My own 
observations from ..yutthaya would indeed support this 
contention. Furthermore it con be added th^t surplus cash 
which is not used to buy jewellery, clothes or,increasingly, 
Western luxury goods, is often spent in the fulfillment of a 
variety cf social obligations. It is for example incumbent 
upon a wealthy individual to support numerous clients, and 
other dependents, some of whom m*>y be poor relations. Such 
expenditure not only serves to validate his social status but
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also brings spiritual benefits,in that charitable actions 
of any kind are felt to be highly meritorious in religious 
terms. It is believed however that people ot all levels 
of society derive the maximum spiritual and social benofits 
by investing their savings in support of tho Buddhist Janghe. 
in any one of tho variety of ways which are discussed below*

1U. Kinship

•Thu chief features of the kinship system 
beyond its bilaterality, short depth and 
collateral relation are the emphasis 
on relative age within generation, distinction 
between generations and the regard for the 
sex of persons linked* (Nash 1965 p*62).

This statement made by Nash with reference to Burmese 
society, ia equally applicable to the Thai situation. Thai 
kinship terminology is presented in the accompanying Diagram 
(Diagram 1). The terms set out in this table are also 
applied to affinal relations although when used in reference 
the suf ix khoel (m) or aaphei (f) meaning •affine1 may be 
ad ed if it is neces ary to be more specific. Unrelated pereoni 
with whom one is on intimate terms are also designated by an 
appropriate kinship term. The leek of interest in establishing 
the precise kinship relationship which exists between different 
individuals in Thai society can to some extent be explained with 
reference to political and economic factors. Because 
Thailand has a state system of government, kinship status
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ic not important for establishing individual rights to 
citizenship* as it is in many societies studied by 
anthropologists* Hor is it necessary to allocate rights to 
scarce economic i*©30urce8 by tho operation of the hereditary 
principle| as was illustrated in the previous section}there 
is in the country as a whole little or no mttc-rial deprivation 
of any kind* This lack of emphasis on kinship and genealogy 
is strikingly illustrated by the f.ct that family names were 
introduced into Thailand by government decra; some fifty 
years ago* and even today their use is largely restricted to 
bureaucratic affairs*

Amongst a feu high-ranking Thai families however there is9 
as might be expected* a greater emphasis on pedigree* Although 
political power has, sinco the devolution* passed out of the 
hands of both royalty and aristocracy individuals from these 
ranks still form a privileged elite with a background and 
style cf life in com* on* Within this group nn ny aarriages 
are arranged with a view to consolidating tho property 
interests of the families concerned. The high incidence of 
intermarriage can to seen both to reflect and to reinforce the 
iuterriv 1 cohesiveness of this privileged minority.

Coaside ^ticno of seniority both within and between 
generations aro more important for the conduct of social 
relations than is the uestioa of the isgreo of kinship 
existing between the parties. The premise that one should 
respect one's elders indeed provides a primary basis for 
action* and one which applies even to relations between
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sibliEigu where the age difference may be very ©mull. Like 
most dyadic relationships in Thai society, that which exists 
between eluor and younger kinsmen of the same or of different 
generation, takes a very generalised putrou-client form; the 
senior member is expected to provide counsel tnd moral 
guidance, as well as material aaifljv.tice when t to need arises $ 
whilst the Junior partner should in turn pay heed to t is 
advice, and give more tangible evidence of hi© deference by 
acting as general factotum for his superior*

In L'hailand, as in other iheravada Buddhist countries
y

women are believed to to the inferior cox, bocause they 
epitomize those sensual pleasures wriich fcrci the chief 
obstacle to any man’s spiritual advancement* It is interesting
to sea tiut this ideal disparity in status is to some extent 
reflected in the use of kinship terms in other spheres of 
activity* The word mae (mother) for example forms part of 
the common nouns mae ihrua(cook). rae kha v̂endor) and pae chi, 
all of whom ere individuals of relatively lowly social status* 
The terms mao (mother) sod ;yui (maternal grandmother) are 
similarly used in addressing any wotâ n who in senior in age, 
but of lower soci 1 status than tho speaker; a passenger on a 
ferry-boat might for instance address the elderly oarsworaun 
■ s mae or yai* The word jga moaning the eldeî  sister of either 
parent is more rarely used in t ia context, but the term 2SL 

(father*s mother) is never employed in this way, a circumstance 
whic i may reflect the ideal superiority of the male, and the 
as cci-tea belief that senior kinsman on one’s father's side
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or tha family are more sternly authoritarian than the 
cr>~ ^apoadiug maternal relatives.

in addressing u n elderly man of lower social status the 
words iunr: (elder brother of either parent) or ta (maternal 
grandfather) may be used to express a similar mixture of 
familiarity and respect, although the terms for father (oho) 
and paternal grandfather (py) are not extended in this way*
The word puo is however incorporated in the expression luanft pho 
(Hovered Father) a respectful term of address and of reference 
applied to eminent monks, end one wiiioh ms.; also be used when 
t^lkint about famous Buddha images, or the Buddha himself 
where the reference is clear from the context.

Xbe term tn&e on the other hand figures in the names of 
various non-Bud hist s peraotural phenomena, tho Goddess of 
the aicc Fields is for example known as Hoe . nosop. and the 
word mae is also attached to the proper names of phi, t* e 
unhappy and malevolent spirits of people w* o mot un inauspieioui 
end.

Keverthelesw, despite these and other similar linguistic 
usages, dhai women appear to enjoy a considerable measure of 
equality both in lew end in behavioural terras. With respect 
to rural society for example, it has often boon remarked that 
there is extraordinarily little division of labour along 
sexual lines; it is equally possible for men to act as mid* 
wives, as it is for women to turn their hands to the plough. 
(Hanks 1963 p.4-36). this substitutability of roles (Nash 1965 
P*57) is however less apparent in an urban context where male
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und female spheres of influence are usually nor© disparate*
The middle-class Bangkok housewife knows no more about her 
husband*a office job than do s her nglish or ..serican 
counterpart* and say similarly spend her time in making 
visits to the hairdressers or attending classes on cookery 
or painting. But in Thailand* as in estera society, the 
most highly educated and enterprising women can also achieve 
positions of real power and influence,both in business affairs* 
and in the national bureaucracy#

a# Karriar e
Unless there are political or property interests at

stake mar iuge in Thailand is usually a matter of individual
1 ochoice. ' In some instances however the marriage is arranged 

by the two sets of parents simply by reason of tho friendship 
wlioh exists between them* Indeed* several of tho young 
people 1 knew expressed a preference for this procedure* 
believing that their ciders could more accurately assess the 
worti of a prospective spouse than they could themselves# 
Moreover* should the relationship prove to be unsatisfactory* 
neither partner need tx^r any responsibility f r its rupture# 

when the initiative is taken by the youn? people them
selves* parental consent is necessary if eith r party to the 
marriage has not reached tho age of majority; and indesd the 
approval of one * a seniors is desirable whatever the 
circumstances. Nevertheless* where the choice of tho couple 
does not accord with the wishes of one or both sets cf 
par nts,ciorement provides the most eoscon expedient 
(uaufman I960 p*lf?l)#
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Ideally the union should be s.lennitted by a civil ritualf 
preceded by a ceremony of blessing performed by a chapter of 
Buddhist monks* Furthermore* according to a- lav which was 
passed ia 1935 all marriages a culd be registered at the 
district (. uphoej Cffieet but this has not yet bee me comuon 
practice* particularly in country areas# Indeed the material 
available on Thai village life suggests that in muni’ caaos the 
assumption of the marital relationship is marked neither by 
any kind of public ceromcny*nor by official re lllftliM 
* the fact of the younL couple* 0 living together being the seal 
of marriage in the eyes of the community (de loun; 1953 P*63)
My own observations suggest however that town-dwellcrs may 
be somewhat more punctilious in these matters* in that the 
marriages I attended in Ayuttheyu were marked by both religioum 
and civil ritual* and were subsequently registered at the 
, aihoe Office#

in m^ny casea a common fund ia established for the new 
couple by both seta 0.1 pnrants# In legal terms tho husband 
ia regarded as being both tho he^d of the conjugal union >nd 
the manager of -ho joint conjugal estate* although he must in 
the second capacity obtain liis wife’* couaent before disposing 
of any pert of their joint property which she has br ught to 
the marriage# hither partner may in ad ifcion poasesa personal 
property which is his or her Swle concern# Furthermore tho 
law provides that ’where a wife has been c-r y iny on a profession 
before marriage she may continue to car y on such a profession
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without the consent of her husband1*1 Thus as was stated 
earlier the Thai woman may enjoy © position of considerable
fre do©* and of equality with her husband^ although in 
deference to tho inherent superiority of the male* many Thai 
wives odOreas their husbands as phi or elde * sibling!

» it respect to tho children thu husband also hus parental 
power* although neither in law nor in f~ct is the marriage 
of tho mother crucial for the child's legitimacyi there is in 
effect no such thing as bastardy* Thai low clearly states 
that 1 a child born of on unmarried woman is deemed to be the 
legitimate child of such a woman*lr> and indeed fatherless 
children seem to be easily absorbed into the mother’s kin 
group* such ill-feeling as exists bein directed not a< uinst 
the child but against th( father for not having married the 
girl*

b. Inheritance

It appears that land and property belonging to both 
parents ero equally divided between their male and female 
offspring accor ing to the principles of bilateral inheritance* 
although there is eome evidence of profci*ential ultimogeniture, 
according to which principle the youngest child inherits the 
family home as well as his sharo of the l^nd or other 
possessions (Yano 196S p*860) Sho Id an individual die 
intestate the childre n and the surviving opouae have e uul 
righto of inheritance^*

c* divorce
Mood ©ntiiropologists report that divorce in Thailand is
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relatively easy and frequent, end that, like marriage itself, 
it often entails no civil procedure (Wijewwardene 1967 p.68).
As in the majority of case3 marriage is not used to create 
dn on-going alliance between two families but to establish a 
single conjugal bond, it is perhaps not surprising that marital 
breakdown should be fairly common. If the couple provo to be 
incompatible it is usual fcr them to return to their 
respective families. The children of a broken marriage usually 
but not invariably remain with thoir mother.

d. Residence.
a newly married couple may take up residence with the 

parents of either partner, although there appears to be some 
preference for uxorilocaiity at least in the early years of 
the marriage (*ije^wardene 1967 P#69)« A similar trend 
observable in Burmese family relatione has been explained by 
hash in the following terms;

*••• the mother-daughter bond may bo considered 
the keystone relationship. Ferriage does little 
to attenuate it, and it serves as the chief linkage 
between households •••• the role of mother is a 
stable, huuse-oriented role. Mothers and daughters 
spend much time in close proximity and the duuhter 
is under constant guidance and surveillance ••••
.... Unlike the fether-son relationship in which 
there is the element of r placement along the 
age axis or t: e element of separation when the 
young man comes into full maturity, and the older
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cum passes out of tho control and command 
phuse of his life* tho mother-daughter role is 
without the threat of replacement or sop-ration'
(hash 1965 p.51-52).

This explanation may well hold good for Thai society 
although there are ther factors to be token into consideration* 
It socms from the material available that it is unusual 
for two or more married siblings to remain in the parental 
home (Caldwell 1967 p.^9) and thus the choice of residence 
for newly weds might well depend to some extent on the age 
status of either partner in his or her sibling group. Bearing 
in mind that ultimogeniture is a common principle of 
inheritance it is probable that if either spouse is the 
youngest child of the family* then the young couple will go 
to live with th t set of parents from whom they will ultimate^ 
inherit the house and its effects.

The typical extended family group also includes 
individuals o the grandp&rental generation who h.ve retired 
from active life as well as siblings and cousins of the 
household head who ere unmarried or divorced* and other 
assorted relatives; orphaned or illegitimate children are 
also easily sccos odatod in a kins ip group of this kind.

In country *reas this assorted grouping of relatives*
14(phi nongj who ahar- the sgne compound usually forms the 

basic labour unit. Because <f the abundance of land* and the 
present state of tec mologicol simplicity t e actual size of
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this labour unit is fairly flexible* Although the a ere and 
for labour is not infinitely elastic an increase in the 
number of people employed usual?;; results in a sufficient 
inert.-..-Be in output*

In an urban setting on the other hand the traditional 
pattern of residence rauy bo modified for a variety of reasons, 
the moot important of those being the f ct that a town- 
dweller's wage or salary is naturally graded ccording to the 
position he holds, and without any regard for his family 
com: itmenta. He cannot therefore,afford to support indefinitely 
a large number of dependents,and it is more usual for 
individuals who ore com,, ittod to tho modern monetary economy 
to live in a simple elementary family• Tho greater pressure 
on land in thw town, as well as the conoideroble geographical 

oocial mobility of individuals in tho middle m l  upper 
levels of urban society must bo regarded no contributing to 
the changes visible in the tr dition .̂1 patterns of residence 
doooribod above* It 1b notable in this co ejection,that tho 
people occupying an inferior position in the urban social 
hierarchy, who are only partially committed to the cosh 
economy w.nd rem. in to some extent self-supporting live In 
extended family groups exactly similar to those described 
above for rurol ..reas, Furthermore, amongst families at the 
uppermost end of the iccial scale tho ethic of noblesse oblige 1 
may worh to produce residential groups of tho same traditional 
type 5 wiiicu is to say thtt a member of the old aristocracy 
who lives in town on tha income of hie income may feel

compelled to validate his privileged position by supporting
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individuals to possess both the space end the financial 
resources whie moke tiiis possible*

In conclusion it can be said that kinship relations are 
of smaller significance in Thailand then they are in other 
less mobile societies where birth status determines social 
position* hevertheloss there are a number of vory general 
premises relating to kinship behaviour which are regarded as 
being of primary import nee for the maintenance of smooth 
social relations* The Thais believe not only that one 
should respect one#s senior kinsmen,who have aft r all seen 
moi’e of the world* but also that relatives (phi nong; 
should assist each other in all matters* But in Thailand 
os in other societies where kinship is reckoned bilaterally 
a great deal of leeway in given to each individual in selecting 
the peox>le whom he will regard and treat as kin*



ihlloaeukicsl - a».-octs or .heravada Buddhism

'flier© se•ms to be no doubt that; Theruvado Buddhism was
made the State religion when the first Thai kingdom was
founded at Sukhothni (c*1238 A*D.) whic suggests that it
oust already have been voll-established before tais date*
Sons authorities consider that this form of Buddhism may have
be n introduced from Ceylon st some time during 3rd century B.C.
though this opinion is difficult to substantiate (..oils 1960 p*iv)

The scriptures of fcbe Therovadins* which ©re written in 
ISthe >all " language, are arranged in three parts or pitukaa 

(Ht*Basket3) known collectively as the friritaka*the Three 
Baskets of the law* The Vinoya—pitaka* generally considered 
to be the eldest of the three contains rulorj and regulations 
pertaining to tho conduct of Henbors of the fonrha or Order 
of Buddhist Monks | tho dut.a-pitaku is concerned with the 

(Word cf tho Bud ha) and co: siots of discourses and 
sermon said to have been .elivored by the Bud h© himself* 
end by hi. earlieat disciples; tho third pitaka* known ^s the 
. bUidhamc.a-pituka woo compiled at a considerably later date 
than tho other parts of the canon* and contains books of 
exegesis and explication of the doctrine (Butt 1937 p*xviii)*

The teachings of Thortrvada Buddhism aim primarily to 
show the adherent the way in w ich he can eseape from this 
suffering worl by achieving ..niighteijaent or dirvatta (lit* 
freedom f;.vom Dasire). The Buddha (lit* the dnlightenod One) 
taught that this state of Solvation can only b», attained by 
an individual who renounces ettochments to all worldly t ings*
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material or immaterial* It is felt that man’s involvement in 
the sensory world c-n bring him only suffering by reason of 

hukkha (impermanent* transitory; nature of oil things; 
emotional attachments bring suffering when the loved one dies9 
or changes or moves sway; devotion to material possessions 
also causes unhappiness as such objects may be stolen* or 
simply parish and decay in tho course of time; and furthemore 
even the ideals to which a man is committed can soon become 
tarnished and lose all value* hven the entity which we call 
the ,loelf' or ”1" is believed to have no permanent existence* 
being ©©rely a combination of evexvehanglng physical and 
mental forces* Indeed* the craving for the *orld* for its 
ideas* opinions arid beliefs* nd for its sensual delights, is 
based on tho mistaken idea of tho elf which arises out of 
man’s ignorance of the transient (duk.Aa) quality of worldly 
things*

The selfish desires (i.onha) of the individual cause his 
to take volitional actions or Khupma which inevitably entail 
some kind of reaction and thus constitute a force for 
continuity* *s long us he performs lihumnio acts the actor 
cannot achieve Nirvana and will continue to be robom into 
this suffering world where he must reap the harvest of his 
previous deeds and misdeeds*

Lhttpoa be relatively good or relatively bad; good 
nhaac.a brings merit (Pali: punna Thai: bun) for th actor 
whilst evil actions result in demerit (Pali: papa Thai:bap)* 
Tho reaction to either type of activity may take place almost 
immediately or after a longer interval of time* and indeed* 
as woa implied above* this khaaric force peraisto even after
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death when the balance of merit and demerit on the actor*s 
spiritual account determines his subsequent status $ he may 
return to the World in any animal or human form. On the other 
hand his return will be delayed if he is forced to spend an 
intervening period in Hell in expiation for previous wrongs 
done, or if alternatively, he is rewarded for meritorious 
action by being allowed to stay for a while in one of the 
many Heavens of sensuous pleasure.

according to orthodox Theravada doctrine, only a monk, 
(Bhikkhu) that is to say a man who has renounced secular society 
can have any hope of achieving Nirvana; the layman or house
holder who remains firmly rooted in the material world can 
entertain no such aspirations. In practice however, none of 
the Thai monks to whom I spoke appeared to consider Nirvana 
to be a relevant goal for which to strive; those who considered 
that Salvation was attainable in modern times, believed that 
only after billions of years of tireless effort could they or 
their contemporaries achieve this state. The majority of 
monks however, chose to retionalize their limited spiritual 
horizons by saying that only the Buddha and a few of his 
disciples had become Enlightened, and that this facility was 
no longer available.

Thus both the Buddhist bhikkhu and the Buddhist house
holder pursue the same end, though by different means; each 
* seeks the secondary compensation of a prosperous rebirth' 
(Tambiah 1968 p.4-1) by doing good and avoiding evil. The 
acquisition of merit is also felt to bring immediate benefits 
in the form of happiness and peace of mind. These feelings of 
euphoria can be seen by the outside observer to be the direct
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result of performing some socially approved meritorious action.
For the monk the primary merit-making activity is the 

study of the Dhamma (Word of the Buddha), though the pastoral 
services he performs for the lay community also result in an 
increment to his spiritual store, The avoidance of demerit 
on the other hand entails adhering as closely as possible to 
the rules of conduct defining his role which are contained 
in the Vinaya-pitaka.

For the layman Buddhism provides a special and less 
exacting ethical code (contained in essence in the Five 
Precepts) according to which he should shape his actions if he 
is to avoid acquiring demerit. Whereas a positive increment 
of merit results from hi’s performing various charitable works, 
the most significant of these being the provision of material 
support for members of the Buddhist Sangha. who may not 
participate in secular activity and thus depend for their 
existence upon donations made by the laity. According to 
Buddhist belief however any act of giving is meritorious, and 
thus a patron can further improve his spiritual status by 
acknowledging, in soire tangible form, that society requires 
him to assist his friends and relatives.

It is possible moreover for one individual to make merit 
on another's behalf. When, for instance, a boy is ordained 
as a monk, some of the merit thus made is automatically 
transferred to his parents. In other cases the living trans
fer merit to the dead, and 'thus enhance the salvation prospects 
of the latter* (Obeyesekere 1968 p.26), This transfer is 
accompanied by the action of yat nam (pouring water out onto 
the ground) and is an integral port of many merit-making 
ceremonies performed by the monks (Tambiah 1968 p.99)«



It oan be se -n from the foregoing; discussion that tho
theory that an individual accumulates merit or demerit by
his khan?ic actions provides in very general t a r n s  an
explanation for his present social status and for the
vicissitudes of life which may befall hiot in that 'the past
determines the present which (combined with the past)
determines t e future* (Gbeyeeekere 1968 p.2 1). But it must
be stressed that as a theory of causation khaama is very
indeterminate; merit is not computable, the actor is unaware
of tho precise value of his past and present L.ctionst nor
do«s he know when their effoots will be ende manifest. The
fruits of khammu may ripon instantaneously, or on tho other
hand it may take several billions of years before they come to 

16maturity.
whether or not th© khamciic ideology is use! to explain 

and to justify individual circumstances doponds a great deal 
upon the view point of the speaker* a wealthy man can regard 
hio own success as clear evidence of the meritorious actions 
he has performed in th© past , whereas an envious neighbour 
who suapecto him of c icanery and a: arp dealing can console 
himself wit;; the thought the-: the effects oC evil action are 
nut to be avoided. The individual who feels that he has failed 
in life might similarly explainthis misfortune with reference 
to ev nts which took place in a previous existence wMch he 
cant*at remembar. however such a person is perhaps more likely 
to rid himself of every shadow of responsibility by citing 
ill-luck or some other non—Buddhist phenomenon as the causative 
factor.
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It is interesting to see that Buddhist beliefs and 
those which are commonly labelled •Hindu* or • .nimistic* 
to some extent fulfill complementary functions# The khaamic 
theory does for example provide only a very generalised 
explanation of the individual's social condition, an 
explanation which is psychologically inadequate in a situation 
of crisis# In such circumstances Hindu techniques of 
astrology can be used to isolate the immediate source of the 
trouble, and in the ease of illness, a cure, also regarded 
as being khonr. saaana phram (part of the religion of the 
Br^mins; c^n bo applied*'• Belief in the intervention of 
ghosts or phi as well ss folk-Bcientific theories derived 
from scanty medical knowledge clso furnish the Individual 
Buddhist with alternatives to tho khaguic explanation of 
events# Whatever agency is instrumental in causing illness, 
the f, ct that one becomes ill, is of course, in theory, 
ultimately explicable with reference to the state of one*s 
merit balance, although this link is rarely traced by the 
sufferer.

The Thais consider that any person can acquire the 
ability to heal or to tell horoscopes by diligent study of the 
text bo. ks where these Hindu!otic practices are revealed# 
nevertheless my observations in hyutthaya showed,that more 
credence was given to the specialist who was also a Buddhist 
monk# But, although such talents are traditionally associated 
with the monkly role they are in fact exercised by a very 
small proportion of the bhikkhuat which is to say that 
although most saiyasat (magical practitioners) arc* monks,
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relatively few monks -re caiyasat. Furthermore the members 
o 1 tho monastic community in Ayutthaye, the town where I 
worked, did not participate at all in other Hindu rituals, 
such uo 'calling the khwan (soul essence)* (Welle I960, p.137) 
which were performed by lay specialists, as were the seeanoes 
and rituals of exorcism associated with animistic beliefs, 
hor aid the bhih^huo of *>yutthaya have any' dealings with the 
house-spirits (phru ghum) to which most laymen make offerings 
from time to time#^

ibJi regard to the theological position it is interesting 
that tho Buddha did not deny the existence of the angel a and 
deities of the Hindu pantheon, nor of ghosts, spirits and other 
supernatural phenomena, but simply that ha regarded the 
associated beliefs and practices eo irrelevant and as a 
hindrance to salvation. Thus the monks, mho are In theory 
devoted to the attainment of ITirvuna, should have no truck 
with those unorthodox (i.e. non-Budahiet) religious elements 
whilst 'the lay masses by virtue of their involvement in the 
social sysuem ^re incapable of salvation unyw-y} therefore 
the practice or non-prectice of magic end deity propitiation 
make little difference to their ultimate future prospects 
(Obeyeaekere 1968 p.2 3).

Although the bhiukhus of ayutthaya did not hope to 
achieve Jilightonraent, they tended on the whole, with the
e.-iov.ptioii o». a few ssivasat. to bo more dismissive of 
tragical Animism* ^ than their lay follows and their counter
parts in rural areas, Who are familiar from a number of 
anthropological studies*' • For this reason, in discussing
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monk/layman relatione I shall confine myself to exomining 
Interaction which is generally recognised to relate to the 
practice of Buddhism*

This task is not os simple as it may seam at first sight **̂  
Notwithstanding the general interest in merit—making, opinions 
differ as to which activities are of relevance i:i this 
coioiection, according to the depth of awareness and 
philosophical understanding of the Individual actor* Although 
the distinction betwe n the sophisticated and the naive to 
some extent cross-cuts the division between the monkhood and 
the laityt it is true to say that most of the people with any

ppdegrea of doctrinal expertise are monks of long-standing *
In some instances monks must appear tc maintain a dual 
standard in that they give their tacit approval to certain 
iuems of religious behaviour which they consider to bo 
inefficacious* It was believed in *yutthuya for example 
that if one visited a neighbouring s rinc which h<used a 
replica of the dud ha*a footpriiit, on sevon separate occasions, 
then one would hove acquired sufficient merit to avoid having 
to go to Hell whatever evil actions one committed in the 
future* deverel bhikkhua expressed to me their scepticism 
with r ;gord to t,is theory but said that they could not 
speak out for fear of losing lay support* Furthermore they 
recognised fch~t th© laymen still needed to perform these 
activities, which they as monks had bean able to renounce*

Hoitnor monks nor laymen questioned the validity or 
necessity of the merit-making rituals, performed for laymen 
at critical turning-points in t: e individual life-cycle2^,



although a few people, most of them monks, recognised that 
certain basic ritual elements, ouch as the sprinkling of 
lustr^l water, the use of the sacred thread and so on were 
clearly derived from tho Hindu tradition5^* Nevertheless 
these and other disparities in intellectual awareness were 
not reflected with any accuracy on the b haviourul level* 
ven the bhikkhu who realised that merit-making was irrelevant 
to tho central religious goal could sc>ro ly refuse re uests 
to perform ceremonies for members of the lay community upon 
whom he depended for material support* Furthermore a laymen 
who took an existentialist position with regard to Buddhist 
philosophy might hesitate before contracting out of all social 
obligation*, which involve amongst other things, attendance 
at merit—making rituals held by friendo and relations*

*>• iha Thai Buddhist * onkhood (ouiighe)

X should like to conclude this chapter by describing 
fairly briefly the formal organisation of the > ̂anfrha in 
Thailand* Between 1902 and 190J a series of bills were 
enacted pertaining to the administr ation of the ounr.ha as 
the Church of Thailand^* The regulations thus established 
however, in no way interfere with the operation of the rules 
of discipline contained in the Vinaya—pitaka which are 
binding upon Tkeruv&da Bud ist monkr> in all countries* The 
purpose of these Acts on the dsinistration of the Buddhist 
Order of Sangha (19c2, 1941, 1964) w->s to organise the monk
hood es a national institution and indeed to bring tbe Order 
under State Control* This aim is clearly stated in the
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preamble to the first ict which came into force in 19(2
during the reign of Rasa V where it in written that

* hhero&s the amendment of th© law and 
th© reformation of tue udministr tive 
s/stem of "che State a^vo brought about 
manifold developments ~nd outstanding 
progress to the country it is obvious 
that the religious affairs of the 
Buddhist Ghurch arc of no less import
ance to the development and prespe rifcy 
both of BuddhisL: and of th© country* 
in that systematically v.dminlstered 
they will servo to attract more people 
wo tho study and practice of Buddhism 
under the guidance of Bhi.hhus (phikkhu)9 
thereby leading thee to the right mode 
of living in accordance with the Buddha’s 
instructious.’

Following this legislation « hierarchy of ecclesiastical 
offices was created* along the lines of the ihai civil 
administration* ihe ting who has tho final authority in all 
Church affaire appoints the Supremo Patriarch I omdot 
Phrusuiadenarstj who stands as the apex of the ecclesiastical 
pyramid. In his turn the Guprem© Patriarch appoints* with 
tho King’s approval* a number of senior bhikkhue to serve on 
tho council of Elders Ujahotherasamakhom) .a body which 
combines legislative* administrative oud judicial functions 
(Gobhaxia 1967* p.14)
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Local ecclesiastical administration is in the hands
of the church officials in charge of the various administra
tive areas into which Thailand is divided, the largest and 
most inclusive of these being the 9 Regions (Phok) each of 
which has at its head a CUao iihana Phak or cclesiusticol 
Regional Head# 'The next official in declining, order of rank 
is the .ccleeiautical provincial dead (Ghao Kasna Cham-yet) 
followed by his subordinates at tho district (th Chao hana 
. ppuoe) and Sub-District levels (tho vlwo r.aaaa Tambon)# The 
most junior ecclesiastical official is tho abbot of the
individual monastry or wat which forms the smallest unit of 

09administration# 1

The civil servants employed in the department of Religious 
Affairs t i l  t i n  Ministry of education are occupied almost 
exclusively with matters pertaining to the man; -ha as Church 
of Thailand# The Director—General of this department is ex- 
officio Secretary-General to the hahatherassank;tom (Council of 
alders) and all senior ecclesiastical appointments aunt be 
ratified by his immediate superior the *iiuir>tur of hducstion#

A most important function of the officials in the 
department of .oligioua ,vffa rs is to or* anise, i » conjunction 
with senior bhi*. .hus the courses of ecoleoiastical educationj 
the threa grades of the primary course known as Ijak Jhum 
(Student of the ahammo) were introduced in 1910 whilst trie 
more advanced Parian or Pali Course (urades 3—9) was 
established somewhat curlier, in 1893 (hells 196c p#14—15)•
In hio artaclc 'Church and St..te in Thailand* (Asi^n Purvey 
Oct#1968 Vol#VlII Ho#lQ, ionca iahi writes that 

' 2 iq adoption of * system to give



the monks an official status by state 
examinations helped to atren^then the 
state control of the monks* Tills system 
which aimed ut deepening the monks1 
knowledge of Budlhism, enforced a sort 
of orthodoxy by banning free interpret
ations of th Buddhist doctrines which 
are liable to bring about schism within 
the buddhiet Order# Thus, the Thai 
monks* understanding of Buddhism b. came 
stereotyped, and the monks* subjugation 
to the st-te was strengthened.* (Ishi 1968,
p*866)•

My own observations support these statements in that the 
bhik^hua of Ayutthaya did not appear to indulge in anything 
approaching philosophical speculation or debate, and for them 
•hammu study me^nt working for the annual ecclesiastical 
examinations*

The Department of Religious * ffairs is also concerned 
with the administration of Central Church Trcperty, wUch 
consists largely of disused monasteries and tho associated 
estates* It is through these channels moreover that tho 
government budget for the support of religious affairs is 
administered, the major items of expenditure being the 
restoration of both deserted and inhabited wots, and the 
costs of ecclesiastical education ov r the whole country 
(Wells 196c p.31).

a yearly record of tho number and status of the residents 
iii all the monasteries in Thailand is preserved in th© Departs©**;
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of Religious in Bangkok. Each abbot is required
to submit an annual report to the Department giving detailed 
information about the members of his vat community, their 
age, - codernic qualifications and so on. He oust also report 
on tho activities organised by tho monastery for the laymen 
in tho vicinity, and comment on the extent of lay participa
tion in these services*

The (A,uq i.hsn, ..qphoe { Ecclesiastical -istrict mead) is 
a pivotal figure with regard to communication taking place 
between th© civil administration and the o,.qf;he, he collects 
the reports of individual abbots in his District and tabulates 
the information c stained before forwarding it, through the 
Education Section in the >.mphoe office to tha Department of 
Religious Affairs in Bangkok*

Furtherraor; the Chao Khana Aophoe plays an important 
part in the allocation of ecclesiastical offices which fall 
vacant within his area of jurisdiction* Final ajjpointments 
for positions below the level of Ecclesiastical District Head 
(Chao Aln.ru- -.mpho©) are granted by the oelesiaotic^l Head of 
the Province (.,huo Khĉ na Changvat) but it is impossible for 
an officer of this standing to have personal knowledge of all 

bhik- vhus in the province and he oust rely upon tho opinion 
of his subordinates at the District level in making these 
appointments* Leakages are also relayed in the other direction 
through th: medium of th© Chao Khana ,Lmphoe in that he is 
responsible for tho local organisation of the annual 
ecclesiastical examinations when ho receives his directive 
from Bangkok, and it is his dut^ to see that Buddhist ceremonies 
held to mark national holidays aru performed at t e proper time 
and place*
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I must mention in conclusion that though there exists
in Thailand a single system of ecclesiastical administration
the Thai Sangha is divided into two sects. A movement of
reform begun under King Ilongkut (1851-68) resulted in 1894-
in the Buddhist Monkhood’s splitting into 2 nikai (sect);
the smaller reform group was known as the Thammayutika-Nikai
(The fteec of those who uphold the Dhamma) whilst the main
body called themselves the Nahanikai (The Greater Sect). The
chief points of difference between the two lie in the fact
that the bhikkhus of tho Thammayutika sect adhere more
strictly to the rules of conduct laid down in the Vinaya—pitsK&
and in general place a greater emphasis on study rather than
on pastoral services performed for the laity. Although there
is necessarily a considerable degree of overlap in
behavioural terms between the strictest Nahanikai monk and
the most liberal members of the Thamtuayutika sect the latter
can on the whole be seen to adhere to the more rigorous

28standards which they profess#
Monks of the two sects cannot perform ritusls pertaining 

to disciplinary affairs together because of the stricter 
interpretation of the word of the Buddha which is followed 
by the Reform Sect. Nevertheless, Nahanikai and Thammayutika 
monks can jointly officiate at merit-making rituals performed 
at some layman’s invitation. Where both sects are represented 
on such occasions the chants are recited in the oanyoga 
mode following Mahanikai practice, although for ceremonies 
performed exclusively by Thammayutika monks a recitative form 
(ilagadha or Mogodh) assumed to be closer to the original Pali
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intonation is oft on adopted (ells I960 p,l?9). In terras 
of outward appearance monks of the two sects or© usuully 
indistinguishable. Originally monks of tho Reform Beet 
adopted a different way of carrying the begying bowlf and 
wore thoir robes in a different style, but tt*eso diacritical 
emblems have largely been abandoned as the original practices 
of th — -nikai ure generally considered to be sore 
convenient and comfortable,

A few of my informanto insisted that the Thaatr.ayutika 
monks come only from the upper levels of Thai society, hm 

reform movement was begun and complete! under royal 
leadership it is true that the sons of aristocratic families 
were the first to bo ordained into the new sect. But at no
tia© have humbler individuals been excluded, and my work in
..yutthaya indicates that at the present time there exists 
no difference between bhik .hus of the two sects in terms of 
sociax background, For the average layman sectarian different 
are of no significance whatsoever, several of my informants 
were unaware that tho Bud hist ;>anghs was so divided, Further** 
aoro lor man,, of the ordinary bhik-huo the basis of this 
uivfisioa ~ad its implications ere far from clear, It is not 
unknown for a man to be ordained as a ftuhunlkul and as a
_Fiuc ayutj.k: monk at different tinea in his life.
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A> TlkuLjii Jo IhlL&alCTIU,

1. iitutistics from the Jown Ik 11, .yutlihuyu.
2* vtup - a reliquary, a monument built to contain relics

or ashes of a deceased person*
3. 2ho i'bai iiing end i.uoon are models for their subjects 

in every way and set the standards of excellence* The 
(,uean coaches the Thai entrants for tho Miss Universe 
contestf advises them on medce~up, deportment ~nd so on*

4. .*yutthaya -.revince is divided into 14 districts or 
xnphoe * a hoe Ayutthays,which is composed of the 
municipal urea and some outlying rural settlements,is 
divided into 11 Jumbon or Sub-districts*

5* fiiera ere however a few government scholarships for
children whose parents cannot afford to pay far 
secondary education.

6* Th© statistics used in this section arc tukan largely
fro:, the book 'economic Change in Thailand since 1650* 
by J.C•Ingres (Stanford 1955); -nd ^n article by 
J.C.Gvldwoll entitled *The aemogrup;-ic 3tructuref 
(Thailandt social & Economic Studies in Development 
(ed) T.H.Silcock (A.N.U.) 1967)*

7* This expression is derived from an inscription
authorised by th Thai monarch ham ilhom liaeng C.1292 
(see G.Coedea London 1966)* It has since been 
iucoi^porated in a popular song, and is often heard in 
cost.on speech.

6. Many of these individuals in the lower rands of urban
society arc partially self-sufficient in that they grow 
their own fruit and vegetables, und mu„/ keep a few 
chickens.

9# This minority group numbers about 7fOCC individuals
(Caldwell 196? p.29)

10. Between members of high-ranking Thai families marriage# 
are arranged with a viow to consolidating property 
inter©sta

11. Civil U Coer orcial Code of Thailand Bk.7 Chep.III, 
Section 1450.

12. Civil oc Commercial Cod© of Thailand Bk.V.Chap.I,
Section 1 5 2 5 .

13* The special arrangements made for th,- disposal of the
property of a deceased monk are discussed below in 
Chapter Four, aee p. 197
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14. «ithln tho compound there may be one largo house or
several sLoller houses occupied by members of the 
©xtoiided family group.

15. caIntroduction tv luli Literature by Br.B.O.b^erji
(Celcutt u 1964 p• 14 et .passim;

16. See The Dhamcapada vorseo 119-122 for gra phic
illustration or t’bio point;
v.119 "..vau un evil-doer cees good so ions as evil 

ripenc not; but whon it bears f uit, then he 
seas the evil results.

v*12C Bven a good person sees evil so long os good 
ripens not; but when it boars fruit, then the 
good one seen the good results.

v.121 Despise not evil, saying *It will uoc come nigh 
unto me* ; by the falling, of drops even a water-* 
jur is filled; likewise the fool, gathering 
little by little, fills himself with evil.

v.122 Des: ise not merit, saying fit \dll net come nigh 
unto mo1; even by the falling of drops a water
ier ia filled; likewise the wise man gathering: 
little by little fills himself with good."

CHarade Thera 1959 p.40)

IV. Bud .hisc ia not concerned with alleviating immediate
physical suffering, buffering of all kinds is 
considered to be a necessary condition of existence, 
nevertheless there is a Buddhist ceremony sometimes performed in time of illness with a view to improving 
the merit balance of the sufferer. (Kolls I960, p.2C9).

lb. This ia not true of all Jhai monks (cf.Ingersoll 1966
p.60, and Kaufman I960 p.10?)

19. Bee a»es (1964 p.21-52)
20. e.g. Kaufman (196o) Tambiah (1968)
21. Boo Mendelson (1969 P.217) on the dif icuities of 

distinguishing between the different elements.
2< . Though not all monks hud expert knowledge of the doctrine
2p. And in un* Cose ‘the performance of all Buddhist rituals

Can be justified with reference to the sacred texts.1 
(ubeyesekere 1968 p.31).
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"On the occasion of tho national ceremonies in 
commemoration of the twenty-fifth Buddhist Century 
there was an argument about whether to allow the 
holy watar to have its usual role in this special 
occasion or not • ••.. those who opposed its being 
used considered that •Its inclusion may have a 
piece in private observances but not in this 
historical one. Tor it would be a source of 
undesirable remarks if seen by thoughtful Buddhists 
from all over the world.*
Tfc$ dispute w«*s then submitted to the Ecclesiastical 
Chief Minister Bomdot Phro Vanarch who pronounced 
fchst th* holy water together with tho rites connected 
therewith bo suspended frou the ceremony (the rites 
connected with the holy water here were the 
encirclement of a thread of spun but untwisted cotton 
©round the scene of the ceremony. 'Ihis was thought 
to be a protection against the incursion of evil 
spirits intc th?t erea)M (Funysnubhsb 1965 p.173)
For details of pro—aolem legislation pertaining to 

Mancha. see article entitled *The Government of 
the Thai Sanghe* b: Phre Scoana Cobhana (1967) in 
Visakha Puja publication by Buddhist Association of 
TKallWnA (Bangkok 1967)
See Acts on th* ministration of the Buddhist Crder 
of Senghe (The Fahamekuta Educational Council, The
Buddhist University, Thailand 1963)*
Thera are approximately 24,105 monasteries in Thailan 
wnich housed during the Lenten Season 1966 a total 
of 175«232 monks.
(Statistics from the Department of Religious Affairs.Bangkok). 1
See article irv Thai in the Journal Sanrekhoiasatporithst 
(Social Sciences Review) by S.Siw^raksa on the causes 
and implications of tho differences existing between 
tho two sects (Special Edition No.4 August 1966 
Social Sciences Ires., Bangkok\ p.89).
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chapter one

*THE W*I OF THE MONK1

Shed thou householders* finery 
As coral tree its leaves in fall: 
And going forth in yellow clad, 
Fare lonely as a rhinoceros.

Verses from the Patimokkha translated by Edward Conze.
(Conze 1959 p«80)
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Early Buddhist doctrine was the property of a religious 
elite of mendicant monks whose aim was to reach Kirvana by 
perfecting their understanding of the Dhamma, or Word of the 
Buddha, the Enlightened One. According to Pali scholars one 
of the oldest parts of the canon is the patimokkha section of 
the Vinaya-pitaka comprising 227 highly specific rules of 
conduct for the bhikkhu (Dutt I960 p.66); these remarkably 
comprehensive ascetic proscriptions are intended to aid the 
monk in his pursuit of salvation by taking him out of the 
ordinary world.

In subsequent chapters I shall consider the question of 
how far it is considered to be possible or even desirable in 
a Thai context for any individual to renounce society 
completely; but my immediate concern is with the social 
interpretation of the role of the monk as it is defined by 
the patimokkha code. As will become clear a number of 
compromises are made in the practical implementation of the 
ideal though the discrepancies are by no means apparent to 
everyone, whether monk or layman.1 A significant point however 
is that the ascetic regime of the monk which is intended to 
remove him from lay society in fact renders him dependent on 
that very society for material support and is believed further
more to enable him to confer merit (bun) on any householder 
who offers alms. This functional interdependence of the 
monastic and lay sectors of Thai society has important 
implications for role performanee; with respect to the monkly 
role in particular, a certain range of leeway is allowed and
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indeed even institutionalized, but monks who stray too far 
from what is generally regarded to be the norm may be checked 
by the withdrawal of lay support. Conversely those bhikhhus
with powerful personal charisma usually receive more than

2adequate material reward.
The material used in this chapter is based on fieldwork 

carried out in the town of Ayutthaya, Central Thailand in 1966 
and 196?t although as it will be clear to the reader 
acquainted with other literature on the subject, many of the 
generalisations made have application beyond the limits of 
this specific area of study.

It is clearly not possible to discuss in turn each of the 
227 rules in the patimokkha, some of which are in any case 
obsolete in that their relevance was restricted to the 
conditions prevailing in India during the early days in the 
development of the Buddhist Bangha (ven.Nanamoli Thera 1966 
p.100). The scope of the discussion can however be 
conveniently limited to those proscriptions, proffered by 
informants, both monk and lay, as being the most important 
criteria for distinguishing 'the way of the monk* (thang phra) 
from 'the way of the World' (thapg lok)
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i. The monkly role.

One of the most significant differences between a monk 
and his lay counterpart is that sexual activity of any kind 
is forbidden him on pain of immediate expulsion from the 
Order. This injunction does not prohibit men who have been 
married from becoming ordained, even whilst their wives are 
still living, although it does mean that they must remain 
celibate whilst wearing the yellow robe. It was my 
impression that the members of the Thai Sangha adhered very 
closely to this rule of celibacy and only two cases of its 
infraction came to my hearing. The first instance concerned 
a monk who was at that time abbot of a large monastery in 
Ayutthaya; it was widely rumoured that he had made pregnant 
a nun who lived in the wat where he was formerly resident.
The local people made their disapproval manifest by never 
visiting the wat; nor did they make offerings of money or 
food to the community of which he was the head. Furthermore, 
none of the 20 or 30 monks in permanent residence came from 
families living in ^yntthaya or its environs. Nevertheless 
this monastery remained 'a going concern* because there were 
there certain Buddha images a chediya  ̂of sufficient historical 
interest to merit their restoration by the Department of 
Fine .̂rts (Ministry of Education) in Bangkok. Consequently 
coach-loads of *day-trippers* from the capital visited the 
wat where they spent a great deal of money on buying picture 
post-cards and replicas of the more famous images. The 
proceeds from this tourist trade were used, in part, to buy 
food for the monastic community,thus making it unnecessary for 
the bhikkhus living there to go out each morning to gather
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alms (pai binthabat) from the householders, which is the 
traditional practice of the mendicant monk.

The higher ecclesiastical authorities in Ayutthaya and 
in Bangkok were either ignorant of the abbot*s ill-fame or 
preferred to turn a blind eye. Indeed to all appearances the 
monastery flourished as the monk in question also enjoyed a 
somewhat more creditable reputation as a teacher of meditation 
(Thai: Wiphasana-thura Pali: Vipassana dhura) which attracted 
both monks and nuns, who professed an interest in such 
spiritual exercises, to come from distant provinces of Thailand 
to study under him.

This case is interesting in that it also illustrates 
the reluctance both of members of the lay community and of the 
ecclesiastical authorities to take the responsibility of 
bringing disgrace upon any bhikkhu - and by extension to the 
Sangha as a whole - where it is at all possible to avoid doing 
so • The attitude maintained by most laymen is that if the 
saffron robe becomes *too hot1 (pha ron) for its wearer for 
any reason then he should leave the Order, and there is no 
barrier to his doing so as the ordinand takes no binding vows 
of any kindj the man who earns the disapproval of the laity 
may well forfeit their continuing material support, although 
freakish conditions such as those described above might allow 
him to stay in the wat and indeed to prosper!

There were in Ayutthaya two or three other bhikkhus 
described by some lay informants as showing *too much interest 
in the way of the world* but they appeared to restrict its
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expression to casting a few bold glances in the direction of 
the young female members of the congregation gathered to 
witness any ceremony; families desirous of borrowing ritual 
equipment (altars, images and so on) necessary to hold a merit- 
making ceremony centred in the home, sent their prettiest 
representatives as suppliants to those abbots, who were liable 
to respond more generously under such circumstances*

Despite these contrary examples however,the proscription 
against sexual activity appears to be quite strictly observed; 
according to many Thai monks it is their scrupulous adherence 
to this rule which distinguishes them from their Burmese 
counterparts who are reputed to be guilty of a double 
misdemeanour,in that they escort girls to places of public 
entertainment. Although this allegation is just one manifesta
tion of a more widespread national prejudice it does appear 
to have some slight basis in fact. In his book on village 
life in contemporary Burma the author planning Nash,speaks of 
the * arrogant wearers of the yellow robe who are seen at 
football matches ... or with women' (Nash 1965 p.143). These 
bhikkhus who are known as 1khitpongyi , meaning literally 
modern monk, not worthy of respect' are however few in number 
and sternly disapproved by the majority of their fellows.
As far as 1 know there is no Thai equivalent for the term 
'khit pongyi' which suggests that, though there are monks 
who contravene rules restricting contacts with women, they 
are very few in number , and manifest their interest in 'worldly 
ways' less publically.

A second austerity which is regarded as being particularly 
hard to endure is the bhikkhu* s practice of taking no
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nourishment after midday; members of the Buddhist 6angha 
take only two meals each day, eating for the first time 
at approximately seven o'clock in the morning, and timing 
their last meal to finish just before noon, ^fter this time 
they are allowed to smoke or chew betel, or to drink any 
liquid which is unsweetened and which does not contain milk; 
this means in practice that the bhikkhu can take any 
beverage to which he has added neither sugarnor milk himself, 
consequently soft drinks such as coco-cola or orangeade are 
regarded as quite acceptable since the Sangha does not 
enquire into the conditions of their manufacture. But with 
regard to the rule against taking an evening meal, as with 
respect to the ban on taking alcoholic drinks, the monks of 
ayutthaya appeared to be quite scrupulous - unlike 
Michael Moer^hn1 s informants in Ban Ping (rioerman 1966 p. 1540 • 
Nor did they appear to suffer any disability in the form of 
listlessness or exhaustion; indeed several bhikkhus whom I 
knew practiced the additional austerity of eating only once

7each day. '

A third criterion which serves to distinguish the way of 
the monk most markedly from that of the average layman, 
lies in the fact that the former does not earn his living in 
any ordinary way, but by and large subsists on presentations 
of food made by thu householders who live along the route 
taken by him on his daily alms-round. The prohibition against 
taking life, though it applies to all Buddhists?is given a 
stricter interpretation in the case of the bhikkhu: one 
implication of this is that members of the Sangha cannot
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subsist by cultivating any land which belongs to the monastery 
because such activity would inevitably entail the destruction 
of innumerable small organisms in the soil. Consequently 
most wats in possession of fields lend or rent them out to

Q
the laity for cultivation.

In addition, Theravada Buddhist monks may not indulge 
in commercial activity of any kind though this does not mean 
that in Thailand the bhikkhus do not possess small sums of 
money for their personal use. The ideal is that on ordination 
the monk renounces all worldly possessions beyond the 
8 Requisites allowed to him. But in practice the articles 
considered necessary are considerably more numerous than the 
stipulated items - namely, one set of robes (Three garments: 
1-3) o ne alms-bowl (4) a razor (3) a needle and thread for 
patching his robes (6) a filter for straining living 
organisms from water used for drinking or bathing (7) and a 
girdle or belt to secure the lower garment of his robe (8).
The articles numbered 6, 7 and 8 in the preceding list are in 
fact owned by comparatively few monks, but most bhikkhus 
possess additional items such as a quilt, a pillow and a 
mosquito-net to suspend above his sleeping mat; an umbrella,
a kettle, a cup and saucer and some cutlery - to name just a

9few of the most common items.
Over and above these initial personal effects bhikkhua

also receive small amounts of money and other material goods 
(items of grocery or objects used in ritual, e.g. candles, 
incense-sticks lotus buds, etc.) in return for their perfor
mance of merit-making ceremonies on behalf of members of the
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lay community. As far as the money is concerned the amounts 
given are quite small, the traditional sum being somewhere 
between ten and thirty baht for each monk taking part in a 
particular ritual performance.^ Furthermore the fiction 
that Buddhist monks do not handle money may to some extent be 
maintained by the use of an intermediary both in the act of 
donating and of spending the money concerned. That is to say 
that the lay man initially presents the money to a lay bursar 
(waiyawaChakon) attached to the monastery where the intended 
recipient resides; the waiyawachakon in turn conveys the
money to the monk or alternatively buys on his behalf any 
articles he should need up to that amount. On the other hand 
the bhikkhu who wishes to spend some of his money - newspapers* 
cigarettes, or supplementary food being the most usual items 
of expenditure - usually takes with him one of the small boys 
who help with chores around the v/at (dek watj~l to carry out 
the transaction for him.

There is clearly a basic conflict in the position of the 
monk which has already been remarked; this conflict springs 
from the f^ct that the bhikkhu1s abstinence from worldly 
activity renders him capable of conferring spiritual benefits 
in the form of merit (bun) upon those still enmeshed in 
secular affairs, who in turn express their reverence and 
gratitude by making presentations of the material objects 
ideally renounced by all members of the Sangha. The further 
implications of this paradoxical state of affairs will be 
explored more fully in the following chapter. At this point 
it is sufficient to note that the Buddhist monk must behave
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with great circumspection as regards his worldly possessions; 
ib is common practice for bhikkhus to share such money and 
go ds as they are given with their fellows whenever possible, 
and where such distribution is not possible to maintain an 
attitude of indifference towards the objects in question.

Where I have drawn attention to some of the discrepancies 
between the rules of the patimokkha code and their practical 
implementation my intention was not to discredit the Thai monk* 
but rather to draw attention to the difficulty of realizing 
the original ascetic ideal. On the contrary I was impressed 
by the generally high standards of conduct maintained by the 
monks of ayutthaya, and I consider that the rewards - both 
material and immaterial - which are entailed in entering the 
Order, are for the most part fairly earned, in the sense that 
most bhikkhus observe a genuinely more ascetic way of life 
than do their lay fellows. There are comparatively few monks 
who can be regarded as malingerers.

These men who have entered upon "the way of the monk*
are separated from the rest of society not only by their
residence in the wat but by diacritical features of dress and
personal appearance. The Buddhist bhikkhu wears saffron-
coloured robes and his head and eye-brows are shaved
immediately prior to the Ordination Ceremony and thereafter

IPonce each month for as long as he remains in the Order.
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TABLb 1,1.
i ir/nilstic usages operati?■.* betweo raot.ke a d laymen.
a• The Monk b. 7tie bayrnan
i. Term of self reference i. Term of aelf-referer.ee

when speakin, to a layma; when opeakli. to a monk
*“ otana - phoc (rc)

- dlcViari (f)
(also polite usage between 

laymen)
ii. Term of address when ii. Tern; of address when

soeakii ( to a laymai. spea1 ii.( to a monk
- vcm, or khui (also used - tha;

betv/eer" 1 ayraei;) or LuaW Iho
- Kevereaa lather 
or specific title

iii. The verb - to eat - chai iii. kjr or thav (polite)
- to sleep ^  cTia wat i or lap
- to bathe - son/ narr: a j j  i am

otes
Ir the Thai lan uage each noun has an associated classifier 
which may be used in association with the roui, or or its 
o i where the reference is clear* The v orcl khor- is the 
cassifier used when speakin. about ordinary people, e.*.

Tiiree farmers - Chao na San. khor.
- Farmer three person

But in speaking about monks the classifier or, is used, e.g.
Three monks - 1 hra sam orr

- I'onk three person (or reli ious
person)

The classifier o , is also used when speakin* about the
Buddha or Buddha image, angels a :d deities of the Hindu
pa theor (though not of malevolent spirits or phi) and when
referrin; to royalty. ovices (net ). or ju lor members of
the bar { In . who are less that. 20 years of a* e, a d observe
only 10 of the 2 2 7 rules of the latimokkha, are also ong
rather than khoi * e.g.

Three novices - men ear on/
novice three person

uns or r:;ae chi are however regarded as ordinary people, e.g.
Three nur.c - mae chi sa khor

nun three person
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Furthermore, the monk is differentiated from the laity 
in matters of etiquette and deportment, which are also 
regulated by the patimokkha rules; he should be careful cf 
his table manners, and 'not eat stuffing out (the cheeks 
like a monkey)'; he should wear his robes in a decorous and 
modest manner and not 'sit laughing loudly in inhabited areas'. 
(Ven.lianamoli Thera 1966 p.14-). These minor regulations are 
observed quite strictly and Thai monks do tend to be of 
quieter and more dignified mien than their lay fellows. It 
is quite remarkable how boisterous young men assume at least 
the outward trappings of their new role immediately and 
without self-consciousness on being ordained. The significance 
of the monkish facade for monk-laity relations c<mnot be over
emphasized as the reputation of many an eminent monk in 
Ayutthaya was based more on his conformity to the formal 
stereotype of uhe calm and passive bhikkhu than on his 
knowledge of the Scriptures, his aptitude for teaching and 
preaching, or any other clerical skill.^

In the context of interaction between a member of the 
Sangha and u person belonging to the lay community the status 
superiority of the former over the latter is acknowledged by 
numerous linguistic usages; in such a situation both monks and 
laymen use special terms of address and self-reference to 
express their awareness of the spiritual disparity which 
exists between them. There is in addition a special 
vocabulary of terms to describe ordinary actions as performed 
by monks (see Table 1.1.).

Furthermore the layman's respect for the monk is expressed
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in greeting patterns and in seating arrangements at mixed
gatherings where priority is always given to members of the
owngha; when a layman encounters a bhikkhu he knows in the
street he raises his hands in the wai gesture of respect
which the monk may acknowledge with a few words of blessing
but will never return. And, should a householder visit a
monk in his kuti or living quarters in the wat he shows his
respect by prostrating himself on the floor. The head of a
layman should never be higher than that of the monk, his 

14superior. Nor may a member of the lay community eat at 
the same time as the ordained but must wait until the latter 
finish their meal, the men standing by to present (phrakhen) 
each dish, as bhikkhus may not partake of any food which is 
not formally offered.

Laymen and women accord these respectful forms of 
behaviour snd address to all members of the Buddhist monkhood 
though they do in fact revere some bhikkhus more than others 
on the basis of their length of service in the wat. of their 
scholarship and learning, or because of per onal charisma 
springing from some other source. Nevertheless as all members 
of the lay community - even the Ilonarch - are of inferior 
S±ritual status to any member of the Sangha, they adjust their 
behaviour accordingly.

lince women are regarded as the major obstacles to any 
man* a renunciation of the sensory world female members of the 
1̂  ity must; be particularly circumspect in their dealings with 
bhikkhus taking care to avoid all physical c; ntact even of an 
indirect nature. Cne of the implications of this avoidance is
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that a woman who has occasion to pass any object - 3uch as 
a book, or a glass of water - to a monk, must place it, not 
in his hand but upon a cloth (pha phrakhem) which he carries 
for the purpose. Furthermore, on all the trains and buses 
special seats ure reserved for members of the Sangha, to 
minimize the risk of their coming into contact with female 
passengers. However, as will later become clear this ban on 
physical contact with monks does not prevent women from 
making daily offerings of cooked food to the mendicant 
bhikkhu, nor from attending ceremonies and services in the 
wat* Indeed, at least with respect to these two kinds of 
activity the female members of the lay community are generally 
more diligent than the males.
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ii• -fltr./ into the Order of honks
It is obvious from the foregoing description that the 

atoii who becomes e bhikkhu enjoys a position o f  t r e a t  prestige 
in b , ciety* at tho same time as deriving other benefits o f a 
transcendental kind from this moat meritorious act o f  

renunciation* In Thailand,according to popular belief all 
young men who have reached the age of 20 should enter the

for at least a brief period of time* unlike monks of the
Christian tradition the Buddhist bhikkhu is not asked to 
dedicate his life to the urder and indeed may return to lay 
life at any time# Tho Thai practice whereby young men enter 
the wat for a short period of time (chua khrao) has ri htly
be.n regarded as e kind of rite do p&saege by many anthropolo
gists ihon 1961 p*68—69; Peobieh 1968 p*56) as t. become
a monk for even a brief period is thought to transform young 
men w o are immature or •unripe’ (dip) into fully adult 
members of 3ociety. In former days - in sorae country 
ar&^s to this day - it is said that a young man’s prospects 
for marriage might depend upon whether or not he had spent a 
season in the wat*

Thai men w; o are ordained on a temporary basis •according 
to custom Or tradition*(ben prapheni) usually spend a part or 
the whole o one Lenten season (phanss) in the monasteryf 
which i3 to sey from mid—July until mid—October a period 
coinciding with th heaviest monsoon rains* During this time 
the Buddha is believed to h^ve ordered his disciples to go 
into retreat lest they damage the growing rice*
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In contemporary Thailand monastic communities often
double in size during phansa with the influx of newly ordained
monks and unless a man has been in the wat during t is
Lenten season he cannot be said to have been a bhikkhu and
indeed his name will not appear in the official records of

15the Religious Department in Bangkok •
For another group of Thai men, ordination, far from

preceding the assumption of social maturity, marks the end
of their active participation in the world,as it is a fairly
common practice to retire into the monastery in old age. But,
over and above the men who become ordained on a temporary
basis and those who spend only their final years as members
of the Sangha there are some individuals who can be regarded
as permanent or career monks, in that they remain in the Order
for many years, and in some coses for most of their lives.
It is these monks and their relationship with the lay
community who form the focus of this thesis.

Because these so-called permanent monks may also
re-enter lay society at any time, and indeed rarely know or
state for how long they intend to remain in the wat they can
in a formal sense only be distinguished by the fact that
they do not refer to themselves as having buat chua khrao
or * been ordained for a short time*; nor are they known to

16the lay community as temporary monks. In practice most of 
the bhikkhus who remain in the monastery after the end of 
phansa are permanent in the sense defined above.

The situation which thus exists in Thailand today is 
one whereby about one half of the adult male population
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17has spent some time in the monastery ', and where a much 
smaller proportion remains in the Bangha on a more permanent 
basis. Some idea of the ratio of permanent monks to laymen 
can be gained from the fact that in the District of Ayutthaya 
there were approximately nien who were over twenty
years of age and thus eligible to become bhikkhus. and 
within the same administrative area at the time of my fieldwork

18there lived some monks whom one could describe as permanent • 
Bearing these figures in mind it is reasonable to 

enquire whether or not there are any factors - beyond personal 
distinction to abandon the way of the world - which prevent 
some men from becoming ordained, and conversely whether the 
permanent monks have anything in common other than the length 
of their service in the wat.

The ordination ceremony (ngan upasombot) whereby a 
man is admitted into the Buddhist Sangha is described in 
greater detail in the chapters concerned with the religious 
behaviour of the Thai householder, but certain aspects of 
this procedure must be examined at this point in the 
narrative in order to assess to what extent, if at all, it 
can be regarded as a mechanism of selection.

An important point to remember is that in order to leave 
the lay society the ordinand Cnak)requires the active 
cooperation of a number of people from the lay community and 
of at least five members of the Bangka. forming the quorum 
necessar. for a valid act of ordination.

As concerns the householders who participate in the 
ceremony of upasombot; one or more of them acts as the sponsor
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or cfcso phen by financing the affair which may cost between 
three hundred and three thousand baht, or more (Kaufman I960 
p.129) depending upon the tastes and resources of the people 
involved. In the majority (55^) of cases I witnessed the 
father of the ordinand acted as chao phap although in some 
instances this title was given more in recognition of the 
fact that the preparations for the ritual and the post
ceremonial festivities took pice in his house (which was 
near to the wat) than because he shouldered all the expenses 
himself. In any case it is believed that the parents of the 
ordinand, and in particular his mother who bore him 
automatically make Ghe most merit^. In fact, in Ayutthaya 
the expenses of ordination were rarely if ever defrayed by 
a single person although it was usual for two or three people 
to make significantly larger contributions than the otherpQ
guests . It may be remembered that according to Buddhist 
ideology, gifts in any form bring merit to the donor; the 
Thais regard it as particularly meritorious to contribute to 
the costs of an ordination ceremony.

As subsequent chapters illustrate, the necessity of holding 
periodic life-crisis rituals, of which ordination is one of 
the most important, gives rise to a system of reciprocal 
exchanges b tween laymen which is sanctioned by the ideology 
of merit-making; that is to say that if individual X contributes 
IOC baht to the cost of a cremation ceremony sponsored by 
individual Y , who may be a kinsman or merely a friend or 
business associate, then Y should reciprocate by bringing an 
equivalent amount when X's son enters the Sangha the following
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year. A break-down in reciprocity expresses or may well create 
a rupture of the relationship between the two parties 
concerned* On the other hand if social obligations are 
fulfilled on both sides by the exchange of contributions then 
both parties make merit and also gain the good opinion of 
society for having observed the correct social forms. Because 
of this system it seems unlikely that, except in the case of 
the desperately poor, the lack of necessary funds acts as a 
limiting factor in excluding some men from the Order of Monks. 
Indead even when the relations and friends of the aspiring 
ordinand are themselves poverty-stricken, hope is not at an 
end as the bhikkhus in the wat, or some wealthy philanthropist 
can often be prevailed upon to assume the honour and the 
financial responsibilities of acting as chao phap. During 
my period of fieldwork I attended two upasombot ceremonies 
which were financed by the abbot* of the wat of ordination, and 
a third, the expenses of which were shared between the bhikkhua 
and a wealthy spinster,who said that having no sons of her own, 
she was pleased to make merit by sponsoring the nak.

The Thai man who wishes to enter the Sangha also requires 
the backing of a number of householders, in an other than 
financial form. According to a series of Acts on the 
Administration of the Buddhist Order of Sangha which were 
passed in the first half of the present century (between 1902 
and 194-1) the nak must present to the bhikkhu who is to confer 
ordination upon kim?t completed certificate of application.
This form vouchsafes that the candidate is aged twenty years 
or over, and in good health; that he is not in debt nor guilty
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of any other crime; and that both his parents, and his wife,
if he is already married, have consented to his entering the 
Monkhood. 1'he signature of the ordinand must be underwritten 
by those of three other laymen. Furthermore if the nak is a 
government employee he must submit another document which 
grants him leave of absence from the civil service for a 
certain period.21

The application forms are issued by the Department of
Religion in Bangkok to bliikkhus holding the office of upacha
and are in turn given by the latter to the nak when he comes
with his sponsor to request ordination. The comj)leted forms
are usually returned to the upacha on the day of the ceremony 

22of upasombot.
It is clear that this formal application procedure, which 

is Just one aspect of the institutionalization of the Thai 
Gangha, goes a long way towards ensuring that the monkhood does 
net provide a sanctuary for men who are fleeing social 
responsibilities or the consequences of previous misdeeds*
Nor indeed, are bhikkhus once ordained beyond the bounds of 
the ordinary laws of the land as I shall later show.

Naturally enough, established members of the Buddhist 
oangha play  ̂ vital role in the admission of a new bhikkhu 
by the procedure of upasombot (ordination). This ceremony 
must be performed in the bot^ of the wat by a quorum of at 
least five monks, one of whom must have been authorised by the 
Department of Religious Affairs to act as upacha in conferring 
ordination (Wells I960 p.182) The upacha should attempt to 
ascertain the suitability of the candidate prior to the actual
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ceremony, by making sure that he is able to read and write,
so that he can pursue the ecclesiastical study courses
available. The seriousness of the nak1s intentions is
generally measured by his ability to memorize the Pali
responses which he must make during the ceremony. It is
probable that the majority of younger men who apply for
admission into the Grdei' can meet the minimal requirement
of literacy, though this may not be true of older individuals,
particularly those from rural areas, who enter the wat on

25retiring from active social life. Certainly, several of
my older informants seemed scarcely to be able to write,
though they were at pains to disguise this disability. It
is obvious, then, that this ruling is not very stringently
applied, and ii none of the cases I observed did the upacha
actually test the capacity of the nak to read and write.

ftor does the inability to repeat the Pali formulae,
used in the ordination procedure, ever appear to form a
serious obstacle to admission to tho Sangha; for one ceremony
I attended there had clearly bean very inadequate rehearsal,
end the ordinand was prompted throughout by an older relative

26who had previously spent several years in the wat . It used 
to be tho practice for young men to spend several weeks of 
preparation in the monastery prior to upasombot but this is 
clearly not possible at the present time particularly in the 
urban situation where the nak is often employed in his office 
or workshop until the eve of th ordination. Cnly one 
instance c^me to my notice of an upacha1s refusing to ordain 
a young man on the grounds that he was insufficiently prepared.
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The bhikkhu in question lived in a sparsely populated area 
in the Southern Region of Thailand, lie was the only monk 
for many miles, empowered to confer ordination, _»nd consequently 
had virtual control of entries into the Order, lie appeared 
to enjoy t. is power and prided himself on his strictness in 
applying the rules for admission. But such a situation 
appears to be rather rare, and in .».yutthaya at least I heard 
of no comparable incidents, hithin the municipal area there 
were eleven monks who had received the appointment of upacha 
and none of them made it their practice or their principle 
to turn away aspiring monks, though one or two expressed 
reservations with regard to the v-lue of being ordained 
chua khrao both for the ordinand himself and for the community 
he joined on this temporary basis.

After the ceremony, during which the nak is formally
p ocross-examined by the khu suat as to his eligibility to

enter the han&ha. the upacha presents the new bhikkhu with
an identity card. This is a kind of monkfs passport which
gives all the details of his past and present statuses.^
The date, and location of the ordination ceremony, and the
names of the monks who officiated are entered on this document;
the P-li n^me bestowed on the new monk by the upacha is also
set down, though such names are rarely used except in official 

50contexts^ , or when they are incorporated as part of an 
honorific title. If the monk should subsequently move to 
live in another monastery the abbots of the wats concerned 
should give their written consent to his transfer by signing 
his passport; furthermore the bhikkhu* s academic grades and 
any other titles received are recorded in this document.
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In summary, then, the ordination ceremony can be said 
to act as a selective mechanism in so far as it requires the 
consent of a number of laymen and of members of the Sangha; 
interestingly enough during the procedure of upasombot the 
people present in the Lot are requested to voice any 
objections they may have to the ordinand*s entry into the 
Sangha or to be silent thenceforth (Vajirananavarorasa 1963» 
p.35). This means that men who are obviously suffering from 
gross physical, mental or social disabilities cannot become 
monks. On the other hand, however, the requirements for 
ordination are not rigorous in that they do not demand a 
high level of intellectual ability, or previous educational 
attainment, and from this point of view virtually any man 
is capable of following the way of the monk, whose chief aim, 
in theory at least, is to perfect his understanding of the 
whamma.^

iii. The Ilonkhood as a channel of mobility.
Some of the possible obstacles to a Thai man's assuming 

the most meritorious role in the whole social inventory have 
now been located; an attempt must now be made to discover 
whether or not there are any factors which might make this 
role more attractive to some men than to others, on a fairly 
permanent basis. In the preceding paragraphs I did not 
discuss the factor of personal tastes as a deterrent to 
ordination, powerful though this may be: and similarly the 
question of individual temperament is beyond the scope of
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my examination of the more positive aspects of this issue;
my rejecting'personality1 studies can at any rate be justified
after the event, in that; my observations showed that because
of the leeway allowed in the interpretation of the bhikkhus1
role the Thai Sangha accommodated men of very diverse types
and capabilities. Instead I shall look to socio-economic
factors to provide some solution to the question as to which
men become permanent monks, although this is not to imply
that these factors alone either determine or prohibit any
man's becoming a monk, n r to ignore the possibility that

32personal or domestic crises might precipitate ordination 
or prolong an individual's stay in the wat* Nevertheless it 
remains true to say that under any circumstances the role of 
permanent monk offers special advantages to men from a 
particular social milieu.

^s far as the temporary monks are concerned, in 
^yutthaya at least, my research showed that young men from 
all social backgrounds are equally likely to buat chua khrao 
Temporary bhikkhus were, with a few exceptions, young men 
who had as yet acquired relatively few social responsibilities* 
Thot is to say that older men who held vital positions in 
the national bureaucracy,oras managers of family firm3 were 
unlikely to spend even the period of one phansa in the wat* 
although the sons of these pillars of the community, and 
junior clerical or business staff were all to be found amongst 
the ranks of ten-porairy monks*

On the other hand observable similarities existed
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between permanent monks in terms of their respective social 
circumstances^. as the earlier description of the position 
of the Buddhist bhikkhu in Thai society clearly showed, this 
role offers great advantages to any incumbent in terms of 
increased prestige* But one implication of the thorough
going institutionalization of the role of monk in the Thai 
context is that it presents other and more tangible benefits, 
making it particularly attractive to men on the lower rungs 
of the social ladder, namely to farmers and to members of the 
urban service classes* In the remaining paragraphs of the 
present chapter I shall analyse this situation more closely.

It may be recalled that in ideal terms, the primary 
purpose be ind any man's renunciation of the lay world is 
that of improving his understanding of the Word of the Buddha 
as set out in the Dhamma-pitaka* and, as far as the bhikkhus 
of Ayutthsya were concerned, direct questioning as to their 
reasons for becoming ordained almost invariably provoked

*Zla response in these terms• In Thailand today the study
of the Dhamma implies, in effect,studying for the ecclesiastical 
examinations at the primary or secondary level; the elementary 
standard is known as the Nak fham or "Student of the Dhamma 
Course" in whic l there are three grades, and is followed by 
the more advanced studies for the Pali or Barian examinations 
(Grades 5-9). Both the prescribed texts and the papers 
for the qualifying examinations are issued by the Ministry 
of Education in Bangkok*

Both the Nak Tham and the Barian courses are taught 
in ecclesiastical schools to be found at some of the larger
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urban wats. In Ayutthaya for example there are three such 
institutions located at Wat Suwandararam, at Wat Phanan Choeng 
and at the only monastery in town belonging to the Thammayut 
(or Thammayutika) Sect, Wat Senasaneram • The bhikkhus 
who instructed the monks and the novices who were students 
at the various schools were either residents of local 
monasteries, or alternatively had been specially sent from 
one of the Buddhist Universities in the capital* These 
three monastery schools made Ayutthaya into something of an 
ecclesiastical educational centre, attracting monks from other 
Provinces of Thailand where facilities were less developed, 
though the most serious students usually made their way to 
Bangkok.^

An obvious consequence of the fact that the best 
teaching facilities for bhikkhus* as indeed for laymen, are 
to be found in urban centres is that the largest numbers of 
permanent monks are concentrated at the monasteries in town 
which either have their own schools or are at least accessible 
to those that do* However, the predominance of men from 
farming families in the wats of iiyutthaya suggest that this 
causal sequence might equally well be reversed; that is to 
say that instead of stating that men who remain in the Crder
for a number of years tend to move into town to continue

*their studies, quite a strong case could b made for saying 
that in some cases the desire to move to town, in order to 
gain access to the educational or other benefits of urban 
living, may have had some influence onihe decision to 
become ordained. But whatever the priority of their 
motivations for entering the Bangha the fact remains that
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the monks in the monasteries of Ayutthaya had free access 
to a number of schools which gave instruction in both lay and 
ecclesiastical subjects. Furthermore there are additional 
or alternative benefits available to the urban bhikkhu in the 
form of titles and ecclesiastical offices which are rarely 
located at rural wats; indeed although most of the younger 
monks study fairly regularly many of those who are middle- 
aged or older have long since abandoned academic pursuits and 
divide their time between administrative affairs and the 
performance of merit-making ceremonies for laymen in the 
vicinity.

Finally, in attempting to explain why permanent monks 
prefer to reside in the town rather than in the country one 
should not disregard those features of the urban environment 
which make living there preferable to village society for many 
Phais, and which can be enjoyed equally by the bhikkhu and 
the householder. Amongst these features can be counted not 
only the greater ease of transport and accessibility to the 
capital, and to all it provides in the way of books, news
papers, television and so on, but also the faster pace of life, 
inevitable where there is a denser concentration of people.

Phe information on which I base my assertions that one 
of the functions of the Sangha is that it provides a channel 
of mobility whereby a man can move out of rural into urban 
society, is drawn from a questionnaire survey of 187 bhikkhus 
living in 20 monasteries in the municipality of Ayutthaya^.
The survey was begun in December 1966, that is to say, more 
than two months after the close of the Lenten season (phanaa)
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and only two of my informants stated that they had been
ordained temporarily. The completed questionnaires showed
that of the remaining bhikkhus who can reasonably be regarded
as permanent, over 68$ come from farming families outside
Ayutthaya or in other District or Provincial areas, whilst
the rest came from the lower ranks of urban society occupied

38by vendors, labourers, some junior civil servants and so on^ • 
An enquiry as to the previous educational status of the 

monks surveyed reveals the interesting feet that only fourteen 
of the ninety who completed their questionnaires had received 
any secondary education and that the majority of these had 
studied the advanced syllabus for only one or two years; of 
the 47$ who reported having received formal primary education 
72$ had been ordeined as novices on completing Prathom 4 
which marks the limit of compulsory education provided freely 
by the State. A further 11$ of the total sample had entered 
the wat as novices on a permanent basis some years after 
leaving primary school. In most cases such boys had spent 
the intervening period during their early teens in helping 
their families with the business of living, whether this 
involved giving a hand with the rice farming or with some more 
urban activity. For all of these boys, whether they came 
from families in the town or in the country, their ordination 
enabled them to gain access to educational facilities other
wise unavailable to them, and nearly two-thirds of all the 
bhikkhus interviewed who had beon novices or nen for a number 
of years ,had received Higher Ordination as a monk on reaching 
the age of twenty?whilst the remainder had followed the way of
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the world for varying periods of time before returning to the
society of monks. It should be remembered that ordination as
a monk is not necessarily preceded by a period of service as
a novice in the wats of Central Thailand, and indeed over 50%
of my informants had never been nen on either a permanent or

39temporary basis. Any Thai male is eligible to become a 
bhikkhu on reaching the age of twenty and indeed 46# of the 
monks interviewed had received Higher Ordination at this stage 
in their lives, whilst a further 11# had entered the wat for 
the first time in their late twenties. As was mentioned earlier 
there is a second point in a man*s life-cycle when he is likely 
to become ordained, namely when he is freed of his social 
responsibilities in later life, and 27# of the monks surveyed 
were ordained in later middle-age or beyond.

xin interesting point revealed bu the survey was that
whatever the age of ordination the trend was for men from
farming settlements to be ordained locally and then to move to 
^oin a monastic community in town and indeed 80# of my informants 
had lived in two or more wats. the placo of ordination almost
always being located near to their family home. It cannot be
supposed that the elderly men who retired into the Sangha and 
moved into town were lured by the educational facilities 
available, or by the possibilities of ac ieving high 
ecclesiastical office. Indeed as further observation revealed, 
such monks were not interested in carving out a career for 
themselves in either academic or other spheres. They simply 
found urban society more congenial than the social environment 
in their home villages.
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Although the primary concern of the present chapter 
is with those men who remain in the dangha as permanent 
monks that my work amongst the lay members of Ayutthaya 
society throws nev; light on the function of the monkhood 
as a possible channel of mobility, in that it shows that 
a period of service in the monkhood may enable a man to re
enter lay life at a higher position on the socio-economic 
ladder than that which he originally renounced. This is to 
say that those bhikkhus from farming families who belong to 
urban monastic communities rarely return to the rice-fields 
should they decide to de-robe but tend to stay on in town, 
typically entering the lower clerical ranks of the civil 
service. Indeed many of the laymen whom I came to know very 
well in their capacity as members of the I.onastery Lay Committee 
(kammakan w a t were civil servants with this kind of back
ground who had come to town as monks. Their service in the 
Sangha hud equipped them with the education and with the 
contacts necessary to obtain a clerical post in the civil 
service. laymen their familiarity with both the bureau
cratic and the ecclesiastical machinery made them uniquely 
qualified to act as liaison officers between the Sangha and 
the civil service, as well as between the ordinary townspeople 
and the monastic community.

From the observer’s point of view some men appear to 
manipulate the system quite consciously in that they enter the 
bangha with the intention of obtaining as good an education as 
possible in the monastic schools, and in the Buddhist Universities
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in Bangkok; an education which they realize will stand them
in good stead when they return to lay life. Indeed I know
of several cases of spectacular mobility being achieved in
this way, and it can be no mere coincidence that many of
the higher officials in civil service ministries in the
capital were once monks who had completed Grades 8 or 9 of

zlithe Barian course of studies. However, such mobilityf 
whether or not it involves conscious exploitation of the 
system, is easily Justified in that monkhood is not necessarily 
regarded as a permanent vocation and it is generally believed 
to be a better thing to leave the Order than to seem to 
pursue the way of the monk (thang phra) whilst harbouring 
worldly thoughts. The frank pursuit of academic honours 
which, in a few monasteries in Bangkok, may precede de-robing 
is certainly considered deplorable both by laymen and the

h.pmajority of monks.
In the previous paragraphs I have to some extent located 

and identified the permanent monks whose relationship with 
the lay society, and with each other within the monastic 
community is central to this thesis. It has been remarked 
that in Thailand most of these permanent bhikkhus are 
concentrated in urban centres, not only because the 
institutionalized Dhamma studies cannot properly be pursued 
elsewhere, but also by reason of the fact th~t important 
positions in the nation-wide ecclesiastical hierarchy tend 
to be attached to wats in the town. Naturally enough the 
presence of teachers and of bhikkhus eminent in other spheres 
continues to attract more men away from rural areas, which
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at any rate provide an uncongenial situation for monks, or 
indeed for laymen, who prefer a faster pace of living, or 
for those who desire, consciously or unconsciously to build 
up some kind of personal following.

Thus for the reasons described above, ordination on a 
fairly permanent basis, as opposed to a short term of service 
in the wat, offers more advantages to men from the lower 
socio-economic strata of society, namely to farmers and to 
members of the working classes in the town; this is not to 
say that all men in these occupational groups become ordained, 
the statistics show that this is cleurly not so, but merely 
to suggest that for some individuals who are dissatisfied with 
this particular social status, to become ordained as a monk 
appears an attractive alternative. Cn the other hand entry 
into the wat on an other than temporary basis would appear 
to offer fewer advantages to men in the higher income 
families, as the latter had no representatives among the ranks 
of permanent monks in Ayutthaya during my period of research. 
There are of course no barriers to a wealthy man's becoming 
ordained to improve his knowledge of the ..ord of the Buddha 
but very few appear to do so. There appears in practice to be 
a kind of religious division of labour in operation whereby 
the members of the ^angha are recruited from the lower levels 
of society, and the wealthier individuals tend to demonstrate 
their interest in religious affairs by presenting substantial 
donations of money and material gods to the wat; a feature 
of Thai society to be examined more closely when the merit- 
making activities of individual laymen are under review.
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But, to return to an earlier point: although permanent 
monks are present in the greatest number in urban areas it 
would be misleading to imply that these are only temporary 
bhikkhus living in rural wats, where ’usually the Abbot • ••• 
and one or two other monks form a core of professionals' 
(lambiah 1968 p.56) though the majority of men are ordained 
only temporarily.

.mocher point of interest is that the permanent or 
'professional' monks in rural areas differ from their urban 
counterparts in their respective spheres of activity. As has 
already been stated, ecclesiastical schools and teachers 
are attached to some of the larger wats in town and all the 
monks wioh any pretensions to study are to be found living 
at or near these educational centres. Despite the fact that 
not all the bhikkhus living in ayutthaya utilize the facilities 
for Dhamma studies which are available to them, and allowing 
for the possibility that the occupants of some village 
monasteries study at least the preliminary courses (Nak Tham 
1-3) on their own, nevertheless, the general level of academic 
attainment is somewhat higher in town.

But a further point of difference lies in the fact that 
the r^nge ^nd scope of a bhikkhu's 'pastoral* activities vary 
according to his social environment. A number of studies of 
village ihailund have made it very clear that the bhikkhu 
fulfills a wide variety of functions in the local community 
in that he not only performs merit-making ceremonies but may 
also act as an astrologer, doctor or money-lender, as well as 
giving advice on a wide variety of domestic and agricultural
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problems (Kaufman I960 p.113). The distinction between town
and country monks in terms of their respective activities is 
not absolutely clear cut in that a fe\; of my informants in 
ayutthaya did specialise in telling horoscopes and performing 
cures but in general their sphere of influence tended to be 
more restricted. This is partly a consequence of the fact 
that some of toe functions performed by village monks are 
peculiar to the rural environment; to take Just one example* 
country bhikkhus may take p~rt in * animistic* or other non-

hTLBuddhist rituals coxmectod with the agricultural cycle x 
(Taabiah 1968 p.79)

Similarly the monk1*? role as heeler and apothecary has 
to some extent be ;n usurped by the more widespread acceptance 
of the methods of wiUuhayagav (science) whose practitioners* 
the doctors and nurses of Ayutthaya are more accessible to 
the townsfolk. Tho bhikkhu* s function as banker and money
lender has also bean taken over by professionals; whilst it is 
ix; the very nature of the greater occupati nal diversity and 
specialisation of the urban situation that few monks are 
qualified to give advice on occupational problems.

Kor were the conks of .yuttheye generally invited to give 
their opinion on any &cmastic difficulties which might arise; 
this may be explicable by ths fact that the bhikkhus resident 
in urban monasteries aro noro isolated from the surrounding 
laity than their rural brothars not only in terms of spheres 
of action but also with regard to tho degree of intimacy 
existing between them and the members of the local lay 
community. This is tin inevitable consequence of the fact 
that most of the monko come from outside the town and are not
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necessarily familiar with the personal details of the lives
hhof laymen m  the immediate vicinity.

The interaction between monk and layman in town thus 
tends to be more restricted in its scope. But there is 
compensation in the fact that the merit-making ceremonies 
(ngan tham bun) which form the chief basis for their 
interaction, are not only more frequent, given the larger 
community of householders, but are also less closely bound 
to the seasonal cycle. As is clear from the calendar of 
religious events attended by one lay informant, which is 
presented in Chapter Five, there is in town a continuous 
round of religious ceremonies sponsored both by private 
individuals and by the State on the occasion of Buddhist 
National Holidays. In rural areas on the other hand the 
pattern of religious participation is largely determined 
by agricultural activities for outside the Lenten Season 
(phansa)all except the young, or the very old and infirm 
are involved in these.

Furthermore as will become clear from subsequent discussion 
bhe bhikkhus in an urban area are involved in more activities 
directly pertaining to the monastic community, and to the 
Buddhist cunpdia as the Church of Thailand, than are their 
fellows who live in smaller and more isolated village 
monasteries.
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£WINCTSS TC GiitiPTKR ONG

1. Buddhists recognise that there exist betwe n people 
many different levels of awareness of the Doctrine*
In practice these differences do not correspond to 
the simple aanrha/laity distinction, as each sector
of society &es its oopliisticated and its superstitious members.

2. Gee Chapter 2, p*117
3. Over 2?# of my informants in ayutthaya monasteries had

been married* Gee Appendix No.II fou details.
4. Nuns (mae chi) are comx^aratively few in number (the

W z J lJ n Z T  fear Book 196$ gives a figure of less than 
2,0GC for the country as a whole) and ure of much 
lower spiritual status than the Buddhist monks. They 
are not the equivalent of the bhikkhuni (female 
mendicants) Order which was founded during the early 
days of Buddhism in India and persisted in Ceylon for 
approximately 1,2CC ye^rs after the de^th of the 
Buddha (c.463 B.C.). See Chapter 3»
Chedi^a or cotiya - strictly speaking h n  object of 
worship. • usage commonly restricted to at up.- or 
reliquaries built to enshrine relics of the Buddha, 
his Disciples or some other famous monks, or 
alternatively to house a portion of tho Tripitaka 
(Pali Canon) inscribed on geld or other precious 
metal (cf.^.ells i960 p.35) and (Dutt 1957 p.167) for 
origins of this form of worship*

6* Gee appendix No.I far the second case of infraction of 
the rule against celibacy which wos mentioned above 
(p.50)

7* This is one of the Thirteen Dhutanga or ustere
practices mentioned in tho Suita-pitaka* See Chapter 2 
(p.9X> for further treatment.
Bhikkhus should also filter drinking water, or water 
used for bathing, in order to remove ’living things* 
from it. My observations showed thui, v~ry few monks 
observe this practice, though in this, as in other 
r spects, members of the Thammayutiku Gect tend to be 
more strict.

9* The monk whose ordination 1 helped to finance needed
25 Requisites. See below Chapter Five.

10. At the time of my fieldwork (1966-67) ^  sterling
• 57 baht; at the present time there are 56 baht to
the pound.
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11. Dek wat are usually beys free poor fwiroilieo who
receive bo-rd. end lodging at the wet in return for 
performing domestic chorea fa? the rconks (see below 
Chapter 3 P* 1^2)*

12* The 14th day of the waxing meon in each lunar month*
Wen Kon (Shoving D;*y}* marks the occasion when ell 
oonkc sln-ve their heads end eyebrows.

13# See below Chapter 2 (p.113 at passim).
14. Similar patterns of behaviour also obtain between

laymen* ^nd between monks within the monastic community.
The head is regarded es sacred* being the coat of the 
individual's khwan or soul-essence (Rcjadhon 1961 p.171 
and Tambiah l9Sfp. 53-53)*

15. Boys under 20 years of age may bo ordained as novices
(junior members of the Saratha who observe 10 Precepts) 
on a temporary basis during tnio period* whilst others 
remain in the Order for many years so that they might 
pursue their tudieo at monastery schools. (See below* 
Chapter Three). During Lent (ph&nsa) 1967 the number 
of monks in the wet* of Ayutthaya District (^ppnoe) 
increased from 434 to 617* and the number of novices 
from 97 t i 161.

lb. The term chua khreo raey be used rather disparegingly
by permanent monks end by some loymen to refer to 
those temporary members of the 8snp;ha % although in
tho cry "to bo ordained for any period is meritorious#

17. See Tambiah (196b p.36) and Fitzsimmons (ed.) 1957
p.113) for comparative figures.

IB. We should beware of attaching too much importance to
these figures in that a number of monks in Ayutthaya 
came from outside the Amphoe area (see Appendix No.II) 
whilst on the othsr hand Ayutthaya men were living in 
monasteries elsewhere* particularly in Bangkok. The 
only figures which would have any real meaning would 
be those for the permanent monks in the country as a 
whole at any one time, compared with the total male 
population eligible to become monks (i.e. of 20 years 
or older). As a cans:a of the monastic population is 
taken only during Lent when large numbers of men become 
ordained terporurily it is impossible to get even a 
rough estimate of the total number of permanent monks 
in Thailand at any one time. The national figures for 
tho lenten Season 1967 were as follows:

No. of monks - 175*232 monks 
No. of novices - 87*661 novices.

(Statistics from tho Department of Religious Affairs* 
Bangkok)•
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19.

20. 
21.
22.
25.

24.

25.

26.

27.

26.

29.

50.

5.3# of the total number of monks interviewed gave 
filial obligation as their reason for becoming 
ordained.
Bee lioerman (1966 p.150-151) for a different practice.
i*fter four years employment in any branch of the service 
a Thai civil servant is entitled to spend one Lenten 
season (phan3a) in the Sangho without forfeiture of pay.
See Vajirananavarorasa 1965 p.112-115 for lay-out of 
application form3.
The building in the wat which stands within the 
consecrated area marked by the sima or boundary stones.
See also the Lav/s of the Council of Elders
(Kot Nahatherasamakhom) Vol.5 Book 7 Section 1.1 - 1.162
for procedure for the appointment of the upacha.
In Thailand an estimated 71# of the population over 
ten years of age is literate (Caldwell 1966 p.55).
For full details of the Ordination Ceremony see 
'Ordination Procedure (Upasombot ».ithi)' by H.R.H.
The Late Supreme Patriarch Prince Vajirananavarorasa 
published by the Mahamakuta Educational Council, the 
Buddhist University Bangkok B.E.2506.
At one ordination ceremony I attended a monk gave a 
sermon in which he spoke of the inestimable value of 
ordination, lie odd the nak who was to remain in the 
Order for fifteen days that the spiritual and mental 
benefits derived from having been a monk remained with 
the man throughout his life whether or not he chose 
to spend it in the wat. Several d^ys later the same 
bhiiwkhu remarked in conversation that individuals who 
buat cliua khrao have no time for worthwhile study and 
cause needless readjustment within the community as 
the other monks must at least attempt to te^ch them 
how to behave as monks (how to wear the robes, etc.) 
and instruct them in the rudiments of the Dhamma.
Khu suat - generally translated as 'tutors' or 'witnesses1 
during the ordination ceremony the 2 khu suat enquire 
into the ordinand's fitness to become a monk.
For the form of the identity card see the
Kot Mahotherasamakhom (Laws of the Council of Elders)
Vol.3 "iiection 2.54.
For example in any dealings the monk may have with the 
bureaucracy or with higher ecclesiastical officers.
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3 1. It is of course possible for a man to poae as <* monk
without having been ordained, end thus receive respoot 
end support from the laity. See appendix Ho.X. Cuse- 
History Uo.2 for e case in point.

32. See below Chapter Five, p.260 tho cub© of Khun Siri 
Imohai.

33* Many of thu permanent monks had originally intended to
remain in the Order for a short time only.

34-. 62# of my informants phrssed their answers to the
question 'Why did you become ordained?* in these term#. 
See Appendix ho.II for other reasons given.

3 %  See nap B.
36. See appendix Ko.II for previous placer of residence of

Ayut thsya ’ s monks.
37* See Appendix Ho.II lor results in detail.
38. The five monks who gave their occupation prior to

ordination as * civil servant* had variously been 
employed ass a Janitor at tho Town dull (1) a museum 
guard (1) a postman (1) and govornroent chauffeurs (2). 
Officials of t Is rank (Grade 4) are barely 
differentiated in terms of income and life-style from 
urban service workers.

39. The situation in name Northern villages appears to be 
somewhat different (hoerman 1966 p.13 9).

40. Kanmuknn wot committee of laymen and monks who 
organise'tV* practical affairs of the monastery e.g. 
fchey make the arrangements for renting out firlda
belonging to the wat cf. below Chapter 4.

4-1 • In his article entitled •The Buddhist Monkhood as an
Avenue of Cocial Mobility in Traditional Thai Society* 
(Journal of tho Fine irts Dept.B.h. 2^09 10th year 
Bk.X. p.49) B.a.Wystt writes * there is some evidence to 
indicate th * sonivtimes sons of provincial farmers 
entered government service in th© capital. In many 
such cases such men Koved intc government positions 
through the system of religious education.*
(set1 »loo Chapter Five for specific ex&cple of such 
mobility from my own fieldwork).

42. oee'Visakhe Pujs* B.j£. (1967) published by Buddhist
as&oo. of Thailend (p.24 et passim).

43* As was mentioned in the introductory chepter, the monks
of Ayutthaya also tend to be more dismissive of 
animistic practices than do their rural counterparts. 
(See bove p.35)*

44. This is true of monks in any town but the situation
is poe&lbiy heightened in Ayut:they* which is known as 
a centre for ecclesiastical education.
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Til j ilOiiK. xllaj Loliilui'iXx‘1

Son, wife and father, mother, wealth 
The things wealth brings, the ties of kin 
Leaving these pleasures one and all 
Fare lonely as a rhinoceros.

Verses froiii the Patiinokkha translated by 
Ldward Conze.

(Conze 1959, P«81)
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In the preceding chapter 1 drew attention to some of 
the discrepancies which exist between the role of the 
Buddhist b -iikkhu% as it is uefined in the Patimokiiha code, 
and its social interpretation; discrepancies which are by 
no means apparent to all monks or to all laymen, although 
a few philosophically sophisticated members of both sectors 
of society are aw^re of the hiatus between ideal and practice. 
Nevertheless such awareness does not give rise to grave 
spiritual distress on the part of its bearers nor fill them 
with any desire for reform of the situation, as Buddhists 
place great emphasis on the existence of 'different levels 
oi awareness of the doctrine,characteristic of the people 
who approach it at different times and in different places.' 
(hendelson 1925 p.217)

Jubseouent paragraphs are devoted to a more detailed 
analysis of the varied activities entailed in becoming a 
monk, in an abtempt to show how far it is possible, or indeed 
considered desirable, for a man to turn his back on lay 
society when he enters the fhai Ssngha. As many scholars 
have alrev̂ dy pointed out, a certain degree of structural 
tension is inherent in the institutionalization of the 
ascetic way of life in that the religious mendicant's 
abstinence from secular activity renders him permanently 
dependent for material subsistence upon those who remain 
in the world.'' ^nd yet, as will become apparent, few if 
any of my informants were conscious of the paradoxical 
nature of the siuustion whereby the bhikkhus who should
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renounce the world in ordor to perfect their knowledge of 
the Dhammo, not only relied upon the householder for 'daily 
bread' but also spent the best part of their time in 
ministering to his spiritual needs.

For the purpose;: of analysis the monkish persona can be
regarded as having three different aspects, to be labelled
here personal, pastoral, and monastic according to their
several orientations. The monastic activities are those
which take pi ce between two or more monks , who ma be
resident at the same monastery or merely brothers in the
nation-wide society of the Thai Bangha. The procedures
pertaining to disciplinary affairs (Sanghakamma or ^cts of
the Bangha) which thus derive their ultimate authority from
the Pali canon, and administrative matters sanctioned by the
Koyol edicts Pertaining to the Buddhist Sangha and Laws of

2the Council of Ciders are alike subsumed under the single 
category of monastic activities. The actions known as 
Oanghakamma which can be performed only by fully ordained 
members of the Order consist of regular observances such as 
the fortnightly recital of the ratimok .ha Code which takes 
place in ever, monastic community where there are at least 
four monies and other more occasional coremonies such as 
that performed to re-integrate into Sangha any bhikkhu, 
guilty of a second class offence, who has completed the 
required term of solitary self purification.

The administrative processes which ar ? an aspect of 
the centralisation and indeed the nationalisation of the 
Order of Buddhist Honks in Thailand are irrelevant to
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disciplinary concerns except in so far as the boundaries of 
their spheres of authority overlap with respect to certain 
major offences such as murder or theft. All cases of homicide 
are in fact the concern of the State authorities as are other 
criminal acts which involve a member of the lay community, 
and olthou^h in theory such offences as an act of theft 
committed by a monk against another monk could be settled 
within the Order, it would appear that disputes of this nature 
are usually taken to Court by the plaintiff, to the embarrass
ment of the judges who are loth t bring discredit upon a 
bhikkhu^.

The nets on the miministration of the Buddhist Order of 
Sangha also regulate the procedure for appointment to 
ecclesiastical office, a monastic activity to be discussed 
in the following Chapter.

i. Self-improvement and academic interests.

However those activities which, ideally at least, are
entailed in becoming a monk, namely the stud,/ of and 
meditation upon the Pali texts, form the personal category 
of actions w ich my immediate concern. iiCeording to 
Bud list doctrine, study and meditation are progressive steps 
on the path to .irvane in that tec nloues of meditation are 
used to gain an insight into the teachings whici have already 
been absorbed intellectually. In practical terms, however, 
these activities are personal in the sense that the decision
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as to what level to pursue them, if at all, rests with the 
individual monk; though at a later stage other bhikkhus 
mighi; cooperate with him as teachers of Pali or Sanskrit, 
or to give instruction m  techniques of meditation" •

It is interesting that in the Thai context, or rather 
in the context of nyutthaya society, meditation which was 
originally intended to represent a more advanced stage in 
the process of Self-Purification is a less highly regarded 
activity than is the study of the Pali texts; which is to 
say that the latter pursuit being mere easily assessed in 
terms of academic degrees and certificates is accorded a 
higher evaluation than wiphasana-thura (meditation) for 
success iii which there is no tangible evidence.D

Less than one third of my informants in .nyutthaya 
reported that they practiced wiphasana-thura « and even 
these monks only meditated 1fron time to time' or 'when 
they were free'. when questioned as to the techniques used 
they invariably replied in very vague terms; some said 
that one should concentrate on a single fixed point 
(chut dieo) in order to empty the mind of all distracting 
thoughts and make one's heart peaceful; others said that 
they reflected upon inevitable heath, or upon the grace 
of the liuddha. although most monks paid lip service to the 
idea th^t one shoulo meditate in order to forget one's 
selfishness and greed (even though achievement of Nirvana 
was out of the question) nevertheless it was regarded as an 
activity more ap£)ropriate to nuns (mae chi) to bhikkhus 
who were saiyasat (magical practitioners) or to those monks
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wĥ > doon thudong (go on pilgrimages to Buddhist shrines
throughout the country).

The Thai word thudong is derived £i*om the Pali t rm
dhutanga meaning i.ustere Practices of which there arc thirteen.

9mentioned at various points throughout the Sutta-pitaka.
The word thudong is, however, most commonly used to refer to 
those monks who leave the monastery and go on foot to visit 
the various Buddhist shrines which are scatter d throughout 
the country. Throughout this time the thudon:; bhikkhu takes 
only one meal each day, eating whatever food is offered, 
without discrimination, and directly from the elms-bowl.
t night he sleeps in the open, under a large umbrella-like 
shelter (krot) which is equipped with a mosquito-net and can 
be folded for carrying on th~ back during the day. It is 
usual for two or three monks to doen thudonp; together though 
they should talk to each other as little as possible, 
proceeding in single file along the road during the day, and 
separating at ni; ht when thej pitch camp, lest they disturb 
one another's meditation practice.

Despite the contention frequently mode th^t only an 
exceptional individual could sustain the loneliness and 
physical hardship involved in making such pilgrimages, which 
may involve making a journey of several hundred miles, 
punctuated by s dentary interludes of four or five days at 
each shrine on the itinery, nevex'theless most of my informants 
when questioned indignantly denied ever having doen thudung; 
only t o percent of my monk informants admitted to such
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10experience and were willing to talk about it. The 
remainder described the dhutanga bliikkhu as being concerned 
only wib wiphasana-thura (lit. insight-work, meditation), 
an activity which was compared unfavourably with kantha-thura, 
their own chief concern, The Thai word kantha-thura is 
derived from a similar Pali term gantha-dhura whic literally 
translated me^ns 'Book-work or study,'but most of its self- 
confessed exponents took it to refer to the administration 
of the affairs of the wat community, and to performing merit- 
making ceremonies for the householder According to this 
usage a monk proficient in kantha-thura is one with the 
ability to 'build up the wat' (sang wat) both literally and 
figuratively in that he attracts new bhikkhus to the monastery, 
and at the same time wins the respect of the householders, 
which is made manifest in the form of sizeable donations.
By comparison, the dhutanga bhikkhu is regarded as selfish 
and lacking in public spirit.

In a recent article on Theravada Buddhism, with special 
reference b Ceylon, Gbeyesekere discusses the difficulties 
experienced by any monk who tries to 'escape from the society 
of the monastery by isolating himself from the world ••••• 
as pious laymen are attracted by the special charisma' which 
surrounds these bhikkhus and pursue them v.ith gifts of alms, 
attempt to build living quarters for them and 30 on 
(gbeyesekere 1968, p.31).

In the area of Thailand where I carried out my fieldwork 
however, the thudong bhikkhu whose way of life ideally 
corresponds most clcsely t< the mendicant ideal of the early
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Buddhists is regarded with great suspicion\ not belonging 
to lay society, nor being properly integrated into a monastic 
community, dhutanga monks ore freqvent3.y regarded os being 
cn a par vita tramps, beggars and other kinds of social 
derelicts.^ Laymen oluo fear that monks who are seen 
wondering over the country and are thus not clearly attached 
to any particular wat may not have beer properly ordained, 
and may be layman who have falsely assumed ths yellow robe*

According to traditional practice in Thailand those 
mc’iiiic who intend to doen thudong leave their monasteries at 
the beginning of February end travel to pay their respects 
at one or more of the well-known places of pilgrimage 
(hells I960 p*27). Laymen and women 3I30 go by oar, train 
and coach on *day-trips' to the various shrines, whei> they 
offer candles and incense sticks before the Buddha images 
and press small squares of gold leaf to their surfaces; some 
particularly pious householders visit the thudonr bhikkhus, 
encamped in special enclosures in the vicinity of the shrines, 
and make marit by presenting them with food* The rost of 
the day is .-.pant in picnicking, taking photographs of each 
other ^nd in generally having a good time*

L o q .c  thirty miles north of Ayutthaya there is a nhrine
known oa ~toapbwthabat (Footprint of the Buddha) which consists

IPox ~ complex of buildings und cetiyac built on a rocky 
hillside ~round the 'footprint*, a large shallow 
depreujion believed to resemble the imprint which might be 
loft by a giant moan foot, which is decorated with an
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elaborate relief design in gold. The dhutanga 'season1 at 
Phraphu tthabat in 1967 lasted from February 9th until the 
24-th of the month and on some days as man,, as 600 bhikkhus 
from ^11 parts of Thailand were encamped there, ^n increas
ingly vigorous attempt has be n made in recent years, to 
regularise the activities of monks who choose to doen thudong 
and this movement WuS made manifest at Phr^phutthabat by the 
establishment of a Committee of senior ecclesiastical 
officials from ^yutthaya Chanp.wat and the adjacent Provinces 
(chanpwat) of ioigthong and Lopburi. The members of this 
Committee who themselves stayed in the living quarters 
of the wat attached to the shrine, m^de arrangements for the 
thudong monks to encamp in certain specified areas, and 
checked that each new arrival had received permission to 
'go on pilgrimage' from the Ecclesiastical Head of the 
Amphoe (District) where his monastery was situated. Proof 
of official approval took the form of the signature or stamp 
of the Chao Khana iimphoe ( .cclesi^stical District Head) 
entered in the identity card,whicu must be carried by every 
Thai monk. Each dhutanga bhikkhu w^s allowed to -tay at 
the shrine for five days,to enjoy the offerings made by lay 
visitors before moving on to the next stopping-place, or in 
some cases returning to the wat. When I visited Phraphutthabat 
a young monk who had olready spent the statutory period of 
five days encamped at the shrine was discovered trying to 
gain access for  ̂ second term and was turned sway in tears.
My own observations of monks at the'Footprint,1 several of 
whom I talked with at length, show popular assessment of the
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thudong bhikkhu to be fairly accurate; or rather show that 
the shadow and the substance go hand-in-hand, in that the 
dhutanga role is not highly respected and consequently only 
those monks with little interest in earning the good opinion 
of society will assume it . The thudong monks at 
Phraphutthabat appeared to belong to one or two types, 
being either elderly men who had retired into the Order, 
or younger bhikkhus out on a spree; and many of them, far 
from leading an austere life accepted lifts in cars or 
gifts of train tickets from the faithful.

It is thus clear that meditation, the religious action 
which it is most difficult if not impossible for an outsider 
to assess in that its techniques are directed towards 
improving the inner spiritual state of the practitioner, is 
regarded as being the speciality of bhikkhus who themselves 
occupy a somewhat ambivalent position; either because they 
doen thudong and thus temporarily at least cannot be 
identified with a particular monastic community, or else 
because they specialize in certain unorthodox techniques 
of healing and astrology (saiyasat) about which I shall have

13more to say in the paragraphs dealing with pastoral affairs. x
The other activity which was earlier categorised as 

personal^namely the study of the Dhamma .is rather more 
amenable to institutionalization than is wiphasana-thura.
As was remarked in Chapter One study of the Dhamma means 
in the Thai context studyingfo?tteHak Pham or for the Barian 
courses of examinations. Nak Thsm (Dhamma Scholar or Student) 
studies were introduced at the beginning of the present
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century by the Abbot or Wat B a n o r niwe t in Bangkok, who later
became the Supreme Patriarch (Wells, I960, p.14). It was
intended that all monks should take this course which is
divided into three stages (Grades 1-3) with an examination
at the end of each year cf study, The syllabus which includes
instruction concerning the previous lives of tho Buddha, and
the basic tenets of his teaching,as well as upon the rules
of conduct set out in the Vinaya-pitaka (Monastic Code) is
designed tc inculcate a general Buddhist education rather
than to produce scholars of a high standard of academic 

14expertise. The texts prescribed are published by the
Ministry of Education and the papers for the annual examina
tions are set and marked by the bhikkhus in the two Buddhist 
universities in Bangkok.

In nyutthaya most of the younger monks seemed to study 
fairly regularly though not necessarily to any great effect; 
the fi ct of studying appeared to be more important than its 
fruits for many bhikkhus,whilst older monks or those who had 
official duties to perform usually renounced all academic 
pursuits. Approximately three-fifths of the monks whom I 
interviewed however,had passed one or mere of the hek Tham 
grades, although only one third of the candidates who were 
examined at Wat Monthop (^yutthaya) in December 1967^ were 
successful. The examinations which were organised by the 
Chao Khcna Amphoe, were held on thre: successive days and 
provided an excuse for bhikkhus from all over the District 
to get together and exchange news. Indeed main of those 
in regular attendance at „at Monthop had not come to take the



examination but merely to meet old friends and renew 
acquaintance.

The Barian course of more advanced studies (Grades 3-9) 
is attempted by comparatively few monks in nyutthaya, and bhe 
teachers at the ecclesiastical schools of .«au fh^nan CL0eng 
and >vat Senssanaram are capable of teaching; Grades 3 una 4 
only, w ich means th-t any bhikkhu with serious academic 
intentions must go bo Bangkok to rec^iv instruction.

Students of the Barian course are required to learn 
sufficient; Pali (^nd at the higher levels Sanskrit also) 
to be able to translate simple sentences into Thai, as well 
as to gain a real understanding of the texts and chants 
in ener^l use. In addition to t is a deeper understanding 
of the metaphysical issues debated in the Pali Canon, and in 
the ^bhidhamr.a-aitaka in particular is required. In 
i^yutthaya academic monks are sufficiently few in number for 
their talents, and in some cases their precise academic 
status, to be fairly generally known: any bhikkhu who has 
passed even the lowest Barian gr.de is entitled to use the 
term 'maha* (meaning 'Great') in front of his ln.me, to write 
his scholastic status after his n-me (e.g. Barian 5) jnd to

16carry a particular fan which also indicates his academic rank • 
During my period of fieldwork there were only twenty bhikkhus 
in the whole of nyutthaya District (i.e. the municipality 
and surrounding rural areas) who could use the title 1maha1, 
and of this number, the two monks most highly <ualified had 
passed Barian examination Grade 6.

Although certain monks were known to be 'clever' and
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well-educated in ecclesiastical terms, academic qualifications
alone were neither necessary nor sufficient to earn the
respect and support of either monks or of laymen, and only
five of thu monks who were office-holders in the National

17Church hierarchy had barian grades. ( as will b-acome clear 
in subsequent chapters abbots, at least up to the provincial 
level are appointed largely on the basis of their popularity 
with monks and with laymen; the bhikkhus who are most revered 
have personal charisma independent of their formal academic 
qualifications though it should be stressed tint study of the 
texts,unlike meditation,is regarded as an honourable pursuit 
for any monk and like d l  educational pursuits highly 
respected by the Thais.

ii. Pastoral Cervices.
i.s far as the monks of hyutthaya were concerned, however,

tho time and effort expended upon study or meditation was
insignificant when compared with th^t which was devoted to
pastoral activities of various kinds. These pastoral
transactions w. ich take place between bhikkhu and householder
consi t in essence of the monk*s conferring; merit upon the
layman who in turn expresses his gratitude a:id respect by
presenting offerings of money, food,and other items tradition-

18ally included such as a pair of candles and a lotus-bud.
The ascetic routine adopted by the individual win enters the 
Buddhist bang ha gives him a higher spiritual status which
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enables him to confer merit upon those still enmeshed in the 
sensory world.

Any bhikxhu can serve as  ̂field of merit for any layman 
«nd as the highest ethical evaluation is pl-ced upon giving 
wit out thought for oneself it is believed to be more 
meritorious for a householder to present alms to a monk with 
when he has no personal ties, or to the monastic community 
as a whole, without discrimination, than to confine his 
charitable ffort to those bhikkhus who are also his relatives 
or friends.

The ideal of impersonal giving is probably most 
perfectly realized in the context of the presentation of 
rice to the monk on his daily alms-round (pai binthabat).
Ji)ach monastery has several traditional alms-routes and the 
residents of any wat may receive rice from anc of the house
holders who live along one of the established ways. This 
transactioxi which expresses most clearly the quintessential 
relationship between the layman and the "homeless" mendicant, 
based as it is on the disparity in spiritual status which 
exists between the two parties, maw- h^ve little or no personal 
consent. Merit is automatically conferred by tie monk’s mute 
acceptance of alms; it would be inappropriate for him to 
thank the donors, both because the burden 01 gratitude is on 
their side for the opportunity given them to make merit, and 
also because the bhikkhu must appear indif erent to material 
benefits. The rules of conduct in tin- \ inaya-pitaka prescribe 
that he should keep his eyes downcast throughout: the twenty- 
eighth of the seventy-two minor Rules of Conduct (crnrit) 
reads 'I shall accept alms food with attention 011 the bowl.*
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(Ven Nanamoli Thera 1966 p.76). As will become apparent 
in the fol.; owing section on the wat the lay donors of daily 
rice c*re in general unaware th.-t from every wat in tov/n there 
radiates a number of alms-routes, established 1 in olden times’;
and consequently householders may not even know to wl ich
monastic community the recipient of their offering belongs.
In other coses however th relationship between the two
parties may b come more regularised should the householder
invite a monk who fre uently passes his gate to c~ll in ê ch

d^y, or if he should visit the ^bbot of a nearby monastery
and request him to detail some member of the com: unity to
stop by the house ever,/ morning as he pai binthabat. In
ixyutthayu however such arrangements appeared tc be relatively
r<-,re and did not represent a lapse from the ideal of
impersonal giving, in that no word was exchanged b .tween the
two parties, and as the daily provision of rice remained the
soi.e basis of their association. No instances cumo to my
notice of a monk’s receiving daily ric< exclusively from his
kinsmen and in fact in an urban context such a situation is
less likely to arise as the majority of permanent bhikkhus
C->me from the rural areas outside the town, and had thus
moved beyond the geographical limits ilhin which daily

19interaction with closely related kin was feasible. ' Nev r— 
theless many of these professional monks had friends or 
relatives of some degree who occasionally i vited them to take 
their morning meal in their homes, as veil as requesting 
t eir services for the p rfornu>nce of li e-crisis ceremonies 
free, time to time.
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The activity of binthabat, as the term bhikkhu (meaning
'mendicant1) indicates, is ideally an automatic entailment
of the monkly role. Ncv rtheless it has in practice become
such a r utine activity th. t little emphasis is placed upon
its performance and approximately one third of the monks
questioned rarely if ever took to the streets with their
begging bowls. ’ oome of this number were spared the chore
of binthobat by the fact thuu tho monaster, in which they lived
was sufficiently richly endowed to provide food for its
residents, whilst others who held office in the ecclesiastical
hierarchy or high honorific titles received a small monthly
allowance from tho King which was administered by the civil
service Department of .eligious Affairs. This allowance
known as nittayaphat (fro the Pali ni3saya meaning 'support',
and bhatta which means 'boiled rice, food'; enables its
recipients to buy, amongst other things, the food which they 

21required. Phis rather curious institution was justified 
by some bhikkhus to whom I spoke as freeing from tho arduous 
and time-consuming duty of b:i nthabat the most eminent monks 
in the com unity, who were on tho whole fairly advanced in 
years, and had besides many officials duties to perform; not 
the xe&st of their burdens of office bein, t provide 
material support for novices ^nd monastery boys entrusted to 
their special care by pious parents. According to other 
informants the nit tayaplint al i.owance h~d an a ditional 
function in thuu by preventing loc^l luminaries from making 
^lms-rounds it made it easier for ordinary monks to collect 
sufficient food, as it also prevented tho lay donors from
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following their mistaken, but natural, inclination to give 
rice to monks whom they most revered.

This second explanation, ingenious as it is, seems to me
to have little relevance to the facts of the case, and as I
have already pointed out householders tend to offer rice to
any bhikkhu who is passing by their home when the food is
ready, and are not interested in the recipients' credentials,
beyond the fact that he is a member of the Sangha. One monk,
who held office at one of the larger wats belittled the
significance of nittayaphat for his own routine by stressing
that the chief beneficiaries were in fact the laymen who thus
need provide rice for fewer bhikkhus1 He seemed to have
forgotten that monks who pai binthabat provide members of the
lay community with a valuable opportunity to increase their
store of merit, though in fact as already mentioned a relatively
small proportion of the householders regularly perform this

22routine act of chanty.

The merit-making ceremonies held at the critical turning 
points in the life-cycle of every individual are, on the other 
hand, generally regarded by both parties as representing a 
more significant aspect of pastoral relations: most bhikkhus 
in ayutthaya felt that the performance of these rituals on 
the layman's behalf was central to their role, whilst for 
the householder the act of financing a ngan tham bun (merit- 
making ceremony) has important implications for both his 
spiritual and his social status. The most crucial, and hence 
the most meritorious of all the ngan tham bun are generally 
felt to be the ordination ceremony (ngan upasombot) whereby
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a man crosses over from lay society into the society of 
monks, and the ceremony of cremation (ngan phaosop) which 
accomplishes the transfer of the deceased from this world
to the next. Buddhist monks are however usually invited

25to recite panttas or merit-making chants on other 
occasions, such as prior to the actual wedding ceremony 
which is a civil affair, or to celebrate the entry into a 
new house and the opening of a shop or school; a rare form 
of ngan tham bun is performed at a time of grievous illness, 
within the family,or of epidemic proportions (Wells I960, 
p.207).

The merit-making rituals performed on the occasion of
2 lLlife-cnses have frequently been described. The present

discussion can thus be confined to those features of the
ngan tham bun which are directly relevant to the examination
of the relationship existing between the Buddhist bhikkhu
and the lay community.

A layman who has decided to sponsor a merit-making
ceremony invites (nimon) ^  number of monks from one or from
several wats to come to his house at a certain time on the 

26appointed day. A quorum of more than four monks is 
necessary for the performance of any ngan tham bun and to 
have a chapter of five, seven or nine monks recite the 
chants is generally regarded as auspicious,although an even
number of bhikkhus is more appropriate for the blessing

27ritual held prior to the marriage ceremony proper. In 
Thailand tfe texts recited by the monks, most of which come 
from the Sutta-pitaka are included in a compilation known
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as the 'Royal Book of Chants' (Wells I960 p.268) and are 
also issued as smaller separate booklets by the Buddhist 
Universities and the printing presses of the Religious Affairs 
Department. Accordingly,when they first enter the Sangha 
most monks spend a good part of their time in memorizing the 
few basic chants which ma,> be used for most merit-making 
rituals.

During my stay in Ayutthaya I witnessed only one ceremony 
where the bhikkhus were required to use an unfamiliar text 
which they had clearly not memorized. This was on the 
occasion of the ritual for Blessing the Rice Seed held
annually in Bangkok at the beginning of May, but new to the

28monks of ^yutthaya. The affair was organised by the civil 
servants in the division of Religious Affairs held in the 
Ayuti^haya Town Hall and presided over by the Deputy Governor 
of the Province: only a few high-ranking civil servants and 
their wives attended. The monks from Wat Senasanaram who 
had been invited to officiate kept hand-written copies of the 
ch^nt semi-concealed on their laps.

At the close of all such ceremonies the lay host
(chao phap) presents each monk who has taken part with a
traditional offering which typically consists of three
incense sticks, two candles and a lotus bud, items placed

29before images of the Buddha during the act of worship; 
packets of tea and sugar, of washing powder and cigarettes 
and other personal articles of everyday use as well as a 
small sum of money, usually between ten and thirty baht 
or a chit for that amount, which can be cashed on application
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to the waiyawachokon or lay bursar at the wat of the 
recipient* These presentations which are made to individual 
monks (thuai thaiyethan) and become the personal property 
(khong auan tua) of the recipient must be distinguished from 
offerings presented to the community as a whole (thuai 
sangkhafchan) which are theoretically more meritorious and 
belong to the wat as a corporation (khonr; klang or khong wst): 
the second category is reviewed in Chapter A below.^

It has already been remarked that any individual who 
becomes a Buddhist monk automatically assumes a special and 
privileged relationship towards all members of the lay 
com: unity: by donning the saffron robe he does indeed leave 
society to the extent that* to all appearances* he has shed 
his previous social identity, and in a sense becomes the 
common property of the laity. His new position is made 
manifest in the fact that all householders treat him with 
deference and respect, and may well speak to him in the street 
or when he is travelling alone on a bus or by train, in 
circumstances where social or sexual constraint would prevent 
members of the lay community from striking up a conversation^ 
with each other. This formal difference in spiritual status 
between the parties is similarly the basis of more 
institutionalized interaction;/*the context of the binthabat 
transaction for example, the personal content is minimal or 
wholly absent as the hous'eftoldCeT' can make merit by providing 
food for any member of the Sangha. In theory this situation 
also appertains with respect to merit-making ceremonies and 
there is no reason why a layman should not invite unknown
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bhikkhus to make up the quorum necessary for the recitation; 
indeed invitations of a non-specific nature are thought to 
bring more merit to the chao phap. Nevertheless most bhikkhus 
do receive invitations from kinsmen and from lay friends from 
time to time; although it is regarded as improper to support 
only monks who are also relatives or friends, equally it is 
disrespectful and a violation of rules of social behaviour 
not to invite (nimon) such members of one's family and 
acquaintance as have been ordained,to take part in the 
performance of one's life-crisis rituals: as indeed other 
relations and friends are invited (choen) to witness the 
ceremony, with the expectation that they will also contribute
to the cost*52

The very act of entering the Order (ngan upasombot) requirei 
the co-operation of a number of laymen - friends and kinsmen 
of the nak (ordinand), which implies that all bhikkhus begin 
life in the wat with at least the beginnings of a 'parish', 
and after ordination these original links with the lay 
community may well be extended as more remote relations, and 
friends of friends request his services. Indeed it is a 
source of pride to have a monk in the family, and to invite 
(nimon) friends or relations who are members of the Sangha 
to perform a merit-making ritual in one's house is both an 
obligation and a pleasure.5^

These links with particular householders which can be 
termed prior since they antedate the bhikkhu's ordination 
may become increasingly attenuated the longer he remains in 
the Order; not only through the operation of natural processes 
whereby people die, marry or move away, but also because of
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the fact that for many monks the degree of role commitment 
is directly correlated with the extent of their spatial 
separation from the natal home - given the fact that the role 
of permanent monk acts as a stepping-stone into an urban 
environment for many men from rural areas. Thus the prior 
relationships between a monk and a number of householders may 
be weakened because of geographical considerations; yet even 
where the parties are living at some distance apart, it is 
likely that these links will be reactivated from time to time 
though this depends entirely upon the wishes of the house
holder as the monk can take no initiative in these matters.

But the Buddhist bhikkhu does not perform pastoral 
services solely for people with whom he was associated before 
his ordination. The source of the other invitations he 
receives is largely determined by his place of residence, as 
he is likely to be invited by kinsmen of other monks living 
in the wat when the former need more bhikkhus to make up the 
required number, as well as by other laymen living in the 
environs of the monastery. According to a belief widely-held 
in Ayutthaya any laymen w o intends to sponsor a ngan tham bun 
in his home should nimon both relatives and friends who have 
become monks and some of the bhikkhus living in the local 
wat ; not to invite the latter would in these terms be seen 
as a calculated slight resulting in loss of face (khai na) 
on both sides, in that the reputation of the monkswould suffer 
from the implied insult to their capabilities and general 
worthiness, whilst the layman involved would be censured for 
his neglect or ignorance of proper social forms.
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According to theusual procedure the prospective lay 
host (chao phap) approaches the abbot (somphan or chaoawat) 
and asks him to delegate a certain number of bhikkhus to 
perform the ceremony on the appointed day; t is collective 
and non-specific form of invitation is known as kho song 
(to ask for monks, to ask for a Sangha^  or group of monks), 
and is felt to bring more merit than does the invitation of 
a specific monk (nimon cho chong) be he relative or friend. 
Nevertheless most householders who go to kho song at the 
local wat implicitly or explicitly include the abbot as 
representative of the community, in their invitation. In 
certain cases other considerations may over-rule the factor 
of contiguity in deciding the direction of a layman's 
invitations: which is to say, for example, that monks in 
monasteries which offer special facilities for the conduct 
of cremation ceremonies, or which have as their abbot a 
particularly popular bhikkhu, may be more frequent recipients 
of invitations of the kho song variety. But these factors 
rarely supercede the claims of the local wat altogether, and 
unless the latter is particularly run-down and disreputable 
any laymen living in the vicinity also includes at least one 
or two of its residents on his guest list for the ngan tham 
bun.

Interaction between a bhikkhu and c householder which
originates in tiis way develops in some cases into a more
permanent relationship, particularly if the monk remains in
one wat over a long period and if the layman for his part
does not change house. However there is no guarantee that
links with laymen, which may be called contingent in that
they post-date the ordination of one of the parties, will be 

56enduring.^ They are not conceptualized as permanent and
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their persistence depends upon the development of affective 
ties between the parties concerned, and more particularly 
upon the desire of the layman to continue the relationship 
by inviting the monk to officiate at successive ngan tham bun, 
and perhaps by himself paying informal visits to the wat.

As I implied above the abbot of an„ monastic community 
tends to receive more invitations to officiate at merit-making 
rituals than do the other bhikkhus. as he represents the wat 
to the outside world and is thus the medium whereby a house
holder can kho song.Moreover links between abbot and layman 
which arise in this way are more likely to endure as the 
incumbent of an abbotship in any monastery is unlikely to
change his residence unless he receives promotion to a higher

57position in the ecclesiastical hierarchy of office.
It might be imagined th^t the power of the chao awat 

(abbot) to choose certain of his subordinates to perform 
ceremonies at the layman's behest might give rise to some 
dissension within the community and to competition for the 
privilege and consequent rewards of ministering to the laity; 
the abbot not only redirects the non specific invitations 
(kho song) made by house iolders but must also on many occasions 
appoint some other monk to attend a ceremony in his stead, 
because eminent bhikkhus - be they abbots or no - may receive 
a number of 'bookings' for the same day. Since it is 
regarded os equally important that the monk should show no 
more favouritism in accepting invitations than does the layman 
in making them, a popular abbot may have a number of conflicting 
appointments on any one day in which case he should give 
priority to the first-comer and, with regard to requests made
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38later, direct other monks to attend in his place. It is 
possible of course that the bhikkhu might give precedence 
to invitations made by relatives or close friends although 
I was not able to discover whether or not that was indeed 
the case, and it seemed more usual for the chao phap not to 
fix the date for his ngan tham bun until he had made sure 
that an;y bhikkhu whose presence he particularly desired was 
free to attend.

Before going on to examine the special nature of the 
relationship between an eminent monk and his public^I shall 
make a brief digression to discuss the significance of the 
material rewards of pastoral service for the welfare of the 
recipients, and the consequent implications for the relations 
between members of any one monastic community, as I 
mentioned in the previous paragraph the right of the abbot 
to delegate other bhikkhus to attend ngan tham bun, and thus 
to receive the traditional presentations might appear to 
provide a potential source of friction within the monastery, 
however I saw no evidence of such competition and its 
absence can be explained in a variety of ways. In the first 
place the overall ratio of monks to laymen is such that 
virtually all bhikkhus receive invitations to perform merit- 
making ceremonies, from time to time,on the basis of both 
prior and contingent ties; and as regards the practice of 
delegating pastoral duties within the wat, the abbot can 
only give this responsibility to bhikkhus who are free at 
the time appointed for the ceremony concerned, which means 
in effect that he must choose the monks who receive fewer
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invitations on their own account than do their fellows.
With regard to the traditional presentations of money 

end material goods presented to the individual bhikkhu 
(thuai tliaiyathan) at the close of the ng;an tham bun it 
must be remembered that these offerings are not crucial 
to the v q t j existence of the monk but should be regarded as 
extras in that, with a few exceptions, the Buddhist monk 
receives his daily food from households he passes on his 
alms-round. Furthermore, the presentations made in return 
for pastoral services are too small to give rise to serious 
income inequalities between monks, a factor which in itself 
lessens the likelihood of competition. The amount of 
money give (usually between ten and thirty baht per monk) is 
sufficient only for the purchase of newspapers and books, 
and in some cases supplementary food; the other items of 
groceries, or ritual objects used in worship of the Buddha 
cannot be stored indefinitely, with the result that the monk 
who has more than sufficient for his own use normally gives 
the surplus to others in the wat. In fact, with respect to 
material offerings of all kinds my impression was that the 
prevailing ethic of noblesse oblige ensures their equitable 
distribution. That is to say that the more favoured a 
bhikkhu is in terms of presentations received, the more 
generous he is obliged to be; the lack of privacy both 
within the wat, and with regard to the laity acts as a strong 
sanction against any monk* s misuse of his personal property 
(khorij; suan tua). Thus the dilemma posed by the fact that 
the more revered the bhikkhu the more he is showered with
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worldly goods by the householder is to some extent resolved 
in that he must maintain an attitude of indifference toward* 
material possessions and wherever possible should give them 
away. Indeed eminent monks in particular must be seen to be 
generous if they are not to lose the lay support upon which 
their position is based.

This statement provides a cue for my taking up the main 
thread of the present argument once again in order to 
examine the relationship between members of the lay community 
and those monks who hold high office in the Buddhist Sangha. 
It is true to say that wide popular appeal is both a cause 
and a consequence of ecclesiastical eminence in that, up 
to the provincial level at least, important ecclesiastical 
positions are bestowed upon those bhikkhus who are greatly 
respected by the laity, as well as by their fellow monks.
Not unnaturally this official recognition results in even 
greater public support: as we have seen already any abbot, 
as representative of the whole monastic community,is invited 
(nimon) to officiate at ngan tham bun more frequently than 
his fellow residents, and those monks who possess very strong 
personal charisma attract support from a still wider and 
more varied public, as will become clear in succeeding 
chapters by no means all the abbots of the wats in 
Ayutthaya enjoyed great popularity or renown, although the 
procedure for appointment to office marks an attempt to 
ensure that the successful candidate commands at least that 
minimal degree of respect,necessary to enable him to perform 
his duties. On the other hand although not all abbots could
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who were possessed of this quality had been given official 
recognition in the form of honorific titles and ecclesiastical 
office; which is to say that their position in the Society of 
the Eangha was to a great extent a reflection of their 
standing in the lay community.

With regard to t eir role performance the bhikkhus
who enjoyed the most prestige in ayutthaya appeared to belong
to one of two main types which can be crudely categorized as

39active and passive  ̂ . The prime example of the second type 
is provided by the Ecclesiastical Provincial Head (Chao Khana 
Changwat) of the Mahanikai Sect who is also the abbot of Wat 
Phanan Choeng in Ayutthaya. This monk, who was seventy-one 
years of age, had been born in a rural settlement outside the 
town; he was ordained as a novice at the age of fourteen in 
his local wat and had moved from there to live at Wat Phanan 
Choeng where there is a school for monks and novices. He had 
remained in that monastery throughout his career and four 
years sgo on the death of the previous abbot succeeded him 
to the title of Chao Khana Changwat (Ecclesiastical Provincial 
Head) having occupied the post of Deputy or Rong Chaokhana 
Changwat for a good many years. The monk in question who was 
referred to as Chao Khun Thep or Luang Pho Wat Choeng had 
also been awarded the honorific title of Phra Racha Khana Chan 
Thep which made him the highest ranking bhikkhu in ayutthaya 
Province, although his academic achievements were negligible, 
for he had passed the examination for only the lowest grade 
of the elementary course of ecclesiastical studies, namely
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Nak Tharn 3, Nor was he renowned particularly as a preacher 
or teacher of the Dhamma either to his fellow monks or on a 
popular level.

Nevertheless it was not difficult to discover the basis 
for his support in that there were current in Ayutthaya 
many stories which illustrated his admirable generosity and 
the simplicity of his ways, to the truth of which tales his 
practical example bore constant witness. His demeanour was 
calm and tranquil (choei) he was slow-moving and rarely spoke, 
and these characteristics do not seem to have merely been an 
aspect of his advanced age, as not even the oldest people to 
whom I spoke on the sub«ject, could remember his ever having 
been any different.

linlke most Thai monks Chao Khun Thep was a vegetarian
41and took neither meat nor fish . At the time of my field

work he was the only bhikkhu in Ayutthaya Amphoe (District) 
who regularly chan che(i.e. ate only vegetarian food), a 
practice which dated from a traumatic event which took place 
many years ago when, as a young monk, he paid a visit to his 
parents* home in the country. He had on the spur of the 
moment decided to take the boat out to his natal village to 
look up his friends and relations,but when he arrived his 
mother was very flustered by the sudden appearance of the 
bhikkhu. as she had no food prepared to present to him • 
accordingly she netted some fish from the river and without 
thinking anything of it,killed them before the eyes of her son.
The monk was so revolted by the thought that a living creature 
should be destroyed for his benefit that he vowed there and
then that he would never eat flesh of any kind again. One
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implication of tbis abstinence was that householders who 
invited him to officiate at any ngan tham bun had to prepare 
special dishes for his consumption at the meal which always 
follows merit-making ceremonies, and many laymen and women 
to whom I spoke took a special and self-important pleasure 
in the extra work thus involved.

Another characteristic which merited Chao Khun Thep*s 
being regarded as a phu yai (literally: Big Person; Elder) 
was his generosity,for he spent very little on himself and 
gave away a large part of the offerings made to him by the 
laity. He received numerous requests to perform merit-making 
rituals not only because he was well-known and respected but 
also because he was one of the eleven monks in Ayutthaya 
empowered to confer ordination (i.e. he was an upacha).
During the period of my fieldwork he received on average 11 
invitations each month, and considerably more than this in the 
months preceding the Lenten Season; in May 1967 for example 
his services were requested on twenty-one separate occasions 
and he had twenty-eight such appointments in June, most of 
which were in connection with a ngan upasombot (ordination 
ceremony)•

The chao phap who invited him to officiate at their life- 
crisis rituals came from all parts of the town of Ayutthaya 
and a few lived in the neighbouring towns of Angthong and 
Lopburi. The majority of these laymen knew him by reputation 
and by sight as they had seen him performing other ceremonies 
in and around the town but few if any of them appeared to be 
intimate with him though some had spoken to him and even 
invited him to t ieir homes on previous occasions. The abbot
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did nob appear to regard any of these invitations as the out
come of established personal relationships, although 
approximately 45$ of the chao phap in question had invited
him on some earlier occasion, in the majority of cases,

42several years ago. Part of the strength of the abbot s 
charisma indeed derived from the fact that unlike other people, 
he did not appear to be intimate with anyone - either bhikkhu 
or householder. His personal conduct seemed to indicate that 
he had to a large extent renounced all particular personal 
attachments, in that although he shed a diffused beneficient 
light on all Who came into contact with him,he expressed no 
partiality even towards his relatives.

However, during the year,he twice visited his natal 
village to attend ngan tham bun sponsored by his kinsmen, 
by his half-brother and maternal uncle respectively, and on 
a third occasion performed several ordination ceremonies on 
the same day in the wat of an adjacent rural settlement where 
a large number of candidates from the surrounding area had 
gathered together.^ Furthermore in October 1966 he

44travelled to Bangkok to take part in a suat chaeng ceremony 
sponsored by some rather distant relatives whom he had not 
met previously.

That so small a proportion of Chao Khun Thep*s 
invitations came from people with whom he had some kind of 
prior link, either direct or by extension, was in part a 
function of his great age which meant that many friends and 
relatives who were his contemporaries had died; even the 
links between a bhikkhu and his kinsman are rarely inherited 
by the next generation, and there is no guarantee that they
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will persist when the householders who originally took an 
interest in their monk-kinsmen die, although such ties nay 
be more enduring if the conk is famous. And indeed the 
abbot*a relatives in the capital who invited him to officiate
at their were in their early forties, that is to say
three docadoa younger than Chao Khun Thaj whew they could not 
hovo known prior to hia ordination.

Cno of the burdens of office as Chac Kb ana Charigwat 
(ecclesiastical Provincial Head) was to officiate at 
ceremonies held to celebrate Buddhist Notional Holidays 
sponsored by the State: one of the benefits of office was 
the receipt of tho monthly nittayaphst allowance which, taken 
together with the money presorted in return for his . toral 
services *o too laity, brought him an annual income of 
several thousand baht in cash alone, whilst he also received 
t c usual groceriea and ritual items gs well as several seta 
of r o b D u r i n g  the year cf ay fieldwork several laymen 
presented aim with durable goods of greater v^luo as a token 
of their respect rather than in return for specific services; 
thouo valuables included a vacuum flask (for storing iced 
water), on electric fan, a grandfather clock and e sofa* Some 
ye^rs o -rliar u taan who had spent sevoral years in 
bat lhanau Choeng: before returning to lay life, financed the 
construction of a handsome tvro-storey building fitted with 
te«-k floox'a ana panelling to provide now living quarters 
(kuti) for the abbot.
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However, Chao Khun Thep's attitude to his material, 
possessions was quite exemplary; several years ago he had 
inherited a share in the family paddy-fields which he had sold 
and had given the proceeds to help with the building of a 
school for lay children, dust recently opened, in the compound 
of the wat (thi wat). Similarly, with regard to the offering* 
made to him by the laity he expressed no open pleasure or 
even interest; the electrical apparatus given to him was 
freely used by other members of the community; ne never 
made use of his electric fan nor Joined the crowd of younger . 
monks and novices around the television set in his kuti. He 
kept only two sets of robes for his own use and had given 
others away to less favoured monks,45 whilst baskets of fruit 
and other food presented to him were sent to the wat kitchens 
for consumption by the comuuniby at large#

Furthermore Chao Khun ihep appeared to spend very 
lit hie of the money he received to satisfy his own modest 
needs; he ate little, took no newspaper, and rarely travelled; 
he liked to drink China tea, and occasionally chewed betel, 
habits which would have cost at the most a few penoe per 
week, assuming that he bought these items himself.

One consequence of the reverence accorded him by the 
laity was that many parents requested that their sons be 
allowed to live under his care and guidance either as novices 
or dek wat (monastery boys) and consequently Chao Khun ThgE 
was sharing his kuti with 5 dekwat and 6 novices at the time 
of my residence in ..yutthaya. He provided for these boys 

not only advice and counsel, but also food, clothes and 
school equipment (pencils, notebooks) purchased with his own
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money. Furthermore he shouldered a large part of the burden
of expenditure on textbooks for the ecclesiastical school
in the wat and regularly contributed to a Cremation Assurance
Fund started at wat Chin, situated in a facing position on the

zlaopposite bank of the river.
Other students of Theravada Buddhist societies have drawn 

attention to the contradiction in the situation whereby the 
most respected bhikkhus are presented with offerings of worldly 
goods with which, as ascetic mendicant monks ,they should have 
no truck. In Thailand as I have already pointed out, it is 
not the homeless recluse, the forest-dwelling monk who is most 
highly respected, but the monk who is firmly integrated into 
the society of the dangha and thus readily available to 
minister to the spiritual needs of the lay community. As the 
above case-history illustrates the most revered bhikkhus are 
indeed offered subst£intial material support. But whilst they 
must accept such presentations, since their acceptance confer! 
merit (bun)upon the donor, they must at the same time preserve 
their aloofness from these things of the world, and by so 
doing validate their claims to lay support. Indeed the 
bhikkhu * s renunciation of the world, partial though it is, 
is not a once-for-all event but a continuous process, as he 
is constantly presented wit * new opportunities to prove his 
disdain for secular pleasures, the more often the more highly 
he is revered.

Chao Khun Thep was perhaps the most respected of all 
the eminent monks in Ayutthaya of both the passive and activ< 
varieties. Though his knowledge of the scriptures appeared
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to be minimal, his relationships with people and possessions
lL’1most nearly approximated that of the Arahant ' or Enlightened 

person in that he showed little or no evidence of person 
attachments. But the ideas of both monks and laymen 
concerning the arahant phenomenon were very vague and sketchy, 
many of them believed that arahants existed only at the time 
of the Buddha and in the years immediately following his 
decease. Consequently they revered the abbot so highly not 
because of his resemblence to this ascetic norm but - which is 
simply the other side of the coin - because his attitudes and 
conduct were felt to be most distant from their own, and 
most difficult to achieve.

All the eminent monks in Ayutthaya who were of this 
passive type were fairly advanced in years, although age alone 
does not provide a sufficient condition for eminence, and, on 
the other hand several elderly luminaries were far from passive, 

"the abbot of Vi at Phrayat provides a good contrast to Chao Khun 
Thep in his enactment of the monkly role. This bhikkhu, who 
was seventy-five years old, also came from the rice-fields 
and had been a member of the Buddhist Sangha for fifty-three 
years, a s well as being head of the monastic community of 
Wat Phrayat the abbot (generally referred to as 
Luang Pho Wat Phrayat - Revered Father of Wat Phrayat) held 
the honorific title of Phra Khru (Grade 2) and was the 
Ecclesiastical Head of Tambon Hantra(Chao Khana Tambon Hantra^L 
He had passed none of the ecclesiastical examinations, although 
he confessed to having made several unsuccessful attempts to 
obtain Rak Tham Grade 5* tit the beginning of his career in the 
Order, before he became burdened with the responsibilities of offifl*
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Despite the fact that he had long since given up any interest 
in academic pursuits he regularly attended the annual 
ecclesiastical examinations at Wat Honthop to exchange news 
and gossip with other bhikkhus.

The abbot's popularity was in a sense of a more mundane 
kind than that enjoyed by Chao Khun Thep.in that it was a 
result of his approachability and friendliness, as well as of 
the belief that he could confer health and happiness by 
sprinkling sacralized water upon any person who applied to

j[ Q
him. Because of his 'magical* (saiyaaat) talents he, also, 
was invited to tte state-sponsored celebrations of Buddhist 
National holidays along with other senior ecclesiastical 
officials, ^nd at the close of the recitation it was Luang Pho 
Wat Phrayat rather than any more senior abbot who sprinkled 
sacralized water upon the laity. In addition to this there 
was a great demand for his services from lay people who 
intended to sponsor a house-blessing ceremony, or a ritual 
to open a new shop or restaurant, and not infrequently people 
came from Bangkok to receive the abbot's blessing on their 
cars and coaches for their future journeys^ on roads made 
hazardous by reckless aid incompetent drivers*

Those bhikkhus who could give eloquent and amusing 
sermons belonged to another species of the genus active 
monk. In Ayutthaya several monks who were renowned for 
their skill in teaching and preaching were also well- 
educated in the sense that they had passed m^ny grades of 
the ecclesiastical examinations; but academic qualifications 
were not in themselves sufficient to bring their bearer
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wide popular support even though they were sufficiently 
rare in Ayutthaya to result in some degree of popular 
renown. It was my impression that the link between 
intellectual and orstorial gifts was, where it existed, 
coincidental rather than casual, in that the type of monk 
who most enjoyed preaching to the laity was more likely 
than his fellows to be ambitious for academic and other 
honours.

The bhikkhu who combined scholarship with showmanship 
most effectively was the Deputy Abbot (Rong Chao Awat) of 
Wat Suwandararam. Ayutthaya. This monk, Chao Khun Sutthi. 
was forty-six years old and had entered the Sangha as a 
novice at the age of fourteen. He held the honorific rank 
of Phra Racha Khana Chan Saman Barian and had passed the 
Barian examination Grade Six - an achievement equalled by 
only one other monk in Ayutthaya. Chao Khun Sutthi had 
however ceased his studies several years previously as he 
had become increasingly involved with parish duties, and 
with the internal administrative affairs of the monastic 
community, the burden of which fell upon his shoulders as 
the abbot reseoibled Chao Khun Thep in the passive quality

iiQof his charisma.
Chao Khun Sutthi Wo.s renowned for his witty and pointed 

sermons and received invitations from laymen in Bangkok 
and Chiengmai, as well as from other regions of Thailand, 
and indeed some of my informants in Ayutthaya complained 
that he was rerely in town, and thus available only 
infrequently to perform ngan tham bun for the laymen of the 
locality. Chao Khun Sutthi to some extent represented a
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new kind of active monk in that he had been able to make 
use of educational facilities unavailable to older bhikkhus 
as there has been only a gradual expansion of ecclesiastical 
education into the Provincial areas. Nevertheless, as was 
remarked above the monk* s academic standing was to a large 
extent irrelevant to his popularity in the town, and indeed 
the residents of Wat Genasanaram who placed greater emphasis 
on study than upon pastoral activities wero cosparatively 
unknown end unsung.

To make one final point about the importance of the 
age of a monk as a factor in attracting and retaining popular 
support; several of the older informants - both monk and lay 
- considered that Chao Khun Sutthi was at the age of 
forty-six, still a little young to be a phu .yai and that the 
appearance and demeanour rendering him worthy of that 
designation could only come with advancing years. But 
age, though a necessary qualification for real eminence, is 
not in itself sufficient to win the reverence and respect of 
the lay compunity.

In order to throw into clearer relief the special nature 
of the relationship between a famous monk and the lay 
community I shall now present for examination a description 
of the contracting circumstances of a more ordinary member 
of the Thai o&nghe. The monk in question, Phra Sombat, lived 
in the small 8nd relatively obscure community of V.et Yana sen. 
Ayutthaya. Although he was in his mid-fifties he had spent 
only eight phanaa (Lenten Seasons) in the wat having resigned 
from his job as a train driver on the Royal Thai Railway.
Ilis home was in Bangkok, but he had chosen to live in
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Wat Yenasen both because it was' peaceful* and because some 
of his kinsmen lived nearby.

During my period of fieldwork Phra Sombat received on 
average,two invitations each month (June being a peak period 
during which he had eight appointments); this figure includes 
in almost equal proportions requests to officiate at 
ngan tham bun and invitations merely to take his eleven 
o'clock meal in the home of various relations in the locality* 
with regard to the invitations to perform merit-making 
ceremonies, all were of the kho song variety with one 
exception which was provided by the specific request 
(nimon chochong) of one lay sponsor (chaophap) who was 
related by marriage to a kinsman of the monk. Unlike the 
other monks I have discussed, Phra Sombat had a great deal 
of time to spare for paying casual visits to friends in both 
the monastic and the lay sections of Ayutthaya society. In 
his leisure hours he also read books on the history of 
Thailand and visited shrines and historic monuments throughout 
the country, always travelling by train as he was given free 
passage by virtue of his previous employment.

These contrasting case-histories of eminent and ordinary 
members of the Buddhist Sangha illustrate the varying extent 
to which a monk may retain specific p rsonal ties with lay 
society. In a sense the more eminent and 'committed1 the 

monk the less dependent he is on previous relationships with 
a number of householders in that most of his pastoral 
services are bestowed upon unknown, or litble known members 
of the lay community. This is not to imply that prior links
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are necessarily ruptured but merely to state that relation
ships formed on this basis comprise a smaller proportion of 
the total number of pastoral relationships with which he is 
involved. Similarly, more eminent bhikkhus rarely have time 
to spend on informal interaction; which is to say they tend 
not to make informal visits to relatives and friends, nor to 
receive invitations simply to take their morning meal with 
laymen,who themselves realize that such monks tend to work 
to a tight schedule, and are thus reluctant to impose 
(kreng chai) upon them.-*0

Other factors which affect the extent to which any monk 
retains his previous social affiliations are the geographical 
distance between his chosen wat and his natal area, and the 
length of time he has spent in the Order. The age at which 
he was ordained is particularly crucial with respect to prior 
links with non-related individuals,in that an elderly 
bhikkhu who entered the monastery as a novice is unlikely to 
have kept in touch with school-fellows and playmates of half 
a century ago.

As stated earlier, seniority in years, or lenten seasons 
spent in the wat does not automatically bring a position of 
eminence, although most of the highly respected monks in 
Ayutthaya were fairly elderly and had spent many phansa in 
the Sangha; similarly not all 'famous1 bhikkhus lived far 
away from their family homes, though it is true to say that 
if a man born in a small rural settlement takes up residence 
in the local wat it is unlikely that he wants or is able to 
attract widespread popular support."1
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There have been two main threads running through the 
previous discussion; the first of which concerns the various 
activities as ociated with the monkly role, and the implica
tions of the way in which these are evaluated for the standing 
of any bhikkhu both in the local community and in the society 
of the Sangha. It has I think been demonstrated fairly 
conclusively that the monk who is most highly regarded is not 
the solitary recluse dedicated to self-improvement but the 
bhikkhu who in a variety of ways ministers to the needs of 
lay society. It is important however that he should combine 
service to the world with a disdain for its fruits.

iii. Links between Monk and Laymen
The discussion of the nature of the bhikkhu1s links 

with the lay community provided a second and closely inter
woven theme in the foregoing paragraphs. It may be remembered 
that any man who becomes a member of the Buddhist Sangha 
automatically enters into a special relationship with the lay 
society he has left behind, in that he is able to confer merit 
upon them in return for the material support which it is their 
duty to provide. But each monk interacts with only a very 
few of these potential lay supporters and such interaction as 
takes place arises from bhikkhu-householder relationships 
which originate in one of several ways and are of varying 
degrees of permanence and stability. Diagram 2.1. below
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represents an observer's model of possible variants in the 
relationship between a Buddhist monk and members of the lay 
community; the links which I term prior are those with 
kinsmen and friends which were formed before the bhikkhu* s 
ordination and which have been carried over from lay life. 
Such ties may or may not be extended to more distant 
relatives and to friends of friends, after the individual in 
question has entered the Order but their essential (prior) 
basis remains the same. These prior ties ere relatively 
permanent and may be activated, by the individual layman, 
at intervals throughout the lives of the parties concerned.
In between life-crisis rituals (ngan them bun), which after 
all happen relatively infrequently within any one household 
but provide the primary reason for interaction, such 
relationships may be maintained by the householder's making 
occasional visits to the wat or by his inviting the bhikkhu 
to take his meal at the house. The degree and frequency of 
this informal interaction is largely governed by geographic 
factors, although infrequent contact does not necessarily 
imply a breach of relations, and the householder who is to 
sponsor a ngan tham bun normally places at the top of his 
guest list relatives (phi nong) or friends (phuan) who have 
entered the Sangha,however distant their present place of 
residence may be.

Over and above these linkages which he carries over from 
lay life the monk forms contingent ties with a number of 
householders; ties which post-date his ordination and which
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are the inevitable concomitant of his being a Buddhist 
bhikkhu. The process of selection (over which the monk 
himself has no control) from the total universe of unrelated 
and unknown householders is largely a function of the bhikkhds 
place of residence as laymen tend to invite (nimon) members 
of the local wat community to officiate at any ngan tham bun; 
and also because any monk may receive indirect invitations 
from laymen who have specific ties with a fellow resident in 
the monastery. Thus contingent relationships are usually 
mediated through some other monk, either the abbot of the wat 
or some more junior member of the community, although as has 
been demonstrated very clearly very eminent or famous monks 
receive direct invitations from householders whom they do not 
know who may well live outside the immediate locality.
However, contingent ties, whether they arise from accidental
spatial relations or as a result of the popularity of the monk
concerned,may in time come to resemble prior linkages as 
affective ties develop between the bhikkhu and the house
holder. To sum up we may say that the number and identity 
of non—related laymen who request the services of any member 
of the Sangha varies according to his movement between 
monasteries and with the rise or decline in his personal 
charisma; such factors may also influence his relationships 
with kinsmen and long-standing friends from lay life though 
these tend to remain more stable despite geographical mobility
and the vicissitudes of fortune.

The monk* s own classification of his relationships with 
householders in the context of merit-making ceremonies is



slightly different from that illustrated by the observer’s 
model and is presented in Diagram 2.2. The bhikkhu recognises 
that some of the invitations he receives over any given 
period of time are specific(cho chonsQand are the outcome of 
fairlj established and permanent relationships existing 
between himself and the several chao phap (hosts) who may 
be relatives (phi nong) or friends (phuan); his links with 
people in the phuan category may* according to my classifica
tion, be of a prior kind, or alternatively may be contingent 
ties which have become more permanent over the years. The 
bhikkhu himself, if asked, can of course distinguish between 
old and new friends, but for him the major distinction is 
between chao phapwhom he knows and those with whom he is not 
acquainted, whose initial invitation may or may not represent 
the beginning of a more stable relationship.

Those invitations which are of the non-specific or 
kho song variety come from householders who are unknown to 
the bhikkhu or at least from people who are insufficiently 
acquainted with him to make a specific request even though 
they may know him by sight# Interestingly enough, although 
it is more meritorious to invite a chapter of monks by the 
process known as kho song than to particularize (cho chong) 
it would be extremely discourteous to include in such a 
generalized invitation monks whom one knew at all well, which 
is to say to the extent that each party knows the name of the 
other and conversation has taken place on several occasions# 
Consequently a layman who wishes to invite several monks 
from the same wat requests their services individually if he 
knows them well#
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As we have seen already eminent monks receive invitation* 
which fall half-way between these two types in that they are 
direct and specific (cho chong) but frequently come from 
householders who are unknown to the bhikkhu, In such a case 
it i3 the reputation of the monk in question, rather than his 
relationship with the chao phap which is established and 
recognised; it is his own eminence which serves to single him 
out from his fellows in the San&ha and places him in a 
particular position as a ‘public figure* with respect to the 
lay community.

Beyond this the monk differentiates between householders 
with whom he has had no contact only along very broad lines. 
He recognises some laymen as belonging to the phuak wat ni 
whether or not he has entered into interaction with them.
Such people who are particularly affiliated to his wat are 
known to him by sight and sometimes by name. Other members 
of the lay community are undifferentiated with respect to 
their actual or potential relations with him in the context 
of merit-making activities. In some cases the bhikkhu may 
know of their allegiance to some other wat in town, though 
the majority are simply* householders' categorised only 
according to their age and sex. Exceptions to this ruling 
are provided by lay-brokers who act as liaison officials 
between the householders and the monastic community in the 
context of merit-making activities. These laymen, to be 
discussed in subsequent chapters, can be regarded as the 
counterparts of the eminent members of the Bangha in that 
they maj be widely known by name end reputation, and
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consequently ere requested to act as brokers by both 
bhikkhus and laymen who are not intimately acquainted with 
them.

It must be remembered however that in the context of 
merit-making activities the monk never initiates the 
relationship; nor does he regard laymen in the light of 
potential invitations and material rewards, as he receives 
his daily support from routine gifts of rice, or in some 
cases from the monastery itself.

The laymen represented in Diagram 2 . 2  do not act jointly 
with respect to the bhikkhu in the case and do not feel 
themselves to be related with respect to him. There is, in 
effect, no equivalent at the level of the individual monk to 
the phuak wat ni» a collection of people who recognise them
selves, and are recognised, to be associated with a 
particular monastic community, even though they may rarely 
co-operate as a body with respect to that wat.

Several laymen who are related to a particular member 
of the Sangha may indeed share the expenses of a ngan tham 
bun to which he - along with a number of other monks - is 
invited, although the arrangements for the ceremony are 
normally made by the individual host (chao phap) acting on 
behalf of his own family household. Thus even laymen who 
are kinsmen of particular bhikkhu who consequently,from time 
to time,share the expenses of a ritual in which he, as well 
as several other monks, takes part, do not regard themselves 
as forming a group in relation to the monk concerned.

In Diagram 2.3 in order to clarify this situation, I
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present the layman*s view of his position with respect to 
the Order of Monks* Although all bhikkhus are equally 
eligible to minister to his spiritual needs, the householder 
who is preparing to sponsor a ngan tham bun recognises never
theless that he is under an obligation to invite particular 
monks who are also relatives (phi nong) or friends (phuan)* 
as well as having a more generalised obligation to invite 
(kho song)a few members of his local wat community* Further
more he may feel bound to invite one or more bhikkhus who are 
closely related to friends in the lay community. Beyond this 
he may also invite distinguished, fashionable or specialist 
monks whom he knows by reputation alone; for example if a 
householder is to hold an ordination ceremony he must invite 
a monk who is empowered to confer ordination upon the 
candidate; (i.e. a monk who is an upacha) as such officials 
are relatively few in number it frequently happens that the 
lay host requests the services of an upacha who is unknown 
to him. Similarly a householder who is moving into a new 
house may well invite a monk whose presence, like that of the 
abbot of Wat Phrayat* is felt to be particularly auspicious, 
to officiate at the associated ritual of blessing. In the 
chapters dealing with the religious behaviour of the Thai 
layman I describe in detail a merit-making ceremony which can 
be seen in sociological terms as a kind of 'action-set*
(Mayer 1966, p.105) centred on the chao phap, comprising both 
the monks who officiate at the ceremony and the laymen who 
attend.

It must be stressed once again in conclusion that the 
Buddhist monk performs his pastoral activities only hy
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invitation and that he does not go out to bring his lay flock 
into the fold as does the Christian priest. The passivity 
of the bhikkhu in this respect can be explained by the fact 
that the primary purpose of his ordination is to begin the 
long task of self-improvement and not to bring the Dhamma 
to the unordained^; and indeed as I have already mentioned 
attending to the needs of the householder forms, in theory, 
a secondary snd relatively unimportant aspect of the monkly 
role (Dutt 1957* P»95)*

Interestingly enough in Thailand today increasing
emphasis is being given by the national authorities to the
function of the monks as priests and shepherds of the people.
At the beginning of this century the bhikkhu1a role as a
school-teacher was usurped by the introduction of state-
education to Thailand, and furthermore as was pointed out in
the previous chapter the increasing economic complexity and
specialisation common to the urban situation restricts still

53further the monks* sphere of activities.
However there have been recent moves by the government, 

working through the Department of Religion in the Ministry 
of Education to train monks in community development for 
projects in underdeveloped areas of the country (Swearer 
1968 p.52) and generally to refurbish their role in the 
community by establishing lay religious associations and 
teaching courses for householders which are run by the monks 
themselves (Wells I960 p.2^2).

These new trends and developments may have important 
implications for the future position of the Buddhist bhikkhu 
in Thai society.
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FOCTHOfEb TO CHAPTER TWO

1. See Michael M*. mes on the Sinhalese situation (^mes 
1964 p.21 et passim) and Gananath Cbeyesekere in hia 
article entitled ’Theodicy, Sin and Salvation1 
(Cbeyesekere 1968 p.7-39)•

2. See the Ihrarachabanyatkhanasonp; (Royal Edicts pertaining 
to the Buddhist Sangha) B.k.SSSg (1962) and the
hot Bahatherascraa'kkom "(Laws of the Council of Elders)VoT.I-J 2^(7 (1964).

3. See below, Chapter 3#
For a complete list of tho monastic activities known as 
Sanghakanma (Acts of oanrcha) see Dutt (I960 p.122).

4. During my period of fieldwork in Ayutthaya a monk who 
felt he had been wrongly passed over in the procedure 
for appointing a new abbot at his monastery, to replace 
the previous incumbent who had died, tried to bring a 
court case against the ecclesiastical officials at 
District and Sub-District levels who had chosen the new 
incumbent. As the decision of the officials in question 
was final the plaintiff was dismissed, but the chief 
judge of the low courts in Ayutthaya was pained by his 
unseemly behaviour and embarrassed by his having brought 
affairs which were the private concern of the Saxjgha,
to the public notice.

5. *ells (I960 p.159) discusses some of tho techniques of 
meditation (wiphasana-thura) used by Thai monks.

6. A personal communication from Mrs.Freda Wint who has 
spent some time in North Eastern Thailand, suggests that 
this may not be the case all over the country. Indeed 
the climate of opinion in ayutthaya may to some extent
be a reflection of the more complete institutionalization 
of the 8angha of Monks in Bangkok and the towns of 
Central Region. See below p.9C Footnote 7 for new 
trends and attitudes towards meditation.

7. There is some evidence of a trend towards extending the 
bhikkhu*s pastoral role, by encouraging the householder 
to take a more active part in religious activities. One 
manifestation of this new emphasis is that some monks 
are starting classes to teach laymen how to meditate as 
it is felt to be easier for them than scriptural study. 
This ruling also applies to mae chi or nuns who are also 
encouraged to join these meditation courses, some of 
which are set up by bhinkhus sent by the Department of 
Religious Affairs from tno Sudd! ist Universities in 
Bangkok.

8. dee below p.121
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9* See Khantipalo (1965 P*10)
10. Abbot of Wat Tuk said that when he had doen thu-jong 

in the North Eastern Region he had wandered in the 
forest for several days without food.

11. The thudonp; bhikkhus of whom I speak leave the 
monastery only temporarily; moat usually for a period 
of a few weeks in February or March. The phenomenon 
of monks who leave the wat on a more permanent basis
to live a more isolated life in a forest or cave appears 
to be absent from Central Thailand although •hermit* monks 
of this type are to be found in the remoter areas of 
the North-East Region and in the Southern Novices of 
Thailand.

12. Cotjya. Soe Chapter 1. Footnote 5«
13. In speaking of Burmese monks Nash reports (1965

p.148-9) that *as a monk proceeds in inner wisdom, in 
fuller understanding and in self-purification, there 
should be some manifestations in his daily life, and 
in his ability to handle the universe.* Ue lists ten 
* marvelous powers .... earnests of progress* along
the road to Niryana to which monks may lay claim.
In Thailand on theother hand any bhikkhu who possesses 
anything approaching 'marvellous powersy for healing 
or prophesy, is careful to state that these talents 
which ho regards as magical (saiyaaat) can be learnt 
from the relevant textbooks by any person monk or lay, 
and that they hove no relation to his role as a 
Buddhist monk.

14. Gee 'The Social Science Review* (Gongkhomaatporithot) 
Special issue No.4 August B.E. 25^9 vP«5^ot passim) 
for the complete syllabus of both the Nek Tham ^nd 
Borian courses of ecclesiastical study.

15* See appendix No.lII for results of Nak Tham and Parian 
examinations in Ayutthaya 1967.

16. His fan is used by a bhikkhu only on certain occasions; 
when he pronounces the I'hrec- Refuge Formula or gives 
the Five Procents to the laymen present, prior to a merit- 
making ceremony; when a recitation begins; when he 
expresses thanks in a formal manner; and at certain 
stages of the cremation ceremony (see Rajadhon 1961 p.87)* 
Some f8ns are presented by the Xing to monks who hold 
high positions in the ecclesiastical hierarchy, or to 
those with honorific titles; such fans which are insignia 
of rank may bo used only in a Royal Ceremony (phithi 
luang) when the king or his deputy is present* ^11 
bbikjchus own at least one fan which has been presented 
to them by the chao phap on the occasion of their 
ordination.
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17. One young monk (25) who had been appointed Acting Abbot
of Wat Nang Plum was felt by some informants to be 
unsuitable on the grounds of his tender years, 
although it was admitted that he was clever enough 
as he had passed Barian 5.

IS. Some pastoral transactions, that is to say those
between a saiyasat monk and a householder, are not
primarily a necessary by-product of any activity 
between monk and householder, wherein the latter 
presents an offering of some kind to the former.
Those bhikkhus who are also saiyasat (magical 
practitioners) specialise in healing or in telling 
horoscopes. Although most saiyasat are bhikkhus, 
as these magical activities are traditionally 
associated with the monkly role, in Ayutthaya at least, 
very few monks were saiyasat. Consequently throughout 
this chapter, unless otnerwise specified, the termfastoral activities refers to more orthodox transac- ions between monk and householder, whose manifest 
intention is to make merit.

19. Temporary monks on the other hand usually receive 
daily presentations of food from their proud mothers. 
See below Chapter 5 for the case history of the 
ordination of the three sons of Khun Siri Imchai.

20. Nor is the actual presentation of rice regarded as 
highly meritorious, perhaps because it involves only 
slight expenditure of time and money. Less than JOjfc 
of the laymen questioned gave rice regularly, though 
most gave from time to time. See below Chapter 5, 
on the religious behaviour of the Thai laymen.

21. See Appendix No.IV for list of the bhikkhus in 
Ayutthaya who received nittsyephat.

22. It is interesting that many monks in Bangkok for whom 
the alms-round has become functionally obsolete - 
either because their food is provided by the monastery, 
or bought from their own nittayaphat allowance, or 
simply because the wst is situated in a non-residential 
part of town - yet continue to perform the binthabat 
routine as a symbolic act; this practice serves as
a reminder of the Buddha’s total renunciation of the 
world, and of their own mendicant status. The monks of 
Ayutthaya have not attained this level of sophisticatioi

23. The Pali term paritta means, protection, removal, 
warding off; both the ritual and thetexts used during 
the ritual are termed paritta. The texts themselves 
are derived froia the Kuddaka-Nikaya which is the 
fifth part of the Sutta-pitaka ana is divided into 
sixteen distinct works. The first of these - the 
Khuddaha-patha - is further sub-divided into 9 parts,
7 of which are used in the paritta ritual.(See 
Banerji 1964- p.4-3). Thai monks use Ceylonese parittas 
and sutras from the Pali Canon, and also many chants 
and responses of their own composition (Wells I960, 
p.ii).
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24. For a full description of merit-making ceremonies see 
Wells (I960 p.195; > Rajadhon (1961 p*84); Tarabiah 
(1968 p.99-104).

2 5 . The term nimon meaning 'to invite' is used only with 
respect to monks; the equivalent word for laymen is 
choen or chuan.

26. Cremation ceremonies provide an exception to this as 
they are held in the wat. Only a few monasteries have 
a permanent crematorium or men, although in some cases
a temporary structure is erected for the occasion in the 
compound or thi wat. Nevertheless monks resident in a 
monastery with a men are more often invited to officiate 
at cremation ceremonies ss it is customary for the 
layman to invite them whether or not he knows them 
personally (See below p.107).

27* See 'Merit-Making Ceremonies' (Pithi Tham Bun) by
Phra Khru Sitthikankoson, Bangkok k.E.2504.

28. See Wells (I960 p.239) for a discussion of texts used, 
and a description of the ceremony.

29. Wells (I960 p.44) also mentions 'puffed rice* as being 
an essential article for acts of worship, but this does 
not seem to have been the practice in Ayutthaya*

30. See below Chapter 4.
31. The elegant word for 'monkhood' in the sense of the status 

of monk (rather than the Order of Monks) is samanaphet; 
samana, meaning Buddhist monk, and phet meaning * gender' 
or 'sex* as in phet chai-male sex, masculine gender*

32. The ethical priority which is given to unselfish action 
is of course based on the Buddhist belief that one should 
renounce all khamma or volitional acts which bind the 
actor to the cycle of rebirth (samsara) and arise from 
the ignorance of the impermanence o f  all things, 
including that entity we call the Self. This connection 
was not made explicit by my informants.

33« It is quite customary to hold a ceremony known as the
'Chalong phra mai* (Celebration of the New Monk) at his 
parents1 home several days after he has entered the Order* 
This brings a great deal of merit for the new monk's 
father and mother (See Wells 19S0 p.150).

34. From the layman's point of view the 'local wat' is the one 
with which he regards himself as being in some way 
associated, though he may visit it only infrequently* 
Nevertheless when he does attend Holy Bay services, or 
when he needs bhikkhus to officiate at a ngan tham bun 
it is to this monastery that he goes* He regards 'himself 
and is regarded as belonging to an entity centred upon the 
wat which is known as the phuak wat ni - 'supporters of 
tkis wat*'

35. Sangha means literally 'herd, or congregation.'
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36. a special kind of contingent relationship is that which 
was formed when both parties were in the Order and has 
continued in an altered form, after one of the men has 
returned to lay life.

37. See bolow, Chapter Three.
38. One abbot who was seventy-two years old and held the

position of Chao Khana Changwat (Ecclesiastical 
Provincial Head) In a province adjacent to Changwat 
iiyutthaya left the Sangha as he said that he couldno 
longer cope with the innumerable requests he received 
to perform merit-making ceremonies. He thus reversed 
the usual pattern according to which men retire into 
the Order in old age, when their social commitments 
are at an end. A monk who is highly revered may 
continue to receive invitations until, or even beyond, 
such time as his faculties desert him, as extreme old 
age might serve to enhance his personal charisma in the 
eyes of the laity.

39* Kaufman (I960 p.117) in writing about the appointment 
of the abbot of Wat Bangkhuad writes 'The choice is
usually between two distinct types: the verbose, glib
monk, or the more reticent monk whose 'forte' is control
of the body, meditation, concentration.'

40* Monks who have been awarded any of the Phra Racha Khana 
ranks are referred to as Chao Khun: (My Lord) (£ee 
Appendix No.IV for list of honorific titles). Any monk 
who is an abbot may also be identified by the name of 
his wat prefixed by the term luang Pho or Reverend 
Father"e.g. luang Pho Wat Ohoeng.

41. The fact that Thai monks place a stricter interpretation 
on the rule against taking life than do the laity does 
not prevent them from eating meat. This prohibition 
(ahimsa) does prevent bhikkhus from tilling the ground 
lest they destroy organisms living in the soil. Some 
monks filter water used for drinking or bathing in an 
attempt to remove 'all living things' (Ven.Nanamoli 
Thera 1966 p.60).

42. Several of these invitations came from laymen who had 
previously spent some time as monks or novices in Wat 
Phanan Choeng.

43. This procedure is often followed in rural areas where, 
because there are few monks eligible to confer 
ordination, an upacha is usually invited from the 
nearest town. He may ordain a great number of 
candidates on the some day, although only three nak 
can be ordained simultaneously. As, for some purposes, 
four monks can form a quorum or Sangha it is impossible 
for a quorum of bhikkhus to confer ordination upon more 
than three candidates at any one time.
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44. Bust Chaengt a pre-cremation ceremony. (See Wells I960
pv5737T"

4$. According to the rules in the ratimok*s Code a monk
should keep only one set of robes, b u t moot Thai monks 
havo two or more sets so that they can change them 
frequently for washing. (See Van Nanamoli There 1966 
p.34 et passim).

46. See Appendix No.V for a detailed account of Chao Khun
Then* a annual income and expenditure, compared witli 
those of Phra Sombat.

4V. .*n orAihant is one who has achieved Nirvana or
enlightenment• See Oboyesekere (1168 po§) on the oocis] 
function of ascetic renunciation.

48. This example shows that monks who are revered by the
laity for activities which are generally regarded as 
extraneous to the oonkly role may receive official 
recognition in thi form of ecclesiastical office. I havi 
some doubts as to whether a saiyasat would over be 
appointed to a more eminent position such as 
Ecclesiastical Provincial Head (Chau Khana Chenyyat)
as it seems to me that tho authorities in Bangkok who 
would be responsible for such an appointment are 
becoming increasingly careful of their image. They 
might be wary of conferring so high an honour on a monk 
with such unorthodox gifts. Evidence for this new 
trend is provided by Punvunubhab (1965 p.l?3) who 
describes how the secralizing of a bowl of water, an 
important part of any merit-mukintj ceremony, was omitted 
from the ritual held in Bangkok to comcemorate fthe 
tv/enty-fifth Buddhist century1 ss this practice would tx 
'a source of undesirable remarks if seen by thoughtful 
Buddhists from ell over the world*• See obove 
Introduction.

49. It is interesting to not*. th..t at each of the three 
larger wets in oyut’Jheyu one finds a passive and an 
octivc monk • in harness• as Abbot end Beputy Abbot 
respectively, which suggests that positions of supreme 
importance ore more likely to go to bhikkhus of a more 
tranquil disposition.

50. The Thai term krenp; chai means *to have consideration for 
to bo re1uctant to imposo upon.* (See Haas).

51• In Chapter Three I show how popular support is
mobilized through the procedure for appointment to 
ecclesiastical office.

52* See Kaufman (196i p.128) for a similar point.
53* In an urban environment the greater acceptance of the

methods of witthayssat as well as eerier access to 
doctors and "hospitals rend ra the activities of sajyasel 
both monks and laymen, less important (see above 
Chop.i).
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CHAPTER IRRE^

THE WAT COMMUNITY.

• In friendship of the world anxiety is horn 
In household life distraction's dust springs up 
The state set free from home and friendship's ties 
That and only that is the recluse's aim'.

Verses from the Muni Sutta (Subta-Nipata 1, 12) 
translated by T.W.Rhys Davids 

(Rhys Davids 1963 (Dover Edition) p.l.)
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The Thai monastery or wat is not only a place of 
residence for Buddhist monks, but also a Church or religious 
meeting ground for the luity; its physical lay-out clearly 
reflects this dual function*

itbin the monastic compound (thi wat) are situated 
both the living quarters (kuti) for the bhikkhus. and the 
aiore conspicuous and elaborately decorated public buildings, 
namely, the wihun or preaching hall, and one or more sal a 
(pavilions) where services ore held, and sermons addressed 
to lay devotees (ubasake)• The bot which is tho most 
important edifice, being situated within the consecrated 
are. marked by the glma (boundary stones), is used both for 
those activities relating to disciplinary affairs, which aro 
the exclusive concern of the oanpha. and for other ceremonies, 
such as thot marking an individual's entry into tho Order, 
at which laymen and women are aloo present*

In subsequent chapters 1 am primarily concerned with the 
interaction which takes place between residents cf any 
monastery and members of the lay society but I must begin by 
making a few general remarks obout the structure and internal 
organisation of the w^t comt unities I knew* The material 
usod in the present section in drawn from my study of fifteen 
monasteries situated in the municipal area of «yuttheye*^
These monastic ccmsi.unitles consisted of between five and 
twenty—nine permanent monkB, and of varying numbers of 
novices (non)» mon at ry boys (dek wat) ^nd, in a few coos, 
nuns ur mae chi.^
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The composition of any community to s o b o  extent reflects 
its orientationi ts the statistics show, tho two main 
teaching monasteries, Wat huwandsraragrj and hat Phanan Choeng 
have a higher proportion of novices9 as these boys are 
attracted by the study facilities of ered* Furthermore these 
larger and more prosperous establishments, where food and 
accommodation are readily available, have a greater appeal 
^or wat > whether they live there on a permanent or part— 
tine basis* Dek wat of the former typs or usually children 
of poor homes who are given food, board and some informal 
education by the monks, in return for performing domestic 
duties such as washing the robes of the monks, end keeping 
clean tho compound, and the various buildings in the w,t.
The part-time or temporary dok wat are boys fro ; outlying 
areas who attend school or college in ayutthaya, end thus 
have lodgings in the wat only during term-time* fter school 
hours they too perform chores for the b ikkhus and novices*

The general tenor of tho cob?! unity also hue important 
implications for the kind cf monks who choose to reside 
there* It is noticesblo that there are few retired monks 
in the 1 rger teaching monasteries in Ayutthaya, namely 
»»_s.t ^uwan and „at i hanen Ohoem;* where approximately half 
the total number of bhikkhus arc in their twenties or early 
thirtiesi the remaining older residents are permanent monks 
of long-standing who do not fall into tho category * retired*• 
Indeed the abbots of these wats have b en known to refuse 
admission to men who wished to spend their declining yours 
there, on the grounds th t the livin space available was
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needed for monks and novices, who intended to make use of the 
educational facilities provided* Several smaller monasteries 
had a similar policy: the community at Vvat Salapun, for 
example, centred upon the abbot, who was highly educated in 
ecclesiastical terms, having passed Barian Grade 6; he felt 
quite strongly that bhikkhus who were not interested in 
studying would not be ’happy* there, and indeed suggested 
as much to unsuitable applicants*

On the other hand certain establishments are little more 
than hostels for old men, and are in consequence shunned by 
younger monks who, whether or not they hove serious academic 
intentions, prefer to live in livelier communities*

Small groups of nuns Qaae chi) had taken up residence at 
five of the fifteen wats with which I was most familiar* 
although mae chi are said to h ve been ordained (buat) they 
ore regarded as belonging to the lay sector of society, ruthei 
than to the religious,which is comprised of monks andnovicea* 
1'here is in fact no Order of nuns organised hierarchically 
on a nation-wide basis, although sometimes the nun who is the 
most senior, by age or by ordination, is referred to as the 
hua na or' hOvid' of the group at any one wot: her authority
is of a purely informal and domestic kind and depends upon 
the willing co-operation of her juniors*

Huns observe Light Precepts, as against the Five Precepts 
observed by the ordinary layman; tho three additional 
injunctions forbid them from taking an evening meal, from 
sleeping on a soft bed or couch (rather than upon matting 
laid down upon the floor) and from using jewellery or

lLcosmetics with whicl to adorn themselves* Those women 
who have be n ’ordained* as nuns shave their heads and wear
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w. ite robes oiniler to the monks' habit*
The group of nuns in residence at Tai Choi Fonrkhon 

was the only one w ich was of considerable sise and to some 
extent integrated into tho monastic community* Both these 
features can be explained by tho fact that most of then had 
come to study with the abbot who was renowned as a teacher 
of meditation techniques (wiplasana-tburs) * The rroups of 
mae phi at tho other monasteries in my sample can only be 
said to belong to the community in so far us they h~ve been 
given permission by the abbot concerned,to buil i their living 
quarters in the compounds of the respective wats* All the 
nuns interviewed received donations of both ®~ney end food 
from their r latives,as well as occasional gifts of surplus 
rice from the monks and novices in the w^t*

the figures given in the appendix show quite clearly, 
oil the monastic communities studied experienced an influx 
of monks during the Lenten Reason (phansa), which lasts from 
mid-July until mid—October* During this p<riod even the 
'old men's hostels' (e*g. * at Kluai) welcomed new residents, 
the majority being the younger relations of the regular 
inmates, coming to join the latter for the three months of 
phansa* The greatest relative increase occurs in rural 
monastic com. unities which might otherwise comprise only one 
or two permanent monks, but during the Lenten retro^t in 
1967 the numbers in even tho larger urban monasteries in 
ayutthaya almost doubled; at »>at rhattan 0boons: for example 
the number of bbikkhus rose from twenty-nine to forty-five 
and at neighbouring bat ^uwandurarero sixteen new monks
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joined tho twenty-eight bhiwkhua in p rmanent residence* 
in some Bangkok monasteries where tho monks devote their 
entire time to academic pursuits and take little interest in 
the lay community,tie number of residents may be unaffected 
by the onset of phansa but none of the w^ts in ^yutthaya is 
oriented exclusively to study In this way*

In urban areas the aiae of somo monastic communities 
increases temporarily during the hot season (april—May) when 
many men take their annual holiday* The abbot of one 
monssttry in ayutthaya coined the phrase phak ron buat 
(ordination during the hot soason holiday) to describe this 
pueno&euou, and compared it with the- more usual >?hwas,.- buat 
(Lontan ordination) described above* Few of tho men who 
become ordained during the hot season (na ron) 3tay in the 
wat for longer than two or three weeks*

During the Lenten season the number of novices also 
increases temporarily; some boys are ordained simply to make 
merit for senior relatives, both the living and the dead, 
whilst others become nen or dek wot in order to accompany 
their elder brothers who have beon ordained for a c ort time, 
•according to custom or tradition* (pen prap>benl)* similarly 
the general intensification of religious activity may be 
visible by a slight increase in the number of moe chi during 
these months, ^b the itatistics indicate*

Let us now examine the implications for the individual 
bhikkhu of belonging to a particular monastic community; 
what does affiliation to a monastery onta.il? The /.cts on

cthe Administration of the Buddhist Order of ^riF>he in 
Thailand state that all monks 'oust be attached to a monastery
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and have permanent residence', but the practical application 
of this ruling deserves further attention. Before hie 
ordination,* man must obtain permission from the abbot of 
his chosen monastery to take up residence there. A number 
of factors may influence his choice; he may be attracted by 
the location of the wat or by the facilities for study or 
meditation which it offers; or on the other hand the presence 
of a particularly talented monk, or simply of a monk whom he 
knows already, may be decisive- It is quite usual to find 
in any urban wat a number of bhikkhus fro® the same^or from 
neighbouring rural settlements. In any case it is customary, 
in requesting permission to take up residence in a monastery, 
for the suppliant to approach the abbot through a third 
person, either monk or layman, who will introduce him, and 
present hia request. The abbot rarely refuses permission 
except in the kind of case already mentioned where it is felt 
that the applicant would be happier elsewhere; for example 
an elderly monk who applied to live at w'ct Ph^nan Choenr wae 
aavised to try clown tho road at Let Pros at where there were 
aJready several older men in residence, and where the tempo 
of life was somewhat slower.

Cutsido the : enten period the e t o  little or no pressure 
upon accommodation in any wat- and even during phance it ie 
usually possible to find a space in the kuti, or on the 
balcony outside, for another bhikkhu. It should be 
remembered that popular an 1 populous monasteries are more 
likely to receive from the laity substantial sums of money, 
which can be used to construct any extensions necessary.
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The residence of any monk is recorded, along with the 
signature of the abbot, in the identity card with which 
aach bhikkhu is issued on hia entry into the Order; 
subsequent changes of residence are also indicated by the 
written approval of the head3 of the con unities concerned* 

historians trace the devel cpnent of tho Buddhist 
cenobiius from the practice, current among religious wanderers 
in India long before the cowing of the Buddha, of going into 
retreat during the rainy seaeon (Dutt 1957 P«6?)« Further
more it is believed that the Buddha himself specifically 
exhorted his followers not to wonder abroad during this

6period lest they damage the new rice (Muller Vol.13 p«298).
During the Lenten season in present—d^y Thailand a monk

may not spend one night away from the wat* which is his
official place of residence, unless he has obtained special
permission from the abbot* Such permission is only given in
extremely critical circumstances. The example always given
by my informants wee thot of a monk vhoae father or mother
living at some di&tance away, becomes gravely ill during
phansa. In such an instance tho bhikkhu may be permitted to
visit t etn provided th~t he returns to the wet after seven
days and ; even nights. Should any monk stay away from the
monastery for longer th n the time allowed, or without
permission, ho is said to h.<ve 'broken bent* (khat phanga)
and cannot count that season towards his seniority in the

7Order; nor may he receive a share of tho Kathin presenta
tion, taken to every wat by a group of householders at the 
end of the Lenton Reason. (Vojirananavaroresa 1963 P#68)
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Tho practice of spending every night of the Buddhist Lent 
in one's own monastery (i.e. to cl.am phc nsa. literally to 
'observe* or*reueaber* Lent; seoms to be observed quite 
strictly on the whole. One bhikkhu remarked that during tho 
year previous to m j fieldwork,he had been forced to 
khut phanso because he had gone to the monks' hospital in 
baiigkok for treatment at that time. Another monk from the 
capital who gav^ instruction on Buddhist 'morality' in 
provincial schools and colleges,regarded this restriction on 
his movement as most irksome and unnecessary. He said that 
he would return to Bangkok only once every seven days, to 
request permission for a further le^ve of absence.

It is during tho period of phunsu that every abbot in 
the country submits details as to the number of monks re aidant 
in his wot, their names and qualifications, to the 
Lcclesiastical District Hoad (Qhao ifrbnnu Amphoe)̂ , who in 
turn relays tho information in tabulated fora to tho 
Department of Heligioua *f fairs in the capital.

Outside the rainy season, however, t ere is considerable 
movement between wets, as bhikkhus pay visits to friends 
living in monasteries in other parts of the country, or spend 
some time in the monastery nearest thsix* family noae, in 
order t renew relationships with kinsmen and old friends. A 
^ew bhikkhus lo^ve the monastic community altogether and go on 
pil; rimages (doen thud n x ) to vi^it shrines and monuments 
throughout the country.

But with rappeefc to relationships within the monastic 
community, visiting monks are not differentiated from the
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permanent residents; they ere similarly subject to the
authority of the abbot in that wet* end are on ths other hand, 
eligible to take part in .-eta of .. an^ha ( annhakemaa)
pertaining to monastic organisation, provided that they are 
of the same sect as their hosts. In short, membership of & 
particular monastic community is of fairly minor significance 
for tho ordinary monk, and for his relationships with his 
fallows in the ■ v.nKha; t?uch criteria as relative age and 
seniority of ordin&ti m  are of greater import, ace in 
structuring Interaction between monks, than is their 
affiliation t the same or different wots.

But soae qualifications must be made with respect to the 
bhikkhu who la the abbot of a particular monastic com unity, 
and thus tends to have a stronger sense of identification with 
his wat than does the ordinary monk. It has been oho n in the 
previous chapter that the abbot ie oeen as the representative 
of the whole wat community by the laymen out side,and may even 
be referred to by tho name of that monostory. Furthermore, 
because his office is attached to a particular wat-an abbot 
automatically loses his position if he changes residence 
voluntarily.

Ah concerns the abbot#r relationrhipe with his brothers 
in tho -̂ -ru-:ha. it must be noted that, except in the cases of 
hi* her ecclesiastical officials (e.g. Chao .'-ly-na ■ aabon. or 
Chao Khana ^ppboe) the boundaries of bis jurisdiction do not 
extend to tsonke in other nets; nor need his position in -ny 
way affect his relationshipi! with monk* not under his direct 
authority, as in outw rd appearance an abbot is indistinguish
able from any ordinary bhikkhu. Consequently the abbotfe
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relationships with non-office—holding residents of other wets
are olco conducted with reference to relative age and 
seniority of chanse-rather then with respect to the tending 
of the parties concerned ir. the official ecclesiastical
hierarchy.

But what i3 the n~tura of the abbot1s authority as head 
of tho wat. the smallest uni- of wcclasiasticai administration,
end how is this position achieved?

The miniaun formal re ;uirement for a aonk to be appointed 
abbot is th^t he r.hoald Iwvt spent at least five lenten 
seasons in the Order.10 An equally importune factor is that 
tho bhikkhus in tho wat; and interested laymen in the vicinity 
eho Id approve of tho a px-oiiit fluent, or at &ny rate, that they 
should hove no overwhelming objections. During my' period of 
fieldwork the position of abbot (chuo awat) at one monastery 
bwce*o VcCant on the death of the previous incumbent, .fter 
sonc werks tin monk who was the iXclaaicBtical Head of the 
Sub-district (. .mbon) in which t h e  I *«a aituuted, convened 
a meeting of the twelve othur abbots in that area. At this 
«o embly it was suggest d that a younger monk already resident 
at ~.et Khruthsrsm- the ton&s cry concerned, should b© appoint
ed to fill the post;. In tho fcl owin£ days th<- abbots who 
lived neorest to bat -.brut her an where tli© post was vacant, 
canvassed the opinions of bhikkhus in that monastery, and in 
their own eatabliuhnents, with respect to thin tentative 
decision. Jhey also spoko to members of tho lay com unity who
were known ti take an interest in religious af airo in tha
town urui particularly to those who serv ?d on the Monastery
Committeo (kaasgakar* wat) ®t but Lhrutbaram» hen they had
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ascertained to their satisfaction that their candidate wee 
not objectionable to any person, monk or layman, the 
Chao Khan* Vambon wont to discuss the matter with his 
i«! edicts superior the ecclesiastical Aophoe Head 
(Chao hone tr;phoe)* The latter knew end approved of tho monk 
in question, and accordingly recommended his appointment to 
the cclociestioal provincial He^d (Chao Khana Ohaneiwat) 
who in due course conferred it#1"

This appointment is intended to bo permanent unless 
the monk in question leaves tho Order of his own volition 
or is compelled to disrobe# If an ©bboi. wishes to abdicate 
his position ho must request the permission of the 
authorities who appointed him in the firet place# It ie 
usual in 3uch cases for the monk concerned to go and live 
in another wat and indeed the desire to change hie pice of 
reuidence may well be th 1raieon d'etre'for the bhikkhu'a 
retirement#

Once given, the appointment is rarely withdrawn even 
from monks w) o prove un< ble to perform their duties because 
of age or ii1-health, or from simple lack of interest. The 
general principle teems to bo that inefficiency as opposed 
to out-and-out crime is tolerable; and, as was illustrated 
in Chapter One,even graver mi demeanourb asy be ignored 
for the take of tho reputations of all those involved.

If an abbot is uierel y inadequate th© normal reaction 
of the householders in the vicinity is to take their custom 
elsewhere,which is to say that they invite monks from other 
monasteries, and attend services at cone other wat in the 
locality. The higher ecclesiastical authorities may be
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unwil int to initiate action for various reasons; as the
Chao Khana l.phoe himself explained, if the abbot is old
and fe ble it would be inhumane to turn hio out; both the
angha and th^ victim would lose f. ce by the action* Besides

which, such a m*»n may soon die and so provide a natural
solution to the problem.

In other cases another monk is appointed as acting Abbot
1?(phursxaakanbhaen chop a wat) ' where the de, jure abbot

cannot fulfill hie obligation for one reason or another.
Gevor 1 of the bhikkhus who were first introduced to me aa
Th© Reverend ^bbot* (than cbao awat) later proved to be
•acting* on behalf cf some aged monk still living in the wat.
though rarely se *n, who yet retained the name if not the
substance of his position.

*<bet>v*r or not another' monk was appointed
phursksakunthaen cnao awat when the abbot vac Incapable of

performing hie duties appeared to me to be rather arbitrary.
To give two brief examples: the abbot of one monastery
appeared to divide his time fairly evenly between raising
bantam hen© and tinkering with numerous clocks he had
collected, he allowed the buildings of the wat to disintegrate
around hi© an it was widely reputed to be little more than
a doss-house for tramps end vagrants in the area. Kven the
kinsmen of the two or three elderly monks living there
shunned this monastery and no rites of any kind, neither
Holy Day service, nor nr,an tham bun took place within its
walls. Nevertheless no action was taken to replace the
abbot ; nd only on his death was a younger and more vigorous

13man appointed to the po;t.
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On the other hand at neighbouring Lot Lanasen e 
bhikkhu had b en ap ointed as phuraksakanthaen Chao uwat 
to replace the real incumbent whose only defect seemed to 
be lock of interest. He moved without apparent concern 
from the living quarters reserved for the obbot^ to a smaller 
kuti at the back of the wat.

It is difficult to see why these two eases were not 
treated in the same way. Both wats were small and 
relatively unimportant in the life of the town ar, a whole, 
and the availability of an appropriate substitute in each 
instance does not provide an adequate explanation. There 
were many monks more eligible for office than the first 
abbot of w OB 1 spoke, and the monk appointed ©3 acting- 
abbot at Wat Tanasen was by no means of exceptional calibre, 
though aimiabte enough.

Cne factor in the cose might be the different tempera
ments of tho two Ecclesiastical Kambon heads involved; the 
Cheo 1 tu no Papbon of raobon Thawasukrl 2 where >at fanssen 
was situated, was a more forceful and outspoken character, 
ooro careful of the •image* of the sngha than was his 
counterpart in tho adjacant sub-district. But t* is xust 
remain on the lcvol of more speculation as it is susceptible 
to noither proof nor contradiction.

At larger and more important monasteries this situation 
is unlikely to arise,not merely because the procedure for 
appointment to the more important offices located at such 
com unities is more rigorous,1̂  but also because it is 
customary for the chao awat to appoint a Deputy from 
amongst the bhikkhus in that wat to assist him. Should the 
abbot become unable to perform his duties then they would
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be assumed by his Deputy, js was mentioned in an e riier 
chapter, it is in any caao quite common for the reel business 
of run ing the wat to be undertaken by the Deputy, whilst 
the abbot preserves his charisma by remaining aloof from these 
affairs.

The primary duty of the abbot is to govern the 
community of which ho is the head. This means &s we hi ve 
already seen, that he nay grant or refuse permission to 
individual monks, or novices, to live in that wat, or to 
transfer their residence; he should moreover be informed if 

bhikkhu intends to stay away from the wat for a long 
period of time, and may allow a monk to be absent from tho 
oonsst ry for a seven-day period during Lent, under special 
circumstances. Beyond this the abbot can delegate duties to 
iis subordinates; he may charge a senior bhlxkhu with the 
instruction of the newly ordained, or direct junior members of 
his community to follow a particular route on their daily 
begging round (binthsbat)♦

The abbot is also re ponsible for seeing that Eam<hakamae 
C cts of unr ha) pertaining to the conduct of the community 
are performed at the appropriate time. The moot important of 
these is the service held on Uposatha day which falls on the 
fifteenth day of the waxing and waning moon (i.e. every lunar 
fort ight). Cn this occasion all the monks in the community 
collect in the bet to recite the PatimokRha Code, aft r making 
u collective and generalised confession of their minor 
offences against the discipline.1"* The abbot should see 
that such offences are expiated.according to the procodure 
laid down in the Vinaya—pitaka * and minor broaches of the
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peace within tho coar unity can be punished by the allotment 
of domestic chorea such as sweeping tho compound or cleansing 
the latrines.

It must be remembered with respect to ,-a.v:hakaaa& that 
these ©eta con only be performed by fully ordained bhi khus. 
all of who® are however equally eligible, rog-rdless of their 
position, or lack of position, in the ecclesiastical hierarchy. 
Nevertheless ,it is tbs duty of the abbot as th? officially 
appointed head of the c m®unity to ensure that these 
procedures ©re observed regularly, and sccor ing to the rules 
laid down in the Buddhist texts.

Tho abbot also act© 98 a link b tween his coo unity and 
the hi. her ecclooiaotical authorities; he io responsible for 
keeping his subordinate© informed about ecolcsiustical 
conferences or examinations which are arranged on a Provincial 
or aistrict b sis. Similarly it is his duty to ralay 
information in the other direction ,which ae^nr ©ocngot ether 
thiu, a that he oust make an annual report to the Qhao K.huna 
Aaphoo concerning the aiae ©nil the state of the community in 
the wat.

Although these formal rights aid duties ©re entailed in 
his office, the extent to which ©n anbot enjoys real 
influence within Bio community depends upon his ability to 
retain the goodwill -nd respect of his subordinates; by 
abuse of his authority t'-e choc? ©wat cun only .lienute the

Umonks, and the laymen w o arc hie sources of support. The 
fact th*>t the authority structure wit in the wgfc is not more
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highly developed oan be explained with reference to a number
of factors; in the first place,as 1 have slre.dy pointed out
the hierarchy of ecclesiastical office which exists in
Thailand is a later addition, an aspect of the
institution* .isation of the »--emrha. which is more important
for rulati as between the snpha and tho state authorities
than for interaction between ogiUcs. Indeed the internal
affairs of the trder, as well as the personal conduct of its
individual members, are regulated by the rules laid down in

17the Vina^a-pitoica Secondly, the absence of a more complex 
systern of internal organisation within the monastery can 
to some extent be explained by the fact th t there is a 
greet deal of movement not only into and cut of tho langha 
but also between monasteries on the part of more permanent 
monks. 1 do not want to give the false impression that all 
bhikkhus are in perpetual motion,88 many of them stay in the 
same monastery for the duration of their career in the Order, 
nevertheless/it is true to s«y^th.t movement is easy and 
frequent, and that although a monk must at all times be 
registered with a wat. no importance is attached to having

, opermanent residence in any one monastery. The relative 
simplicity of the internal authority structure c^n in the 
third pL.ce be attributed pertly to the fact that the 
majority of monastic communities are both small in size and 
outward-looking; the average ayutthaya monastery housed

between eight and ten permanent monks most of whom were more

concerned with interaction between themselves and members 
of the lay community than with relationships within the wot.
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Indeed in most monastic com: unities there is relatively little 
formal and purposive interaction between fellow residents*

But before going or to discuss the transactions which 
take pl-cc between the monastry and the la; world X oust 
briefly mention scroe minor v-riations on the simple authority 
structure outlined cbove* In seme larger o neateries tho 
residenta are organised into groups or khuae under the leader
ship of senior bhikkhus known as chco khana (lord or leader 
of thv rroup) This subdivision merely represents a duplication 
of certain facets of the abbot's authority which is necessary 
when the number of p rmanent monks is such that the personal 
leedersl ip of one individual ceases to be effective# Although 
the abbot retains ultimate rights to permit or prohibit a 
bhlkkhu from taking up residence theref in monasteries with 
khana the leaders of these groupings ere responsible for the 
behaviour of monks in their care and may, for example, grant 
lei.ve of absenco for a short time# The abbot blots new 
residents, monks,novice8, and temple boys ta p«rticul~r khana 
each of which occupies a certain group o f  kuti (living 
cuerters) and may be designated by the name of the current 
chao khana or by some permanent :uroe or number (e#g# oouth 
khana or Khana 1, 2, etc)# It is usual for membwrs of the sane 
khana to take tho 8c ms route on their daily begging-round 
(binthabat) and to eat together afterwards#

In Bangkok the larger monasteries of both sects ere 
organised in khana but it is interesting to see that even 
smaller communities of Phamaeyutika monks ere usually sub
divided in t is way# This feature can be seen as just one
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aspect of the tighter organisation of the monasteries of the 
smeller reform sect, related to their emphasis on a stricter 
interpretation of the Dhanma and Vinaya which means amongst 
other things that ihami.;a.rut bhikkhus tend to bo oriented 
towards study rather than to pastoral affairs. There is thus 
more constant interaction between monks within the community 
which necessitates a more complext system of internal 
organisation.

At Wat henasanaram. the only Thamraayut monastery in 
Ayutthaya the 25—3C permanent monks were organised into 
5 khana. The chao khana, chosen by the abbot, were all Fali
scholars with Barian Grades ^ or 5j and had been in the Order
for at least ten Lenten seasons. Only one other wat in town, 
namely „at Prasat had instituted khana, although there were 
usual y no more than ten or eleven monks in residence. Several 
of my informants considered that the abbot's action in re
organizing the community in this way was unnecessary and 
affected, as he was behaving as if he were the head of a much 
larger group of monks than was in fact the case. One or two 
people accused him of aping the pretensions of the Thammayut 
monastery down the road.

The word khana is also applied to informal groupings of 
some degree of permanency centred on particular monks within 
the wat. Khana of t i s  second t: pe come into being when young
monks ent r a monastery with the specific intention of
studying wit a respected bhikkhu. and when parents entrust 
their sons os novices and monastery boys to his care. The 
personal excellence of such a monk msy also be recognised
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by the abbot's directing him to act es phi lianp: or mentor
to newly ordained members of the community, by instructing

19them in the wa.y of the monk ♦
In many ways these groupings serve the sobo function 

from the individual's point of view as do khana more formally 
constituted, although there is no specific delegation of 
authority to the monks upon whom they are centred} that is to 
sa^ that these informal cheo Rhani are not empowered to gr* nt 
leave of absence to their subordinates* As ic tho cose with 
tho true khana* however, members of these looser groupings 
usually live in adjacent kuti and take their meals at the oame 
time*

Multiplex links typical of any patron/client relationship 
in i'hai society exist between the nodal bhik hu and his 
iuk ait o r  pupils* Such relationships usually have a material 
aspect, which is to say that1than achan*(Revered Teacher) is 
expected to provide at least some of the daily food for the 
younger boys - the nen and dek wat in his care; he may sponsor 
the ordination of promising boys as novices, or finance the 
higher ordinotion of eligible nen* and should assist junior 
bhikkhus by sharing with them the money, robes and other 
material gifts preseatd.1 to him by the laity.

In return the dak wat and neu, and to a leader extent 
the junior monks, perform varicuo tasks and errands on his 
behalf} they should sweep his kuti and wash his robes, and maj 
accompany him to the market, where they sake the purchases foi 
him and carry hie parcels* The younger eionks in his khana 
are usually chosen by their achan to represent him at merit- 
making ceremonies which he is unable to attend because he has
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two or more appointments at the same time* Finally, all 
luk sit should froo time to time present hir. with small 
gifts of tea and cigarettes t express their continuing
respect. iiuch groupings aro only referred to as khana 
when there arc several of them, w ick is t. soy that their 
existence presupposes a ui.uo story of some size where there 
are several bhikkhus of thw quality demanded in a chao khana. 
In the two larger monasteries in Ayutthoya, Uata huwan and 
Ihanan Chocng, there were khana of this type. In tho latter 
case the existence of different khana appeared to indicate 
some underlying hostility between their respective loaders; 
hostility which seemed tc be based more upon temperamental 
incompatibility than precise grievances.

The popular abbot of a smaller monastery may have many 
boys entrusted to his care, and may also attract younger 
monks to live there, as was tho case at Wat halapun and at 
neighbouring Wat ha Fhramen; but a monastic community with & 

single focus cannot be said to hove khana. Similarly b̂hikkhus 
within the wat who come from tue same eree do not constitute 
a khana unle. o they are organised in the way described above( 
the fact that Monk X  came to live in a particular wat in town, 
because ttenk Y ,  frotr the seme rural amphoe w a s known to live 
there neither implies nor creates enduring tics.

In conclusion 1 must stress once again that the existence 
of khaiw groupings, formal or informal in nature, represents 
only a pent >ibie variation on the basic pattern of relation
ships within the community. In most monasteries the 
generalised authority relationships which exist between the 
abbot and the other ronidentc provide th; only foraal
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organisational link®. The residents ere differentiated into 
two main categories the religious and the lay; the latoer 
c nsisting of dek wat and mao chi, and,in a few monasteries, 
of social derelicts, the poor or chronically sick w; o have 
taken refuge there.

The nuns or oae chi, though subject to the authority of 
the abbot os bend of the community ere, except in a few cases, 
outside the system properly speaking, and have little contact 
with the monks and novices in the wat.

In most monasteries the non and the dek wat are not 
attached to a particular monk in the way described above but 
fens 0 kind of common pool, upon which any bhiikhu may draw 
should he neod a boy's assist nee on a shopping expedition 
or company for a long journey.

Between bhikkhus. the fully ordained members of the 
osnflh®. considerations of relative age and seniority of phones 
shape the patterns of interaction. The junior monk should 
defer to the more senior whilst the latter sh old give aid and 
counsel in all matters. In many oases only lip service is 
paid to this ideal; that is to say a monk who is thirty-five 
ye^rs old, who has fifteen Lenten seasons behind him, and has 
passed fl̂ riaa Grade $>, will greet an elderly man, recently 
retired into the Order, in a respectful way; he may seat 
himself at a lower level than the older bhiakhu in deference 
to age, but would bo unlkely to ask his advice on 
ecclesiastical affairs. It should be note i that in 
Ayutthaya monasteries,little formal instruction is given by 
senior tc junior monks, as was traditionally the ease, as 
those bhikkhus pursuing course© of ecclesiastical study attend
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th; monastery schools at Wat auwandarares and at at ihanan 
Cboeng:. The teachers at these institutions ore monks from 
Bangkok or from the larger local wats who take classes of as 
many as sixty pupils from all the monasteries in town. This 
factor further reduces the pos ibility of the formation of 
khana within the monasteries themselves.
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F u c m ^ o  TO CiLJrXaH THEEn

1. Lach of these fiftean monasteries belonged to the
rahanikai beet*

2. Coe Appendix No#VI f r statistical information.
3# More comst.only referred to as vat Luvau by the

inhabitants of Ayubthuys.
4# ooae members of the laity observe 8 Precepts as against

the usual 5> for the duration of Holy Day (Wan Phre) 
only# Leo below Chapter Four p#175

3# bee Act*; on the * dcini station of the Buddhist Order of
Langha B.E# 2443 (1902) Part IV Article 7 in a 
coepilation published B.L.23C6 (1963) by the Mehacakuta 
Lduc.tional Council, the Buddhist University, Bangkok.

6# a minor injunction in the rotiaok*ca Code reads as
follows 2
1 In damaging plants there is a case on tailing expiation'
(Van Banemoll Thera 1966 p#48).

7# bee below Chapter 4 p.186
8. The Obsc piana Ampboa frequently acts as a liaison

official between the central authorities in Bangkok 
and the local monastic community. In this reapect his
function is very similar to that of the :L,j ;,nphoe.his 
civil counterpart.

9# He may of course change residence if he ia promoted to
higher office in another wat# the previous abbot of 
*at Bang Hum was appointee Deputy cclesiaaticol 
Provincial Bead (Rohr Case ihsn&wst) end had to
move to Vat Selapun to assume nis position.

10# In Ihailand great importance is attached to age
seniority: the average age of the 7? abbots in Amphoe 
Ayutthsya was 96*3 years (Lenten seasons 26.1) *>a 
compare! with th© 42.23 years (Lenten seasons 14.3) of 
tho ordin ry monks In tho same area. Nevertheless there 
were no formal age ro uiromenta for the appointment of 
abbots, although an sbbot must be at least 23 years 
old, givan the fact that he must h»v* spent five Lenten
lessons in the Order which he may not enter until he
has r ached tho age of 2C.
Six of ti*e 7L abbots mentioned above wore under thirty 
years of age, and a further half doaen were between 
thirty auu forty yearn of age# The 5L-6; years age- 
group was most strongly represented.
But it was by no moans automatic that the oldest monk
in the wat wes appointed itc abbot when tho post fell
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vacant. Furthermore in approximately 50% of cases 
bhikkhus from other wats were brought in to assume 
this olfice.
See Appendix No.VIII for procedure of appointment to 
higher ecclesiastical office viz Chao Khana Tambon. 
Chao Khana Amphoe „ Chao Khana Changwat. 
i'hese positions are also conferred according to a 
similar process of recommendation to higher levels. 
The laity are not consulted at every stage, but in 
any case only abbots, to whom they have already given 
their approval are eligible for higher office.
The term phuraksaksnthaen chao awat is also applied 
to 1 probationary* abbots who have not fulfilled the 
formal requirements of having spent 5 Lenten seasons 
in the Order; or to the heads of communities which 
are still under the general guardianship of the 
previous abbot who has since moved to take up a 
higher post in another wat. For example the abbot 
of Wat Nang Plum was promoted to be head of the 
community at Wat- Salapun (*3ee footnote 9 above) 
however he maintained an interest in tho affairs of 
the foi'mer monastery where a younger resident - a 
talented twenty-five year old ‘academic1 bhikkhu 
had been appointed as phuraksakanthaen chao awat 
(lit. the person taking care of affairs on behalf of 
(or instead of) the abbot).

15. The elderly *chronies‘ of the deceased betook
themselves to other monasteries on the arrival of the 
energetic new abbot.

14. Appendix No.VIII: bn procedure for appointment to 
higher ecclesiastical office.

15. Offences against 4 of the 227 rules in the Patimokka
are inexpiable: the bhikkhu who engages in sexual 
intercourse (1) steals (2) takes human life (5) or 
falsely claims superior powers of understanding of
the Dhamma (4) should be expelled automatically from
the Order. The only case of proven infringement of 
one of these major* prohibitions which came to my 
notice concerned a case of murder in a Bangkok 
monastery. The police intervened and arrested a 
bhikkhu who was alleged to have stabbed a fellow monk 
* eleven times*• Other offences against the Discipline 
can be expiated by confession alone, or by 
confession succeeded by a period of solitary self-
urificatiion. See Koufman (I960 p.156) & Wells 
I960 p.190).

16. See Appendix No.VII for duties of the abbot as laid
down in the Acts on the Administration of the 
Buddhist Order o t  ioaagha (19£2T

10.
(Contd.) 

11.
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17. 'it dooo not occur to me' says the Lord in reply to 
Anenda, 'that I am the leader of the Bhikkhu-.>anghe 
or th-t it owes allegiance to me.' He made this more 
explicit later by declaring in a brief exhortation 
shortly before his decease, that the bond of the 
Hunghu muot be the aham o-Vinaya. that is the community 
of faith unt reli( ious proctrce, not com on allegiance 
to a person. It was evidently implied by his words 
that in the future polity of the Honrha there must be 
no ide 1 of individual leadership or personal 
guidance' (Dutt 1957 p#62-63).

16. 79a of my informants had lived in two or more
monasteries, /bout one-third of this number had 
changed residence soon after their entry into the 
Crder and had remained in that second monastery from 
then onwards. Officeholders are likely to have been 
resident in the neighbourhood, if not in tho particular 
wat where they hold office, for a numb r of years if 
they have become sufficiently known and respected to 
have be n appointed. But in formal terms only the 
aork appointed to be Chao Khana Chan.rwet (Fcclesiastica! 
Provincial Head) is asked Fo meet any residence 
requirements.

19* This usually involves instructing them in such
practical matters as the correct way to don the robes, 
to cur. y the bowl on the elao-r< und end so on. The 
Phi lianp; may also teach hiG pupils how to intone 
T&e PaI i chants, the texts of which are memorized from 
books published by the Ministry of education.
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Cn^PTLR FOUR 

x'liij Vo Ail jii-iijJ ii.k oL-OJ... ij_i

h s  a bee without harming the flower, its colour 
or scent flies away, collecting only the honey, 
even so should the sage wander in the village.1

(The Dhammapada v*49 trans* by iiarada Thera 
(John Murray, London, 1959))
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As its title indicates, the present chapter is 
specifically concerned with the relationship between the 
monastic community and the householders w o contribute 
money and material goods, as well as time and labour, to 
its support. In an earlier chapter I spoke of the phuak wat. 
a grouping or collectivity of lay people owning a common 
allegiance to a particular monastery. It may be recalled 
that tho bhikkhus in any wat normally receive invitations 
to perform merit-making ceremonies from laymen in the vicinity 
who are regarded and regard themselves as belonging to the 
pliuak̂  of that wat.

In subsequent paragraphs, where I describe the 
transactions which take place between the laity and the 
monastic community as a whole, the form and function of the 
phuak wat is defined more clearly, as is its relationship 
with other groupings and categories of people variously 
associated with the same monastery, as will become apparent, 
there exists no simple one-to-one relationship between a 
particular wat snd a single group of lay supporters, because 
each monastic community is the focus for a variety of 
groupings of householders, w ich are mobilized on different 
occasions and for different purposes.

i. the Collection of Alms.

An examination of the mechanisms for collecting alms 
maj seem anomalous in this context because only one monk

and. one householder are engaged in the binthabat transaction.
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Nevertheless I have chosen to include it in the present 
chapter since the route taken by any bhikkhu on his alms 
round, as well as his strictness in observing this practice , 
is to a large extent determined by his residence in a 
particular wat. Furthermore, t is secti n includes a description 
of a number of extraordinary mechanisms which are set in motion 
from time to time to provide rice for the whole monastic 
community.

The sketch map on the facing page shows the begging- 
routes taken by bhikkhus from monasteries in the central area 
of Ayutthaye. In order to avoid an overabundance of detail 
several wots located in the district have been omitted from 
this plan. Nevertheless it is still quite clear from the 
information presented, that bhikkhus from dif erent monasteries 
may tread the same path on their morning rounds, and converse
ly that residents of the same wat usually take a number of 
different routes. This situation raises the question as to 
how decisions are made with respect to the routes taken by 
monks from any one community, and whether or not there is any 
degree of co-operation or collaboration between monasteries 
in settling their respective ‘beats'.

Each of the fifteen abbots whom I interviewed declared 
that monks resident in his wat had 'always* followed the 
same begging routes, which had been established'in olden days' 
by some previous head of the community. Every monast ry can 
thus be seen as the starting point for one or more traditional 
circuits which normally remain unaltered. But because these 
ways are determined less by any theory of 'rightness' than
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by the conditions underfoot, and the location of inhabited 
settlement they are in fact liable to be changed from time to 
time. During my period of fieldwork, for example, some 
teachers from the Agricultural College, recently built in 
^yutthayu, asked the abbot of the wat nearest to them,
Wat Thammikarat, if he would detail some monks to pass by the 
college each day. The college was situated in an isolated area 
of town and was usually ignored by the bhikkhus going out to 
collect alms.

There was no evidence of 'demarcation disputes 'taking 
place between communities with regard to their respective 
begging routes. It appeared that even in the centre of town 
where monks and monasteries were most numerous, the lay 
population was sufficient to provide adequate support for 
all those bhikkhus who pai binthabat (went on alms-collecting 
rounds). Interestingly enough, the market area, Hue Ro, 
occupied almost exclusively by Chinese shopkeepers and 
restaurateurs , acted as an unofficial collecting point for 
monks from many communities. Several informants remarked 
that they could rely upon having their bowls filled if they 
went to Hua Ro, partly because the Chinese gave generously, 
but also because many householders from outlying areas of town 
neglected by the bhikkhus. took rice to the morning market 
with them,in order to present it to the monks who gathered 
there.

Within each monastic coimunity the abbot should be 
responsible for directing each of his subordinates to take a 
particular begging route, in every case bearing in mind the
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density of settlement, as well as the age and fitness of the 
bhikkhu concerned* Although several monks from the same 
monastery may be assigned to take the same track they may or 
may not pai binthabat together each morning, but it is usual 
for a newly-ordained bhikkhu to accompany'his mentor (phi liang) 
and for members of the same khana in any one wat to proceed 
together in single file along their allotted route*

A few examples will give the reader some idea of the 
variety of existing arrangements. For instance, the five or 
six bhikkhus in permanent residence at Wat 1anasen took the 
same route along the right hand side of the road leading to 
Hua Ro, but each monk set out in his own time. The two 
youngest members of this community rose early <=>nd left the 
wat between five and five-thirty every day whilst most of 
their fellow residents did not begin their alms-rounds much 
before half-past six. On the other hand all the monks of 
Wat Salapun left their kuti at the same time around a.nu,
whilst the residents of Wat Preset binthabat pen khana (went 

bo collect alms)* Each of the three khana took a 
separate route, although it was customary for all the monks 
to leave t e compound simultaneously. It is interesting to 
see that in those monasteries where the abbots take a more 
active interest in governing the community,it is usual for the 
constituent monks to begin their begging-rounds at the same 
time, and, unless there are khana, to eat their meals seated 
together in front of the abbot's living quarters, rather than 
in their individual kuti. as is the case at Wat Yanasen. The 
head of the community can thus exercise his authority in minor
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organisational matters, although as has been shown already, 
he has very little real power. Many informants placed great 
value upon concerted action between bhikkhus, taking it as 
evidence of strong community spirit; by contrast they tended 
to disparage the independent behaviour of the monks at 
Wat fanasen and elsewhere, as being anti-social and selfish.
I was frequently told 1 chan ruam kan di kwa1 - 'it is better 
(for monks)to eat together*• Similarly from the outsider's 
point of view even tne formal khana groupings may simply appear 
as manifestations of individualism end competitiveness 

rather than as aspects of tighter internal organisation.
Incidentally bhikkhus are expected to have completed 

their binthabat routine some time before 7.3C a.m. when the 
ordinary business of life in the outside world is already 
getting under way, when the householders hove taken their own 
morning meal, and are preparing for the day's work. Neverthe
less, the head of the com unity at a'at Wongkhong told me that 
it was important not to pai binthabat too early, that is to 
say,before the women of the various households had had time to 
prepare any food. Consequently, out of consideration for the 
exigencies of domestic life,he rarely left the monastery much 
before 7 a.m. But, in my view, hia lack of enthusiasm for 
collecting alms provides a more convincing explanation of his 
tardiness, in view of the fact that he preferred to have a 
light breakfast bought for him from the market by one of the 
novices, and later in the morning to take a samlo to a 
favourite shop near the railway station, for a more substantial 
meal of chicken noodlesI Similarly, several lay informants
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gave the difficulty of synchronizing their routine with that 
of the bhikkhus as the reason why they did not offer rice 
as frequently as they felt they ought. In fact as was 
mentioned earlier rather less than 30# of the householders 
questioned gave food to the monks every day.

Nevertheless the food contributions made by the laity 
are usually adequate to meet the needs of the town's monastic 
population, Most monasteries recognised that they could 
depend upon one or more households, situated along the 
routes traditionally followed by their respective residents, 
to give rice each day. The number of these ban pracham
(lit.reguiar nouse) claimed by each of the 15 wats in my

2sample varied between one and fifty . In a few instances 
this relationship had been initiated by the householder's 
requesting the abbot to detail any member of the community 
to pass by his home every morning, so that he might daily 
have the opportunity to make merit. But, more usually, the 
household whose members regularly presented food had, over 
the years, come to be recognised as a ban pracham without 
this initial formality. Moreover such householders might, 
and usually did, give rice to any bhikkhus walking by, 
without discriminating or even distinguishing between them, 
and, at least with respect to the presentation of alms, 
did not identify themselves with any one wat. Indeed, in 
several instances, a single house was regarded as a 
ban pracham by two or more monasteries.

But no community relies entirely upon these ban pracham 
for support and though the routes taken by the residents of
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any wat remain fairly constant, the actual distance covered
may vary from day to day according to the degree of liberality
shown by the laymen who live along the way. On a bad day a
bhikkhu might have to walk for some distance before he
collected an adequate amount, although most of them said that
the combined offerings of four or five householders were
sufficient for the day's needs. When a monk las 'accepted
alms-food in proportion to (not overflowing from) the capacity 

A-of the bowl' he replaces the lid and returns to the wat with 
the begging-bowl (bat) concealed under his outer robe; an 
attitude whic i indicates to other householders that he has 
already been given sufficient rice. One rather eminent monk 
said that, 39 he was responsible for feeding several novices 
(nen) and monastery boys (dek wat) who had been entrusted to 
his care, he had to walk further than his colleagues in order 
to collect adequate supplies. Frequently he was accompanied 
by a young nen who carried a pinto (multi-tiered enamel food 
container) to accommodate the extra rice and relishes received 

The food collected by individual bhikkhus is usually 
'pooled' on their return to the wat. Even in monasteries whose 
residents do not habitually eat together it is customary for 
younger and more active monks to share their food with the 
sick and aged amongst them. The latcer may not have been able 
to pai binthabat, or, at least, may not have walked so far.
It is usual for dek wat and novices who do not pai binthabat 
to take the food which is left over when the senior members 
of the community have finished eating, although in some 
monasteries supplies are distributed along the lines of khana 
groupings, of formal or informal constitution.
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On some days, however, the food supplies of the monastic 
community as a whole are insufficient for its members needs. 
These occasions, though relatively rare, generally occur in 
the weeks preceding the Buddaist Lent, when the rains are 
already beginning to fall. Many bhikkhus are reluctant to 
risk being soaked as they make their daily begging-round, and 
similarly few householders are intrepid enough to brave an 
e^rly morning downpour. Usually on such days, some of the 
laymen who live nearby (whether or not thoy are regular donors) 
take scmefood in to the wat after the rain has stopped.

Several of these householders may belong to the phuak wat 
of that particular monastery and can thus be relied upon to 
provide support in a crisis though they do not necessarily 
belong to ban prachum. If the laity who are classed as phuak 
wat do not volunteer supplies, dek wat may be sent on behalf 
of the community to request presentation of food from them.
As many of these boys come from the locality they may also 
apply to kinsmen and friends living in the town, whether or 
not they belong to the phuak wat. Few householders refuse 
such requests, and if several homes each send enough rice for 
one or two people,the community's needs are scon satisfied.
It must be remembered that by Western standards, food in 
Thailand is extremely cheap.

When the food collected is insufficient, it is also 
quite common for bhikkhus to buy supplementary provisions for 
the community with the money they have received for their 
performance of merit-making ceremonies. It may be recalled from 
the previous chapter, that for the few monks who receive a
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regular food allowance (nittayaphatV  from the King the buying 
of rice is not en emergency measure but a regular habit. 
Furthermore my observations showed that monks of some standing 
who did not receive nitta.yaphat rarely went out to collect 
alms. These bhikkhus could afford to purchase food from the 
market each day, or rather to hove it bought on their behalf 
by a novice or monastery boy. The case mentioned above is not 
atypical.6

On the days when a bhikkhu is invited to officiate at a 
ngan tham bun he does not need to collect alms as it is 
customary for the host(chao phap) to provide food for the 
monks Just prior to their recitation of the texts, and to 
give them a second meal at the close of the ceremony. If the 
monk invited out is the head of a khana it is usual for him
to provide the nen and the dek wat attached to him with

7sufficient money for the purchase of rice on that day.
Similarly on those days when the householders attend 

services and ceremonies held at the wat it is unnecessary for 
the bhikkhus living there to pai binthabat. On the Buddhist

QHoly Day (wan Ihra)for example,many lay people visit their 
local monastery to pay their respects to the Buddha image in 
the bot, and to present rice, dishes of curry and desserts 
to the monks.

On these occasions some of the householders who are 
especially devout, spend the night in the monastery, usually 
sleeping on rush matting spread out on the floor of one of the 
sala (pavilion). For the duration of Wan Ihra they undertake 
to observe three additional precepts which prohibit them from 
taking an evening meal, from using Jewellery or cosmetics to
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oadorn their bodies, end from sleeping on a soft bed or couch • 
These lay devotees (ubasaka) who represent a minority group 
are referred to as the 1khon thi me thu sin*(the people who 
come to observe the precepts) whilst the majority who return 
home in the afternoon when they have presented food, and 
listened to the sermon given by one of the monks, are known as 
the 1khon thi ma tham bun1 (the people who come to make merit)^

The figures given in the appendix show however, that 
outside the Lenten season there was no service for Wan Phra 
at six of the fifteen monasteries studied, which means that 
most of the monks in residence there, do pai binthabat on 
these days. It was customary at those monasteries where 
householders did go to make merit, for the begging-bowls of 
the monks, and some other containers to be placed in rows on 
the floor of one of the sala so that the lay donors might 
piece a little of the food they had brought, into each one.
On such days the bhikkhus normally eat together - even where 
this is not the usual practice - in full view of the laity, 
who take their own meal at the wat when the monks have 
finished.

For the three months of phansa (Buddhist lent)special 
arrangements for the provision of food are made at most 
monasteries in Ayutthaya. During this period there is a 
general intensification of interest in making merit, a trend 
which is manifest in the sudden influx of monks and novices 
into the Order, and in the larger congregations which gather 
at the wat ou Holy Day. Fewer rituals are held in the homes 
of the householders during this period, and the bhikkhus
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devote more of their time, in theory at least, to Dhamma 
studies, and to the instruction of the newly ordained.

**t most urban wats the people who belong to the phuak wat 
are organised to provide kaeng wian^ (curry in rotation) 
during phansa. This means that each household, or in some 
cases a group of households, undertakes to provide food for 
the monastic community on two or three days during the rainy 
season. It is usual for members of the monastery committee 
(kammakan wat) to work out a rota on the first day of Lent, 
a National Holiday, when householders go to their local 
monastery to present food to the residents.

Most of my informants stated that kaeng wian groups were
established for the duration of the Lenten season,becsuse the
increase in the number of bhikkhus and novices might otherwise
place too great a strain on the resources of the laity. But
this explanation is hardly adequate in that the formation of
kaeng wian groups does not create more support,but merely
organises those householders who are already willing to donate.
Moreover the friends and relatives of monks ordained for a
short time (chua khrao), and in particular the proud mothers
of these young men, usually take it upon themselves to provide

12special rations for the new bhikkhu
The real function of kaeng wian appears to be that its 

provision frees the monk from the necessity to beg for hisfbod, 
and thus allows him to remain in the wat and to concentrate 
on monastic affairs. It may be recalled that the monk is 
forbidden to travel very far from his piece of residence during 
this period. Furthermore, in practical terms the provision
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of 1 curry in rotation1 compensates the bhikkhus for those meala 
which are taken in the homes of the laity at other times of 
the year, and also for the sums of money received in return 
for their performance of merit-making rituals outside 1* ent.
As has been shown already, this personal money is frequently 
used to buy food, to supplement or substitute for donations 
from the laity. It is interesting to see that kaeng wian 
groups are never formed at country wats where the new monks are 
all local boys and can rely on their respective families for 
the provision of food; a situation which supports my contention 
that where the kaenr, v/ian mechanism comes into operation, it 
is largely for the benefit of permanent monks whose parish 
activities, providing both money and food, are in abeyance 
during Lent, In urban monasteries it is these permanent 
bhikkhus who are unlikely to have close friends or relatives 
amongst the local populace, as most of them come from rural 
settlements outside the town.

Some exceptions to most of the generalisations made so fai 
with regard to the sources of monastic food supplies, are 
provided by four of the larger urban monasteries included in 
my sample. The bhikkhus residing at Wats Suwan and Fhanan 
Choeng, at Wat Borommawong and at Wat Yai Chai Mongkhon rarely 
go on begging rounds at any time of the year; nor are 
kaeng wian groups established at these monasteries during 
phansa. Both these anomalies can be explained by the fact 
that at each of these monasteries a charitable fund known as 
munithi^  has been established to provide food for the 
community throughout the year.
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It might well be asked what features these four 
monasteries have in common, which would serve to explain 
their possession of munithi. The case of *at borormswong 
can be considered first of all as a munithi fund is clearly 
necessary for the survival of its residents.

This monastery was built at some time in the 17th century 
by on aristocratic Ayutthaya family. The founders* 
descendants moved to Bangkok several generations ago and the 
area around the wat has long boon desorted. Until quite 
recently r..at Boroar.awong had fallen into disuse, as it was 
virtually impossible for bhikkhus living there to collect 
sufficient food by the practice of binthabat.

Two years ago however, the present head of the founding 
family rallied his friends and relatives to the support of

lhthe monastery with the result that tho sum of 79*582 baht 
was presented as munithi at the time of the annual kathin 
ceremony which takes place at the end of tho Buddhist Lent.*^ 

The ecclesiastical authorities appointed an able and 
respected monk as head of the community, and a number of 
other bhikkhuo% come of whom were his pupils (luk ait) came 
to take up residence there. Some of the money presented ham 
been invested in government bonds whilst a proportion of the 
remainder is taken from the bank etch month in order to buy 
food for the community.

The need for such a charitable fund is perhaps les3 
cle-r cut in the case of kat .uwan and of Wat Phanan Ohoeng.
The former monastery is in possession of munithi amounting 
to 20,000 baht, approximately 80 baht of which is spent each 
day on buying provisions for tho monks, novices and other
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members of the community. Wat Suwan is situated in a 
densely populated area and many of the 28 bhikkhus and a few 
of the older novices do pai binthabat each day. The food 
thus collected was said to be sufficient only for the first 
meal taken by the community; the rice, and relishes for the 
second repast, beginning at 11 o’clock* were purchased with 
money from the munithi fund.

Wat Phanan Choeng, like Wat Suwan, is a large and famous
monastery, which provides educational facilities sufficiently 
good to attract monks and novices from other regions to study 
there. This monastery is however built on an island where 
there are few houses, and the small number of monks and 
novices who do go out to collect alms, must go by boat, or
take the ferry across the river to the main part of town.
The munithi fund at Wat Phanan Choeng amounted to 120,000 
baht of which 100 baht was expended each day on the purchase 
of food for the community.^

It might be recalled that in other smaller monasteries 
the bhikkhus use their own personal money to buy 
supplementary food when the amount collected from the house
holders is insufficient. As many of the monks in both 
Wat Suwan and Wat Phanan Choeng, are, in ecclesiastical 
terms, well-off, by virtue of their official positions in th« 
Church, and because of their pastoral services to the lay 
community, it might seem unnecessary and unfair for such 
monasteries to be presented with munithi.

The possession of these funds was justified by the

beneficiaries in the monasteries concerned on a number of
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grounds; in the first place it wt*s pointed out, with
Justification, that monasteries which offer educational
facilities, tend to have a higher proportion of novices to
monks than is the case in ordinary w a t a novices (nen)
are virtually 1 non-producers* in that they do not for the most
part pai binthabat and never perform merit-making ceremonies,
which, as we have seen, provide a small but steady personal
income for most bhikkhus. Another point to be borne in mind
is that at these larger monasteries there are generally more
dek wat who also expect to be provided with their daily rice.
Whilst these informants agreed that many eminent monks
belonged to these communities they also claimed that the laity
were so exigent that some of these luminaries were hardly ever
in residence, and thus did not have the time to look after the
children entrusted to them by the householders. If it
were not for the munithi the burden of supporting all these
nen and dek wat would fall upon themselves, the Junior members

18of the community • As things were they were freed from the 
need to pai binthabat every day, and could give themselves to 
academic pursuits. But this seems to me to provide a 
rationalization rather than a valid explanation for the 
possession of a munithi fund in view of the fact that alms- 
collecting is not a very time-consuming occupation and also 
because the bhikkhus in question seemed to be far from 
neglectful of pastoral interests.

Whether one regards the munithi funds established at 
Wat Suwan and at Wat Phanan Choeng respectively, as providing 
for a real need, or as constituting a luxury item - a collectiv*
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allowance which frees the monks from the chore of collecing 
alms - depends to some extent on one's point of view. The 
fact remains nevertheless that, in each case, the private 
individuals who contributed considered the fund's creation 
Justified. The charitable fund3 at both monasteries had been 
established some years previously and I could not obtain much 
information as to the identity of the donors other than that, 
in the two cases, they had been 'rich people from Bangkok'.
But the fact that these householders came from the capital 
is in itself revealing,as it does suggest that the local 
people may have been unable to provide adequate support.
Indeed the denser concentration of monks in Ayutthaya - which 
is a centre for ecclesiastical education - might have meant 
that the townspeople would not be able to support all the 
bhikkhus were it not for the fact that munithi funds had 
been established at some of the larger wats. It is necessary 
in other words to consider the function of munithi for 
relations between the monastic and lay sectors of society,as 
well as for its beneficiaries.

The final case, concerning Wet Yel Chai Mongkhon shows 
some unique and interesting features which may shed more light 
on the topic under discussion. This monastery is situated 
in a rather desolate area on the outskirts of Ayutthaya, It 
houses approximately twenty-five permanent monks, as well as 
15 novices, between 35 and ^8 nuns,and 3 o r  4 dek wat. 
According to our previous terms of reference the novices, nuns 
and monastery boys must be categorized as non-productive.
Wat Yai Chai Mongktenis isolated in an other than geographical
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sense because the householders in the locality disapprove of
19its abbot and have for the most port withdrawn their support • 

Consequently very few members of the monastic community are 
native to the area, and most of them have come from other 
regions of Thailand in order to study techniques of meditation 
with the abbot* This combination of circumstances might make 
it difficult for the bhikkhus from this wat to obtain sufficient 
food by the usual means, although most householders who present 
alms do not ,or cannot ,distinguish between the recipients 
according to their respective places of residence,and a few 
monks from Wat Yai Chai Mongkhondo pai binthabat each day* On 
the other hand the community is deprived of an additional 
source of support in that the local townspeople rarely invite 
monks from this monastery to officiate in any merit-making 
ceremony*

These potential problems however hove all been solved by 
the establishment of a munithi fund amounting to 10t00G baht, 
which is used to provide food for the community. The laymen 
who collectively contributed this sum are wealthy Bangkok 
friends of the abbot who admire his knowledge of meditation 
procedure (wiphassna-thura) and appear to be ignorant of the 
less savoury aspects of his reputation.

It is clsc.r from the preceding paragraphs that food can 
be provided for a monastic community by the laity in a variety 
of ways, leaving aside for the time being those occasions on 
which the bhikkhus use their own money to purchase supplies.
In the normal course of events the monks collect alms-food
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from some of the people who live along the routes traditional 
to that monastery. The map of these begging-circuits, studded 
with ban pracham» exists only in the mind of the abbot of the 
monastery concerned, and in the minds of a few senior monks 
who know which paths are regularly taken by their fellows. 
Clearly then,the householders who live along the various 
routes taken by the bhikkhus from any one monastery do not 
form a group with respect to that wat, nor with respect to any 
individual bhikkhu. In most cases the layman does not know 
to which monastery the monk to whom he presents rice is 
attached. Moreover, in the binthabat transaction each donor 
enacts this primary aspect of his role as Buddhist householder 
independently of others, although as we shall see presently 
the entire household of which he is a member is believed to 
benefit from the merit (bun)thus acquired.

In other instances the relationship between the lay donor 
and the monastic community to which food is presented is more 
specific. This is true of those occasions when people from 
the phuak wat provide supplementary rice if the supplies 
collected were inadequate, or when some of them present food 
to the community on Holy Day (Wan Phra). This same 
collectivity of people who recognise common allegiance to a 
particular wat is perhaps most fully mobilized for the 
provision of kaenr wian during the months of the Lenten 
retreat. It should be noted that even on these occasions 
when there is some rudimentary co-operation between different 
members of the phuak wet, the household,usually represented 
by one or more of its senior members,is still the basic merit- 
making unit. Each household takes its turn to provide
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kaeng(wian) for the monks, whilst on the other occasions 
mentioned, although a number of households present food at 
the same time, supplies are only pooled when placed in the 
begging-bowls of the monks.

Finally, the monastic community can be provided with 
food by the establishment of munithi or a charitable fund. 
Where it is necessary or desirable, people from outside the 
immediate locality can support a monastery by means of this 
institution, us was suggested earlier, there is no reason why 
the local people should not themselves establish munithi. yet 
if they were both willing and able to do so there would by 
definition be no need, as the function of munithi is to 
enable the monks to purchase food when ordinary sources of 
supply are inadequate,for one reason or another. The organiser 
of a group of householders who combine to contribute to such 
a fund,usually stands in a particular relationship to the 
monastery itself, or is alternatively a friend of the abbot 
or one of the other residents.
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ii. Ceremonial Contributions
The donations of money and material goods which are 

offered to the monastery by various members of the lay 
population provide the subject matter for the present section. 
The object of presenting this material is,in the first place, 
to clarify still further the nature of the relationship 
between the monastic community and the householders who offer 
their support. In the second place,by examining the use to 
which these donations are put I shall attempt to assess whether 
or not the layman derives any benefit, of an other than 
transcendental kind, from the money he spends in support of 
the monastery, or indeed of the Sangha as a whole.

The Kathin presentation,which is made annually at the 
close of phansa constitutes one of the major contributions 
received by any monastic community. The practice of offering 
kathin in Theravads Buddhist countries at the present time, 
consists in es ence of giving new robes to the bhikkhus who 
are coming out of retreat at the end of the rainy season. 
However, the three sets of robes customarily presented are 
usually accompanied by gifts of durable goods, furniture, 
crockery, altar tables and so on, and by a sum of money which 
varies in size according to the capacity of the contributors. 
Both the money and the goods presented at the ceremony known 
as Thot Kathin~ become the property of the monastic 
community as a whole (khonp; song or khong wat) but the robes 
are subsequently allotted to individual monks by the procedure 
of Kran Kathin (lit.’to spread out robes’) (Wells I960 p.171). 
As only the bhikkhus within a particular wat are concerned
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with the allocation of robes the ritual of Kran Kathin need 
not detain us here where we 8re discussing the monasteries* 
external relationships

Householders wishing to Thot Kathin must do so during 
the next lunar month after the end of the Buddhist Lent 
(phansa) that is to say, between the full moons of October and 
November. Kathin robes can only bo taken to a monastery where 
there are at least five monks, all of whom have * observed lent* 
(cham phansa) by spending the entire season at that wat.
Every monastery receives a kethin presentation each year 
provided that there is a sufficient number of eligible monks 
in residence, but each monastic community may only receive one 
such offering in any one year.

The layman who intends to mobilize a group of householders 
to offer kathin visits the abbot of the monastery of his choice 
at some time towards the end of phansa. An appointment is then 
made for the presentation of kathin at some future date during 
the stipulated month, provided that the privilege has not 
already been granted to another group.

Any one of a variety of reasons may determine on 
individual’s choice of the wat to which he will lead a kathin- 
bearing group. This lay leader or chao phap may make his 
decision on the basis of his acquaintance or kinship uith one 
of the bhikkhus resident in the monastery. During my period 
of fieldwork one of my best lay informants, Xhun Sici Xmchai 
organised a group to take a kathin presentation to a wat in 
Chiengmai (Northern Thailand) whose abbot w.s fairly 
distantly related to Khun Siri's wife. Many laymen who have,
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over the years, moved away from the area in which they were 
born decide that it would be a good idea to Thot Kathin 
at the local monastery in their home town or natal village*
It is, for example, quite common for members of a civil 
service department to take kathin robes to a monastery which 
is situated near to the parental home of the head of that 
Department. The latter may have been ordained there as a 
novice or as a monk at some time during his life. For the 
occasion of the presentation of kathin it is likely that he 
will be referred to as the chao phap although it is mere 
probable that one of his subordinates has performed the real 
work of group organisation*

As was shown in the previous section the chao phap of
such an expedition may belong to the founding family of the 

. . 21recipient wat • On the other hand the leader of a kathin- 
bearing group may know the monastery of his choice by 
reputation only.

Kathin presentations are categorised as ’royal1 (luang) 
or * comm«onei,(rat) according to the status of the monastery 
concerned. Royal wats are those which were built by the
Monarch or a member of the royal family, or by a high-
ranking official. These foundations are generally larger 
and better endowed with material resources of various kinds; 
namely with money, monuments and land. Furthermore important 
ecclesiastical offices are most often located in wat luang; 
'..'at Suwan and Wat Phanan Choeng, which have be n mentioned
at various points throughout the text are both royal
foundations. Monasteries which are labelled commoner may 
however be promoted to royal status if they are obviously
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’booming* which is to say that there are in residence large
numbers of permanent monks who stand high in the opinion of
the laity* Conversely royal wats which have become deserted
or have fallen into disrepute and disrepair, are deprived
of their rank. Although there is inevitably some time lag
before a change of circumstances, for good or ill, is given
official recognition, the terms royal (luang) and commoner

op(rat) are reasonable indices of current condition*
Only the King of Thailand or a person appointed to 

represent him has the right to Thot Kathin at any of the 
14-9 wat luang in the country. But any other householder 
can request his permission, through the official channels 
of the Department of Religious Affairs, Bangkok?to make a 
kathin presentation to one of these monasteries, although 
this procedure appeared to be a mere formality,in that 
permission was rarely if ever refused,I was informed that 
only private individuals of wealthy and high-ranking families, 
or people who were heads of civil service departments,would 
make such a request. It was felt that only these 
individuals have the contacts and the self-confidence needed 
in applying for royal permission, as well as the financial 
wherewithal to make a presentation appropriate to the status 
of any wat luang.

The data collected concerning the leadership of groups 
bringing kathin to the five royal monasteries I studied 
bears out this contention; in two instances the chao phap 
were members of aristocratic Bangkok families appointed by 
the King to represent him; the leader of the expedition to
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a third wat luang was a member of an old Ayutthaya family who
had obtained royal permission for the presentation, whilst 
the fourth and fifth were senior officials in the Department 
of Fine Arts and the Ministry of Education respectively. The 
latter was in fact the Minister of Education himself, as well 
as a descendant of the founder of the royal wat in question.

It is not usual for a monastery to receive the kathin
presentation from people whom it regards as belonging to its

25phuak wat. However it is sometimes the case at smaller and 
more obscure urban monasteries that no other individual or 
group has requested permission to offer robes, as it is felt 
to be essential that every monastery should receive the annual 
gift of kathin. those householders who are associated with a 
particular wat usually rally round to make the presentation 
if no other offer is forthcoming. At the close of the Lenten 
season in 1967» for example, the laymen who lived in and 
around the compound of Wat Kluai combined with other house
holders who felt that they belonged to the phuak wat and made

2 iLa kathin presentation of 2,000 baht. (approx.£40 sterling).
as the figures in the appendix show, the smaller donations 

tend to go to the smaller wats but there are several notable 
instances of unimportant monasteries receiving substantial 
sumo of money from the presentation of kathin. In each of 
these cases the contacts or the charisma of the individual 
abbot, rather than the standing of the monastery itself, was 
instrumental in attracting a larger offering than might have 
been expected. The abbot of Wat Woraphot for example was 
related to the Director of the Yellow Bus Company in Bangkok
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who organised the kathin group which brought 24,173 baht 
(i^pprox. £485) to this relatively insignificant wat. The 
head of the community at Wat Tuk, where 40,000 baht 
(npprox ££00) was presented at the time of kathin was known 
to be very capable in 'building up the monastery1 (sang wat); 
he attracted many monks to live in his wat and travelled 
far and wide to renew acquaintances from lay life, and to 
look up householders whom he had once known as monks, in 
order to raise funds for restoring the monastery buildings. 
His enthusiasm was such that he was even to be seen 
clambering about the scaffolding on the roof of the bot 
which was under repair.

On the other hand, some royal foundations received 
relatively small sums of money. One monk living at Wet Suwan 
which received a kathin presentation of only 11,000 baht 
(approximately £220),explained this disappointingly small 
offering with reference to the fact that the King pn some 
occasions ,appointed as his representative an individual of 
suitable family background ,who might yet be either unwilling 
or unable to make a generous contribution.

The kathin presentations offered to different wats 
also vary in terms of the material goods included. The 
householders who Thot Kathin at Wat Kluai, for example 
omitted even to take the robes, simply presenting the 
monetary offering and a considerable quantity of food to be 
consumed at the close of the ceremony. In contrast to this , 
the presentation made to Wat Phanan Choeng comprised not 
only the three sets of robes traditionally given and a large
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sum of money, but also several sets of gilded altar tables, 
a great deal of expensive crockery, and three electric fans 
for the use of the community.

As was illustrated in previous paragraphs, the lay chao 
phap might choose to Thot Kathin at a particular wat for any 
one of the large variety of reasons given. The interaction 
b tween the monastic community and a group of householders in 
this context might be based on the ties of kinship or 
acquaintance existing between one of the bhikkhus and the 
chao phap. or some other member of the group; on the other 
hand their interaction might simply be a consequence of the 
fame and reputation of the monastery concerned. It has also 
been implied that the members of any kathin-bearing group 
might be related to one another in a variety of ways; the 
householders recruited to any such expedition may be relatives 
or friends of the chao phap or his co—workers and colleagues 
in an office, school, or business firm. More usually the 
links between members of this ’action-set' formed for the 
purpose of Thot Kathin are 'derived from many social fields' 
(Mayer 1966 p.108) in that the party includes the relations, 
friends and colleagues of the chao phap. as well asthe 
families and friends of his friends, which is to say that in 
Mayer's terms it 'contains paths of linkages'.

Lay groupings similarly constituted make direct 
contributions of money and material goods to the wat on other 
occasions. The offerings given as pna pa (Wilderness Robes) 
may be virtually indistinguishable from a kathin presentation 
except that the amount of money given is usually smaller.
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The offering of pha pa may be made at any time of year and 
unlike the kathin presentation it is optional and is 
generally felt to require both fewer formal preparations and 
smaller expenditure. Another difference lies in the fact 
that although as is always the case with kathin presentations, 
the initiative in taking pha pa to a monastery usually rests 
with the householders, it sometimes happens that an abbot 
suggests to a layman whom he knows well that a pha pa 
presentation would not be unwelcome.

Other fairs and ceremonies are organised directly by the 
wat. often with a view to raising funds for a specific 
programme of building or restoration. An annual event at 
many monasteries is the Thet Mahachat or recitation of some 
of the stories relating to the previous lives of the Buddha.
On this occasion certain chapters from those tales known

25as the Pataka  ̂are recited by bhikkhus who are particularly 
skilled in this art.

Some weeks prior to this ceremony, printed invitation 
cards are distributed by the bhikkhus and members of the 
monastery lay committee (kammakan wat) amongst their 
relatives and friends. The invitation card issued by 
Wat Prasat in February 1967 requested the recipient to come 
to the monastery at 8 a.m. on the appointed day, the second 
day of the month, in order to present rice to the monks who 
would not pai binthabat on that day. The bhiickhua from 
several neighbouring wats were also invited to Wat Prasat 
to receive donations of food from the laymen. At 9 a.m. the 
recitation in the Pali language was due to begin, to be 
followed in the afternoon by a repeat of the same stanzas in
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Thai. The faithful were invited to 'sponsor' one or more 
stanzas of the Jataka tale to be recited and to contribute 
generously to the costs of completing the bot which had 
already be n under construction.

Prior to the day of the ceremony, the householders who 
had decided to sponsor the recitation of one or more stanzas, 
presented a certain sum of money to the abbot or to a member 
of kamnakan Wat Prasat. These contributions varied in size 
from 10 to 100 baht or more depending upon the affluence of 
the donor. Some of this money was used to buy soft drinks 
to be served to the monks and to the laity during the 
ceremony, to purchase flowers and fairy lights to adorn the 
gala where the recitation was to take place and to hire a 
band of musicians. The name of each contributor, and the size 
of the contribution was recorded by the waiyawachakon (ley 
bursar or steward) and broadcast over the loudspeaker on the 
day of the ceremony. The money which had not boen spent was 
attached to the branches of a 'tree',made from strips of 
bamboo,which was planted in a bucket placed in the centre of 
the sale. People who had not received invitations, whether 
living in the vicinity of the wet or eleewhere in town, 
drifted in to listen to the recitati n and ch~t with friends 
and acquaintances they found there. Most of them presented 
a sum of money to the wuiyawachokon who sat near to the 'tree1, 
affixing now donations to its branches and recording the 
particulars in his bock.

This Thet Kahachat celebrution at *at Prasat realised 
5,885 baht, most cf which was used in the construction of the 
bot whose estimated total cost was 800,000 baht. The monastery
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had been trying to raise the money for this project over 
several years.

The material presented in the preceding paragraphs shows 
that the congregation who came to listen to the recitation 
and to make some monetary contribution ,was very wide and 
varied. People in the locality who were known to have an 
interest in the wat (i.e. phuak wat) were included, as were 
householders who recognised an allegiance to a particular 
monk, rather than to the monastery as a whole. Furthermore 
many townspeople who had no particular interest in the wat 
or in its bhikkhus dropped in to pass the time of day, and 
in most c-ses made some contribution. The householders who 
give their support to the wat on such occasions can in 
sociological terms be regarded as an action-set centred upon 
the monastery concerned. The individual householder can of 
course donate money, donate goods, or even land to the wat 
at any' time of year, but this appears to happen only 
infrequently. Informants in ^yutchaya could remember only 
a few occasions in recent years, when wealthy individuals 
had made substantial presentations to one of the locsl 
monasteries. Some two or three years earlier a rich 
property-owner had given the sum of 5,000 baht (Approx.£60) 
to Wat Phanan Choeng on the understanding that it was to be 
used to build a new kuti for the abbot. The donor had 
previously spent several years as a bkikkhu in the same 
monastery. During my period of fieldwork an elderly spinster 
living near Wat Rattanachai left 1,000 baht (Approx £20) to 
the monastery in her will with the stipulation that the money
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was to be used to provide food for the dogs which lived and 
fought in the compound of the wat.

In some cases,the benefactor's specifications as to the 
future use of the money he has given,goes against the best 
interests of the recipient monastery. One abbot complained 
thot rich lay donors always wanted to have a sala (pavilion) 
constructed in their name. Consequently the compound, 
particularly at those monasteries which fronted the main road, 
might become congested with ornate and conspicuous sala which 
were rarely used, whilst at the rear of the wat tne monks' 
living quarters fell into disrepair about their ears.

In a few cases,newly ordained monks present their worldly 
goods to the monastery rather than distributing them amongst 
their relatives. But this again is a rather uncommon practice 
and informants could provide me with only a few examples. The 
most notable of these concerned the present abbot of Wat Phanan 
Choeng who, when he was ordained as a bhikkhu fifty years ago, 
presented the monastery with the right to twenty rai of paddy 
land.

In the majority of cases, as we k  ve seen in a previous 
chapter, the individual becomes ordained before he has 
acquired an important stake in the material world, so that 
distribution of his goods presents no real problem. Even when 
the ordinand is the owner of considerable wealth it is usual 
for him to hand it over to his kinsmen when he enters the Order 
rather than to the monastery.

In conclusion to the present section it can be added that 
most of the durable goods presented by laymen to individual
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monks (i.e. thuai thaiyathan) become the property of the 
monastery (khong wat) when a bhikkhu dies or leaves the Order. 
In some cases a man who is about to re-enter lay society gives 
those articles which symbolize monkhood - his robes, his 
begging bowl and so on - to a fellow member of the Sangha. 
Alternatively, if these articles are not distributed in this 
way they automatically become the property of the wat where 
their owner has been living, and can be used by any member of 
that community at the abbot's discretion. Similarly ,any 
larger and mere valuable objects which the monk has received 
from the lay community are usually presented to the wat should 
the bhikkhu in question decide to disrobe. Although there are 
no legal sanctions behind this, it is felt to be both in
appropriate and unlucky for a man to retain such objects sfter 
he has resumed his lay status. This unofficial ruling does not 
however apply to books, pens and other small articles bought 
by the bhikkhu with the money he received for his pastoral 
services. These items he may take with him when he leaves 
the wat without fearing that illness or some other misfortune 
will befall him.

The laws of Thailand state that on the death of a
bhikkhu 'all his possessions become the property of the
monastery which is his domicile unless he has disposed of them

1 26during his life-time or by will. This refers only to those 
possessions acquired by the deceased during his service in the 
oangha. It appears to be very rare if not unknown for a monk 
to give any of his possessions to laymen during his lifetime, 
though he may of course share them wich fellow members of the 
Bangha.
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In one or two cases,prominent monks gave money to help their 
poor, lay relations and were praised for fulfilling their part 
of the obligation for mutual aid which exists between kinsmen. 
But had a monk given away a television set, an electric fan, 
or some other valuable object, presented to him by a house
holder, there would probably have been an outcry against both 
the donor and the recipient,even though,in theory the initial 
transaction would have been successfully accomplished by the 
monk's accepting the presentation,and conferring merit upon 
the layman who made it.

It appears furthermore, that though the monk can bequeath 
any of his possessions to other monks or to lay friends and 
relatives, very few bhikkhus avail themselves of this facility. 
Consequently possessions of all kinds - both those which are 
termed the 8 Requisites, and other more valuable goods - become 
the property of his monastery on the death of the monk. Thus 
these durable goods are transferred indirectly from the lay 
community to the wat. by being first presented to individual 
bhikkhus. Some of the larger monasteries which house the most 
eminent monks acquire, by this means, considerable quantities 
of valuable goods, as well as a store of robes, alms-bowls 
and other paraphernalia of everyday use. In the kuti of the 
Deputy-Abbot of Wat Suwan many pieces of Chinese porcelain 
were displayed in two large cabinets inlaid with mother-of- 
pearl. Both the cabinets and their contents had belonged to 
a previous abbot, long since deceased.
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iii. Monastery Estates

The money received as rent from land owned by the 
monastery provides another source of income for some wat 
communities. With a few notable exceptions however, the 
proceeds from the lease of its property are less important 
for the support of the monastery, than are those direct 
contributions made by the laity, which were described in the 
preceding section of the present chapter. Only in a few 
instances is the land-holding of any one monastery significantly
larger in size than that of most peasant cultivators in the

2 7Region. One reason why more householders do not make merit 
by giving land to the wat may be because it is considered 
inappropriate that bhikkhus. who are themselves forbidden to 
engage in cultivation should yet become the owners of great 
estates (Wells I960 p.50). Furthermore, as there has throughout 
the country's history been no scarcity of land in Thailand it 
may well be, that because it is less highly valued there than 
in most other societies, it is not regarded as a particularly 
meritorious gift.

Most monasteries do not make a great deal of money from 
their estates, and so conform quite closely to the ideal of 
the wat as a lenient landlord. Indeed this is an attitude 
which they can well afford to adopt when they can depend on 
receiving direct donations from the householders at certain 
points throughout the year. As the statistics given in the 
appendix show quite clearly, the estates belonging to some 
monasteries yield no rent at all; in some cases this is due to 
the generosity of the wat concerned in allowing the land to he 
freely used, whilst in other instances the holdings are
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unoccupied. This second factor may be explained with 
reference to the general abundance of land and also with 
respect to the fact that laymen tend not to give their best 
rice-lands to the wat .but to present plots which are more 
isolated or less fertile than the rest. This trend can in 
turn be attributed to certain features of this situation 
already mentioned, namely, that land is not regarded by most 
householders as a particularly meritorious gift, nor seen 
to be an important source of income by the majority of wets.

Each monastery is situated within a compound or thi wat.
which can vary in size between communities, from one or two

28to several tens of rai . Any householder who intends to 
build a monastery must first present to the Department of 
Religious *iffairs a piece of land of sufficient area to 
accommodate the monastery buildings. Hereafter, this land 
cannot be sold or transferred other than by an Act of 
Parliament and in the event that the wat becomes deserted 
(rang) both the buildings and the land revert to the State,
and continue to be administered by the Department of

29Religious Affairs. y Very few of the monks in Ayutthaya 
knew the name of the founder of the wat in which they lived 
and could thus say nothing about the source of the thi wat. 
other than that the compound had been presented to the 
Sangha 'in olden days* (nai samai boran).

At most monasteries in Ayutthaya laymen have been 
permitted to build their homes on the perimeter of the 
thi wat. although even where the wat is situated in a more 
crowded area in the centre of town the dwellings of the
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laymen never directly adjoin the monastery buildings. The 
layman who wishes to take up residence in the compound of any 
wat usually makes his initial approach to the lay steward 
(waiyawachakon) of that establishment, or to some ether 
member of the monastery lay committee (kammaken wat)• If his 
request is approved the applicant is then presented to the 
abbot of the monastery concerned who must give his formal 
consent to the agreement.

Several of the monasteries studied allowed people to 
build quite freely upon thi wat on the understanding that 
they would make some contribution of money, food or labour 
on the occasions when the monastery chose to sponsor a 
ceremony or fair. The householders who live in the compound 
of Wat Tuk for example,pay no rent,but support the community 
when the need arises, and contribute to the costs of water 
and electricity used by the monks. At neighbouring 
Wat Woraphot there is an arrangement whereby the owner of a 
private school which stands in the thi wat pays no rent, 
though the teachers there are expected to re-heat the rice, 
collected earlier by the bhikkhus, for the eleven o'clock 
meal, and to provide supplementary food when supplies are 
insufficient.

One or two monasteries however, do augment their income 
by renting out parts of the monastery compound to lay tenants, 
although it must be noted that their rates tend to be somewhat 
lower than those charged by lay landlords. The average aonth^j 
rental for a town-house in the Central Region is 85 baht 
(approx. £1.14.0),^° which compares unfavourably with the 50 
baht (approx £1) per month paid by the tenants of the shcp-
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houses at Wat Prasat. and the 50 baht per annum charge mBde 
by Wat Yanasen.

In fact the former monastery Wat Prasat realized 51»200 
baht per annum (approx. £624) from the buildings erected on 
the thi wat. and many of my informants censured the abbot 
for being extortionate, although,as was remarked above, the 
rent he charged was very reasonable by general standards.
The financial policy of this monastery was compared unfavour
ably with that of Wat Senasanaram which also owned an area 
of land in the centre of town. This area was potentially 
more valuable ,being greater in extent, nevertheless the 
householders living on this land paid no rent at all - or 
paid merely a token sum of a few satangs^ each year. It was 
interesting to see that in terms of buildings and possessions 
Wat Senasanaram was clearly the richer of the two, although 
unlike Wat Prasat it was never described, disapprovingly, as 
being particularly wealthy. The distinction clearly lies in 
whether a monastery is thought of as making money out of the 
householders, or merely as receiving offerings from them; the 
second is considered essentially more appropriate to any 
monastic community. Whether or not the relationship between 
the people living on the thi wat and the monastery has an 
important financial aspect, these householders are inevitably 
regarded as belonging to that collectivity of laymen and 
women which is known as the phuak wat. This means that 
individual householders invite at least some members of that 
community to officiate at the ngan tham bun which they must 
sponsor from time to time, and that at any rate during Lent 
(phansa), they attend the occasional Holy Day (Wan Phra)
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service held there. It is also to be expected that some of 
these people who live close by the wat will put in an 
appearance at any ngan which is held there, whether or not 
they are directly involved. Several householders may supply 
additional food, as well as helping to prepare and present 
the meal which it is customary to provide at the close of the 
ceremony.

Some monasteries, though by no means all of them,own 
additional areas of land outside the thi wat. These holdings 
which are known as thi thoranisonp; (monastery estate) usually 
consist of rice fields which have at various times been 
presented to the wat by devoted householders, or more rarely, 
by laymen on entry into the Order. Very few laymen make 
donations of land to the monastery, even when they can afford 
to, as they prefer to present money or durable goods of some 
kind. During my period of fieldwork one monastery, Wat 
Na Phramen, received a bequest of 80 rai of paddy land on the 
death of an elderly spinster who had long been associated 
with the wat.

Unless the land had been presented within living memory, 
most of the abbots were ignorant of the source of the 
thi thoranisonp: belonging to their respective wats. In some 
cases the name of the donor was preserved in the crumbling 
ledgers of the Division of Ecclesiastical Property in the 
Department of Religious Affairs in Bangkok. In theory the 
abbot of every monastery must give details of such donations 
when he submits his annual report on the state of the monastic 
community to the ecclesiastical authorities, but ,as I found 
to my cost ,the words • ma tae boran1 ('acquired in olden daysf)
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were inscribed more often than was any more precise information

The prospective tenant of thoranisong fields belonging 
to any monastery usually enlists the aid of the waiyawachakon 
or of another member of the kammakan wat.in requesting formal 
permission from the abbot to begin cultivation. It should 
be noted that any householder can apply to become the tenant 
of any monastery whether or not he has any previous links 
with that community.^ In the cases I investigated the
householders' choice was governed by the suitability of the 
land available rather than by other more personal considera
tions.

The annual rent charged by monasteries in Ayutthaya for 
the use of thi thoranisong varies between 50 and 50 baht per 
rai. These rates seem quite reasonable when compared with 
the yearly rental of between 60 and 90 baht per rai charged 
by lay landlords in the area.

It is usual for the waiyawachakon or for some other 
member of the monastery lay committee to collect the rent 
from the tenants of any one monastery. But monasteries are 
felt to be more lenient than other landlords, in that they 
are more prepared to waive their dues, should any householder 
who has suffered some misfortune, have difficulty in paying 
them. In fact,in several instances described to me the 
tenants presumed upon the good will or inertia of the 
bhikkhus by neglecting to pay their rent, although they had 
no reasonable excuse. In each case, as the miscreants had 
rightly calculated, the monks involved felt that it would be 
improper and undignified to urge the kammakan wat to pursue
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the matter on their behalf* As most monasteries receive 
adequate support in the form of direct contributions made 
by the laity, it is not really necessary for them to make 
their land-holdings into a ’going concern,1 and indeed a few 
of them allowed members of the laity to cultivate thoranisong 
fields without charge. Nevertheless the estates of several 
monasteries remained unoccupied, or were used only in part. 
This circumstance can be explained with reference to the 
fact mentioned earlier thst laymen rarely present their 
choicest fields to the wat; the 2 rai of paddy land belonging 
to Wat Prasat were poorly watered and situated a long way 
from any settlement, and several of the plots of land owned 
by Wat Suwan were regarded as uncultivable. There is thus 
little or no competition for the rights to work the fields 
belonging to most monasteries, despite the fact thst these 
may be acquired for little or no rent.

j t s they have been donated by different householders at 
different times the fields which collectively comprise the 
thi thoranisong of any one wat may be scattered over a wide 
area. Moreover rice-lands which belong to a monastery in 
town ere necessarily situated at some distance away, which 
means that the tenants of the thi ttoranisong are not 
regarded as belonging to the phuak wat because they interact 
with the monastic community only relatively rarely. Their 
relationship with the monastery may be of a purely economic 
nature, although it is usual for individual householders to 
make occasional visits to the ebbot to pay their respects.
I he^rd of only one occasion when the people living on the
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thi thoranisong took concerted action with respect to the 
monastery which owned that land. This incident occurred at 
Wat Kluai where the tenants of the thi thoranisong formed a 
group to make the kathin presentation at the close of the 
Lenten Season. This situation was made possible by the fact 
that the monastery estate consisted of a single block of rice- 
fields situated quite near to the v/at which stood on the out
skirts of iiyutthoya.

The monastic revenue estate or thi kalapana comprises the 
third and final category of monastic land-holding. However 
the area known as thi kalapana does not belong to the monastery 
outright,as the lay owner does not relinquish his rights in 
this land, but merely pledges to present to the wat a certain 
percentage of the proceeds from the sale of crops produced 
there. It is quite common for land of thi kalapana status 
to be bequeathed to the monastery on the death of its owner 
- that is to say that these fields become thi thoranisong - 
although this transfer is by no means automatic. During his 
lifetime the householder may ratify the original agreement 
made when he presents a share of the profits to the monastery 
after harvest, or, alternatively, if he chooses, the 
relationship may be discontinued.

In his community study of a Thai village Kaufman reports 
that the abbot of the monastery concerned hired labourers 
or engaged tenants to cultivate the thi kalapana (Kaufman 
I960 p.Ill) but,in the canes with which I was familiar, the 
fields under pledge were worked by the donors themselves or 
by labourers whom they hired. The monasteries concerned
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were required to take no action beyond the pleasurable one of 
accepting a percentage of the proceeds - usually between 20# 
and 50# - from the sale of the crop.

Cf the fifteen monasteries studied only Wat Suwan and 
Wat Phunan Choeng could claim any kalapana holdings. In both 
cases the figures given in the appendix represent pledges made 
by several farmers. ^11 of the men to whom I spoke were men 
of some substance who had decided to make merit by giving a 
share of their profits to a famous wat; two of the four people 
who had pledged some land as thi kalapana to Wat Phanan Choeng 
had previously been ordained there on a temporary basis. On 
the other hand none of the five lay owners of kalapana fields 
at Wat Suwan had had any previous connection with that 
monastery, and they had simply chosen to offer their support 
on the basis of the community* s reputation.

All of these farmers lived at some distance from the 
monastery to which they had pledged a portion of their annual 
inc me and consequently none of them were regarded as 
belonging to the phuak wat there. Although most of these 
individuals called on the abbot occasionally to pay their 
respects, it seemed that at no time did all the owners of 
thi kalapana at any one wat take joint action with respect 
to its community of monks.

In economic terms the wat can be seen as acting as a 
centre for redistribution of property in a rather limited 
sense. It has already been shown that many monasteries allow 
the areas of land donated by wealthier members of the communitj 
to be used freely by other householders, or alternatively 
that they rent out their estates at a lower rate than is
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customary. Similarly, some of the valuables - the sets of 
altars, vases, crockery and so on - which typically form part 
of a kathin or pha pa presentation, ere stored in the monastery 
and used by the community when the occasion arises, but may 
also be borrowed by any layman who needs additional equipment 
for a merit-making ritual, to be held in his own home. The 
terms khong wat (wat property) or khong klang (common property) 
when applied to these articles,not only indicate that they 
belong to the monastic community as a whole rather than to the 
individual bhikkhu but also carry the implication that house
holders should be allowed to use them on request. Indeed it 
is only very rarely that the abbot of any community withholds 
his permission, as failure to provide the laity with 
’reasonable facilities for merit-making*^ can only result 
in a decline in lay support for himself and for the monastery.

But, as the statistics given in the appendix show quite 
clearly, the larger part of the monetary income of any 
monastery is spent on its upkeep.^ The most significant 
expenditures at most of the wats in Ayutthaya went towards 
the costs of constructing new buildings and maintaining the 
older ones. Smaller but more regular disbursements were made 
for water and electricity charges; the amounts spent by 
different monasteries varied between 50C (£10) and 100 (£2) 
baht per month for each commodity,depending upon the size of 
the community in question.

It should be remembered that laymen do not expect to
receive any economic return for the financial support which
they may give in various ways to a number of monasteries over

35a period of time.  ̂From the observer’s point of view it can
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be seen that as a whole the lay sector of society does stand
to benefit even in economic terms, for the support it gives to
the numerous monasteries in Thailand; the wat not only serves
as a storage point for merit-making facilities - both human
and otherwise - but also provides a place of retirement for
elderly men and a home for dek wet from poor families as well
as o. hostel for country boys studying in town. Moreover at
a few monasteries, laymen who are without home and kin, or
those who are chronically sick, have taken up permanent
residence in the public pavilions or solat and any householder
passing through a strange town can rest for the night in one
of the local wats. Furthermore as the monkhood provides
e means for social advancement in Thai society the householder
v. o offers his support to the dangha and its property is, at the
same time,helping to hold open an important channel of social 
mobility.

But for the individual layman the immediate reward, for 
his mei.it—making activities lies in the emotional satisfactions 
to be derived from the approbation and admiration for his 
action, which is shown by his fellows in society. Indeed the 
householder's acquisition of merit is verified by these 
feelings 01 euphoria and self-satisfaction; interestingly 
enough the term bun or merit is equated by informants with 
happiness or khwam suk^^» Because they provide a means whereby 
the layman can demonstrate not only his commitment to Buddhist 
values, but also his worldly success,merit-making activities 
must be rogardec as a significant mode of conspicuous 
consumption for the Thais. It is true that some religious 
expenditures are obligatory in the sense that the ritual
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performed by the bhikkhus is an essential part of certain
universally experienced changes of status. The ceremoniessop
of creaationCngan nhao/ ) and of ordination (ngen bust) are 
generally regarded as tho most vital of ell life-crisis rituals,
and few people enter into t .o civil contract of marriage with
out first being blesses by a chapter of monks. But for most 
householders, to hold a simple merit-making ceremony, with the 
minimum number of monks required, is inadequate whatever the 
occasion may be. It is generally felt to be better not to 
hold a ceremony at all, if it is not to bo on a lavish scale, 

consequently ngan may be postponed for several years until 
the family and their friends can put on a show of sufficient 
magnificance. Several informants remarked that there is no 
point in holding a small ceremony, as it would cause you to 
be remembered primarily for your stinginess rather than for 
your punctiliousness in observing the occasion without delay - 
a circumstance to which little vulue is attached.

But t e spending patterns of the wealthier and more 
westernised members of Thai society ere beginning to diverge 
more and more from this traditional model. The householders 
from higher income groups tend to apcnl more money on the 
acq isition of luxury goods such as cars, refrigerators and 
television sets, and at the same time to use a compuritively 
insignificant amount of money for religious expenditures.^®
In Ayutthays for example, laymen from tho professional classes 
sponsored relatively small lifo-crisia rituals and neglected 
altogether thos optional activities, such as visiting 
Buddhist shrines, and attending monastery fairs, which 
provide* u major source of entertainment for their humbler 
fellows.
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It is obvious that these changes in the pattern of 
consumption have some important implications for the future 
development of the Buddhist Sangha. and indeed in Bangkok 
the relationship between the monastic end the lay sectors 
of society has already undergone some significant 
modifications. In the capital there ie both a greater 
concentration of monks than elsewhere in Thailand and a 
diminution of the general interest in religious affairs.
The latter circumstance can be attributed both to the 
presence of so many people who are non-Thai and non-Buddhist, 
and to the fact that metropolitan Thais are on the whole 
more sophisticated than their fellow countrymen. Because 
of this combination of circumstances it is quite common for 
a monk in Bangkok to be supported, on a permanent basis by 
one lay sponsor or upathak. who provides him with an allow
ance for food, robes, travel and educational requirements, 
and for any other needs he might have. A bhikkhu who is 
supported by an upathak hus no need to pai bintnabat 
(collect alms) nor need lie spend any time on pastoral 
services. Indeed many Bangkok monks are oriented almost 
exclusively to study and have little or no contact with 
lay society, other than with their personal sponsor.

Furthermore, owing to the general decline in lay support 
many wats in the capital must rationalize their economic 
activities in order to make a profit from their estates.
This is none too arduous a task in booming Bangkok where 
the price of land is rising with great rapidity. In such a 
situation the wat may become more self-contained,from an
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economic point of view,in that the community is independent 
of day-to-day support from the householders. From the social 
point of view as was remarked above the monastery may also 
become more 'closed* in that its residents have fewer 
contacts with lay society.

I must make it clear that this situation does not obtain 
in all the monasteries in the capital, nor are all the 
bhikkhus in Bangkok supported by individual upathak. But 
these new developments are interesting in thst they can be 
seen as a direct response to the growing lack of enthusiasm 
for spending lavishly to support the Sangha; an attitude 
which is in turn attributable to an increasing interest in 
Western ways and material culture. The changes in the 
patterns of consumption which are already discernible in 
the upper reaches of Ayutthaya society are discussed at 
length below in Chapter Five which is devoted to an analysis 
of the role of the Buddhist householder in Thai society.
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iv. The Monastery Committee

A wat committee (kammakan wat) consisting of several 
laymen, the abbot and one or more junior bhikkhus had been 
established at most of the Ayutthaya monasteries studied.
Ac its constitution suggests the kammakan wat provides a link 
between the wst and the wider lay community. It may be 
recalled from a previous section of the present chapter that 
the lay members of kammakan Wat Frasat distributed amongst 
their relatives and friends the invitations for the Thet 
Mahachat which was to be performed by bhikkhu3 resident in 
that monastery. Furthermore at many urban wats the householder* 
who belong to the kemirakgn wst mobilize that collectivity of 
people which is known as the phuak wat to provide kaeng wian 
for the monastic community during the Lenten retreat (phansa). 
These ley committee members also facilitate communication 
between the two sectors of society in the other direction, in 
that th«y may introduce to the abbot of the monastery concerned , 
householders who are prospective tenants of the thi wat or 
thi thoranisonr. Similarly a person on the kammakan wat may, 
on behalf of sorne other layman, negotiate the loan of ritual 
equipment belonging tc the wat for use at a ngan tham bun 
(merit-making ceremony) to be held in the home.^

The establishment of a wat committee provides a partial 
solution to some of the problems inherent in the institution!za- 
tion of the ^angha in that its lay members handle the financial 
affairs of tho monastery, from which the bhikkhus should remain 
aloof. In a sense the kammakan wat serves a similar function 
for the monastic community, as does the dek wat for the
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individual monk: the boy accompanies the bhikkhu on shopping 
expeditions and makes purchases on his behalf; the lay 
members of the wat committee negotiate with the builders 
concerning any work of construction or restoration which is 
necessary; collect rent from the tenants of the monastery 
lands, and take the proceeds from fund-raising fairs to the 
bank where the wat has opened an account.

From time to time a monastery may have dealings with the 
local officials of the civil service. During my fieldwork 
for example the community at Wat Phanan Ghoeng asked to 
borrow 50^ chairs from the Town Hall to seat the monks 
expected to attend the three day triennial conference which 
was held there in March 1967. Furthermore a request was 
made for the officials in the Division of Religious Affairs 
at the Town Hall to publicize the occasion by pinning up a 
few posters in the market place. It was hoped by this mesne
to attract the attention of the householders, who would then
donate both money and food to support this dramatic influx 
of monks^between five and six hundred in number, from other 
ports of Changwat Ayutthaya and from the adjacent provinces 
of Angthong and lopburi.

It is cletr that a townsman who has contacts in both
the Gongha and the civil service, as well as some knowledge
of the ritual procedures proper to each institution, can plaj 
a vital part on any monastery coranittee, and many of the most 
active members of kammakan wat in Ayutthaya do indeed 
combine these qualifications. Khun Siri Irachai ,m.y chief 
informant and a member of ksmmakan Wet Fang Plum ,^pent 
twelve years of his life in the Order before re-entering lay
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life as a clerk in the Division of Religious Affairs in the 
ayutthaya Town Hall. •As I shall presently show Khun Siri 
played a very active part in organising the religious life 
of the town, both in his official capacity and ae a private 
citizen.

The existence of a monastery committee also acts as a 
sanction against the watte misuse of the money and goods 
presented by the laity. Several years prior to my fieldwork 
a case occurred in which the abbot of one urban monastery 
began to refuse to lend to any layman the ritual equipment 
belonging to that wat. He justified hie? action by saying 
th-t as these articles were khonp; wat they should not be loaned 
to householders, and that they would in future be used only at 
ceremonies held within the wet. The lay members of the 
kammakan wat tried to dianuadc him from his purpose, and when 
they met with no success they decided to have nothing further 
to do with that community. fter a few days however the 
erring abbot realized that without their assistance he was 
virtually powerless to take any action, as he could not him
self take over the management of the monastery* s financial 
affairs without incurring even gre «ter public opprobrium. 
Consequently the abbot dispatched a dok wat with an invitation 
to the de facto leader of the kammakan wat to visit him again. 
The latter complied and finally an agreement was reached by 
which laymen might again be able to borrow tho disputed 
khonr wat on request from the abbot.

Froia the other point of view it can be seen that the 
inclusion of two or more bhikkhus on tho kammakan* wat acts 
as a check on any layman who having volunteered hi3 services 
to the wat then decided to appropriate some of its property
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iiQto himself. According to Thai law at the present time, at 
least two monks must put their signatures to any cheque or 
other document relating to the affairs of their wat.

The abbot or in some cases tho ecting-abbot (phuraksakan 
thaen chac swst) becomes the chairmen of the kaaircakan wat 
automatically, but the use which is made of this position 
varies very much between individuals; some passive abbots 
remain mere figureheads, simply giving their formal ratification 
to decisions made by the others in the meeting, whilst other 
chairmen initiate action and lead the debates.

One of the ways in which an abbot can wield his authority 
is by co-opting members cf the lay community onto the monastery 
committee, although in many instances it appeared that house
holders had come forward to volunteer their services and had 
thus become members cf the kamLakan wat. The length of their 
service o n the committee varies very much between members as 
it is not usual fcr a new abbot to change the composition of 
the kamcskan entirely, though he may invite additional members 
to join this group, at some monasteries one lay member of the 
committee is known as the waiyawachakoi/^  or steward. Ideally 
this appointment is made by the abbot with the approval of the 
ecclesiastical officers at lambon (Sub-District; and Amphoe 
(District) levels, and 3hould be repox'ted to the Nei Amphoe 
(District Officer) whoso responsibility it is to inform the 
Provincial Governor and the officials in the Department of 
Religious Affaire in Bangkok, In practice however the 
individual known t s the wa iy a vrachakon may simply be the 
recognised leader of tho laymen on the committee and may have
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received no official appointment, His signature is to be 
found on most documents relating to affairs at the wot, and 
it is he who collects the nittayaphat (food allowance) granted 
to any of the bhikkhus in that monastery ,fron the Division 
of Eeligioue Affairs in the Town Iiall, Furthermore the 
waiyawschokon acts as intermediary between the householder and 
the monk when the former wishes to present a sum of money to 
the latter ir*. return for his performance of a merit-making 
ritual. It is customary for tho layman to entrust this money 
to the waiyawao.hnkon who, in turn,gives a written statement to 
the intended recipient informing him that he may apply to the 
steward f^r the stipulated sum, cr alternatively that he may 
ask the latter to purchase for him any articles required up 
to that amount•

At four of the fifteen monasteries in my sample there was 
no waiysv/achaken and no permanently constituted kammakan wat# 
In each case the abbot simply sought the services of laymen 
in the vicinity as the need arose,so tint the c astitution 
of the group of lay helpers might change somewhat from occasioi 
to occasion. Indeed this situation nay obtain in a slightly 
milder forn, even at those mcnasteriecS where a committee has 
been appointed, as there are a number of 'floating* helpers 
who give their assistance at several wats from time to time,
To take just one example, Khun hiri Irackui was a regular 
member of the committee at Wat Nang Plum in whose compound 
he had built his house, nut he took an actrve interest in the 
religious life of the town and liked to help the abbot of 
Wat Yariasen, who v/as a distant off ine, to negotiate any businesi
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he might have at the Town Hall, or to make the arrangements 
for a ceremony or fair to be held in the wat. He also lent 
Us services to the abbots of Wat Borommawonp; and of wat 3uwanf 
both of whom he had befriended whilst he was himself in the 
Order, and he gave occasional assistance to the bhikkhus at 
Wat Phana. Choeng, with whom he had first come into contact 
through his work in the Division of Religious Affairs,

Whenever I questioned any abbot about the eligibility of 
the householders who had been included on the kammakan wat 
he replied that these people bed ’good hearts’ (chai di) and 
that they showed in interest in the affaire of the monastic 
community. As was mentioned earlier many of these individual* 
were, or had been, employed in the lower ranks of the civil 
service. Several,Khun Siri Imchai amongst them, came from 
rural areas, and had acquired some education during their years 
in the Sargha, before returning to lay life as junior official* 
in the notional bureaucracy, Their links with the civil service 
and with the monastic community, combined with the respected 
position they occupied in tho town, made these householders 
particularly 3Jited to serve on the kammakan wat.
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TABLE 4. 1#
The Composition of tho Monastery Committee (kaaiaakan wat) 
et Wat; Nang Plum, Ayuttheya.
Chairman: Phrasunthonthamkoson - abbot of Wat Salapun, and

previously abbot of
Wat Nang Plum which is still
under his care.

Vice-Chairman:Phrakhru phiphithawiharakan - Acting Abbot
(phurakga kenthsen. chio awat) at '.at Kang Plum.

Two other monks from -aat Nang Hum 
Laj members of karpmaksn Wat Nang Hum

Name A iige Occupation

l)Khun ooam.uk
Suphansan (62)

2)Khun Thai 
Tharinan

3)Khun Siri
Imchai

(67)

(65)

4)Khun Chewauyen 
Saelin (51). 
(Chinese woman)

5)Khun Ohua Bae 
Chao

(Chinese)
6 )Khun Phrascet

\ssawong (46)
7)Khun Thong 8ae

, V n g  (57)(Chinese)
8 )Khun Chuan 

Klinmahorn (46)
(Indian Muslim)

Proper ty-
owner

School teacher 
(civil servant 
Gd. 3) serai- 
retired.
Civil servant 
Gd.3.Semi- 
retired

Ice-Lollipop 
vendor & owner 
of grocery store
Owner of hardware 
& grocery store.

Civil servant
grade 3

Hotelier and 
restauranteur
Owner of a
haulage business

j>n&th of
Previous 
o’er vice
in the "Order 
of Tioaka.
One Lenten
season

8 Lenten 
seasons

12 Lenten
seasons

1 Lenten
season

Lived i n
thiswat as 
a Monk.

Yes

No

No

No
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A period of service in the Buddhist Sangha is not a 
necessary precondition for membership of the monastery 
committee, but it is not surprising that some men who have 
been monks at some time in their lives should express a 
continuing interest in monastic affairs by becoming members 
of the kammakan wet. But,as is shown by the accompanying 
table (Table 4.1) some committee members have very different 
antecedents and ouelifications. This can be explained with 
reference to the fact that by serving on the wet committee 
a householder can demonstrate that he i3 a good citizen and 
that he is thoroughly committed to Thai social values# The 
kammakan bat hang Plum provides us with four extreme examples 
in Khun Chuan Klinmahom and the three committee members who 
belong to the Chinese community in Ayutthaya# None of these 
people professed to be Theravada Buddhists; Khun Chuan was a 
follower of Islam whilst the Chinese members of the kammakan 
wat practiced MohsyenaBuddhism freely mixed with Taoist and 
Confucian elements. Nevertheless each of these individuals 
wished to participate in the life of the community and had 
thus offered his cervices to the local monastery. These offers 
had no doubt been accepted with alacrity by the abbot of 
'wat ^ang Plum, not only because the people who made them were 
known to be of good char^ct; r,but also because each had shown, 
in his chosen line of business, that he knew how to handle 
money.

The ley members of the kamrr.skan wat naturally belong 
to thdt collectivity of people who identify themselves,and 
ere identified, as supporters of that moneett ry (phuak wat)
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In the majority of esses, as is true for Wat ^ang Plum these 
householders live in the vicinity of the wat so that they 
are in fairly frequent contact with the bhikkhus who can thus
assess the suitability of actual and potential committee 
members, and can moreover be judged by them in their turn.
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Table 4.2

The composition cf the monastery committee (kammakan wat) 
at Wat Phanan Choenp, Ayutthaya

Chairman: Phrathepwongsnchan - Abbot
Vice-Chairman:Phrakhru Chan - Deputy Abbot 

Phramaha Kaew 
Phrakhru Lap 
Phra Kaen 

Lay members of tbe knrmnakan wat

Name and Age ,

1) Hebe Sawet 
(62)

2) Khun Thep
Lengcheroen
(48)

3) Khun Uan
Kantabut
(53)

UOCUPuwlOIi

Civil Bervant 
Grade 5 
(Retired)
Civil Sarv^nt 
Grade 2

Ferry-boat
owner

ienrrfch of previous Lived in 
service in tho this wet 
OrdeiT of~ Monks as a monk
10 Lenten Seasons

3 Lenten Seasons

5 Lenten Seasons

Yes

Yes

Yes

4) Khun Phrechuap Property- 
nonthir&k owner
(64)

5) Khun Chemnon Doctor 
Thaiphiphet

1 Lenten season No

LT • tc : This man retained his monkly title after his return to 
lay life. The prefix Haka indicates that he had passed 
et least Barian urude 5>V
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However,none of the people who make up kammakan wat 
Ph^nan Choeng, live very close to that monastery which is 
situated in a poor and sparsely populated area of town.
The householders who live close by the wat belong to the urban 
service classes, being employed as vendors, labourers, samlo- 
drivers and so on* which is to say that they are the kind of 
people who neither volunteer their services to the committee, 
nor receive reauests from the abbot to join this body. iiS can 
be seen from Table 4.2, three of the five laymen on the 
committee at bat Phsnan Choeng have spent some time as bhikkhus 
in that monastery, which as a famous teaching centre attracts 
men from other regions of the country, as well as from all 
parts of Ayutthaya itself. It appeared that in the case of 
Iiaha Sawat,Kliun Thep,and Khun Uan it was the factor of old 
association, rather than of contiguity which formed the basis 
fbr their continuing allegiance to that wat.

The two remaining members of the committee were both well- 
known figures in Ayutthaya society and it seems ttr t their 
services were recuested for this reason. Both the bhikkhus 
and the laymen concerned thought it quite natural and highly 
ap ropriate that these too prominent citizens; should belong to 
the kammakan of a most prominent wat.

Given the fact that the lhais place a great deal of 
emphasis on age seniority it is understandable that the 
householders who serve on monastery committees should be at 
least of middle-age. The fact that women are very pocrly 
represented on the kammakan wat in iiyutthaya can be explained 
with reference to the belief that it is not fit ing for female
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householders to work in close conjunction with the bhikkhust
end indeed it is stated in the Laws of the Council of Ciders

4-3that a woman may not become a wai.yawachakon . A few women 
do serve as ordinary members of the monastery committee but 
as thev tend to be less highly educated, and, allegedly, more 
naturally stupid than their male counterparts,they are felt 
to be unfitted f r the 1 paper-work1 which committee membership 
may entail. With a few notable exceptions, some of them 
Chinese, women play a negligible part in the public life of 
ayutthaya, although they have a significant role to play in 
supporting the bhikkhus with daily alms, and in attending 
services at the wats in town.

In none of the cases I investigated did the kammakan 
wat hold regular meetings as a matter of procedure. Individual 
members frequently cal ed at the monastery concerned to chat 
to the ubbot and to the other bhikkhus, On such an occasion 
either party might sug est thot a meeting be convened to 
discuss busines pertaining to the monastery estates, or to 
a projected ceremony or fair to be sponsored by the wat. fhe 
message could then be relayed to the other members of the 
committee i.i their homes. It was usual for meetings of the 
kammakan wat to take place in the kuti beIon ing to the abbot 
of the monastery in the early evening, between 4.30 and 6.00 
p.m., when those householders who were civil serv; nts had 
finished their day's work.

In concluding the present section I describe briefly one 
such meeting whic I attended at \* a t I ha non Choeng on the 
evening cf February 7th, 1967 (B.C. 2510). I had been invited
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to accompany Khun Wechana Bunsanong, the manageress of the 
Chai Cit, Bank, nyutthsya as she bed made an appointment to 
meet the kanrnakan Vi a Phanan Choeng at 4.30 i*1 the afternoon. 
Che purpose of her errand was to take charge of the proceeds 
from a fair held in the wat on the two previous days, in 
celebration of the Chinese hew Year.

The committee of five laymen and two monks were seated 
on the verandah of a building situated behind the bot where 
they usually transected their business. The abbot himself 
was not present and as usual his Deputy, Ihra KhruChan, took 
charge of the proceedings; Phra Maen, a much more junior 
bhikkhu operated the abacus. »ith frequent pauses for 
drinking iced-coffee or coco-cola the assembled company 
eventually counted the money and packed it into bags and hold
alls which wer. born away by Khun wachana's attendant clerks. 
Before she left, the manageress presented Phra Khru Chan with 
a receipt for the deposit slip signed by himself, by Phra Maen 
and Mahs Sawat.
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v. ffhe I-onastery in the Lay Community,
As I have described in the previous sections of this 

rather long and discursive chapter each wat receives support 
in the form of money, of food, and of practical assistance in 
administrative affairs, from the lay community. In deciding 
which monastery he will support on any particular occasion 
the individual householder takes into consideration a number 
of different factors; for some purposes he directs his 
attention to the nearest wat. or to one whose reputation and 
standing appeal to him, whereas in other instances the fact 
of kinship or acquaintance with one of the bhikkhus in a 
monastic community is decisive in directing the layman* s 
charitable effort, furthermore his relationship with another 
layman who is already as ociated with a particular monastery 
can draw an individual into either a permanent or a more 
fleeting as ociution with that wat. It may be remembered that 
the party which takes a kathin presentation to any monastery 
is typically an action-set centred on the organiser or 
chao phap, which is to say that many members of the expedition 
are involved by reason of their relationship with its leader 
rather than because they have any previous connection with the 
monastic comi. unity in questi n.

In the accompanying diagram (Diagram 4.1) the householder* 
who appear to the observer to form the matrix of supporters 
at any one wat ere classified according to the nature of their 
association with that community. It should be remembered that 
these labels ref< r to several different kinds of sociological 
entity; for example the householders who live along the alms- 
routes taken by monks from a particular monastery are not aware
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of themselves as forming a unit with respect to rice-giving or 
any other activity. Similarly those farmers who severally 
pledge an area of land as thi kalapana to the same wat do not 
form a group on this basis. But some of the sociological 
groupings under discussion do exhibit a greater degree of 
internal cohesiveness; for example the householders who belong 
to the phuak wat of any' monastery are aware of themselves as 
being r lated to one another with regard to that community. In 
sociological terms the phuak wat may best be regarded as a 
collectivity which is according to Merton’s definition 'an 
entity without a recognizable structure ... whose members have 
certain interests or modes of behaviour in common which may 
at any time lead them to form themselves into definite groups' 
(Merton 1957 p.229). Essentially it is the factor of contiguity 
which forms the basis for this collectivity, although as was 
explained in the previous section members of the wat committee 
are automatically regarded os belon ing to the phuak wot even

iLh.when they come from outside the immediate locality. As was 
explained earlier membership of the phuak wat may form the basis 
for the organisation of a kaenp- wian group which provides food 
for the monastic community during Lent.

Certain of these sociological groupings invariably overlap 
in that membership of one of them automatically entails 
belonging to another. Diagram 4.2 which represents the 
monastery's view of the householders with whom it is associated 
shows the most likely areas of overlap. It can be seen th^t 
tenants of the thi wat (monastery compound) as well as members 
of the kammakan wat are regarded as belonging to the broader
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collectivity of the phuak wat. It is also probable that some
of the householders who give alme to the bliikkhus from any
community live sufficiently close to be included in this
grouping (i.e. phuak wat). An individual layman who is
associated with one monastery in a variety of ways,is
identified by the bhikkhus with respect to that position whicfc
involves the moot frequent interaction betwe n the two parties
which is to say that a householder who lives in the compound
and belongs to the kamrrakon wat is distinguished as being a
member of the comr.ittee,rather than by virtue of his
residence on the thi wat.or because he belongs to the wider

ASgrouping of the phuak wat
Phese groupings may also overlap in the sense that a 

number of householders who stand towards a monastery in a 
r lationship of permanent association may be mobilised to 
make occasional monetary contributions although this is out
side the scope of their normal interaction. In Section ±±
I cited a case in which the tenants of the thi thoranisong 
presented kathin robes to uhe monaster, which owned the land*
It is interesting to see that the extent to which the groupings 
centred on any one wat overlap in this fashion varies 
accor ing to the size and the reputation of the establishment 
concerned, in that larger and more famous monasteries such as 
Wat Phanan Choeng receive support from a wider area in both 
social and geographical terms.

The fairs and ceremonies which are sponsored by a wat 
wit' a view to raising funds cannot very easily be incorporated
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into this model in that the people who support these functions 
may belong to one or more of the groupings under discussion, 
or alternatively, may have no previous connection with the 
community in question.

Diagram A.3 completes the picture by presenting this 
situation from the point of view of the individual layman.
As is clear from this model the householder can be associated 
with a number of monasteries in a variety of ways although it 
is likely that he recognises a firmer allegiance to the 
neorest of these communities. The links he has with this wat
are activated quite frequently if he also belongs to the
monastery committee, or if he lives on or near the compound 
of the wot. Otherwise his interaction with the community 

bhikkhus might be limited to occasional attendance at the 
Holy Day services, or to the provision of kaeng wian on a 
few days during the Lenten retreat.

As I have already pointed out, the groupings of laymen 
with whom the individual householder is associated with 
respect to any monastery, vary very much in terms of the degree
of cohesiveness they possess. It should be noted that from
the householder*s point of view no grouping of laymen is 
interposed between himself and the bhikkhu to whom he presents 
alms. The holders of thi kalapana appear to form the most 
diffuse of these lay groupings, as although in this context 
the individual layman is aware of himself as being one of 
a number of individuals making similar contributions to a 
particular monastery, he need have no personal knowledge of 
his fellow donors.
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«

From tho observer* s viewpoint it appears that the lay 
groupings centred on any one wat must inevitably overlap 
with those Tor which another monastery provides the focus
since each householder is associated with a number of 
monastic communities in different ways* To take one final 
example, it is unlikely that the people w o livo on the 
thoranisonfr fields belon ing to an urban monastery regard 
themselves, or are regarded, as members of the phuak wat 
if the land is situated at some distance from the town*
In such cases it is usual for the householders concerned 
to recognise a stronger allegiance towards the nearest rural 
monastery, despite the fact of tl eir continuing economic 
ties with another establishment.



FOOTNOTES TO ClhdPTi5R FOUR

phuak means group or party. See Haas (Haas 1964)
I think it more likely that the larger figure refers 
to the number of houses situated along the begging- 
routes taken by bhikkhus from the monastery concerned, 
but the abbot of this community insisted that this 
was not the case. Sec appendix ho.VI for details.
It was suggested by one layman that prominent monks 
might have their own ban pracham but I found no evidenc 
for this in Ayutthaya. Nor did the arrangement where
by a lay sponsor or upathak provides a bhikkhu with 
a monthly allowance for food, books, clothing etc. 
appear to exist in my area of study. It is however 
quite common for monks in Bangkok to have a personal 
upathak
This injunction is one of the 72 minor Rules of 
Conduct in the Patimokkha. See "The Patimokkha1
(Ven.ilanamoli There 1966 p.74).
See above Chapter Two p.101.
i.pproximately two-thirds of all the monks questioned 
said that .they went out on alms rounds every day.
This was Chao Khun Thep's practice.

See above, Chapter Two

Holy Day (ban Phra) falls on the eighth and fifteenth 
days of the waxing and leaning moon. On Uposatha day, 
the fifteenth day of each cycle (i.e. every lunar 
fortnight) the monks in every monastic community 
recite the Pstimokko Code.
That is to say thut for one day these laymen observe 
the 8 precepts which are regularly observed by Thai 
nuns.
It is of course meritorious to observe 3 additional 
precepts on Wan Phra but in this instance as in many 
others the expression thorn bun or to moke merit means 
to provide material support, to malce gifts etc. The 
householders who are said to tham bun are those who 
only give food to the monks, "tftie abhors who make 
merit by observing 8 Precepts usually give food as 
well. See Appendix Nc.VI for figures.
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H *  kaeng - curry, curried food 
wian - to circle, to turn
Ibis temporary arrangement for the provision of food 
bears a certain resemblance to practices followed 
throughout the year in some northern villages (de Young 
195S: P.119-116).

IP. One of my informants wanted his son, who was to be
ordained temporarily, to live at Wat Salapun as the 
abbot there was very learned. His wife however, 
protested th,.t the monastery was too far away for her 
to go there each day wibh food for the boy.
Consequently when Lent came the new monk was ordained 
at the wat nearest his home and remained there for the 
whole of the Lenten Season.

13* Munithi - foundation, charitable trust.
14. (Roughly All,392 according to exchange rates at the time

of writing) i.e. 90 baht to £1 sterling.
1 5. kathin: see below p.186
16. On the basis of their previous experience the monks 

at these wets expected that the rounithi would be 
replenished from time to time by new donations from 
the laity. In most cases this money was deposited 
with a bank at an interest rate of 34 - 4^ p.a. Unlike 
some monasteries in Bangkok the richer wats in 
Ayutthaya did not invest their capital in more productive 
ways.

17. oee Appendix No.VI for comparative figures.
18. This is not necessarily so. See above p. 175
19* Bee above ,Chapter One.
20. Thot Kathin means literally*to lay down a wooden frame 

on which to cut cloth*. For origin and meaning of this 
ceremony see Wells (I960 p.105) and Dutt (I960 p.157).

21. See above p. 179 for presentation of kathin at
Wat Borommswonft by the head of the founding family.

22. See Phrorachobanyat section 3 for the conditions 
governing the status of monasteries.

23. Portly because the practice of Thot Kathin is expected 
to provide an excuse for an excursion. Some laymen may 
join two or more such expeditions because it is such fun 
(no sanuk mak)•
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24. In country areas kathin presentations may be taken by 
people in one village to the wat in a neighbouring 
settlement on the understanding that the favour will be 
returned at e later date (Wells 196C p.106).

25• The Jataku form part of the fifth Kikaya (or collection
of works) in the Sutta-piteka (Banerji i964 p.61)

26. See The Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand
Book’vr; T e c t i z r v B s r r  -------------------
This ruling first booame lew in 1935% although the 
practice whereby bhikkhus cculd make wills was first 
introduced during bbe reign of Rama V (1868-1910)
See Robert Lingat (1937 p.461) for a discussion of the 
development of the laws relating to the disposal of 
property belonging to the bhikkhus•

27. The average peasant cultivator in the Central Region 
farms approximately 26 rai of paddy lsnd.
(aideyewardene 196? p*7&)
1 rai » 4 acre

28. See -Appendix No.IX.
29* See Phrarachobanyatkhanesong (Royal Edicts pertaining to

the Buildhist Sangha) Section 5 for details.
30. Statistics from 1 Household Expenditure Survey* (Central

Region) B.E. 2506 T l W ) ' "p u b l t ^ t T  -"ET^Sional----
Statistical Office, Bangkok.

31* IOC satango » 1 baht.
32. This also applies bo people living on the thi wat*

In most cases they have no previous links with £&©
bhikkhus in the monastery concerned.

33* See Appendix K.VI1 where duties of tho abbot are set down.
34. See appendix No.IX.
35» With tho exception of the direct contractual relationship 

which exists between a rent-paying tenant and land-holding 
monastery. In this instance the householder does receive
a direct economic return for the money he gives to the wat*

36. This applies largely to male householders, although in
some cases nuns or mse chi may accommodate female 
travellers.

37 * See Tarobiah (1968 p.51 passim)
38. See below Chapter 5*
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39. Members of the kommakan wat who have spent several 
years in the Order,often arrange ceremonies on behalf 
of their feliow laymen who are less aii fait with 
religious affairs.

40. Come years ago a layman who had been embezzling the 
funds of a small Ayutthaya monastery, poisoned the new 
abbot who asked to see the accounts, as he was afraid
of being exposed. He had had virtually complete control 
of the monastery's finances as the previous abbot had 
taken no interest in these affairs.

41. From the Pali word veyyavac ca-kara meaning 'one who 
serves'. See the Kotmahatberasamakhom Vol.Ill Part I 
Sect.8 for conditions of eligibility.

42. Kaufman (I960 p.112) mokes a similar point about the 
members of kammakon wat Bangkhuad when he writes 
'Because of their wealth it is reasoned that not only 
are they less likely to steal, but that they are likely 
to make larger contributions.1

43. See above footnote 41 for reference.
44-. .»hen a layman's homo is equidistant from two or more

monasteries, personal considerations such as preferring 
one abbot to another, determine his phuak wat 
membership.

45. It was my impression thot in most coses the monks 
in any one monastery might not be uble to list all 
members of the phuak wat by name but that they quickly 
recognised them by sight when they encountered them. 
Conversely they were quick to spot an unfamiliar face 
in any gathering at the wat.
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OnAFJSh FiVE 

i-iu, OF fn.o BUDDHIST L^XPUN

HTh© ceremony of Dharma, on the contrary, is very fruitful* 
It consists in proper treatment of sieves and servants, 
reverence to teachers, restraint of violence toward living 
creatures, and liberality to priests and ascetics*
Thesr and like actions are culled the ceremonies of Dharea*

Other ceremonies are of doubtful value* They may 
achieve their purpose, or they say not* Moreover the 
purposes for which they are performed are limited to 
this world*

The ceremony of Dharms, on the other hand, is not 
limited to time* Kven if it does not achieve its object 
in t is world, it produces unlimited merit in the next 
world* But if it produces its object in this world, it 
aciieves both effects: the purpose desired in this world 
and unlimited merit in the next*"

Taken from Rock Edict Ho *11 in #The edicts of J*soka*
Edited and translated by lUa.Nikem and 

Richard McKeon 
(Univ*of Chicago Press 1959)
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1* Role I ores and Behaviour.

A Buddhist is, by definition, a person who reveres the 
Triple Gee of the Buddha, his Dhamr-a and the anr.ho of monks* 
Before any merit—caking: ceremony begins both the monks and 
the laymen present recite in Fall the formula of the Throe 
*:efugea which expresses their belief that the BuA:ho. his 
teachings| and the bhikkhus who study and preserve the latter 
can overcome the suffering which is inherent in t’ is material 
world*̂

Th© Buddhist layman, moreover, is expected tc conform 
as closely as possible to certain moral injunctions known as 
the Five Precepts which require abstinence from the destruction 
of life (1 )} abstinence from taking whet is not given (2 ); 
abstinence from fornication (3); abstinence from speaking 
falsely (4)} and abstinence from spirituous, strong end 
mad ©nine liquors which are the cause of sloth (5)> (Cbeyesekere 
1968s p.27). It might bo remembered that these proscriptions 
are to be found in a more stringent form in tho atiaokkha 1 

which provides a moat comprehensive code of conduot for 
members of the Buddhist Gangha* The 227 ascetic rules of 
which this code is comprised arc intended to facilitate the 
bhi khu*s quest for -alvation by removing him frot the mundane 
world of the householder* The Five Precepta on the other hand 
are intended to provide some kind of control over the drives 
and desires of those individuals who remain in lay society, 
i.nd have thus no hope of achieving Nirvana*

It is customary, prior to any merit-making ceremony, for 
the lay leader of the congregation (makhanayok)~ to request
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the Five . recepts froc the most senior monk present* The 
congregation of householders then repeats in unisoi after 
the monk, th« Puli formulae stating their adherence to the 
Preocpf* outlined aboveJj All the laymen to whom X poke 
subscribed to these religious proscriptions, in this formal 
sense whilst at the ^ame time recognising that it was 
impossible, in the course of normal life to fulfill all or any 
of these injunctions to the letter* The f ct th-t be agrees 
to abstain from taking life, for example, does not prevent 
a Budlhiet householder from killing a snake or a mad dog, 
nor does it appear to hinder his destruction of rodents and 
vermin which lay waste to his gardens and paddy fields* 
similarly, the villagers I know,appeared to feel no 
compunction about taking the life of a chicken or a pig in 
order to provide food for the family. In fuct, as f.*r as most 
laymen were concerned,although they might from tine to tine 
express their abhorrence of destroying ^ny form of life 
the firat precept wus interpreted as being a prohibition 
against taking hum in life, a delict w'r ich naturally falls

Awithin the boundaries of secular jurisdiction. The four 
remaining precepts ere also susceptible to a fairly liberal 
interpretation, the fourth and fifth being most consistently 
contravened: few if any of my lay informants for example, 
practiced total abstinence from alcohol, although even those 
who were habitually intemperate recognised thot from moral, 
social, and medical points of view, it was both deplorable and 
foolish to drink too much*

In summary thou,the Five i recepts provide very general
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guidelines for social action, and can be quoted or ignored 
according to expediency* It is felt however that one should 
attempt to observe thorn as closely as is practically possible 
in order to avoid acquiring demerit or bap* although a 
positive increment of merit (bun) is achieved by other moans#

It is generally stated th~t tho most meritorious action 
a layman can perform is to enter the Buddhist monkhood*
Although many of my informants were careful to make it clear 
that the quality of any action depended to a large extent 
upon the intentions and ability of the individual ctor* k ich 
is to o~y thut it is better to be a good layman than an 
i different monk; a man should not persist in following the 
arduous way of uh m nk if he can ;ot meet the standards 
required#

The act of becoming ordained is however regarded as 
being a merit-making activity of a special order, and 
somewhat different in kind from tho other religious activities 
appropriate to the householder*^ Leaving aside for the 
moment this renunciation of lay society, it can be said that 
for the layman, the primary referent of the phrase them bun 
(to make merit) is to give support to members of the .anghe* 
individually or as a collectivity* In theory it in more 
meritorious to make an offering to a number of bhikkhus 
(thuai aangkhathan)than to an individual monk* it is felt 
that in giving to monks whom one kr.ows there is a strong 
element of self-interest which runs contrary to the doctrinal 
emphasis on the extinction of attuc meuts, although by no 
meano all laymen nor every monk, could provide tho philosophical
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basis for the higher evaluation accorded to non-specific end 
impersonal gift-giving* Moreover, thia ideal ia eodified in 
practice,iu that householders must also honour their 
obiigstions to kinsmen and friends in the Gangha by inviting them 
to perform Buddhist rituals, in return for which service the monks 
are presented with traditional offerings of money and goods*

In ideal terms the moot meritorious act of charity a 
layman can perform is to give money to the (rder of M nks for 
the construction of a monastery* But it ia clear that very 
few individuals have the financial resources adequate for such 
donations, although most laymen contribute smaller sums from 
time to time as part of a kathin or pha pa presentation*
Several informanta remarked that to build a new wat at the 
present time woe both a foolish and an ostentatious gesture, 
as there were already so many monasteries in the country 
which were fulling into disrepair* Consequently it would be 
both sore meritorious and mo* e sensible for a rich nan 
(setthi) to use his money for the benefit of the community by 
building a school,or a hospital* Indeed when they were asked 
to grade the religious activities of the Buddhist householder 
with respect to the amount of morit to be derived in each 
case both monks and laymen declared this to be impossible, 
because the results of these actions depended not only upon 
the purity of the actors' intentions but also upon the 
usefulness of the act itself. Consequently, I dc not feel 
myself able to follow the example set by Kaufman (I960 p*183) 
ana fambiah (1968 p*69) in constructing from informants* 
responses an ideal scale of merit-making activities, graded 
according to the amount of raerit received in each case*
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In practical terns, the most significant merit-making
activity for the average layman to undertake is the sponsor*
ship of ngan ti-am bun which are held at critical turning point
in the individual life-cycle. The arrangement of a merit-
mokiuf ceremony does, as we shall see, require considerable
expenditure of both money and time* The host (chao phap) must
invite the requisite number of bhikkhus and he must also
ensure that the necessary ritual equipment is on hand* Be is
responsible for seeing thot the altar and the Buddha image
are installed in the room chosen for the ceremony; that the
monks are provided with a dais where they will sit to rocite
tho chants, and that individual presentations of money and
goods are prepared for them at the close of the ceremony *
Furthermore the chao phap oust compose a list of lay guests
who will be expected to make some contribution to the costs
of the flfigBJ on the day of the ritual these householders
will in their turn aspect to be provided with seating end
refreshments, ani in some cases with entertainment in the

7form of a like or film,to be s own in the evening after the 
bhikkhus h^ve returned to their monasteries* Despite the 
fact thct some laymen save money for sev ?rel years before 
onsoring a murit-aaking ceremony, t ie is a religious 

observance wlicb, unlike the building of a wat* is felt to 
be within everyone's scope* Indeed as these ngran are held 
in association with life-crises it is inevitable that every 
individual should spend some money on his own ceremonies, or 
on those of his friends and relatives*

In a dition, the presentations of kathin* or pha pa
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which are made to the wat at certain times of the year provide 
less important, though more regular, opportunities for the

Qlaymen to add to his accumulation of merit.
It is generally true to say that to give support to the 

Sengha in a ceremonial context is felt tc be more meritorious 
than the act of presenting alms to the bhikkhus on their 
begging rounds. It might be remembered that very few of my 
lay informants in ..yutthaya gave rice to the monks every 
morning. I would agree with Nash (Nash 1965 p.115) that this 
of ering which most perfectly expresses the relationship of 
interdependence between the mendicant bhikkhu and the house
holder is felt to be a routine aspect of the layman’s role,

$
which, like the recitation of the Five Precepts or the Three 
Refuge formula, serves to keep the actors* "merit-balance in 
an almost 1 steady-state'u•

On tho other hand, those activities which result in a 
positive increment of bun or merit are those requiring a 
greater effort on the part of the individual actor, and which 
also, incidentally, involve some degree of publicity and 
display. This second factor may help to explain why the custon 
of observing three traditional Precepts on Holy Day (Wan Phra) 
is not regarded as one of the most important ways of improving 
one's spiritual credit. Although, the fact that this mode of 
morit-making is by and large the prerogative of the aged, who 
hove the time to spend the whole day in the wat, musl; also be 
token into consideration.

Although the householders' merit-making activities 
primarily involve supporting the monkhood in one of the ways
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described above, it is believed that he also acquires merit 
by honouring his obligations to give material assistance to
friends and relatives in the lay community. Each layman 
contributes to the costs of ngsn tham bun sponsored by his 
kinsmen and acquaintances, on the understanding that the favour 
will be returned in due course, but similar acts of generosity 
which take place outside a religious context, are also felt to 
bring merit to the benefactor. With respect to these trans
actions between householders, it is interesting to see that 
the acquisition of merit is felt to be a by-product of 
socially correct action, whereas in any charitable gesture 
which involves tbs Sangha of monks, bun provides the incentive 
and primary motivation.

Considerations of age and sex affect the way in which 
a member of the lsy community performs the role of Buddhist 
householder. There is a tendency for l3y men in any village 
or town to take the most active pert in the religious life of 
that community, as they have a greater knowledge of the Sangha 
and its ways, than have the women. It is moreover, permissible 
for men to enjoy friendly relationships with members of the 
bangha, and to work in close conjunction with them. As the 
previous chapter showed quit© clearly, most monastery 
committees (karamaksn wat) are entirely composed of male 
householders. My work in the lay community of Ayutthaya 
shewed that the laymen most actively concerned with the 
organisation of ngan tham bun, with kathin and pha pa presenta
tions, and so on, were male heads of households. The head of 
the family is usually responsible for providing a significant 
part of the family income, as well us for taking decisions
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concerning major expenditures of the household's resources*
It is also one of his duties to organise life-crisia rituals
for d  ildron who are living at homo,even though aoiae of them 
may be already married and are themselves earning a regular 
wage. Because he has not yet rotired from work the head of 
such a family group owns in addition, extra-familial 
obligations towards friends,colleagues,end business associates 
which moans amongst other things, that he must contribute to 
the costa of merit—making ceremonies sponsored by these 
individuals.

On the other hand, older men who are in retirement from 
work are unlikely to be actively involved in the arrangement 
of merit-making ceremonies,either public or private. It is 
usual for them to live in the household of one of their 
married children, who attends to tho family's religious 
affairs on behalf of the whole group. Tho merit-making 
activities of elderly householders, both male and female 
typical.y take tne form of attending services at the wat. 
î nd in the case of the particularly devout, of observing 
three additional Precepts for the duration of Holy Lay 
('ftan lhro)^v

Unless they are both wealthy end umsarried, female 
members of the lay corns unity are unlikely to take a direct 
intere >t in the sponsorship and arrangement of merit-making 
rituals.^ The women of the household are however 
responsible for providing the meals woic arc given both to 
the monks and to the lay guests at the close of any religious 
ritual. It is also the w menfolk who prepare alme-food for
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the bhikkhus on their begging rounds* und present it to thee*
although the head of bhG household nay decide how much food

12they should give and on what occasions* In the traditional 
Thai situation fewer women have their own career and thus a 
lay women of any age tends to have more time and leisure*than 
do most laymen* to spend in attending services in the wet* 
Thus* married women* girls* and a few old men make up the 
congregation et the monastery on Wan Phra, which may fall on 
a working day in the middle of tbewesk*^

ii. Financial Status and Religious Expenditure
The way in which a layman <=mact3 those aspects of the 

householder's role which ©re moot appropriate to hie status* 
depends not only upon his temperament and personal inclina
tions* but also upon his income and consequent life-style* 
This statement applies particularly to the msle heads of 
family households whom I have described os taking the most 
prominent part in the organisation of religious rituals* and 
in subsequent paragraphs I hope to illustrate ay point by 
describing cbe religious expenditures and activities of two 
such householders during the year 1966 to 1967* The socio
economic circumstances of the two citizens concerned* and the 
extent to which each ie integrated into the life of the town 
differ very greatly. Both of these factors have an important 
effect on th way in which Khun Thep Damkham, and Khun Siri 
Imchsi respectively, perform the householder's role*

According to their general orientation the ley 
inhabitants of Ayutthaya can be divided roughly into two
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categories, namely into the conservative or traditionalist*
<.nd the progressive* Ho at of the pi'ogrea ive and sc phi at looted 
members of the comrunity belong to the town's professional 
class which is comprised of doctors* lawyors end bank managers, 
and of other sexrior officials in government offices. The 
majority of these people have bten educated at university 
or college in Bangkok* a circumstance which in itself implies 
a wealthier than average family background* The memhero of 
the professional classes who were known to mo maintained a 
close Interest in the capital and its Western ways and were 
only minimally involved in Ayutthaya society* Several of them 
commuted daily from Bangkok by car* whilst others spent only 
the weekdays in Ayutthaya and returned to the metropolis on 
Friday night* Most of the higher civil service officials 
felt that this spell f duty in the provinces* th ugh «n 
inevitable stage ia a man's career* should bo terminated at 
the earliest po« ible time* by promotion to a higher position 
in Bangkok* These men relied on t sir subordinates* who came 
from /yutthaya itself, to provide thorn with some knowledge of 
tho h cal situation and to lisise with the rest of the 
community on their behalf*

There was a tendency for individuals from the higher 
income groups to scorn the less orthodox elements of 
practical religion| I attended several ordination ceremonies 
sponsored by wealthy families and in no case w~s the ritual 

upasorobot preceded by the Brahministic ritual of 'calling 
th® khwan' (tham khwat.) (itells 196i p*127)* Furthermore, my 
observations showed that the more progressive layman tended
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to aaumo that science (witthqyasat) was more efficacious then 
magic (gaiyaaat) in the treatment of illness or disease* end 
th.t he would visit a curer monk with some embarrassment and 
as a lost resort*

Other optional religious observances, suon as visiting
shrines or atton ing monaat ry fairs, imilarly made a smeller
appeal to those more sophisticated laymen who sought more
exciting forms of entertainment in the cinemas and nightclubs 

14of Bangkok*
It Cwn be seen thot the larger salaries erned by these 

individuals placed new economic opportunities within their 
grasp* Much of their wealth was spent* not on merit-making 
activities, a traditional form of display, but ia acquiring 
expensive durable goods* such ec cars* television and stereo** 
sets from Japan and the teest# Moreover* because they were 
in general less integrated into the life of the local 
community these prominent citizens owned fewer obligation* 
to contribute to anan tham bun sponsored by their fellows* 
although most cf them felt it their duty to assist their 
clients and subordinates*

The case-history of Khun Tbep Damkham can be used to 
illustrate the preceding points more clearly* Khun Thep was 
born forty-six years ago in B&ngban* a farming settlement 
some two hours boat-ridc from ^yuClhaya. the age of 
twelve he l>ft the village and came to study in town* During 
term-time he boarded at Wat Sanaasnaram as a part-time 
monastery boy (dek wat) and in his early toons he was 
ordained at that wet as a novice for one lenten season.
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Khun Thep was intelligent and had worked very hard to win e 
scholarship to read law at Tham: asat University in Bangkok* 
when h© graduated at the end of a four-year course he returned 
to Ayutthaya* not to practice law* but to teach at a boys' 
secondary school in the town. B© taught there for fourteen 
years* his wain subject bein English which he had taught 
himself from records whilst living in the capital, tie could 
moreover read and write with some degree of fluency although 
his spoken Kngilsh had deteriorated from lack of use*

In his mid-thirties Khun Thep became bored with the 
teaching profession,and wes able to obtain a position with 
the Education Section (p ha nek suksa) as suksathikaiichangwet 
or Provincial Education Officer. In tv is capacity Khun Thop 
was concerned with the management of .land belonging to 
deserted monasteries (wat gang) which had become the property
of the Church as a whole, and as such was the concern of the
* apartment of Aeligiouo Affairs in the Ministry of Education* 
He kgs also responsible, at the local level, for helping to 
implement programmes for restoration and excavation of 
ancient monuments ,w ich were initiated by the Central
authorities in Bangkok* After four yours as
suksfcthikanchangwat Khun Thep received a new appointment 
in the Ministry of Fine rts as curator of the two museums 
in Ayutthaya, with supervisory powers over projeots sponsored 
by the Ministry in the neighbouring provincea of Angthong 
and Lopburi* He obtained this position not only by virtue 
of hio educational qualifications and his interest in local 
istory* but also because of bio command of the English 

language* fb was felt that* the latter would bo a useful asset
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in the curator of the Chao Sam Ihraye Museum,which figures 
oa the itinerary of most Bt&te visitors to Thailand*

Khun. Thep was married but had, asuc t to his disappoint
ment* no children. His wife* who came of a ai&dle-claes
Ayutthaya family was part-owner of a oiivc to achoal in to vra 
where she also taught* Two nioces* the daughter 3 of 
Khun Thep1s alder sister shared the housu with tho curator 
end hi» wife* The older girl* Baew* worked us a guard in the 
Museum during the day* whilst h-'r sic ter Lung* attended an 
Ayutthaya secondary school* Thane two girls occupied a rther 
anomalous position in tho household* hoinp treated neither am 
daughters nor as servants* but as corns t: ir*g i* between. In 
the evenings and at waak?*and3 they parfons*oa choreB Ground 
the house and saw to the cooking on their aunt's bchelf* Only 
occ sionaliy did they go to Bangban to visit their mother who 
lived with hor father* her younger c ildren* and a variety of 
other relatives in the rambling wooden farmhouse* which stood 
oii stilts in a strip of bamboo forest* some two hundred yards 
ewey from the river bank. The wousa's husband hud deserted 
her some years ego und hud not been seen ainco* although he
was believed to be living in Bangkok*

Khun Thep* who felt that he Und now very liitle in common 
with his x*bJU cives* also visited hie natal home only in- 
fre iuently* anu much preferred urban life* ills own house* 
wnicn was one of she perquisites of office* had a modem 
bathroom and lavatory end was furnished ia Western style with 
tables* chairs and sofas* end with beda rather than with 
aleeping-muts* occasionally the curator woo required to
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provide accommodation for inspectors snd for visiting officials 
from Bangkok, as well as to entertain important guests who 
came for the day,

Aa a civil servant of the second grade Khun Thep earned 
a monthly salary of <7,60 baht, whilst his wife earned 1,500 
baht over the same period. Evidence of the considerable size 
of their joint income vras not difficult to find, in that their 
home contained, amongst other luxury items, a television-set, 
a refrigerator, a radio-gramme and numerous electric fans,
Khun Thep owned an expensive camera, and his wife was well 
provided with jewellery and elegant clothes. The curator also 
ran a jeep which was in part provided by the Government as 
being a necessary item of equipment for an official with 
authority and responsibilities in three provinces.

Being wealthy, of senior civil service rank, and 
sufficiently mature in years, Khun Thep appeared to possess 
the most important attributes of a phu yai (Elder, eminent 
person, lit. Big person) and yet he was not regarded as such 
by the citizens of Ayutthaya. Because ho was very conscioue 
of being more sophisticated than most of his neighbours the 
curator was in fact rather poorly integrated into the 
community, although he had lived there for tho best part of 
his life. He was soroewh t reserved end unsociable end had 
made very few close friends in the town; the r ther morose and 
solitary figure he cut had certainly not attracted u large 
clientele of dependents.

At the same tine, he felt that his poors in the 
government bureaucracy, most of whom commuted daily from 
Bangkok, looked down upon him es being o mere 'provincial'.
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Furthermore,Ehun Thep considered that ho had been denied the 
promotion he deserved, b&cuuwe he woe frank and outspoken,
unwilling to flatter or to modify his opinions for the sake
of appearing mors agreeable to his superiors in the Department 
H* frequently told ao that his dearest wish was to retire from 
the wervioe, and to live on the monthly pension of 1,500 baht 
which would be owing to him, supplemented by the interest from 
land investments in Bangkok, a hi© wife would continue with 
her teaching they would still be quite well-off by Ayutthaya 
standards. Ho chose to rationalise his remaining in the civil 
service however, by scying that he foit obliged to stay In a 
position v1 ich would enable him to promote the interests of 
seve «1 y van nieces and nephew© who would soon be of ©n ©ge 
to bogis looking for appointment©. In the moantime he took 
little inter et In his vcrk,&nd relied upon solitary drinking 
b ut< to brinq respite from his prcfesaioual ^nd domestic 
probleras.

It la clear that the extant to which any householder 
participates in the reiigi us life of the community depends
to aoc»c degree upon his tastes and temperasent, but os I 
have remarked, elrosdy, the actor's socio-ooanomic status is 
else v crucial £ ctor for consideration. It appeared to me 
that Khun Thep's religious behaviour was fairly typical of 
individuals i n  that ©tratun of ^yutthsya ©oeicty t > which 
his income and occupation usigncd him* Although it may well 
bo th. t beeauso he hoa c imperatively few friends or clients 
tho curator is obliged to make fewer contributions to 
nr*u* t'>!•:' bun sponsored bj  ou^r people, than are other 
individuals of cocjparoblo wealth and poaicion.
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Between September 1966 end September 196? Khun Thop 
spent 4-5( baht In contributing to the religious ceremonies 
li&tod below#

Khun Thep had bc^n particularly fond o £ the boy to 
w os he had teught English several yeure previously before he 
b-d become snkgstMfcM-chanar&t# The grcow, now aged 28 f wee 
employed in tho Depa fcm̂ nb of -.coolerete<' tarsi bevolrpment 
in Bang&oir, end n «<erxJor official from ». i* iop^rteent 
presided over th® civil ce veoony, w ich took place in 
A jut they* *3 the pa rente of both brido and groo* were resident 
of the town#

Although they hod net be on cios-b friends both Khun Thep 
end Khun Vr«t»ni hc& for £ long tiae W. u acquainted with the 
headmaster, end hie deceased wife, u o bad buM* a teacher at 
one of the many schools in Ayuttbaya# fhw curator felt it 
would be eprropriiite to & * k o  soma contribution to the costs 
of the cremation as & sign of bhwir respect f^r the dead 
woman and for hvr husband# The ceremony took place at 
teat ::en:..3feui.̂yvm where t ere was a men ox crematorium# Th« 
Governor who w*-e very westernised did nou follow the traditioxxel 
Thai practice of holding «g l.vish a ceremony -a one can

£><»fre Occasion Amount

Hovember 2?th 1966 10c
Ayuttha.? a ¥c.ysr aeqondagy school# - — - -

November 29th, 1966 J.j-X. .Vtewiro or the headnester 
o? Protucno£ ichocli
^yfcT>aV«. —

50
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possibly afford* It is usual for an interval of one year 
or eighteen months to elapse between the death of sn 
individual and his subsequent cremation* During t is tine 
the deceased*c family save up money and make the necessary 
preparations for the ngan* The mother of the Governor was 
however cremated oniy two months after her death, and very 
few people outside the immediate circle of family and friends 
had been invited to the ceremony* although, the opinion 
generally held in Ayutthays was that all schools and civil 
service departments, hospitals, biinks end other institutions 
in the to n should have been represented! Khun Thep had 
not been invited to the ceremony, and onlv chanced to hear
about it on the actual day it was to take place* he thought
that it would *look bad1 if he, as a leading citisen did not 
make some effort to attend, and consequently he arrived at 
the men* Just in time to pay his respects to the Governor,
and to hand over the sealed envelope whlc . contained his
contribution, befor? the other guests began to disperse* The 
sum of 5C baht wua nicely calculate to express Khun Thep's 
roaject for the host Ccheo phap) and for the subject of the 
ceremony, whilst at the same time it was not sufficiently 
generous as to imply that the donor was equal in status to 
the recipient, or that the two men were on fc miller terms*

>»pril 2?th A suet chaeng ceremony held 100
on the occasion of the 
cremation of Khun "Chop* a 
froth r*s .ister at 
Wat f-aphrao* Bangkok*

When she had become a widow several years earlier, the
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deceased woman had moved from her home in a village adjacent 
to iiengkok to live with her youngest daughter whose husband 
worked for a firm of hauliers in the capital* She had died 
duri:*f the previous year, leaving a consider able sum of money 
which ah© had inherited from her late husband, a farmer of 
some substance* A proportion of this money was used by her 
children to finance a suat ohaenr:̂  ceremony during which 500 
monks recited in unison,certain portions of the /bhldhaano- 
pitaka. prior to the burning of the coffin* The Curator and 
his wife, and the elder girl, Baew, spent the whole day in 
Bangkok and stayed with relatives overnight, as the ceremony 
took place in the evening* It was a good opportunity for 
them to see kinsmen and friends whom they did not meet in the 
normal course of affairs*

April 29th ,» ceremony held at .at ^uwan to 50
the gromo^on j>f .tjae 

vboi' to . 1 her lo^orliic
rank*^

i‘he Abbot of *at 3uwan 0I30 oumo from Bangban and 
was in fact a distant relation of Khun Thep. As suksothikan 
chanrwat the latter had had some professional contact with 
the abbot, and before he started drinking heavily, had been 
a frequent visitor at the wat* In the afternoon of April 29th 
he went to the monastery to pay is respects to the abbot who 
was receiving guests — including many monks wio had been his 
pupilo - in his kutl (living quarters)*

July 1st* The Ordination of Khun Siri 50
Imchal'a thre . sons ,-fc 
1 at bang lum.
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Khun Thep and Khun Siri Imohai did not know each other 
well, although they had * known of' each other for many years* 
Khun Siri, who worked as a clerk in the Education Section in 
the yutthaya Town Hall, had encountered Khun Thep when the 
latter held the position of eukaathikunchangwat* Accordingly 
he took a slightly malicious Interest in the Curator's career 
problems and consequent immoderate drinking* Khun Thep on 
the oilier hand knew that Khun Siri played a prominent part in 
religious affairs; that ho frequently acted as a •broker1 
between members of the monastic and the lay communities in 
town, and as a leader of the congregation (makhariayok) at 
ceremonies held in the wat* fry staying in Ayutthaya increased 
their mutual awareness if not their intimacy* Indeed, the 
fact that 1 lived in Khun Thep's house, and yet received much 
more help and advice from Khun Siri, who was acquainted with 
many of the bhik.chus in ayutthaya, caused some strain and 
hostility b tween the two men* The Curator felt th«*t a a my 
host, and as a scholar, it was incumbent upon him to help me 
with my research, although lie had neither the time, the 
contacts nor the real interest neeos ;ary to do ao* ^evertheleas 
promises of aid for the future were reiterate 1 from time to 
time* lie contributed 56 baht to help Khun Ciri shoulder the 
expenses of ordination, and to avoid * hurting my feelings*1

July 4th iV.e crdinati n of a Museum Guard 50
at ihramen*

One of the numerous enj underworked guards from the Chao 3©»
I hr ay a Museum became ordained for one Lenten Season at Wat
ha Ihramon, which woe situated v ry near to his parents• house.
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T e curator*a niece,Baev,helped the boy*& female relatives 
in preparing food for the guests who were to attend the 
ceremony* Khun Thep was not present throughout the whole 
proceedings but made a brief visit to the wet Just prior to 
the ritual, when he handed his contribution to the host, with 
a brief expression of his good wishes for the occasion* he 
then got into his Jeep and drove b, ck to the Museum* Khun Thep 
thus contrived both to honour his obligations, and to avoid 
the probable boredom and embarrassment entailed in attending 
a gathering of his social inferiors. His behaviour was 
mo *over quite acceptable to the latter, who were not only 
pleased to receive the money, but also grateful to be spared 
the constraint of his continued presence amongst thee*

It can bo seen from the foregoing paragraphs that each of 
Khun Thep*s religious expenditures was made in fulfillment of 
aoi. Q t pecific social obligation* He did not spend any money 
at shrines or at fund-raising monastery fairs, nor did he 
contribute to collective offerings presented to the Kanftha as 
kathln or pha pe* Although the ora unt of money spent might 
v^ry between individuals - and indeed from ye^r to year for 
any one individual, it seemed to me that to spend money in the 
way described for Khun Thep was typical of householders from 
the wealthier ranks of Ayutthsya society*

Ap>rt from the actual cash he gave as contributions to 
merit-making ceremonies,the curator spent an unknown amount of 
money in providing alme-food for one bhikkhu ©vary day. lie 
felt that because he was the head of the household and its 
chief source cf financial support, most of the merit gained
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by giving rice to the monk must accrue to him, even though the 
food wtiG prepared and presented by his nieces whilst he was 
still in bed. The same bhikkhu called at the house each 
morning, as Khun Thep had instructed Beew to invite (nimon) 
a monk - any monk - who passed by on the main road, to accept 
food from them on a regular basis. The home of the curator 
stood back from the road at the end of a long drive and had 
previously been by-passed by the bhikkhua on their begging- 
rounds.

Khun Thep took no interest in religious affairs other than 
on the occasions mentioned. He was not on friendly terms 
with any bhikkhu* nor did he serve on any wet com-iittee 
(kammakan wat) in Ayutthaya. Indeed he recognised no 
particular affiliation to any monastery althou ;h there were 
a number of wata situated less than 10 minutes walk from 
the house. It seemed probable that had he needed to invite
monks to officiate at any ngan thorn bun he would have applied
to *et Suwon w^ose abbot he knew, and whoso monks he 
respected as intellectuals.

But, I must make it clear, that Khun Thep represents only 
a very small part of Ayutthaya society, a part which is 
composed of high-ranking civil servants and professional 
people, though it is also true that the spending patterns of 
individuals from old-established Ayutthaya families are in 
some cases, not disoimiliar from those described for 
Khun Thep. But some of these people - the remnants of
aristocratic families who moved to Bangkok after the fall
of the old capital - tend to be more o nservative in outlook, 
despite the! fact that the siae of treir income, w :ich is in
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most oases derived from property holdings in and around the 
town, would seem to align them with the more sophisticated 
professional classes*

It appeared to me that in terms of religious 
expen iCure and participation must householders from these old 
local families fell somewhere between the two extremes; they 
tended to sponsor fairly lavish nr.an them bun* and it was they 
who made the really lsrge individual contributions to the 
w*.t* The fact that these laymen gave generously to the Kanghs 
did not however, necessarily prevent them from acquiring 
iphly valued luxury goods - cars, refrigerators, perfume - 
from the Vest, nor fro© investing moru rationally in extending 
their property holdings* In addition many of them were well- 
educated and rather sceptical of the 9magical1 elements in 
Buddhism and of associated Hindu rituals* It w^s felt that 
interest in such activities, along with attendance at monastery 
festivals and fairs was more appropriate to the 9ordinary 
people9 than to themselves* It is obvious that these house
holders, like the people fro© the professi nal classes, were 
in no position to act as religious brokers in the town, not 
only because they were somewhat aloof fro© the rest of the 
community, but also because very few of them had served in
the wat on an other than temporary basis*

Th© larger and more wholly conservative sector of
Ayutthaya society comprises individuals from the lower civil
service rucks and from the urban service clas ©s* In b th 
their income and their style of life these laymen are sharply 
differentiated from the more affluent townspeople* It is 
observable moreover that religious affairs tend to represent 
a m re important element in their day-to-day social existence
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although this naturally varies between individuals. My 
research showed that those householders who took the most 
active interest in affairs pertaining to the Bciuha came frcm 
the lower clerical grades of the civil service. Unlike 
individuals who belonged to the urban service classes these 
Junior officials bad an assured income, w ich though not large, 
enabled them to sake small, but fairly fre uent expenditures 
for merit-making activities of all kinds. Cn the other hand 
they lacked both the considerable cash surplus, and the mental 
habits which made newer economic opportunities so attractive to 
Khun Thep. Furthermore many of these laymen occupied an 
interstitial position in Ayutthaya society which meant that they 
became involved in religious affairs as liaison officers 
between the q s m ha and the lay community, as well as between 
the uanr,ha and the bureaucracy.

I hava chosen my chief informant, Khun Siri locbai to
represent the L rger and more conservative sector of
î yut bays society, although he was regarded as being
exceptionally active in religous affairs, even by laymen in

17comparable social circumstances. ' nevertheless,the way in 
which he perf rmed the householder* s role is by and large 
fairly tjpicul of the behaviour of lesn affluent members of 
the lay community, and all of the individuals who were prominest 
in this sphere of activity were of similar socio-economic 
status to Khun Siri.

lie was born in 19* 1 (B.E.2444) in Peknampran, a small 
coastal village in the Southern Province of irschuep. His 
family who wore of Chinese descent, made their living by
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growing fruit and vegetables for sale in the locality, as well 
as by running the village store which was stocked with patent 
medicines and cheap manufactured goods, brought from the 
neighbouring town.

when he was old enough to fend for himself Siri was sent 
w wat to Wat i aknaraprsn where he helped the bhikkhus 

with domestic chores around the monastery, and received some 
rudimentary eduction in return. Khun Siri told me th~t it 
was in fact more congenial to him to live in the monastery, 
not only because his family home was overcrowded but most of 
all because he was not on good terms with hio stepmother, his 
father's second wife*

In his early teens Biri went to Bangkok, whore he lived in- 
the house of an aristocratic Thai family, he was introduced 
into the household by two servants already’employed there, 
whose families lived in Pranburi?the market town adjacent to 
Khun Girl's natal village. During the three years he spent 
in the capital the boy studied in the school established at 
neighbouring Wat fanswe. and made good progress, although his 
duties as a house-boy in the home w ere he lodged, left Hi,« 
little time to do his homework. However, when Siri had just 
bogun his third yeor of secondary education, at the age of 
fifteen, his father died, and he was forced to return home to 
Pakn^mpran where he helped to support his numerous siblings 
and half-siblings by entering the family business.

Six years later, when he was just 21, Girl decided to 
become ordained temporarily. Aft^r the ceremony of upasombot 
w ich was sponsored by his deceased father's younger brother 
the new monk took up residence in the local manestery,
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teat Paknumpran* where he had formerly bean a dek wat. Him 
original intentions were to remain in the Order for only e 
few months, as he had a .ready reached an understanding with 
a local girl that he would marry her in the ae^r future* 
however, * iri quickly adapted himself to the life of the 
bhikkhu. and moreover, found a real vocation as a teacher*
Ue reorganised the education of novices and monastery beys 
at Wet i  aknampran by introducing the more modern teaching 
methods which he had seen applied in Bangkok* - fter two years 
In the wat the 'temporary1 monk had no immediate plana for 
disrobing although he still Intended to marry Mali, the girl 
to whom he was unofficially betrothed*

But one day a young man came to the wat and on meeting 
Phrs Siri declared that he too wished to make Mali his wife, 
although the girl hod rejeoted his proposal, on the grounds 
that she was already engaged to Siri* In relating his history 
the letter remarked that it was very clear to him that Mali 
did indeed wish to merry her second suitor, otherwise she 
would have refused hie offer outright. By giving him the 
relson for her reluctance she had also indicated a possible 
solution to the dilemma* Siri, for his part, had no wish to 
return to lay life im ediately, end consequently he decided to 
transfer to a monastery in Bangkok, so that hie presence should 
no longer be an embarrassment to the young couple*

accordingly, Phra Siri, went to the capital and to 
*at Suen Ihlu. several of whose residents cam from the same 
coastal area of the Southern R© ion. He lived there for ten 
years, during which time he continued both to teach, end to 
pursuo his own ecclesiastical studi c; he passed the Nak Them
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of land, et th© rate of 5 baht per month, in the compound 
of ' * * * K&ng -lug, where with financial assistance from 
relatives on both sides they were able to build a house.
Siri had by this time changed his occupation once again, 
having obtained a post oo a clerk in the Education Section 
in the Town h a l l . A s  an official in this branch of the 
civil service he frequently came into contact with members 
of the monastic com unity in Ayutthaya, particularly so since 
at that time, the financial affairs of inhabited as well as 
deserted (rang;) wats were managed by the education Section, 
rather than by individual monastery C'ommft'teeS* *s i® now 
the case.^1

Although he is now, at the age of 67, semi-retired,
Khun Siri still goes each day to the Town hall (Gala Klang) 
to help out with clerical work, and with other odd Jobs 
around the office. His monthly wage of 500 baht is 
supplemented by the 100 baht he receives for hie part-time 
work for the Police Department, and by smaller irregular 
layments, both in cash a-dt in kind made, to hi® by grateful 
Chinese shopkeepers and restaurateur^ , whom he has assisted 
in some way or other.

Khun Siri still lives in tlje compound of Wat **anp, Plum, 
whero he is also a member of the monastery committee 
(kammakan wat)• The original house, which has been extended 
several times, and in several directions ,to accommodate the 
growing family, is now rented at tho rate of 56 baht per 
month, n t the present time the Imchai household consists of 
Khun iri, his wife and five children, although tho two elder
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examinations quite easily, although he failed repeatedly to 
acquire the more advanced Barian erodes# The fact that hie 
academic aspirations had thus been thwarted, allied with a 
certain amount of discord between himself and the abbot, made 
oiri dissatisfied with his life in the wat end he decided to 
disrobe.

Kis personal ley sponsor foathak) who had given him a 
monthly allowance throughout his stay in Wat Suan Phlu.

18equipped him for lay life by gifts of money and clothee • 
Instead of returning to Paknampran, Khun Siri began his new 
life as a xayman in Ayutthaya where he worked for some time 
in a restaurant owned by Chinese relatives on his father*a  

side# He also made himself useful to the wider Chinese 
community in their dealings with the Thai bureaucracy>by filling 
in forms and tax returns for the many individuals who were not 
literate in Thai. After two years as a waiter and general 
helper, Khun Siri, now 34 years old, felt anxious to better 
himself, and so volunteered to teach in the school, by that 
time under state control, which stood in the compound of 
teat Aanr Plua. ^  He was accepted, largely on account of
his teaching experience in the Order, and received a salary
Khun Siri did however earn a further 18 baht per month of 10 baht per month/from his part-time job with the Police

Department, which involved the weekly collection of the names
and numbers of guests who checked into the eleven hotels in
Hua Ro market, most of which establishments were owned by 
Khun Siri's Chinese friends and relatives.

In B.E. 2484 (1941) n̂ine years after he had left the 
Sanr.ha ,Khun Siri married an Ayutthaya girl and rented a plot
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sons both work in the Lost Office in Bangkok and spend only 
weekends and holidays in Ayutthaya. A third son works at 
the Town Hall, whilst the f<urth boy, and the youngest child, 
Khun Siri's only daughter, still attend e cond^ry school in 
the town. His wife’s widowed ©other, now 63 years old, an 
unmarried sister-in-law, and two neices on his wife's side, 
one of whom is married with one child, complete the family.
There are no servants properly speaking, although the young 
female relatives just mentioned, to soceextent fulfill thie 
function.

Tie house is, in typical Thai fashion, sparsely furnished.
The family usually takes its meals seated around a scuare of
oil-cloth which is spread on the polished wooden floor. They
use cheap aluminium cutlery and enamel plates. Visitors who
call at the house may however be invited to sit in wooden
armchairs,which are grouped around a table on the outer 

2?verandah. There is no bathroom properly speaking, and 
members of the Imch&i family bathe by ladling over themselves 
water which is stored in large stone jars inside the house.

when he goes to work Khun Siri wears th© khakhi tunic 
and trousers of a civil serv nt, and always wears western- 
stv le si irt and trousers when he leaves the house, though when 
he is relaxing at home, in common with more sophisticated Thai 
men, he wears a type of loin-cloth or phakhoina. or a pair of 
baggy Chinese trousers. The women of the household are on the 
whole much leas westernised in their manner of dress; Khun Siri'e 
wife,Khun Pa,usually wears the earong-style phasln of cotton 
or silk both at home and when visiting, although she may for 
very special occasions we*r a western-style 'suit' consisting
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of a blouse and matching skirt* The younger girls however9 
never appear in western dresses or skirts, although 
elasticated skl-style trousers are considered an acceptable 
alternative to the phaoin for casual wear*

The womenfolk supplement the family income by selling 
home-made sweetmeats in the market, and by the sale of surplus 
vegetables grown in the land around the house, although this 
garden produce is mainly for home consumption* The three 
elder sons, who are all junior civil servants, also make 
occasional contributions to the household budget* Aside from 
th© cost of renting tho housr>-plot, clothing, food, end water 
and electricity charges form the major items of expenditure* 
The best part of the little money w-icb remains after these 
bills have been paid,is spent on entertainment of various 
kinds; this includes the purchase of lottery tickets, of 
cigarettes,and betel-nut for Khun-oiri's wife; occasional 
visits to the cinema for the younger members of the family, 
and trips to local beauty spots for everyone* And finally 
a proportion of thi ; small cosh-surplus is spent on merit- 
making activities, as is described below*

During the year of my fieldwork in ^yutthaya (1966-1967 
ilhun Siri Imchei made the following religious expenditures*

although th© headmaster was Khun Siri*a social superior they 
had becooe quite friendly; Khun Siri*6 position in the 
Education v,ection had first brought tho two men into contact*

Date Occasion
Oontr

November 29th 
1966 atuchai 10
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Dec*28th The Nek hep examinations at ,A
1966 w'a t MonfcfconT Iyui~tHroT

Chao s-hana mphoe (ecclesiastical Amphoe Head) who 
was in charge of the proceedings had asked all his lay friends 
and acquaintances in townf as well as members of the phuak 
Wat fonthop to make contributions in cash or in kind towards 
the provision of refreshments for the examinees throughout 
the day* The hai Agphoe (District Head) and most of the 
officials from the Education Section were present for the 
sermon given on the first day by th© Chao Khara .iflphoe*Khun Siri, 
who was acting as unofficial organiser of the affair spent the 
whole of the first day and part of the second at Wat Kenthop* 
where he helped to serve the drinks9 to give out the examine** 
tion papers and to fix up tho microphone through which 
announcements were made to the assembly at large* His wife 
and her two nieces helped the other women-folk to prepuro 
soft drinks and food, some of w' ich they had themselves 
contributed*

Jen*1st Hew Yearns Day Celebration at 16*50
1967 Wet Honftkhon bophi¥

deveral hundred people gathered outside the vihara at 
6 a*m* on Hew leer's Day,to present rice to the 15C bhlickhum 
who had been invited to attend by the officials in the Division 
of Education* Moa of these monks came from nearby 
monasteries* Khun oiri and his wife brought a tureen of
rice (cost unknwn) as well as several tins of condensed milk 
some salted eg: st and sweetmeatc bought in the market before** 
hand* They stationed themselves at one of the tables which 
had been set up on ei her side of the road leading to the Wat
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and pieced a portion of tMs food into tho bowl of each 
bhikkhu who filed poet*

Fob.2nd l?het Nahachat at v.n Prosat 5
1967

The ceremony wee organised et the 
instigation of the sb* ot, a friend of 
vhun Siri*3, with a view to raising 
funds to complete the hot* Khun Siri 
wont to listen to the Thai version of 
the recitation which took place in the 
afternoon.

Feb.8th A r.° 2
1967 m v x * the China80 SU- 1*55r .

This am: 11 sum of money was used to pur
chase the oandles, incense sticks and 
gold leaf necessary to pay homage to the 
Buddha image. Khun Siri did not patron
ise the food-stalls or the side-shows, 
one of which featured a monk renowned for 
his powers of conferring good health and 
longevity.

F«b.9th viAlt to Varr,phutthabat(T.he Shrine of 152
1967 the _8wtjh<r» Footprint).

Khug Siri hired a taxi (140 baht) to t^ke 
himself, his wife and his two youngest 
children to visit the shrine, which was 
situated some thirty miles north of 
^yutthaya. They made a short detour to 
see Phra Hon (the Reclining Buddha), 
another famous place of pilgrimage out
side Baroburi* Khun Siri was lucky enough 
to meet a Chinese relative from Hua Ho market 
who had set up a noodle-stall at * hraphutthabat 
for tho duration of tho pilgrimage season. 
Consequently the family Imohai and myself w«re 
treated to a meal 'on the house1• It was 
however necessary to spend a small sum of money 
(6 baht) on the ritual items placed b fore the 
Buddhs image, and a further 6 buht for cool 
drinks during the afternoon.
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Feb#
24th

Mi rch 
l*>th

April
19th

iiwkliu i’.ucho CeraBoav at tha :,udanlat 5
Association Sulldtoft. A7Uln.h<»-H*.

This ceremony commemorates the four miracles 
which took place three months before the
death of the BudJha#  ̂ As ^akhe Euchu day 
is o Thai national holiday the cercrsony was 
organised by th© civic authorities and 
prosided over by the Provincial Governor#
Khun Siri contributed *> baht to the collection 
tsken earlier in tho Town Hull, and on th* day 
of tho ceromony acted as lay leader of the 
congregation (i*e. the makhana.yok)in requesting 
the Five Precepts from the bhlkkhus#

4 **, ̂ vVi^isa.JpL. 'aAiriiĵ JLli.JriSSS. eoo,‘-nh1 cc at Attppoe Uthai# Ayhttheye Provineo
20

The wedding vac a comparatively quiot affair 
as the bride was a divorcee# However, the 
female members of Khun oiri's household felt 
it naooseary to spend the two d^yo prior to 
th© ceremony at the bride*s house, in order 
to help with the prep* rations# They took 
with them several baskets cf fruit and 
vegetables , *s a contribution to tho ‘ wedding 
breakfast*» Khun Biri went by boat to the 
house or the rernin cf the ceremony, arriving 
Just before tho monks from nearby VIa t j M £  2 te a &  

began to recite thf.ir clients of bleu, ing over the 
young couple#

The Pluntinr. of tho Bi&a (Bound ry; Stones 5 
r<t Vt >JuVi < .ul,..'
6 Tima or Boundary ftones were buried at the 
climax of u ceremony held to consecrate th© area
within wlich the bet is built# Khun Siri spent 
this sum of money to purchase gold leaf which 
was affixed to the -Tims prior tc their burial#
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^pril29th

hay
7th

May
9th

flay
23rd

.'t c^r%g;.Ay hold at V4at Suwsn to celebrate 12
tbe promotion of tho Abbot to a hi her 
uonorlfio r^nk,
Khun Sirif who knew, and respected this bhjkk.hu 
ver/ much, purchased a tin of his favourite 
Qhinu tea to present to hi*.

The Qguinatlvn of a monk at Wot Preset 5
The ordinand (nak) hud be n ordained as e 
novice at Vi at Ire sat but had since moved to 
wet run, Bangkok to pursue his studies, Aa he 
was a local bo/ whose parents still lived in 
*yutidi*yef he returned to Wat. Fra sot to be 
ordained us a monk on reaching tho eligible 
age. As the nek came of a poor family, the 
abbot of v»at Presat was to sponsor the ordina
tion, although the guests were also invited to 
contribute. The names of donors end the amount 
OwCh gave was broadcast over a loud-speakdr by 
the weiy&wechakon after the ritual of upasombot 
was performed in the bot,

it Chapter of ?ive monks came to chant ?0
»t ..nun girl’s hoaac on b«half of hln 
mother-in-lew who was very 11v,
Threj monks came from Wet Nanr Plug and two 
from bat ulapun ,to recite certain portions 
of the scriptures to make merit for the ailing 
woman, who did indeed revive some days iter.
After taking their first meal at the house ,the 
monks were such presented with 10 baht and 
the traditional ritual objects of incense-sticks, 
candlesy and lotus-buds,

Visakha Bucha ceremony held at the Buddhist 5
Association building, Ayutthaya#
This ceremony takes place during the full mooa 
of the sixth month which is the time when the 
Bud ha was born, lat.r attained nlirhtenment,
and finally died. The ceremony was arranged by 
the officials of the Education Section. Khun Siri 
contributed to the collection taken in his office.
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July 1st. The ordination of Khun iri'u three 8,000
ac Wet >.t»UK i lua

This occasion is described in detail 
below and need net be considered here, 
save to say that tho sum of money 
roceiv d as contributions from relatives 
eui friends exeaoded 8,000 baht,

July 18th The .ordination of the adopted son of the 10
fetu-fieress of the rhaj City Bank.
Ayutoheya
The ceremony took place in Bangkok at
»»at Maphruo which was near to Khun Kachans's
weekend home, ahe and Khun Ciri were firm 
friends despite the fact that the Manageress 
woe some 20 years junior to him in age, and 
consid rably 3onior to him in social status. 
Their friendship was initially founded on 
the fact that Khun oiri had introduced 
Khun Wachana to many of the abbots in town, 
with th© result that moot of the wats had 
opened accounts with the Thai City Bank,

July 22nd i e rroviaion of Kama*; nian for tec monks $0
of ^anr IIma 

October imchai household provided food for the
community of eight monks on three days 
during Lent, On two of these day© th© rice 
was contributed by an ther member of the 
phuak wat. whilst Khun 8 i H (k family 
gave the curries and relishes,

ctober 22ndJPhe presentation of Kathin robes to 10
Wat Kuti Thong. Ohiongcal 
Khun Siri led the kathin party which 
consisted of many members of phuak Wat 
Bang 11up as well as other friends and 
relations of the Xmchai family, The abbot 
of the wat in Question was also a kinsmen 
of Khun diri's wife.
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Cver ad above the religious expenditure.!? listed $ber» 
Khun ^iri ©pent an unknown amount on elms-food for the monks#
? .s women of the household gave morning rice to the monks 
about 10 times e ch month on i»ver»re$ according to their 
inclination ai d tbs availability of cooked food at tho moment 
when the bhlkkhug passed the house.

If wo compare the merit—poking activities of Khun Siri 
with those of Khun Thep we cun ,*ee that the former not only 
spent more time on religious af.airs, bat also a larger amount

pc
of money.  ̂ Leaving *uid« the, exceptional outlay on the 
nr.aa uiauomuot Cordination ceremony) for which Khun Siri had 
been saving money for several years, it can be ©eon that even 
so the pc rer aan spent * larger proportion of his income 
than hie wealthier neighbour# The individual contributions 
made by Khun Thep, chough fewer in number w»ra somewhat larger 
in size than the amounts given by Khun Siri# It is 
interesting bo see however th-. t ecntributi-vne sad© tend to 
vary within traditional limits, which is o say that it is 
unusual for ^ay individual to give loaa th n 10 baht or more 
then IlC baht e& say ca* c cession. It f cl lews from this that 
a layman who is twenty &x&«» richer than his neighbour d..->es 
not necessarily give twenty times more money to merit-making 
activities*

Am the material pm-Hinted in this chapter shows quite 
cle.rly,t -ac-nc Mf S0B97 given at eny on© time also 
reflects tho relative statuses of donor and recipient# An 
individual tends to ma’ce very am. 11 contributions, or no 
contribution at «U>to mswn by his superiors,
although ho may fesl obliged to ett nd tho ceremony# Khun Siri
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for example, attended the cremation of th© Governor*© Bother 
but guve no monetary contribution, as he was of much lower
social status than th© Governor, and to have given him money 
would have been both ridiculous and over-familiar# On the 
other hand a householder of high rank should give generously 
to his subordinates and dependents although he need not attend 
the nga.u in person; appropriately enough, reciprocal exchange 
of equivalent amounts of money usually takes place between 
individuals who are of the seme social status#

The two laymen under discussion differ not only in the 
amount of money they spent but also in tho nature of these 
expenditures# Khun Sir! had a wider and more v ried circle of 
acquaintances an tho lii*t of hie religious experiences shove 
quite clearly* furthermore, unlike Khun Thep, hun Siri spent 
several tons of baht on religious activities which can be 
characterised as •optional* in that they are not associated 
with the fulfillment of specific social obligations# lie did, 
for example, attend several ceromonics and fairs sponsored 
by monasteries in town; and he contributed tc a Uafchin 
presentation, and also paid a visit to l iiraphutthabat. >11 of 
which activities he regarded no grcvt fun, as well as highly 
meritorious#

It hue been argued that the practice of Buddhism inhibits 
economic growth in that it inv Ives tho expenditure of large
amounts of money which might otherwise be invested more

prrproductively* But as far as the householders of Ayutthaya 
are concerned my observation® suggest that laymen who spend 
a ssaller proportion of their Income on religious activities
do not necessarily invest their cash surplus in some profit—
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asking business enterprise, ncr place it at the bank's 
disposal# Although Khun Thep hud invested some money in lend 
he spent a considerable proportion of his income on consuaer 
go ds# In ay opinion the practice of Buddhism does not in 
itself inhibit economic growth,as by end large it is true to 
•SjTyHll th© Thais have not yet acquired the habit of invest
ment but prefer to spend their money on jewellery or clctheat 
on supporting relatives and dependents; on Berib-asking
activities, or in the case of the richer and more sophisticated

27on acquiring luxury goods from Japan and the «est#

iii. Jhe rainsilon Creoonyi its organise tio-i ond ietpliostionj 
It has bean stated repeatedly throughout this thesis 

that the ordination ceremony' is regarded as providing o major 
opportunity for the accumulation of merit; therefore, in 
concluding the present chapter, X shall describe the 
ordination of the three sons of Khun Siri Imehei, Amnuai (25) 
Caaloem (23) and Kuson (21), which took place at Wat Kanp: 
lum on July 2nd, 1967* I am not in this instance concerned 

with the actual ritual procedure which has at any rate beon
podescr bed elsewhere# hut, I shall attempt to asuess some 

of the .ocial implications of merit-making by analyzing the 
relationships which obtained between the people who attended 
tue TUTMn upssombot, and the material presentations which took 
place#

It is interesting to see that the monks and laymen who 
were present at the ceremony, w ich ourked the entry of hie 
sons into tho tngha# represented the various chapters in
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Khun Siri's life-story, which was briefly outlined above*
In sociological terms the bhikkhus and householders who were 
invited cun be seen as forming an action—a©t centred upon 
..hun . iri us host or chao phap. and it seems to me that this 
kind of sociological grouping is very typical of Thai 
society where permanent groups are noticeably absent 
(feijeyew&rdene 196? P*6$) * ° point which will be elaborated 
in tho concluding chapter*

The relationships which existed between the people who 
participated in this ordination ceremony fall into three 
main tv pea, namely, the relationship between the sponsors 
and the ordinanda, between the host and the bhik u us ,&nd 
between the host end his lay guests* Furthermore, each of 
these relationships cun be soon for the purposes of analysis 
to h~ve threo main aspects, the transcendental, the social 
and tho material in that an individual makes merit by 
fulfilling his social obligations,which almost inevitably 
involves the transfer of material goods* The case-matorial 
presented in subsequent paragraphs is intended to illustrote 
these statements more clearly*

It may be recalled that the Thais believe that a youth9® 
ordination makes merit not only for himself, but also for 
his parents who have supported him throughout his life*
Khun 3iri Xmchai who had been planning for several years for 
one or more of his sons to be ord.ined, decided that the 
three eldest boy© should enter the wet during tho Lenten 
reason of 1967* He felt that it was best to hold the nftan 
whilst he and his wife, who were both in their mid-e.xtiee, 
were still able to finance and organise the affair* He sew
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the ceremony having & triple function in that it would 
in the first place result in an increment of merit to their 
spiritual account; secondly>it would serve to silence any 
(imaginary) allegations that he was stingy or negligent in 
Bin social duties, and in the third place he said quite 
frankly that it would help him to recoup some of the money 
m  ich he had spent over the years in contribution to merit- 
r. eking ceremonies sponsored by his arieudu and relatives* 

Xhun Siri decided that the ceremony should take piece 
^  Haitr i’lum, where he was both a tenant and a member of 
the kummakan wet, although he would have preferred his sung 
to be ord-ined at Wat pa-iapun whose abbot, bw&ides being a 
close personal friend,wag highly ruspocto as a scholar. But 
to ignore the local wuu would have bean social.y maladroit, 
es it would look like au act cf d iliberute insult to the 
bhikkhug resident there, and both parties would lose face*; 
the monks, because of the reflection on their competence, 
and the ley host because of his failure to observe the 
correct social form* Leverthelesj,Xhun Uiri originally 
intended that .̂onu&i should transfer to >.at Laiapun whon the 
Lenten >eeson began on July 22nd, but this scheme was 
vetoed by his wife who intended to present food bo her son 
throughout phnneu. ohe protested that at , al&pun was leas 
conveniently located for hep purpose than was ..at nang PiUE» 
a fact whici was beyond dispute#

Amnuai,wtx had spent five years with tho civil service? 
was allowed to spend the wh 1© of the Lenten season in the 
■lengha, is younger brotheiB on the ether hand wer: only 
able to stay In the vat far the fifteen days ann al holiday
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to which they were entitled, which meant that they did in fact 
return to lay life before the Lenten Season proper had begun. 
Sunday, July 2nd was chosen for the ceremony, not on the advice 
of an astrologer as is often the case, but because it seemed 
to be convenient for most of those people directly involved. 
None of the boys was able, even had he wanted, to spend any 
time in the monastery prior to the ordination, in order to 
prepare himself for leaving lay life. Khun Siri was however, 
determined that they should do him credit and accordingly spent 
many hours on instructing them as to the phrasing and intona
tion of the Pali formulae to be used during the ritual.

Amnuai, Chaloem and Kuson were each to be sponsored 
by a different person ,although Khun Siri who was to sponsor 
the second boy, was alone regarded as being the chao phap. 
largely because he organised the ngan ,as well as shouldering 
any extra expenditures for food and entertainment on the day 
of the ceremony. The eldest son was to be sponsored by an 
elderly unmarried female relation on Khun Pa’s side of the 
family. This person was allowed to finance the ordination 
of the oldest boy in deference to her seniority, not in terms 
of years, she was three years younger than Khun Siri, but in 
terms of social placement. Phi Nak had for most of her life 
held an honourable position as nanny with an aristocratic 
Bangkok family and had once spent six years in England when 
the head of the household was posted to the Thai Embassy in 
London. Much of her prestige dated back to this sojourn 
in foreign parts, to which she referred at the slightest 
opportunity. She felt that it was only right that she should
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5: 1

Equipment provided for each ordinand by his sponsor

Article

One set of 
robes
(3 garments)

Price 
(in baht)

150

1 Beggi^g-^owl 

1 Umbrella

1 Sleeping Mat 
1 Pillow 
Mosquito net

1 Pinto

Spitloon

30

13

38
25 
35

26

3.25

Razor

Spoon and fork 
Plate

55

7
5

Khan (ladling bowl) 5

Sandals 12

Explanation

In the early days of Buddhism 
bhirtkhtto made their own robes 
from cast-off rags and scraps 
of cloth. The ready-made robes 
of today are fashioned from 
108 patches as a reminder of 
this practice (Xalman 1964*
P*157; Robes which are of too 
brown or too yellow a dye are 
considered 1 impolite1•
This is made from iron and fitted 
with & brass lid.
made of waxed paper and wood.
Used to shelter the bhikkhu 
from both rain and sun.
Made from oocoanut-metting
With a pale yellow cover
To be suspended from the ceiling 
above the sleeping-mat
An enamel container with several 
tiers to receive different 
curries and relishes offered by 
the householder in the morning.
A round enamel bowl, also used 
for cigaretie-eah, tea-leaves, 
the stones and peel of fruit 
eaten, discarded betel-leaves, 
etc.
Of German make. Used to shave 
the face each day, and the head 
and eyebrows once every month
Made from aluminium
Enamel dinner plate
Made of aluminium with an em
bossed design. Used in bathing 
to ladle water over oneself from 
a large stone storage jar.
Made from rubber with a thong 
between the first and second 
toes. Easily removed when 
entering a home, or a religious 
building.
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Fen 12

Monk* a bag 15

Water filter 2

fin cunnister 2
for water.

Towel 10

Quilt 28

Flannel fee- 28
cloth.

Kettle 12

Cup & Saucer 5

Bathing robe 10

Robes for wear 
during the 
ordination 
ceremony -

upper robei 18 
lower robe s 15

Made fro® hurdboard and covered 
with a cheap silky muteriel* The 
number of the Buddhist Ere (2510) 
and its Chinese emblem (the Goat) 
were embroidered upon it* Used 
when a bhikkhu pronounces the 
Three ReTvufttTTormule • and when he 
5 v e i C T v ( >  Precepts 
(Rajadhon 1961 p*87)
Made fro® brightly coloured silk 
and similarly embroidered (see 
above)* Used for shopping and 
to carry money, books, cigarettes 
etc* when the monk leaves the wat«
A toy model made from tin, to 
remind the bhlkkhu of the 
prohibi tion against taking life*
1 saw a ful1-scale water filter 
in regular use at only one 
monastery, namely Wat Beaasanaran* 
the only Tham&ayut'ifea foundation 
in Ayutthaya*
Also a boy model of a utensil 
used by bhikkbus to clean them
selves, TBeTore the invention of 
lavatory paper"*
Of a plain orange colour
Also as close os pos ible to 
saffron in hue, and unpatterned*
Orange in colour

For making teu* Made from 
aluminium*
Chinese—style i*e* a small handle- 
less cup with a matching saucer*
A plain skirt-like garment*
Similar to the lower,garment 
(sabong) of the monk & robe*
White in colour* *om by the 
ordinand during the ritual 
before he dons the yellow robe*

Total 420 baht*
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do her humbler relations a favour by helping to sponsor the 
ordination of one of their sons, which was also a highly 
meritorious action in itself*

Xwenty-t^re© year old Chaloem, who woo also employed 
In the Post Office in Bangkok, was his tether*s particular 
responsibility whilst X volunteered to sponsor Kuoon who was 
two years younger than a self, with a view to repaying 
Khun Siri in some measure, for the asslftanee he had iven* J  

The aain duty of the sponsor, besides giving his 
signature to th© nak*s application fora,is to provide the 
ordinand with the equipment he needs f r life in the wat*
In theory the Buddhist bhikkhu requires only a set of robes, 
an slms-bovl, a razor, one needle and some thread, a filter 
for straining living organisms from the water he uses, and a 
girdle to secure his lowtr robe; these articles are known as 
^ hQ ♦•''lfthti ^eouisites of e monk* Nevertheless tho 28 items 
listed in Table 5-1 were considered by Khun biri lochai to be
the minimal requirements, and were provided for each boy by

29his sponsor* In Hus Ho market pics, as in any Thai town, 
there are chops which specialize in the provision of robes, 
bowls, fans and other monkish paraphernalia* The crockery, 
cutlery ,und other utensils presented to the candid.tea for 
ordination were of ordinary che-p brands which are in common 
use* Their umbrellas were however, of the old-fashioned Thai 
type, made from waxed paper and with wooden ribs* Most 
bhikkhuo prefer west^rn-style umbrellas mode fro® nylon and 
aluminium as they are both lighter and more durable, though 
souewhut more expensive, being imported from Japan* But
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Khun Sir! prided himself on his strictness in these matters, 
ond considered that an umbrella of the traditional Thai 
type was not only cheaper, but also more appropriate to a 
monk* according to the same principles the towels, flannels 
and cuilts presented were of a plain orange or yellow colour, 
without the garish multi-coloured designs favoured by most 
logmen*

Several weeks prior to the njgan upasombot Khun Sir! 
began to contact bhlkkhua whom he knew and respected,with a 
view to inviting them to perform the necessary ritual* 
however, as the Lenten Season was fast approaching,o-ny 
monks whose services he re uested were already engaged to 
perform ordination ceremonies elsewhere on that day* The 
abbots of both Wat Buw^ndararam end of Wat Phanen Choeng 
were not free to attend for this reason* The names of the 
bhikkhus who eventually came to officiate at the ceremony 
are set down in tho accompanying table (Table 5*2) together 
with some details os to the nature of their relationship with 
*u@ cheo phap*

It can be ae^n from a brief examination of this t ble 
that several of these bhjkkhus were invited to attend because 
they in d pacific links with Khun Siri* One of them, the 
abbot of »at Yanasen* is a relative who has become a monk, 
whilst others or * bhlkkhua with whom Khun Sir! became 
friendly, either during his own period of service in the 
>:angha or since his return to lay life* 3ome of the monks 
on thit; guest list were invited on the basis of a more 
genera lised sense of obligation the host felt towards then; 
the bhikkhua of wat ^en Plum for in stance were in essence 
included because Khun Biri did not wish to slight them by 
holding the ceremony elsewhere*
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TiiiL£ 5 : 2

Ti,e caste for thu poriux-Ewnce or the ordination ceremony 
which took place at Wat Kang PIueu Ayuttbaya* oe .July 2nd 11,2§2

1* The upscha
The bhikkhu who acted as apache was the abbot of Wei +u?un* 

Bangkok, and second in seniority to the Supreme Patriarch, 
in the n fcional ecclesiastical hierarchy* lie was a native 
of Psknaroprcn, Khun Siri's natal village in the south, and 
had b^en ordained at Wat Paknsmpran some twenty years earlier 
than Khun Siri himself* Although the two men had never met, 
the fact thrt they had been born in the same village and had 
been resident in the same wet was felt by Khun Siri to have 
created seme kind of 8 bond between himself anu the bhikkhu* 
Consequently, in the middle of June he travelled to Bangkok 
to invite (nlmon) the abbot to act as upacha on the appointed 
day* He had previously put forward an informal request to 

bhikkhu when the letter attended the ordination of u 
pupil at hat Prasat on May 7th*

2* The khu suat (2 monks)
e* The Ohco Khana Arphoe (Ecclesiastical District Head) 

who was the abbot of Wat Boromrcawong iiyutfchaya, acted as 
khu auat (tutor, witness) during the ceremony* He had met 
Khun Siri, whilst the letter was still a monk, when they had 
both been invited to take part in e ceremony held in 
Ayutthaya which had been sponsored by a common friend* The 
two men had in fact been ordained in the same ye*>r, the one 
in Paknsmpran and the other in iiyutfchaye, and each considered
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that this might indicate that they had been close friends in 
some previous existence* She Chao Khans ..ffiphoe teased his ley 
friend by saying that the yellow robe had become too hot for 
him (pha ron) end he had had to return to ley life, at the 
same tine prsfein^ Khun Bird's industry end his experience in 
religious affairs* when this bhikkhu had been the abbot of 
wet ftonthop, beforo receiving p omotion to the position of 
Chao Khone aphoe* Khun Siri had in his spare time collected 
rent frou tho tenants of land which belonged to that monastery*

b. The abbot of Wat Balapun who was in addition the Deputy 
uccledaatical Provincial Head (Horn: Chao Khune Ciangwat) also 
performed the role of khu suat at the ordination of the Imohsi 
sons* This monk had become very friendly with Khun Siri when 
he had been thu wbbot of Wes ho nr. H u m * when he was appointed 
a* Chao Khana Chunrwet he transferred to Wat o.alapun to
which t is office was attached* Khun Siri remarked that the
abbot hud on several occasions lent him money to help hia 
out of financial difficulties, usually arising from the oosta 
of educating his numerous offspring*

3. Thv. phra endup

Khun Siri invited twenty two aonka as phra andup who act
os a kind of chorus during the ceremony*
Phre andap 1 - 5  come from Wat nanr Plum* Khun Siri

invited the abbot whom he knew personally and 
requested that he should bring four other member• 
of the community*

M " 6 - 7  came from wet *>run* Bangkok* The abbot
was asked to bring two bhikhua with him, which 
is to say that their invitation was of the 
kho axmsr variety*
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Phra andap 8 - 9  cuae from at Moat, o p* On® of t&ese
monks w.s the acting abbot of that monastery 
(i.e. the phurafesakanthaen ohao swat)i both 
were pupils of the Ghuo Khant- mphoe* and also 
friends of Khun Siri* Accordingly thoy 
received specific invitations (niaon cho chong) 
from the host*

* 11 10 - 12 came from »at oalapun. rl‘hs abbot who
was acting as khu suat was invited to delegate 
two other bhlkkhus to attend.

" M 13 oame from Wat Yanasen, this monk was
related to Khun Siri's wife, Khun Pa, and was 
invited on this basis*

* M 14 lived at fret Chonlaprathan. Bangkok but
toured round th^ provinces teaching morals 
lalula thaw) to pupils in State schools* He had 
first become acquainted with Khun Giri when tbs 
latter began to work in tho division of 
Education in the i’own Hall, Ayutthuya* The monk 
sometimes stayed with the Xmchai family when he 
was teaching in the area.

" * 15 - 17 were the ^bbot of teat Preset* a friend
of Khun Siri*s and two 3u**ior •embers of the 
community invited (kho gong) by the host*

M * 1 8 - 1 9  came from wet ?uk. Khun Siri asked the
abbot whom he knew slightlyto officiate at the 
ngan and to bring one other monk.
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Phr& andgp

M It

2 0 - 2 1  were the abbot of Wet Wonrkhong and a 
more junior member of hie community. This 
boot was Invited largely bocause he hc*d given 
me a great deal of help with my research* He 
was pe;hapo motivated in part by the fact that 
I knew the family whose ancestor had restored 
wet vongkhong in the 185C*s* He stated quite 
openly that he hoped this charitable gesture 
would be repeated.

28 was a monk from Wat Gagwlhan whom Khun Girl 
had invited (kho song) to make up the numbers*

Note; For detailed explanation of terms kho scngr and niaon 
chochong see above Chapter Two.
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As t is material shows, some of the mon^e, unknown or 
only slightly known to Khun Girl were invited to a~ke up the 
number.^* In several cases they accompanied © fellow member 
of the monastic community w o had a specific persona. tie with 

choo phap. whilst in other inetcnces monks were invited 
because they were resident in a wat which was situated in the 
vicinity of the Imchai home.

The upacha. t e most illustrious merrber of this chapter 
of monks,fits into none of these c t gories as his presence 
wus requested primarily for reasons of prestige, ©van though 
Khun Siri might explain the monk* & being invited with 
reference t the bond which he felt to exist between them 
because of their common birthplace. Ik ia unlikely, however* 
that the abbot of l*et Arun would have even heard of the 
ordination of Khun Siri's sons hod he not been invited, let 
alone have felt slighted on this score. On the other hand 
the monks of ..yutkhaya who were clone friends of the chao 
phsp would almost certainly have felt cffenda \ hod they not 
be3n invited to officiet© at the ngon.

At the close of the cerem ny offerings of money and 
material goods were given to the bfcikkhng who had taken 
part, the costs of these presentations being shared equally 
between the three sponsors. It can be seen that each sponsor 
spent approximately ?<&’ baht, taking into account the money 
spent ou equipping the new bhikihus. (Gee Tables and 5*3) 

The materiel given in Table 5*4 »’ ovs th< t,iu all 266 
laymen, and women contributed a total of 12,040 baht at the 
time of the ordination ceremony, a sum which more then 
covered its costs. Severe! weeks before the ceremony was due
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to take place Khun I iri had sent out over forty invitation 
cards to his relatives and friends* ~aoh of the twenty-three 
people on the list of contributors, to whose mcsn them bun 
Khun Siri had at some time contributed, received an invitation 
to attend. The remaining 2 b cards war., oeub .o other kinsaen 
end acquaintances with whom he also had close personal ties. 
Khun Siri felt that they should receive some notification of 
the ccreaony as they would wish to pay thiir respects to him, 
a process which in t is instance involves contributing en 
appropriate sum of money. All except two of the people Invited 
did indeed raspond in a positive aonner. The majority of 
these individuals came in persoi to the wat , whilst those who 
were for some reason unable to attend sent their contributions 
through a t ird party or by post. T o  two laymen invited who 
made no contribution, both relativ s of Khun Pa, lived at 
some distance away, and consequently t & links between 
themselves and the Imchai household had become rather 
attenuated.^

The list of subscribers shows quite clearly that the 
majority of laymen w o made contributions had not in fact 
been invited. F.r several of them fc ordination ceremony 
provided an opportunity to repay Khun Girl for the assistance 
he had given them in their business activities; many of the 
Chinese shopkeepers in Has Bo, for example, contributed to thi 
costs of the nKsn uppsombct as a way of showing their 
gratitude for the help the host had given them in t eir 
dealings with tbv Thai bureaucracy.

Unbidden, though not entirely unexpected contributions 
came from some of Khun Siri’s social superiors whom he had not
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contributed 500 baht ,w<. s of this number.

Finally, groups of the ordinands’ friends and workmates 
who had similarly received no invitation, clubbed together to 
make a contribution to the cost of the ceremony marking the 
boys* entry into the angha.

It can be seen from this description of the personnel - 
both monk and ley - who were involved in the ordination 
ceremony sponsored by Khun Siri Imchai that ngan thaw bun or 
merit-making ceremonies provide people with an opportunity to 
reaffirm and strengthen the social ties which exist between 
them, an individual makes merit by fulfilling his social 
obligations which is to say that the actions which an anthropo
logist seas ua tending to maintain social solidarity are 
regarded as meritorious.

Iu inviting bhlkkhug to perform the ritual of upasombot 
Khun Girl made merit by enacting- an essential aspect of the 
householder's role as supporter of the Gen^he: in inviting some 
bhlkkhus who were at the same time relatives or personal 
friends he fulfilled his two-fold obligation to them. The i«y 
guests on the other hand) expressed their continuinn attachment 
to Khun Girl by contributing to the merit-making ceremony of 
which he was the host. The sponsors and their respective nak 
also fulfilled their mutual obligations to one another; the 
former by financing tho ordination, the latter by becoming 
ordained and thus acquiring merit both f r themselves and for 
the sponsor. Finally, all those who participated in this 
ceremony in any way were at the same time expressing their 
committment to the cardinal values of the Thai social order 
which are rooted in the practice of Th^ravoda Buddhism.
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CrrerlBKS presented to the 
bhlkkhus at ¥ho close of the 

' ceremony*

The honk The Of Taring; The Cost^

The upvChL
receivers A lotus bud* 2 candles end 

three incense sticks; 
cigarettes, chins tea* and 
other groceries; a vacuum 
flask; a chit for 100 baht 
to be presented to the 
w&iyawachakon 150

The khu aust 
eacn received: ritual items and groceries

identical with the above;
a chit fcr the sue of 50
baht to be presented to
the waiyawachskon. (for ea&fi^offaring)

The phre and 
eac

ptirc uiiaap
;n receive!:ritual items and groceries 

identical to those given to 
the upacha and khu suat;

mH a H M M M M M **** < M M M  M M M M M  V

e chit for 10 baht to be
presented to tho waiyawac iakon 25

(for each offering

Total cost of presentations 
was 900 baht; the expenses 
were divided equally between 
the three sponsors*
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5; ». DetbiIs of the contributions noda by lay nuaaf 
the. ordlnatipn of C h u g ' o three o-La * 1  

Wot IlanK Tima* yuttheya oa July 2nd, 1967*

This list is the translation of tho one which was node 
out for me by Khun Siri Imchai himself, 1 have not however 
written out the names in full for reasons of ^pace, although I 
have indicated whioh of the subscribers were fesalet and which 
of them come from the Chinese com unity of Hue Ro, It will be 
noted that Khun Siri made two errors in his use of arable 
numerals; numbers 39 66 are omitted, so that there are in
fact only 72 contributors listed here, Khun Siri was 
accustomed to using Thai, numerals, and chose this unfamiliar 
arable system in making out the list, largely in deference to 
me,

I have al3© emulated Khun Siri Imchai in giving fewer 
details about the people who gavo less money* he said that he 
would keep a fuller record of these donations for his own use, 
but when X left the field had not yet done so. He said that 
most of these Individuals were local people, relatives, 
friends and colleagues with whom ho was in regular interaction. 
He had sent invitations to only eight out of this number, as 
he felt that it was by and large unnecessary to waste money 
in this way upon people with whom he was so intimately involved 
In audition, some of these smaller contributions came from 
friends end workmates of the thre boys who were being; ordained 
Furthermore, several friends in the ■ enghe who had been unable 
to attend the nnan owing to prior engagements gave small 
donations; the Abbot of teat .;uwan for example gave 20 baht; the 
Deputy Abbot of Fhanan ChoettK contributed JO baht towards 
the costs of this ceremony,

•Indicates those laymen who received invitations,
Khun Siri's choice in this matter seemed to me to be 
rather arbitrary and haphazard.
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Details of the contributions mode by lay quests at the 
ordination of Khun ^iri Iach&l's three sons wet. Hens Plum,
Ayutthaya, on July 2nd, 1967. 

Contri- gise of Place
|pS£ fog'ta*-(by bution .esidence
number) (in

baht)

Occups- Kelatio 
iion atip t
—  f s i r n

Keletlcm-
£ L

*0.1
(female) 1,500

JOG

3* v (female) 500

A*

8*

200

England Research Friend- 
Student ship

& respect
Samutprekan Civil Wife's 
(Central Servant relative 
Thailand) (Ex*

Governor
of
Ayutthaya

Ayutthaya

Chiengmai

J00 Ayutthaya

680 Bangkok

300 Ayutthaya

Bank Mutual
Manager Respect
Civil Wife's
Servant Relative 
(Governor 
of

Chiengmai)
Account- Nephew 
ant at 

tobacco
factory
Friends 
of two 
elder 
sons
Business
man

Jek wat 
at

Wat Meor, 
Plum

200 Paknampran Business- Relative 
(^.Region) man

Nature of
3 a ' * * & *friven by 

HmnSIFi 
coutrlViifeS

to

At merit-making 
ceremonies

In business

At ordinatioi 
ceremony

At aariage 
ceremony

Helped to 
rear as a 
child

Taught him 
as a child

9*
(female)

10'

20C Paknumpren Businesii- Sistor-
man in

law
200 Bangkok Author & Became 

Journalist friends 
as monks

Helped at 
ordination

Canvassed 
him during 
election 
House of 
Represent! ve s (1957)2
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Contri
butor

Size of 
contri

Piece of 
Residence

Occupa
tion

Halation— 
stole t?9

li&turq of 
previous

(bynumber;
bution 
(in baht)

£Ewo kLri Mslskss*
S ito contrir 
tout̂ r.

11*
(Chinese
women)

200 Hur So,
i.yut uhaye

Property Relative 
owner

Helped at 
marriage

12
(Chinese)

100 But* Ro Hotel
keeper

Mutual
Respect

Helped in 
business

13* IOC ^yutthaye Kesteur-
anteur

Mutual
Respect

Helped in 
business

lh* 100 Ayutthaya Civil
Servant
(Educot-
tion

Section)

Mutual
Respect

Helped at 
work

(Chinese)
100 Hua Ro Bread &

cake
shop

Mutual
Respect

Helped in 
shop

16*
Chinese)

100 Hue Ro Shop
keeper

Mutual
Respect

Helped in 
business

17(Chinese)
100 Iiua Ro Radio

shop
Mutual
Respect

Helped in 
business

18
(Chinese)

100 Hue Ro Business*
man

- Mutual 
Respect

Helped in 
business

19*(female)
100 Bangkok House

keeper
She 

reared 
one of 
ordinands 
as & child

mm

20
(female)

100 Hua Ro Shop
keeper

Relative mm

21 100 Bangkok Shop
keeper

Relative •

22
(femalesponsor)
23(female)

720

100

Bangkok

Ayutthaya

House— 
ke per
shop
keeper

Relation

Relative & 
liv in 
same house

•

2h 100 Ayutthaya School
teacher

Taught 2 
of sons

•
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Contri- 3i»e of
$9B£vby pation
number) (IiiVt ht)

Place of Cccuoo-qgmmmmmmmBpmm *mm *< —y »" n— «IN— »Residence txon -Si

25

26*

27*
(female 
Chinese)

28'

29

3b

31(Chinese
women)
32

33*

34.
(Chinese)

35*(Chinese)

36*
(Chinese)

37
(female)

100

100

50

150

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

80

50

y«*;thaye School- Taught
teacher youngest 

son
Ayutthaya chop- Mutual 

keeper respect

Bangkok Shop- Relative 
ke per

Ayut-haya

Nonburi
(Central
Region)
Ayutthaya

Hua Ho,
Ayutthaya
Bangkok

Ayutthaya

Hua Ro,
. yutthaye

Hua Ro,
Ayut thuya

Hua Ho 

Bangkok

Civil Workmates 
Servant
(Educa
tion
section)
Civil Wife1a
Servant relative 
(retired)
Secondary Taught 
school sons
teacher

Shop
keeper

Relative

Owns
shop & 
hotel

Respect

Printer Relative

Dentist Relative

Civil
Servant

Niece

Heture [  
aaaii at;
jJilaJ

|butor ■

Helped
with

Helped
at
cremation
ceremony
Helped
with
work

Helped in business
Civil Priond of 
Servant son 
(G«P»0#)
Civil Respect 
Servant

Helped in 
merit-
making
Helped in 
busines

Helped
with
ceremonies
Helped
inbusines
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Contri- £i»e of
contri
bution

Place of
Residence

Occupa-
H o n

Relation
ship To
x¥un Siri

Nature of
ggeyioM
as3$.«KtiM<number)

58*

Tin ¥oht) 

50 <yutthaye Civil
servant

Workmate

given by
f A S A i i s abutor•

40* 50 ayutthaya Civil Workmate 
servant
(Lduc*
Section)

Helped in 
merit-
making

41* 50 Banpong
(Central
Region)

Shop
keeper

Went to
school
together

-

42 60 Bangkok Shop
keeper

Mutual
respect -

45 40 ayutthaya Shop
keeper

Mutual
respect

Helped In 
business*

44 4C yuttheya Shop
keeper

Mutual
respect •

45 40 Ayutthaya Shop
keeper

Mutual
respect -

46* 40 Bangkok Civil
servant

Born in 
Faknan- 
pra©

Helpedwithordina
tion

47* 40 Bangkok Civil
servant

Mutual
respect

Helped at ngen thus
bug

48 40 Bangkok Civil
servant

Helped 
Khun 
Siri* s 
sons

-

49 40 Ayutthaya Shop
keeper

Relative Helped in 
business

50* 40 Bangkok Civil
servant

Wife's
relative

<e»

51(Chinooe)
40 Ayutthaya Shop

keeper
Friend of 

son
e»

52* 40 yutthaya Shop
keeper

Fellow member _ 
of kamsakan We. Bang Plum
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Contri
butor
ffejr
number)

Siae of
coniri- 
butIon 
finSsht)

Place of 
Seel'd ence tfoa^

Halation-
i p T T f
Khun Siri

Mature of 
previous
rssistanee 
given by
& S E  S S a
to contrl- 
l>uio2j

53* 4C Huh Ho,
Ayuttheya

Photograph- Mutual 
er’a shop respect

Helped at 
marriage

34*
(fem&le)

40 Bangkok Shop
keeper

She w~»s Helped at 
upethak? several 
when ngran then bun 
Khun Siri
was a 
monk

55* 40 yuttheya Shop
keeper

Friend Helped in 
business

56 4C Ayutthaya Civil
servant

Mutual
respect -

57 40 Ayutthaya Hotel-
owner

Relative Helped in 
business

56* 40 Ayutthaya Shop
keeper

Mutual
respect

Helped with 
merit- 
staking*

59* 60 Ayutthaya Shop
keeper

Relation -

60* 40 
(Chinese)

/'•yuttheya Shop
keeper

Mutual
respect

Helped with merit-making
61* 4C ^yuttheya Shop

keeper
Mutual
respect

Helped vith 
merit-making

62* 40 Ayutthaya Shop
keeper

Relative Helped with 
merit-making

63 40 , yuttheya Shop
keeper

Relative Helped with m rit-making
64* 40
(Chinese)

Ayutthaya Shop
keeper

neighbour Helped inmerit-making
63* 40 ayutthaya Shop

keeper
Mutual
respect

Helped in 
merit-making

67*(female)
40 Ayutthaya Shop

keeper
Wife*s Helped in 
relation merit-making

68 40 Ayutthaya Cinema
manager

i ent to 
school -
together
in
Bangkok
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■ • .crl- 
Tutor
TS5number)

.. ! s* cf 
o:<^tSF 
Fution 
XTnYaht)

I'ly-ce of 
residence

Co c lipy**
tiVu

ft el a *iob- 
fif̂tiD tO 
Khun siri

nature of 
prevxou®
afckSssStgiven oy
Kfeun oiri 
to eentrl- 
~TuYor

69 4C ayutthaya
keeper

Mutual
respect

-

70 4C Ayntthaye tihop*
keeper

Mutual
reypeot

-

71 40 Ayutthaya Civil
servant

Taught in
same
school

-

72 4C Ayutthaya Shop—
keeper

Friends Helped in 
business

73 40 Ayutthaya Hotol
owner

Friends Helped in 
business

7 4 * 40 Ayutthaya Civil
servant

Workmate Helped with merit-making
75* 40 Ayutthaya Chemist Mutual 

rospect
Helped in 
business sis 
withceremonies

77 40 ..yutthaye Shop
keeper

Mutual 
r aspect

Helped in bualneso
78 4C ayutthaya Shop

keeper
Mutual
respect

Helped in 
business*

In addition, 19̂  people gave contributions of Jt bsbt or less:-
22 people gave 50 baht each; Khun Siri had helped 9 of these

people with merit-making
155 people gave 20 baht each; Khun Siri had helped 60 of these

people with merit—making
55 pooja* gevo 10 baht each; Khun Siri had helped 7 of thsse

people with merit—making
The total amount of money received was 12,040 baht
The total amount of money expended was 11t515 baht
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Khun Oirt elaimed to have apent approximately 6 ,OOt baht from 
his own pocket on the ordination ritual, and the associated
ceremonies of thao Khwan (calling the khwan) and Messing the
ord inlands which were held on the day prior to the n r,a n upoooabot* 
Several days after the ordination ceremony the new monke took 
part in the ceremony of Chalons: .hia Kal (Celebrating the new 
Bhikkhu) which was also sponsored by Khun Siri*

The t^lor items of expenditure asuoci^ad with the 
ordination are listed bel w.

Total cosi, of equipping the ordinands -
Total cost of offerings msdc to the officiant

me like —
Travelling expenses of upacha and two other

monks from Wat nrun, Bangkok (by taxi) -
Food costa during this period (i«e« this

includes money spent on food for days prior 
to ceremony and afterwards as many friends 
and relatives lodged with Khun Siri (this 
sum also covers the costs of entertaining 
guests on the dty of the ordination) -

Cost of soft & alcoholic drinks -
Cost of living orchestra for thao Khwai 

ritual (Khun Siri spent a further 60(. 
boht at least on hiring the ritual expert, 
paying for decorations* film show, otc* He
did not account for thio aim here)* -

Miscellaneous expenditures (flowers, candles, - 
etc*)

Offerings to 9 taonke who performed bles in*.
chant on evening prior to ordination -

Costs of food for 3 monks during their sojourn 
in wat and money ^pent on kaenr wian during 
Hent  1967# -

2,500 baht 

900 baht 

200 baht

4,100 baht 
1,250 baht

500 baht 
285 baht

180 baht

l^BCO baht
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FOOTNOTES TO T.JJLE 5 x 4

1* Khun Siri contributed 10 baht to the ordination of this 
woman*s adopted son which took place at Wat Kaphrao 
Bangkok on July 18th.

2. The last election to this ideally elective body took 
place in 1957* The House of Representatives is a 
legislative assembly.

3* See above p.261
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a to G a k w m  five

See ftelis (I960 p#5^-53)
Froffl the Pali map- a moaning *a path* and nayok meaning 
•a loader1# - maraa nayok
Wells (I960 p.53-5*)
In Thailand most butchers are of Chinese or Indian stock, 
but, as the commercial and business sector is largely 
monopolised by individuals from these minority groups 
it is not possible to attribute tho absence of Thai 
butchers to the influence of the Bud hist injunction 
against taking life#
This nay serve to explain why this action was evaluated 
in different ways by the villagers inte viewed by 
Kaufman (Kaufman I960 p#l&2) and Tambiah (Tembieh 1966 
p.6 9) respectively# Hy own experience would suggest that 
to rank merit-making activities in this way is to eon# 
extent to falsify the issue in that in each case ay 
informants stated that the quality of the action was 
affected by the intentions of the actor as well as by 
its own pragmatic value for the comrunity#
In the case of cremation ceremonies held in the wet the 
monks themselves may arrange and decorate the auTa~ 
(pavilion) where the ritual is to take place# it is 
usual for them to m^ke some charge for this service, 
varying from a few to several hundred baht according to 
the degree of display - in tero^ of flowers, lights etc* 
- required by the host#
Like - traditions] Thai drama, musical folk drama

See Chapter 4 p*186 for details#
There exists incidentally a rather vague and unformuletcd 
belief that all people who live under the same roof 
share in the merit made by one of their number#
See above Chapter 4 p#175.
Several of the most generoun donations received by the 
monastic com. unity during my stay in Ayutthaya were made 
by elderly spinster© of independent means# fiany of these 
women had few close relations, and thus ©pent little 
money on fulfilling familial obligations#
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12* Sec belcv; p*255» the esse history of Khun Thep Denkhem*
■̂5* Wan Thru falls on the oth and 15th beys of the waxing

cT waxiXrI[: moon.

14. The se observance i ere obviously core optional than 
life-criflie ceremonies, which roust be observed in 
however perfunctory a manner*

15. Bee Welle (I960 p.273)
16# H-. became Ahra dacha xhana Chan Out

Geo ^ppendTxfToTTVT
17. I bwVe given tho biographies of both Khun Thep and

Khun Siri in sore detail not only because it is 
necessary tc h#ve er«. understanding of* their respective 
backgrounds i:i order to appreciate their religious 
behaviour, but rise because soroo of t is biographic 
material is illustrative of points made in my concludini 
chapter concerning the nature o f Thai social structure*

18. :Ie ha d used this sum of money to buy text-books,
writing materials and supplementary fool* His upathak* 
on elderly spinster who lived near Wet Guan Phlu. hoct 
boon attracted by the bhikkhu* s d•;»votTon to scholarship 
and ro nested permission"to oecomo his sponsor# See 
above p* 2 1 1.

19. At the end of thu 19th century a national education
systoro was adopted* New schools were built and the
monastery schools previously run by the bhikkhu3 have
gradually boon token over by the civil authorl'bie0*

20. On entering tho civil service he also changed his name
from the Chinese naoo ’Chtinj* tc his present appellation 
•Girl* which is reeognisably Thai* liio Chinese friend! 
and relatives in Hua Ro and outside Ayutthaya, continued, 
however, to call him ’Chum’*

21. As far ao 1 could make cut officials from the Kducatio!
Hootion collected rents from monastery lands* and
placed the money with the bonk on behalf of individual 
wots* In feet this situation still prevails as many
ml.or officials free this branch of the civil service 

are members of teaaBiokun wat (sue below).
22* T ho Thais do not make a habit of entertaining outsiders

in their homes, although visitors may call in for brief
periods to chat and drink te<**

23* Gee Wells (I960 p*7B~8\l)
24* Gee ..ell3 (I960 p.71-72)
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25# In the year 1966-1967 Khun Siri spent 8,387 baht on
religious affairs; 8 , 0 0 baht went towards the coat of 
ordaining three sons* Over the same period Khun Thep 
spent 45'v baht on religious activities*

26# Gee hex Weber*a ’The sociology or’ Religion1 (tr^ns.by
Kphruim PiacLoff) Beacon .resa 1963* Also Pfsnner 
and Ingerscll (1962 p*3*1-61)

27* In his book conomlc i>eveIoptaent iu Thailand since 1650
Ingram writes:
•No methods hove be<m devised for mobilising small 
savings in Thailand* Pe pie prefer to keep their 
savings in the form of geld or cash, and they have not 
made much use of banks, postal savings or cooperatives 
for this purpose* Nor are they willing to invest in 
the stock of a corporation which they do not understand 
or trust**

28* See Wells (I960 p*135-156) also Vajiranan«*varorass (1963)
29* See accompanying Table 5*1*
30* In fact as Vajirunanavarorasa writes (1963 p#4) •*.*

* five bhikkhus were en ugh t<- form the quorum and carry 
out the processes of ordination* This has beon practis 
up to the present time*1
Nevertheless most laymen like to invite as many monks 
to officiate at this ceremony, as they can afford*
Wells writes:
*Por v.ny ceremony involving only the Gangha the 
fcvourite numbjr is 25 - allowing for five monks for 
each one hundred present at tho First Council after the 
Buddha*s doeth (1960 p*141)

31* Distance does not inevitably weaken ties of family and
friendship* ..a the list of contributors shows, several 
lay guests travelled considerable distances (from 
Chiengmai, and Paknampran)to fulfill their social 
obligations to Khun 8iri*
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CONCLUSION

T iL u - j^ H D i L O O U U L X - i.T R U C T U R i'J )  GOC1*L OfGTLM?



3 0 i

In concluding this thesis I shell attempt to assess the 
way in which the materiel already presented contributes to the 
broader atudy of Ihai society* Since J*F* -robreo wrote his 
pioneering article, it has generally beon as£ used that ThsilanA 
has indeed 'a loosely structured social system*'1'* It seems to 
mo uowev©r,that by underlining a me of the implications 
inherent in the foregoing chapters it may be possible to shed 
more light on the issues involved, whilst at the same time 
placing the monk/layman relationship, which has been the focus 
of t is study, in a broader social context*

Students of Thai society have discussed the problem of 
’loose-structuring* on at least threo different analytical 
levels* Cn acme occasions the tens ’loosely structured* is 
used to indicate that social roles are relatively simple and 
unspecialised in content (flood 1965 P«l*U); elsewhere this 
description implies that role-playing individuals are under no 
pressure to form permanent groups (Embree 195C p*181-193), 
whereas, in the third place the term ’looeuly structured* is 
used to characterise the basic psychological make-up of 
individual actors, who so ume and retire from social roles witt 
apparently unusual readiness, and interact in a variety of 
situations* In the following quotation from his article 
entitled ’Social Contact vs* Social Promise in a Siamese 
Village* the anthropologist Herbert F.Phillips contrives to 
t~ke account of these three approaches in a single sentence 
where he states that:

*th© loosely otructured nature of relationships 
in Bang Chen is due primarily to psychological 
and philosophical (’world-view*) factors and is 
permitted expression by the relatively undifferent
iated social system (Phillips 196? p»361)



The difficulties experienced in dealing with the fhai 
social system derive in part from the fact that the peculiar 
combination of features with which it presents the student, 
renders many com. on anthropological assumptions invalid* Do 
take for example the question of the quality of social roles 
in fhai society* It ia generally agreed that in Thailand, as 
in most other ’small scale' societies, social roles are 
fairly simple in te-oos of the qualifications required by 
individual actors\ that ’the actual number of functionally 
specific tasks and roles are few, and any number of 
individuals can perform thorn'(Phillips 1965 p»81)» But 
whereas these conditions are usually associated with 
recruitment according to 'contingent' qualities, and, hence, 
a fairly ftatic situation (hadel 1951 p*152) in Thailand this 
simplicity of roles is associated with remarkable esse of

pmovement between them**" ’Ease in role shift op; ears to be 
a very general and widespread cultural phenomenon, for social
mobility, among the Thai has traditionally been v ry great* 
(Mosel 1965 p.7)

My own observations from a fairly restricted sphere of 
social action, do indeod support Mosel's contention* As I 
have Shinn, there is a great deal of movement into and out oi 
the Buddhist Eanfths* since in theory all men of eligible age 
sho.Id follow this most prestigious calling for some period 
of time* Furthermore, the monkhood provides a recognised 
channel for social advancement, and the individual who remain 
in the wet for a number of years and makes good use of the 
educational facilities available, can achieve a significant 
improvement in social position when he returns to lay life*
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There is some evidence to suggest th.,t since the successful 
military coup of 1932 the Thai army has begun to provide a 
second important avenue of social mobility for the ambitious 
young can (. ilson 1962 p.164-19*0• it seoma, moreover, that, 
as Mosel suggests, it has at all times been possible for the 
Individual who has a certain degree of natural ability, to better 
himself by skillful manipulation of his links with people higher 
up the social scale*

•The coherence of Thai society rests largely on the 
value of becoming a client of sumecne who has greater resources 
than one alone possesses ••• the crowning moment of happiness 
lies in the knowledge of dependable benefits distributed in 
turn to faithful inferiors* (Hanks 1962 p.124-9).

But social mobility in Thailand is by no means 
restricted to the kind of vertical movement described above* A 
reflection of the relatively simple end unspecialized nature of 
roles is soon in the ease with which Individuals move between 
different spheres of activity. It ma y  be recalled for example 
thvt Khun Thep Damkhsm was trained in law, but on his graduation 
became teacher of English in a boys* secondary school. After 
a number of ye~r;» in this position he entered the civil service 
where h is employed at present* 1 have no doubt that he also 
use i personal contacts of various kinds to accomplish these 
horizontal role shifts, but as this mode of procedure is entirely 
normal he was nebie to remember tho details*

The Bank Manageress, another valuable lay informant 
frequently mentioned in this thesis, was in reality only 
qualified as a midwife. For many years prior to her appointment 
she had helped her uncle, tho previous bank manager, with his/i
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paper work.-* On his death, by virtue of her intimate 
knowledge of the affairs of the Thai City Bank, she was 
naturally appointed to succeed him*

it has been remarked that the Thais value 'education for 
education's sake1, that it ia not highly specialised or 
vocational, and is very rarely 'regarded as a prelude to 
intensive training for some technical pursuit' (Caldwell 1967 
p«53). As the preceding examples show quite clearly, it is 
very easy to exchange a position in one sphere for a comparable 
one in another, giv»in a certain degree of intellectual

a .competence and practical experience. These consid rations 
also serve to explain why men who h*>ve received a minimus of 
formal education in ecclesiastical schools can be incorporated 
into the clerical ranks of the civil service ,where they prove 
most valuable by keeping the more highly educated senior 
officials in touch with local affairs.^

Associated with this high rote of mobility between roles 
is the considerable emphasis placed upon the relative status 
of their incumbents4

'statuses associate4 with roles can almost always be 
distinguished in terms of higher or lower •••• in a sense we 
might say th~t in Thai society there two highly generalised 
roles: superior and subordinate. Given any two statuses or 
clusters of social characteristics the average Thai Con easily 
and consistently make paired comparison Judgements' (Kosel 
1964, p.4-5). In all social encounters,each individual 
involved reaches & decision as to the linguistic and 
behavioural usages appropriate to the situation, after a rapid
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summing up of a number of crucial variables* which is to say 
that he must take into account not only ids protagonist's 
sox and relative age* but also his occupation* i tone, placs 
of residence and so on* Where the distinction in relative 
status is not absolutely clear-cut* it is better to err on the 
side of deference* For example* e middle-aged monk who has 
been in the .angha since he was & boy is likely to give 
precedeno© in terms of seating arrangements* patterns of 
greeting* and on on* to an elderly man Just newly ordained* 
whu is clearly his inferior in terms of Lenten seniority* 
Curious linguistic usages may arise in such ambiguous 
situations* 1 was often addressed as phi (elder sibling) 
by taxi-drivers* vendors and other people who considered 
themselves to be of inferior social status* though they 
wero clearly oy seniors by age* They wished not only to 
show their respect* but also their friendship* and thus 
avoided using the more deferential pronoun khun (meaning 
•you')6. ;||

i'be relationship between superior and subordinate 
varies very little either in content or in outward forme 
whatever the sphere of activity may be* in his article 
entitled 'Lome Notes n Belf* Sole and Role Behaviour of 
Thai i.dminiatrators' Mosel writes that

1 the: superior is benevolent* calmly self-assured*authoritative (rather than authoritunion) whilst the subordinate is respect ful* attentive* helpful 
but not necessarily obedient (although face-to- 
face disobedience would be unthinkable)'
(Mosel 1965 p.5)

Each individual has in f^ct very similar kinds of 
relationship with his patron* his teacher* a senior kinsman 
^nd a Buddhist oonk| ell of wtora occupy a position of 
superiority with respect to him* All these relationships
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tend moreover to have a material component which is to say 
that the; inferior purty receives not only advioe and 
sponsorship* but also more tangible benefits in the form of 
financial support* The details of the religious expenditures 
of some of my lay informants* given in Chapter Five* show 
quite clearly that the superior partner is obliged to assist 
with tht- expenses of life-crisis rituals sponsored by* or 
for his clients and dependents* but this kind of support
should be provided whenever the need arises#^

With respect to the relationship between the bhiwat 
*>nd the householder it should be remembered thot, though the 
former can be regarded as the patron of the latter,the 
benefits he confers <*r< of a spiritual kind* whereas support 
of a more tangible kind* in the form of money food and other
material goods passes in an upwards direction from the
inferior party*

Another distinctive feature of role-playing in Thai 
society is th^t groat emphasis is placed upon the 'etiquette 
of one's station* (Hanks 1967 p.1256)* which is to s~y upon 
the formal rather than upon the substantive characteristics

qof a particular role* It was remarked in an earlier 
chapter that,on his ordination,a Thai boy assumes 
immediately* the mien and deportment appropriate to a monk* 
Indeed* as subsequent discussio.. revealed little else may 
be asked of a Buddhist bhikkhu other than that he is 
orthodox in these outward forms* The monk who fulfills 
these minimum requirements for conformity is moreover 
allowed considerable leeway in t e interpretation of his 
role*
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This 'rituelisation* of roles (Gluckman 1961 p*26) in 
Thai society* is not as in some other societies an outcome 
of their 'multiplex' nature, but can I believe* be explained 
with ref rence to their relatively unspecified nature* and to 
the fact that they are thus fairly easily assumed* or cast 
aside* Mosel suggests that this stylization* and emphasis on 
etiquette which is evident in all spheres of activity* is
designed to f&cilA&te movement between roles by preventing the

9actor's becoming committed to any one of th m* In the article 
cited above he writes that

•perceptually the administrator is able tc differentiate very successfully between Self and role •*• he does 
not internalize the role* but he internalizes the values and beliefs which prescribe that he should pley the role'•(Mosel 1965 p. 10; ♦

Lucien Hanks* another anthropologist who is interested
in isolating and explaining the peculiar features of the Thai
social order similarly suggests that it is because of this
ability to remain detached that the Thaia are able to 'sculp
t emselves for mobility and transient position. To a greater
extent then in the toest the insignia transform the p rson* 
(Hanks 1962 p.1252).

I would agree with the contention that the Thais do
indeed piece a very great emphasis on diacritical role
attributes* although I would hesitate b fore implying* os do
both Hanks and Mosel* th«t this emphasis id deliberate and
purposive* I »ould suggest on the other hand that the
importance which is attached to etiquette and other
distinguishing features is consonant with the ease of role
shift in Thai society* but that it is not specifically
designed to make such movement easier* In such a fluid
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situation it is probable that there is a need to define 
more s orply which role an individual is placing at any one 
time* particularly when there is so strong on emphasis on 
disparities in status. In some instances this stylization 
appears to result from on interact in elaboration for its 
own sake* In rural settlements for example the prefix tbit 
is placed before the names of laymen who have at some tiee 
been ordained* even though their period of service in the wat 
may or may not hove any repercusai nc on their subsequent 
behaviour end social position* Interestingly enough* this 
practice was not followed in Ayutthays,where there were 
many other criteria of differentiation, occupation* at nic 
affiliation* previous place of residence and so on* according 
to which individuals might be categorized*

another distinctive feature of the Thai social system 
is that permanent groups appear to b: virtually absent. In 
his seminal article 'Thailand: a loosely structured social 
system* (^moricun Anthropologist 1956, 52) £©bree states 
quite categorically that the Thais *do not like to work in 
orKanisationts1 (Kmbree 1950 p. 167) because they arc too 
individualistic in temperament. The rcaponsibility for this 
alleged antipathy to co-operative action in generally laid at 
the door of fheravada Buddhism* ihillips for example considers 
that *a major source of th© villagers* loose relationships**. 
is the Buddhist emphasis on primacy of individual action and 
responsibility * (Phillips 1967 p.363-^0* The question as to 
whether the Butdhist ethos actively promotes loose relation
ships - in any sense of t is tern - will be discussed below.
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But in the first instance I suggest that it might be possible 
to shed sow© light oa the problem of the absence of permanent 
groups ia Thai society by looking at the material from other 
areas where long-term groups do exist although the basic social 
structure is not altogether dissimilar*

For our purposes Leach's study of the Singhalese village 
•Pul Aliya* provides perhaps the clearest analysis of the
factors which prompt individuals in such a society to enter

10into co-operation* In Pul Eliya for example tociel rroupc 
are formed to protect individual interests in 9curce property 
holdings and* to ensure the day—to—day co-operation which is 
necessary to maintain the irrigation system* The same factors 
are however not operative in village Thailand where neither 
technological specialisation ,nor economic need ,oake group 
formation necessary to ensure present co-operation,and to 
protect the interests of the next generation* *s 1 stressed 
In my introductory chapter,Thailand*s natural resources are 
very plentiful a fact of which the Thais them elves are well 
aware* < s the pressure on land increases* a situation not 
unlike that described by Leach (1961) may bocome operative* 
but as yot one can only speculate* Similarly* as the economy 
develops it is clear that specialist occupational groupings 
will beoono more important* although at the present time ouch 
associations are of only minor significance*

The effects of the general abundance of material resources 
are manifest in certain features of monastic organisation*
It Wos remarked in an earlier chapter that Buddhist bhlkkhum 
move very freely between monasteries* and th~t only the abbot
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who so an office-holder, has © stake in a particular monastery 
fe Is more com itted to remaining in one place* This general 
froodcm of movement is permissible largely b cause of toe fact 
that,wherever the monk resides,he receives an adequate am unt 
of food, coney, and so on from the houo holders in the vicinity 
There is, by and large, no need to restrict entr^ into curtain 
monastic communities, as individual watg are not differentiate 
with respect to their access to scarce economic benefits*

In c rtain areas of Bangkok* however, there have 
been some significant changes in t is traditional pattern 
of balanced supply and demand* The decline in general 
interest in religious affairs in the metropolitan area* 
combined with a number of other factors which were described 
above,moans that many of the larger monasteries are forced 
to rationalise their economic behaviour in order to make the 
monastic estates into a •going concern'• In these circum
stances the community tends to become more 'closed' and 
cohesive, and there is some evidence to suggest that it is 
more difficult for a new-comer to gain access because of the 
pressure on ths limited resources ©vsilable*^^

With respect to the formation of permanent groups 
with political functions,it should be noted that this 
phenomenon has* until relatively recently* been largely 
restricted to the aristocratic families who traditionally 
took tho Initiative in managing the country* s affairs* As 
was mentioned in the introductory chapter of this thesie 
there is a much greater awareness of kinship and pedigree 
amongst this privileged minority\ one informant told me that 
his ancestry could be traced back to the Ayutthaye era(1550-176
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although only during th© eighteenth and nineta nth centuries 
when the family cam© into real political power were 
genealogies specifically recorded, with the express purpose 
of excluding false claimants and very distant kin, from the
right to highly valued titles and material possessions*

It is generally agreed t h v t  most people in Thailand, 
which is to a^y, the vast rural majority, ere not •involved 
in politics* which is regarded as properly the affair of 
politicians, or, mere broadly, of the ruling class*1 (Wilson 
1962 p*57-56)* It shculd be added that the political elite 
have traditionally preferred urban to rural society,and have 
consequently always resided in the capital, near to the seat 
of power* There is in fact no rural landlord class as such, 
and the majority of cultivators own the laud which they farm* 
Furthermore, the fact that the country has escaped colonisation 
may hav inhibited the development of political awareness 
which might have resulted in the formation of group© with 
political functions*

although it seems clear that permanent groups are not 
on important feature of Thai society it is nevertheless 
inevitable that short-term Co—operative associations should 
be formed froa time to tiiae* In his article *^ome aspects of 
1 ural Life in Thailand1 Mijeyewardeiie writes that Thai 
society 'is perhaps most satisfactorily characterized as 
pragmatic, with organisation directed to specific and limited 
ends' (wijeyewardene 1967 p.65). And conclude© on a similar 
note by saying th^t 'organisations arise to fulfill specific 
tasks but there is na tradition of on-going associations 
whic: may bu called on to fulfill any task which might arise*9 
(«ijey©warden© 1967 P*83).
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Organisations of this nature are indeed familiar from many 

anthropological studies of village Thailand; the mechanism 
for reciprocal exchange of labour between farming household*, 
known as ao raenp, (to take strength) is perhaps the one cost 
frequently described (Kufman 196C P#30). Furthermore,«a we 
have neon from the foregoing chapters,religious observances 
and activities also necessitate the formation of co-operative 
units wider than the individual family or household# The 
party of laymen which is formed tc take ksthin robes to the 
wet at tho close of the Lenten season for example, is 
sociologically very similar to tho gathering of householders 
who attended the ordination of Khun Liri Iraehai*s three sons; 
sn event which was described in detail in Chapter Five# Both 
these groupings w ich came into being for a specific purpose 
conform to the concept of an •action-set* as defined by 
Myer (M^yer 1966 p#108 ot pesaim) in that the component 
individuals are oil related, directly or indirectly, to the 
c ntral ego, although '© wide variety of bases for linkage 
are involved* (Moyer 1966 p*lG8 ) which is to say that the 
grouping includes ego's kinsmen, colleagues, and neighbours, 
as wo 11 as other individuals related tv, him only through the 
letter with whom he is in more direct contact* It might 
thus b claimed tha‘: Theravada Buddhism,in practice serves 
to promote social co-operation between individual actors, 
tAQd that * the Buddhist emphasis on primacy of individual 
action and individual responsibility* doe© not, as Phillips 
would claim, constitute 'a major source of looso relation
ships • (Phillips 1967 p#363-4-) . It is certainly true that
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the khamisic actions of each actor sr© believed to determine 
his future statue, and that nc Saviour can intervene on hie 
hr alf. But the contention made by Phillips that 'The whole 
complex cosmology relating to the accumulation of merit and 
demerit is phrased in terms of the individual’s lonely 
journey through cycles of interminable existences working out 
his own moral destiny ' (Phillips 1967 P.363) bears no 
relationship tc the situation on the ground. As is, I think, 
abundantly clear from the data already presented, the 
emphasis in merit-making is not upon the sacrificial aspect 
of renouncing ones' ties and material possessions, but rather 
upon giving for a specific return, w ether tangible or in
tangible; the phrase thma di: dsi di (Do good: receive good)

12is given a very literal interpretation on a practical level
It was stated at the beginning of this chapter that 

several students of Thai society h<*ve attributed the absence 
of permanent groups and the relative ease with which inter
personal links are broken to the particular personality 
dispositl ns of the average Thai (Phillips 1965)* I have 
suggested on the other hand th<t the e is little pressure upon 
individuals in Thai society to for© permanent groups because 
there is no permanent need, arising from economic or politicl 
considerations, to do so.

My observations further suggest that the Thais are 
certainly net more individualistic,and indeed probably rather 
lesa s o than other people. The deference given to seniority 
of age, the es umption that if you have live I longer then 
you automatically know better, an attitude w ioh is closely
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related tc the relatively undifferentiated end, until 
recently, unchanging economic situation, certainly does not 
suggest that the Thais are a nation of radicals. There is 
in fact vory little value placed on innovation or originality; 
even at the University level teaching is l.rgely by rote; 
discussion is not encouraged nor demanded,and the pupil 
accepts the word of his Teacher. Indeed the Thais recognise 
and approve of their own ability to li&n beep (tc imitate or 
copy), a talent which enables them to adapt themselves very 
easily, at least as fur as outward forms arc concerned, to 
alien cultural influences from the West, or increasingly, from 
Japan.

With more general reference to the fluidity of Thai society 
I would suggest that it is important to distinguish between 
the possibilities for upward mobility, and the desire or 
ambition to achieve it. Leach's dictum that 'a conscious or 
unconscious wish to gain power is a very general motive in 
human affairs' (Leach 1964 p.10) does not hold good for Thai 
society. This lack of incentive is largely explicable by 
reference to the political and economic circumstances already 
described. Many observers hove noted that the Thais exhibit 
a high degree of 'self-acceptance' or, less flatteringly, that 
•their self-approval borders on narcissism* (Mosel 1965 p.1*)* 
Furthermore 8 prominent Thai writer and politician, Seni Pramot 
recently expressed the view that the imminent population 
explosion might be of some service to the nation, in that by 
creating a little salutory deprivation it might shake the 
society from its present state of complacency and indolence.
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In such e situation it is not surprising that the rare 
ambitious individual has little difficulty in improving 
his position,for he meets with relatively little resistance 
or competition.

I would suggest in conclusion that in some respects the 
Thai social system presonta uo with a aitu. ttion which is the 
reverse of that with which wo are fc-miliax* from most of the 
clos ic anthropological couiMf* * it is, for instance, 
enorully emphasized that strong local or kin group ties are 
an ever-present throat to the coherence of tho wider social 
unit. number of institutions and practices (exogamy, the 
incest taboo, age-acts, ritue I observance© end so on) arc 
believed to counteract these fiseive tendencies by promoting 
the formation of croau—cutting links, an ! creating a relation
ship of inter-dependence between the parts which make up the 
whole (Gluckvan 1961 p.44—47). lu Thailand by contrast there 
are very few corporate groups, or permanent co-operative 
groupings of any kind which at the level of individual 
behaviour means that actors move suite easily from role to role 
both within arid between spheres of activity, and freely 
relinquish social ties which they no 1 nger consider to be of 
any imicrtone©• This fluid situation is largely an outcome of 
political and economic features as I have already emphasised, 
and is found in association, aud perhaps permitted by, an 
exceptionally strong sense of identification, on the pert of 
people at all levels of society, to the wider unit, to the 
State and its symbols: the Monarchy and the Buddhist Sangha#
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F O o i ' N o f E o  20

1* 'Thailand: a loosely structured eooial system1
(American Anthropologist 1950*52. p. 181-195)

2* ’It is probably true to say that simpler societies
lean towards compulsory, complex societies 
towards voluntary, recruitment, which lends to the 
Termer their more static nature, uad to tho latter 
their greater mobility (Model 1951 P*152)

3* She was acting ift conformity with the ideal that
'phi nom to nr, cauai ken11 delations oust help each 
other).

4. Mobility is of course not absolute. Formal
educational qualifications are becoming increasingly 
important and it is undoubtedly the case that it is 
still easier for individuals from hi; her income 
families to acquire them. Nevertheless as the case 
of niiun Thep Damkhora (see above Chapter Five) s: owed 
quite clearly, it is pcs ible for an ambitious and 
intelligent student from a humble family to obtain s 
government scholarship to pay f r his education.

5. See above, Chapter One
6 * Khun - pronoun, deferential, coaron, meaning ’you*.

u«8 *Thai-Engiis Student’s Dictionary’ - compiled 
by Mary Haas (Q*U.P. 1964).

7m Compare th~ relationship between an eminent monk and
h is , pupils (see above Chapter Three).

8 . In his article ”'Heading poetr„ makes you nice and
neat’ (or the hazards of teaching ;ng.Lit. in Thailand 
D.a.Enright reports that ’The three fundamental 
principles of Teaching Methods, so I was told, are: 
the teacher afaould not possess any visible defect, 
the teacher should be neatly dressed and groomed, the 
teacher should not rub out chalk on the blackboard 
with his or her fingers.• See ’Transition’ So.37 1968 
Vol.7 (vi) p.24

9* Mosel autributes this detachment to the influence of
the Buddhist ethos, and in particular to the value 
placed on uppekha or "’the withholding of the act 
whereby something is perceived as pirt of the self’" 

(Mosel 1965 p•?)• My informants however laid greater 
emphasis on the positive aspects of copying and 
imitating the diacritical role attributes,and none 
mentioned the concept of uppekha. I would agree with 
Uilson that ’the significance of any relationship 
between this cosmic outlook, and social behaviour is 
neither easily measured nor demonstrated*( ilson 1962 
p.46) •
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10* The Sinhalese have a bilateral kinship system
similar to that of the Thais. ,11 children inherit 
fro© both parents. (Leach 1961 p.67) . Kinship is 
similarly made the idiom for social co-oporation 
which is to say that in Sinhalese society kinsmen 
co-operate *nd, conversely, that people who are in 
close contact usually come to regard one another 
os kin.
It should be re&embercd th-t mo ,t of the generalisa
tions concerning t nature of the Thai social system 
ur© based oa fieldwork carried out in rural areas.

11. See sbova, Chapter Four.
12. The fact that kh&w;::!o react! n may be immediate or

delayed may moKO it eerier for the ?hsis as Buddhists 
to accept, and to explain, the very fluid nature of 
their society, but I would not posit © cousel link 
between ideology and social behaviour.

13* ’The Kuer’ - J.E.Evans-Pritchard (Oxford!
Clarendon Press (1940)

•The Dynamics of Clanship amonr; the fallens! 1
- M.Fortes.
(Loudon O.U.P. for the Internationa 1. African 
Institute 1945).
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APPENDIX No.l.

I O . C'X1 X'li.ii ’ j? ’ Uil-Ll iD

A judge froi the raw Courts in ^vyutthsya toid me of a 
case which had caused hi© greet embarrassment and distress 
as it involved a member of the Buddhist r-bnr ha.

The action had arisen when a woman living in a rural 
settlement, had gone to the District (..mrhoe) Office to 
register the birth of her baby. She had named as its father 
the abbot of the local wat. ahen he heard of her action, 
from her own mouth, the bhikkhu in cueslion indignantly 
denied his paternity, and decided to sue her for libel.

The judge, as narrator, repeatedly expressed his grief 
and discomfort at being required to deal with such a situation. 
After a private interview with the woman he learnt that she 
was a regular supporter of that monastery. t> e always 
attended services there on Holy Day O an Thru,? and frequently 
presented food to the community.

Over a year ago however, her husband had died, and the 
abbot in his turn had given food and moneu to help sup{art 
herself and her family. The woman thus felt herself to be 
under a great obligation towards him, ^nd consequently when 
he visited her home after dark one evening, she di not like 
to refuse to ’become his wife*. The abbot made several such 
visits and in due course she become pregnant.

The judge interjected at this point, that the child
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in question did indeed bear a strong resemblance to the 
monk. This heightened rather then simplified the predicament 
Clearly it would be unjust to convict a woman whom he believe 
to be innocent, lie considered that her registering the obbot 
as the baby’s father was a simple-minded rather than a 
malicious acti bad she thought at all it would h^ve been 
obvious that in doinb bo she could only harm her position^ 
as she could not expect to profit by bringing disgrace on 
her benefactor, who might otherwise be expected to continue 
to support herself and all her children.

On the other hand the judge shrank from bringing 
disgrace to any member of the anrha. His natural instinct 
was to try to reach some kind of c raproraise in tho quietest 
manner possible. Accordingly, he asked the woman whether 
the &b ot hud any distinpuishing marks 'below the waist1, 
to which question 3he repliod that she did not know as all 
is visits hud taken place after dark! Had she answered 
in the affirmative, t.,e judge had intended to ask tho abbot, 
in private, if he would mind proving his in oceace by showing 
that he hud no such marks. His reaction t this suggestion 
would, according to the judge’s reasoning, have been 
sufficient testimony to hio innocence or guilt.

As t its stratagem h^d failed to yield the do aired 
results, tho judge approached the abbot and confessed the 
court’s inability to ascertain the truth of the matter. He 
said that the answer lay with the abbot and no—one else. He 
further suggested, tiu>t tho case be dropped if the woman 
could be persuaded to go to the District ( aphoe) office 
and withdrew the bhikkhu’s name from the register. Tho monk
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readily agreed to t is course of action, which,as the judge 
remarked,wus evidence enough* The mother for her part did 
not demur, as she was already terrified by\ the judicial 
processes which her unconscious action haci set in motion.
The baby was registered as having no known father.

\ » u  
\ \
v * i
i

■\

i v
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GAoE kloTvHI No.2

Tut. G.uiE oX fx ia  UiiG.UD.-diiED ’ BHXKHnL’

It was rumoured that there was one man in Ayuttheya 
who frequently masqueraded as a Buddhist monk. He had shaved 
his head, and every morning donned his yellow robe in order 
to go out collecting aims from the laity. When his bowl was 
full he returned home to tus wife and children. He was said 
to live in a part of town which was regarded as being very 
’wild*. Few people lived in tho area,which had largely been 
reclaimed by trees end undergrowth.

It appeared from various sources however, that t? is man’s 
own dec;ply-ingrained respect for the Buddhist flangha 
prevented him from deriving full benefit from his falsely 
assumed position of prestige, and might eventually prove hie 
downfall. When ho attended ceremonios and fairs which took 
place at various monasteries in town he could not, for example, 
briuj. himaelf to eat with the other monks, but rather took 
his meal later, sitting on one side. This behaviour was 
considered by everyone present to be extremely odd. when 
anyone enquired as to his place of residence he replied 
evasively th^t he was merely visiting from another town. He 
did not receive invitations from the laity to perform merit— 
making ceremoniestas his contact with t: era was largely 
limited to the binthabat (alms-collecting) transaction.

This case shows clearly that a bhikkhu cannot perform 
his role to the full unless he is living in a wet and is thus
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accessible and accountable to the lay ooracunity* As was 
nenti.ned in Chapter One,the c«»rd of identity received 
oa ordination is a necessary permit for entry into the 
society of the -anfthe.
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frgfrjhiWlX ho,II 

Kx/tjyjj'fwy CT ^UCa»xiO&iCiXiOa ^URViSX

I began my questionnaire survey on Dec.28th 1966 by 
which time most: of the nonka who had been ordained for the 
duration of one lenten season, had already returned to lay 
life. The forms were distributed on the occasion of tho 
annuel ecclesiastical examinations organised by the Chao 
Khana amphoe at -«at Konthop. They had boen printed for Be 
by my chief informant, Khun Ciri lachai/who had aocese to the 
typing and duplicating facilities at the Town Hall* Before 
distributing these questionnaires at Wat Monthop I was able 
to explain the aim of my study tc the assembled monks. It 
was also stated on the forms themselves that I was conducting 
research for a doctoral thesis, an explanation which was 
both understandable and most acceptable to my informants.

Iuestionnaires were given to 187 monks living in 20 
monasteries in tho municipal ure^ ( i.e. to residents of 
the 15 wats whose incomes and expenditures are analysed in 
Chapter Four, and to members of 5 other communities vis.
«.ats Choenft The. Ui> n , IT urn. Ton, lu. Turn and rrrayat.)

Approximately ICO of these forms were returned but only 
90 of them were complete enough to make possible the 
correlation of different item3 of information. It is there
fore probable th->c the results arc biased in favour of 
younger and more educated monks, who would bo more willing 
and able to complete the survey forms.
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The answers received are set cut in tabulated form below:
A. Ordination 
1 .
1. Average length of ordination i.e. the uverugo number of

enten seasons spent in the wat: 14.3 Lenten seasons.
ii.Average age of monks; 42.25 years old.

Overage age of abbots, and their lenfth of service in the 
wat:

Average age; 56.3 years old
Length of service; 26.1 Lenten seasons

2 . -vt e at whic ordained.
Ordained when 20/21 years old; 42 monks
ordained in late twenties: 10 monks
Ordained in middle-age (i.e. late 4C*o and

upwards) ; 25 monks
(18 af these men were ordained for the 
second time in middle-age, 17 of them were 
married, and the wivea of 10 of them 
were still living).

Total number of monks ordained twicet 28 monks
Tot«.i. number of monks ever ordained as a

novice; 41 monks
(28 of whom stayed on after reaching the 
ago of 2L t o  become permanent monks)

3* Reason for Lrdin«tion (75 monks answered this question)
.newers given in terms of interest in 
study of the Dhemms: 47 monks

urdained because it is a Thai custom; 4 monks
It is the duty of a Buddiist to became a 
monk; 5 monks

Because of obligations to parents or senior 
relatives/living or dead; 4 monks

Because wanted to; 2 monks
Li.y life too arduous: 3 monks
Desire to teach tho Dhamrea to others: 1 monk

(N.B. These different explanations are not of course mutually 
exclusive)•

4. views on Disroblnr, 36 of the 96 monks answered.
MonJfcgs who were either fairly oure or quite certain th 
they would not leave the Crder: 18 monks
Honks who were unsure as t their future pLanaiL2 aenks
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5. Concerning the previous ordination of the informant's 
father:
61 monks stated definitely that their fathers had boon 

ordained,
10 monks stated definitely that their fathers had not been 

ordained . (The fathers of two of the monks who answered 
had been living in China).

B. Monastic I. salience
1 . Kumber of monasteries lived

All except 19 of the 9C monks who replied had lived in 
2 or more monasteries.
Of the remainder, 4 had become ordained recently, and 
were unsure as to how long they would remain in the wet 1

5 monks had retired into the nearest urban wet in old age.
6 monks had choeon L'heir present wet because of its status,
or thot of its residents.

4 monks had been ordained at the nearest wet, and had 
remained there.

2 m Reason for living i ; present wet.
To study the Dhogif.s: 3 2 monks
To study (with reference to particular 
facilities offered): 7 monks

Because of relationship with another
monk in the waa. eg. upachs. respected
abbot: 7 monks

Came on tte advice of a lay relation: 4 monks
Came on the instruction of ecclesias
tical officicls i: To bo abbot: 6 monks
ii.To increase the rise of thocommunity: 2 monks

Because this vjot is pleasant/
quiet/peaoefuT/comfortubles 5 ionics

To touch: 1 monk
Because lived here aa a novice: 1 monk

(K.B. As i s  clear from their nature these answers are 
not uecesaarlly mutual.y exclusive)
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3 . The number of monks who had at any stag© in their
career lived in the sodjo wat a a had their respective 
fathers at some earlier da¥© (The father of none of 
the monies interviewed was in the Order at the time of 
my study).

21 monks answered in the affirmative 
34 " " " " negative
6 " did not know.

(It should be noted from B.2 above th t no moult gave 
as his reason for living in a wet the fact that hie 
father had once residod there).

C. Residence prior to Ordination
i number of monks who had lived in a rural area* 50 monks.

Of this number 15 had come froi farming settlements 
within Aaphoe ^yutthaya: 26 had lived in rural districts 
in 3vDJ8 otuer part oi Ayutthaya Province, but outside 
-yutthaya District ( mphoe); the remainder came from 
other Provinces.

ii. lumber of monks who had lived in an urban area; 2? monks.
2 of these came from Bangkok, 2 from daraburi (dee Map A)
4 from Ayutthaya, 5 from /.ngthong. The remaining 
individuals came fr m other towns outside the region,
notably 3 from Hehasarakh&a (H.C.Region) and 2 from 
Songkhla (Southern Region).

D.l. iccuputiou prior to Ordination.
Farmer: 52 monks (This mens in man., cases that as a boy

the informant helped on his father’s 
farm: tiis is clear from th© age of 
ordination of the individuals c nee ned)<

Vendor: 13 monks
Labourer: 5 monks
Civil Servant (Gd.4): 5 monks
Soldieri 2 oonKs
Carpenter; 1 monk
Watchman: 1 monk
Builder: 1 monk
Train-driver: 1 monk
Saalo-driver: 1 monk (samlo - lit.thretf-wheels, a

ricW shawl ike vehicle; © pedicab)
The remaining b monks who answered had been ordained from 
school as novices or monies.

2. Father1o occupation (where known)
Farmers: 40 men
Vendors: 4 men
Labourers: 1 man
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3. ?ho occupation co be uauuciod It. ta« event of diar bln*.
(̂ oofc of the monks who ©aid t;at they would net disrobe 
answered this question, hypothetically; 23 aonx© completed 
this part of the questionnaire)

i*)13 monks said thot they would resume their previous
occupation should they disrobe* Of t is number 3 had been 
farmers\ 5 had be> n labourers; 2 mer* had been vendors, end 
1 had been employed as a watchman*

ii)*10 had precis© plans for a change of occupation should 
they disrobe, although © number of these were not certain 
chat they would in fact over leave the Order*
6 of this number said that they would become civil servants 
3 of the© had been farmers; 1 nan h*.d driven a aamlo and 2  
of then had been vendors* 1 monk who bed been a f .riser 
planned to become a vendor*
1 monk who had been a farmer said that he would go to 
University in England with ay sponserahipl

K* Kinship i'oeitloa
i* Average number of siblings in the family (incl*monk)

5*75 children
(According to a survey conducted by the National Statistic* 
Office, Bangkok, in 1965 the average family aise in 
villages of the Centre>1 Region was 5*6 and in towns 5*4 
(oe© ’Household Expenditure survey; Central Re, ion*. 
National Statistical Office, Bangkok B*: *2506 (1963))

ii* Bex.Ratio of children:- no discernible regularities
iii*K nk* s position in the family; there were similarly no 

diReeroible z*©gularities, i.e* there was not a 
preponderance of individuals born first;, second, etc* etc*
in their rc&pcctivs families*

F. EariW.l.
2 3 oonKfi had been married at some time
19 hud wives still living
22 of the married monks had children

G. -duc-tioafcl , p. ievwmts
1 Irior to Ordination
i* 14 monks had son© sec ndury education; only one monk had

received as many as throe years of secondary education*
ii* 45 had received soma formal primary schooling;

57 had c mpleted the primary grade© (Prathorn 1-4)
iii.ll said they had been taught by monks in monastery school©
(31 informants had boon ordained a© novices o n reaching the 
limits of free education provided by the State in their are©)



APPENDIX N o . I l l

Ncclesiaatloal Educationalbualificotions of the Monies 
of Ayutthaye.
i*yutthsya is an important centre for ecclesiastical 

education with schools at Nat Phanan OhoenK« Nat buwendararam. 
and .,ot - ouaBanarair; (ihagnrayutika Nlkai). Monks with an 
interest in pursuing formal courses of study thus tended to 
live in tno municipal area, easily accessible to the monasteries 
mentioned above*

Of the 90 monks who answered my questionnaire 18 only had 
Barien or Pali Grades, Three of this number (all Barian Gd*5) 
came fro > Bangkok to teach at Nat Pfaanan Choomr. during term 
time. The two most highly qualified monks in jyutthays, the 
abbot of Nat Dalepun. and th© Deputy Abbot of >,ot Suwandararam 
held Barion Grade 6 . Eight monks, including the three from 
Bangkok mentioned earlier, had passed Parian Grade Five. The 
remaining eight bhikkhua had passed Grade Threu or Four.

kith rcspoot to the preliminary or flak .ham course, moat 
of tho remaining monks studied fairly regularly, though not 
necessarily to any great effect. Fifty three monks had 
obtained some ?3ak I ham grades:-

2? monks hod passed Grade 3
14 monks had peased Grade 2
9 monks had prosed Grade 1
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ii. cf the :cclegls»gtieal lxaminotions 1966*1967

The Nek rhsm examinations were held at Wat Monthop 
Ayuttheyo on December 26th. The monks and novices examined 
camo from the 72 (ttahanlkai) monasteries in Amphoe Ayutthaya* 
There were in all approximately 434 permanent monks and 97 
novices living in these monasteries at that time. The figures 
preeonted below thus refer to an area much wider than ay 
chosen unit of study. They are nevertheless instructive in 
that they give some idea of the standards of achievement 
reacht d.

host novices study the Nak Thap Grades, but it was rare 
in Ayutthaya, though not in Bangkok, to find any novioe 
engaged in Pali study.

I do not have the coopai'etive statistics for the 
examinations held at Wat enasanapap at the sane time. Monks 
end novices of the .^hemmayutika Sect from the whole of 
ayutthaya Province attended. I suspect that the overall 
academic standard may have been scaewhat higher than that of 
the M-ghtmlkei

examined: 266 monks and novices
Passed : 156 monks and novices

Huk Thom Grade Two
Examineds 94 monks end novices
Puesed : 57 monks and novices

Nok Thom Grade One
.-.xemined: 63 monks and novices
Passed : 34 monks and novices
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Parian or Pali examinations held at .at Phanan Choeng 
(rihanikai) in March 1967 were a /tended by monks from the 
whole of ayutthaya Province.

The results wore as followsi-
Barian Grade Three
.xa;..inecl: 39 monks
Passed : 3 monks

Barian Grade Pour
Examined: 5 monks
Passed : 5 monks

The higher Pali Grades were examined in Bangkok, inly 
two monks in ^yutthaya were qualified to teach up to E«. ..-ian 
Grade 5, namely the abbot of v»at Selspun« and the Deputy Abbot 

uvmndararam. both of whom had passed Barian Grade 6 #
They had themselves long since ceased to study,as their 
administrative duties left them no time. It would have been 
necessary for them to transfer to a monastery in Bangkok,had 
they wished to continue their academic pursuits.

(The figures given above were obtained from the Chao Khana 
Amphoe (ecclesiastical District Dead) Ayutthaya.
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djt'x JLti* i*UL U q .1 V

Uoricrific .itles awarded to Flonks

There ore over forty ecclesiastical titles of t ie kind* 
The ranking system is presented in simplified form below#
(/ee ©lie (I960 p#lb4}) for more detailed information#

honorific titles are conferred upon worthy monks as a token 
of the King's appreciation and appear to involved no extra 
duties or responsibilities# They are customarily attached to 
Royal rather than to Commoner wots and bhikkhua may thus have 
to change thei* place of residence when a’ title is conferred# 
Title-holders are given special fans as insignia of rank#
These may be used only at ceremonies attended by th© King or 
•ia representative (i#e# at nithi luanre - rcyol ceremonies)# 

vT is hierarchy of honorific ranks merges at the top with 
t ie official administrative grades but is elsewhere only 
partially congruent# The Ecclesiastical Provincial Head 
(Jhao Khana Chuarwat) must for example be of Phra Racha lh<na 
statusf olthougn his grudo within t is category Is variable, 
similarly all Chao Khuna Tambon are of Phra Khru status, 
though a monk can be a ihra ^bru and yet not Void tie position 

Chao ^hana Jambon#
There is no direct relationship betwo n educational 

achievement and honorific rank, which is to say that academio 
standing ia neither necessary nor sufficient to uc uire one of 
t e titles wv ic arc* listed bo low in order of importance#

<hru (4 Grades)
2* frfopu dacha vhano iok - awarded to monks with no Burion

Grades#
3 * * kro .ieche dhana Chun rar- .n dorian - th© holder must

nave pus j#a &t least Borian Grad© 3
Phra Ruche /.hono Chan Rat

3* Phra Rocha .hunt Chau Then
6 # Phra Racha / hon<> Chun Thais
7 * rhrc Raoha . ham Ronre

-gdet i'hr~ Racha Khana 
9. oomdet Phra aiR<nh>..rat (supreme Patriarch)
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ii. List of tho yonks in „yuttheja who received u Bonth.U 
food allowance or nittayephc.t.

The amunt ©worded appears to very according to the 
position of the bhlKkhu concerned in the administrative 
hierarchy, although honorific titles and academic honours may 
©Iso be taken into account* Nevertheless these criteria do 
not appear to be applied with any consistency and there are 
several notable anomalies* The abbot of Wat Tonr lu. for 
example seems to be underpaid, whilst hia counterpart at 
wet Phr. may be receiving more than he deserves. My 
invostiga^ions suggest that the monks themselves are rarely 
aware of the amount of nit '.ayaphat which is gr: nted to their 
fellows.

Wat Honk Adalnie-
W 5■ce

auwandwrarare (1) Abbot
(Deputy
Chao
UnanK—
“S S T

i'iira Bacaa 
ktxane

CtbiU Thep

Phanan Choenp*(3) Abbot
(Chao

(2) * Deputy Phra Rac'
Abbot Khana ' 

Ch^n :iat
Phre ftac'-iu
XE3B

ikon©
Bnsnkwat/

,han Thep

■ (4) • Deputy Phra Khgu
Abbot (di&.l)

(5)
v>enasenarftc‘> * (6 ) * bbot Phra Racha

(Cha fctiana 
Khan© Chan Hot 
C¥onf>
5Sl

rutika-

of the
rhammax-
utika
s£ct“

Eccle&ias-
*i««lducatlonal 

‘r'uail^ica- 
t Ionia.

Nak Than 1

I S

180

Borian 6 180

Nak Thom 3 260

Borian 5 100

Borian 5 80

Barren 3 240
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Wat

Sane sanar air.

R

ft

gnu

BcroCLr.â o.q,::/'

n

Tonp; Pu 

,/hr̂ .yat 

Thammikcrut 

K«rt

Salspun*

Ratanact *3i 

Na rhraaon:

Monk Adminis- Honor- 
treblve ifie 
^r^Tco Rank

Ecclesias
tical

Educational
Amount
deceived
eaen

Cualifica- montt
tions (in batrfc)

(7) *Deputy
Abbot

Phra Khru Barian 5 80

(S) X^hra Khru Barian 5 80

(9) - Phra Khru
T o t .t t ™

Harlan 5 80

(1 0) Abbot Phra Khru
* w r

- 120

(11) abbot
(Chap
iwilv ilw
AfcpSoe)

Phra Racha 
kliuna Chan

sX &-1> •
R ak X hsc'i 2 240

(12) - - Nak Them 1 30
(15) Deputy<*1 *■* t  J»V

l&aj&a
Phra Khru
“TTa;Yr~

Barian 5 80

(14)

(15)

(16)

«»rai;J.uo
Abbot l̂u\. iu^-u Dak Ahum 3
(chap r^d •?y
ffanbon)
Abbot Phra Khru Nak Tham 1
(gujo ~T̂ njj-----
Khano
I'auiooaj
Abbot I iu?a Khru XI ak I ban 3 
(ohao " T O T P ”
faiiWn)

60

30

30

(17)

(13)

Abbot Phra Rache Barian 6 
(Deputy llantivhan 
Cheo Parian
Jhanr-- 
watj
Abbot Phra AHru Parian 5 
(Deputy CG'a’.l)
Chaô
PvEaiia
Amphoe

180

60

(19) .ibbot Phra Khru Nak Pham 1 80
T 5a n r ~ ---------
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bet Monk <.dttdnia~ 
tretrye 
oTitoo

HonKkhon

Sawoarsroa

Chans: rhonpr* (20) Abbot
(Cha<
a nans 
T J Z S o n )

Ihoromniwat* (21) Abbot

Phutthaiauwan (22) Abbot

Chtti
raabon)

(23) Abbot

(24) Abbot 
(ChopKb'sru'
Tampon)

Honor-
iflc

liccleaiaa-*
ticaY™
aauoatiunul
ualifioa-- —tlona

?i^j.i^ru ‘ ia lc  Iham 1 
ttoa jhru Nuk Than 3

,« h ™  liok .'haw 3 
(Ga#3 )

iiak Thag 3

mon
(i, haht;

30

80

50

60

30

iiotea:
i.* Indicates royal foundation*
.i^onks(2 ) £4),(7), «re centrally appointed officicle,unlike 
deputy abuots in smeller monasteries who ere personally 
chosen by the abbot and receive no formal appointment from 
hicher ecclesiastical authorities*

iii* a) Chao Hhana Changwat - Ecclesiastical Provincial Head
b) ” M RPbot II District Heed
c) " It Tanboa - M Sub-district He ad
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APPEHDIX »o*V*

Estimated Annual Income and expenditure (1966-67) 
of two monks*

a. Chao Khun Thep: his estimated annual inccme and expenditure*
The figures given are in most c s s g s only approximate as 

the monk himself did net keep a close account of his income, 
nor of his expenditure.

Estimated annual Income
Food allowance (nittayaphat) - (260 baht per month)

- 3*120 baht p*a*
Money received in return for his 
services as upacha - - 4,500 baht p.a*

Money received for other pastoral 
services - - lf00C baht p*a*
Estimated annual Income - - 8*620 baht

He also received various durable goods e.g. an electric fant 
a sofa, vacuum flasks etc*

Estimated annual Expenditures
Regular contribution to a Cremation 

^ o i urance Fund at Wat Patanach&l - 3,600 baht p*a*
Contribution to costs of building 
school for lay children in the
compound of Wat Phanun Choeng - 3»0GC baht

Miscellaneous expenses for support of 
6 novices and five dek wat; purchase 
of text books for ecclesiastical school - 1,200 baht

Personal Expenditures - trevel,betel-nut,
food for visitors, etc* - cost unknown

Estimate-: .jonual expenditure - 7.80C baht
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b* Phra Sotabat: his estimated annual inc . me and expenditure

Estimated income
from merit-making ceremonies 800 baht
Occasional gifts from kinsmen

sad friends: 200 baht
Estimated annual income: 1,000 baht

:;»8ildltCTW
The money received was largely spent on buying 

books, cigarettes and supplementary food for his own 
needs*
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*LXM£<Ui)lA liQ.VIl
LixudTiu * J ii j Jliflkk, OF flh. .vLdflCT w.ff >«/iT

The duties of the abbot as stated in the Acts on the Adminiaurs' 
tion of the Buddhiet ^rder of Lsngha (19C£) are as follows
The abbot is required
i) to maintain and develop the monastery as well as he can.
ii) to t*ke c-re not to let his monastery be a robber* s

hiding place
iii) to govern the bhikk.hua end laymen in his wat.
iv) to maintain law and order and settle disputes and

quarrels occurring amongst the bhikkhuc and laymen in 
his wat.

v) to undertake to establish the bhlKkhus and laymen in his
monastery in right conduct in accordance with their 
character and ability.

vi) to arrange to educate the children under his cere in
accordance with their tendency and aptitude.

vii) to provide lay devotees with proper facilities for tueir
merit-making in his monastery.

viii) to make a list of the bhikkhus and laymen in his
monastery together wib'n e report to higher 
ecclesiastical authority.

ix) to issue the identification card to a bhikkhu or e
snmanera (novice) in his monastery, who wishes to go
on a journey or to live in another monastery. However
whon the ebLot has r*eoon to believe that such a
bhikkhu or a namcnero (novice) will behave disgraceful! 
ouVside, he may, upon notification to the suspected 
bhikkhu or samanera withhold his consent.

(P*>rt 4, . rticle 14, 1902)
(Kore recent ..cts on tho Administration cf the Buddhist Order 
of L.anghe (1941, 1963) list tho some provisions in a less 
^pacific form)•
In the ,ct of 1902 (Part 4 article 17;
The abbot’s governing power is defined as follows.
i. He can gov a m  uni admonish monks novices and laymen in

his was.
ii. He can settle disciplinary disputes in his monastery * in

the event howevex*, that it ia o civil case, t e abbot 
may also do so with the unanimous agreement of both 
parties.

iii. s o u k , xiovico or layman cannot s t a y  in his monastery 
without obtaining permission from him.

iv. He is empowered not to allow any disobedient monk, novice,
of layman to stay in his monastery.

v. The eboot is empowered to impose a penalty upon a
disobedient novice or monk*

• The miscreant is traditionally made to perform some 
distasteful menial chore (e.g. cleaning t.e latrines, 
sweeping the compound).
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APi-bEDIX hp,VIII 
^rilDTikGiP uF alGEEE ECoLboI^TlCha, OFFICIALS

1. ccleHiastical Provincial Head. (Chao Khana Changwat)
In order to be appointed Chao Khona Chanswat a bhickhu 
must possess the following qualifications

i. He must have been ordained for at least 10 Lenten seasons, 
and oust have lived in a wat in tba Province concerned for 
that length of time.

ii.He oust have been Deputy Chao Khanu OhanKwat for two years.
OR
iii.lie must h^ve been Chao Ehaau > pphoQ (Kcoleniostioal District 

Head) in one of the Ymphoe in the (Thengwat concerned for
at leaat 4 years.

OH
iv.He must navo tho rank of Phro Kacha Khana Chen Seaan Barisn 

or be of Phra Khru (2nd Graded status.
OH
v. He must have passed Barian Grade 6
The Chao hhani Qbangwat in chosen by the Ecclesiastical 
Regional' Head 'c'Ĉ ao ghsne Phak) in consultation with the 
Council of Elders, ana 1« appointed by the Supreme Patriarch 
(Soodet Ihrgaanpkhsret)

J«ucles.iaBtical District Head (Chao Khun-- mphoe)
In order to be appointed Chao Khana jar hoe a bhikkhu must
posooao the following oual£fIcutTcns

i. He must have spent at least 3 Lenten soaavns in the Order.
ii. He oust h ve been Deputy Caao Lh&aa mohoe for two years.
OH
iii. he oust have been Chao Khant Tcmbcm ( .ccleslsstiool Sub-

District He a d) of one o j  the lagbon in the >.aphoe
concerned for at least 4 years.

OH
iv. He must be of Phra £hru (2nd Grade) status 

or be of I-'hro Kacha Ghana Xok gr -de.
OH
v. He must h^ve passed barian Grade 4*
The Chao Ghana Ayphoe or Ecclesiastical District Head is chose 
by tbe Eccl eslastioal Provincial Head (Chao Khana Chsnjrwat) 
in consulabion with the Ecclesiastics! Sc^ional Head iShuo Kh< 
Phak) und is appointed by the Council of Elders 
(I .';7hat her a a am a khoa).
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3. r cclesla.tlooi. Sub- , i.trlot; ne^d (•/t.c :rh;-ne Taabon)
In order to be appointed Oheo gliam Tag,bon a bhikkhu 
must have the following qualificatione•

i. He must iu >v« been ordained for at least 3 lenten seasons.
ii. He must h.ve been Deputy Chao Ghana bpbon for two years.
OR

iii.Ue must have been Abbot in that Tsoion for 4 years.
OH
iv. He must be of Phra Khru status 
OH
v. He should have pas ed Borian Grade 3 or Hah Thum Grads 1.
The Chao F.hunu Tetsbcn is chosen by the Chao Khana Agphoe 
and appointed by the ecclesiastical Provincial Head
(Ch^o Khan*..' Changvat)

(Details from got Mahatherast mekhom (Lews of the Council of 
Alders) Vol.2 jJk*V • Euo-sec tionaTY.2? - 1.37)
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IX No>XX

i. Cash Contributions Received from tho Lajtj 1';) 66-67

1 ) Tuwandareram*

2 ) Phun^n Ohoeng*

3) xTaect

4) Ratanachai

5 ) v oat-khonp;

6 ) Kluai

Amount 
SeceWad 
as Kathin 
presenta
tion.
(in baht)

Amount
deceived
PJipresenta
tion
(ITTaht)

Amount
keceivod
i r S r m t

Wat ?airs. 
etcTCIn faht)

11,000
(King's
representa
tive)

10,000

5 0.00C 
(Officials 
of the 
Department 
of Tine Arts) 5,885

2.000 
(Private donor)
40,000
(Bangkok Co.)

-

3.500 3*000 7*000
(Private dcnor)(Private donor)

2,000 
(phuak wet)

- 200

7) Ghai ElonKkhon 24.000
(Priveta donor)

e) Xanasen,

9) M

10) .oraphot

11)Me Phraaen*

1 2)oalepun*

13)Tbeamikaret

14)Borommawong»

15)Monthop

4.00CT.WV 4,C0t
(Private donor)(Private donor)
40,000 
(Municipal 
Offices,
*yutthuya)
24,173 (Yellow Bus 
Co.,
Bangkok)
5.500 

(Private donor)
5,000 

(King's repre
sentative;
2.500

2,000
(Private donor)

1,500 
(Private donor)

c k y^r\j 500
(Private donor)(Privato donor)
79*582 
(King* s repre
sent atdlve;
2,040 

(Teachers at on **
Ayutthuya secondary 
school)

800

liotei Details in brackets indicate the hoot (chao phap) or 
organising force behind the presentation.

• Indicates royal foundation (wat Luang)
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ii* Statistics relating to land ownership and income

I'iciOv Of
j£sfc*

Thitfat Thirboron-
hiKale-(IS)

Incone Incoae
pano
TrS[) Incoae

P*a*
c t e )

i)*a*
(tfet)

P*a*(bSKt)
Xf tfuwandorarae* 12 «* 83 24-36,000 75 2,000
2)Phanan Cboeng* 82 - 42 96,000 42 2-3,000
3)Preset 11 31,200 2 - 0 -
4)Ratunachui 11 - 9 12,000 0 •
5)>.oaftkhonp: 38 - 0 - 0 -
6)Vî viai 9 - 0 - 0 -
7)XeiG»*L r.ongkhon 20 - 631 20 ,GOO 0 -
8)Yauaspn 26 1,000 0 - 0 -
9)Tuk 17 - 2 - 0 -
10)Woraphot 62 • 0 - 0 -
ll)lia Phfemen* 6 - 118 3,000 0 -
12)Je3tapun# 20 • 0 «■» 0 -
13)Tham&ikarut 33 - 42 1-3tooc 0 -
14 ) B0roia raw wqng1* 20 - 38 36,000 0 -
15)Month2p 30 - % - 0 -

MacelXun*ouE items of Inc a*.
y.afc 3uwandarsraa - roooived 600 baht per annum fro* tho owner of

the ferry service, the landing stage for which 
was built on wot land*

\ , u t r ho nan Choeng- received 60o baht per annuo from the souroe
described above, as its land was on the 
opposite bank of the river from that owned by Wot Suwandc>ragap - end received in addition 
approxioet el y % , 500 baht from the shops 
erected in front of the bot which sold ritual 
items needed in the worship

Wat iSonthon
ip of the Buddha*

- received 1,200 buht per annua as rent fron 
houseboats belonging to the wot*

3ot.ei
i• iii storling is equivalent to 50 baht 
ii*l rai «*4 acre
* Indicatec royal wat (wot luang)
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iii. Bstisiatod annual expenditure
o f  three" wain TgS&BT

I wculd like to stress th^t the figures given below ere 
only approximate. The accounting system at the monasteries 
1 studied was at best haphasard, at worst, non-existent.
Gonse uently the figures given were obtained at random over 
time, and often from different members of the monastic 
community. This being the case many smaller donations and 
more routine expenditures may have been overlooked.

In the second place these statistics are misleading in 
that they deal with financial transactions which took place 
during a single year and do not take into account ouch factors 
as interest accruing from money deposited in the bank or bills 
outstanding from tho previous year. In some cases the fact 
that tho wat was financing a building project which spanned 
several years made the assessment of financial positi n even 
more difficult.

I would refer the reader to Kaufman (I960 p.106) for 
details of the income of a rural monastery, at Banrkhuad.

1. Wat - hunan Choenft
estimated Annual Income
i.Income from land.
a) Thl wat:-

honey frou* shops outside the bot (this uum reprosents 
a share of proceeds taken by lay owners of Bhop

- 20,500 baht.

(The wat also possessed e aunithi fund of 120,000 baht)

■..stirĵ-.-ec annual iactlm an . expenditures of 
tKp.o. or _thc ao'iia aterio.u. st adja£ T

Rent from ferry owner
b) Thl ThoranisonKi-

Rent received
c) I hi Kalepane;-

ii. Direct Gash Oontributlons 
athin presentation

600 baht

- % , 0 0 0  baht
- 2.501 baht

5C ,000 baht

Eetimuted Cash IncoaeC1966-67) -169«600 baht
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Expenditures
Building end restoration 
Equipment for ecclesiastical school 
Jalary for 3 monks sent from Bangkok 

to teach in the school (each received 
3GC baht per month)

Electricity Charges (50G baht per month) 
»«ater Charges (50C baht per month)
Cost of food for the community

90,000 baht 3,000 baht

10,80. baht
6.000 baht
6.000 baht 36,50C baht

"' 'r'0 :itUrS 152,300 b*ht

X must stress that these figures are only estimates as the 
bliikkhus tended to forget about smaller donations and 
occasional expenditures. Tho system of accounting, where 
such existed was usually makeshift and vague.
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2 . Wet Wongkhong

Ratineted annual Incoae
i# Income frota land

The thi vat (36 rai) was not rented out# 
The vat posseoaed no other land-holdtngs

ii* direct Cash Contributions
a* Kathin presentation 50150t baht
b« Pha pa 3 ,ooo baht
c* 1'het hahachat 7.000 baht

estimated cash Income - — .n  gy- v n r 1 • 40,500 baht

expenditurea

Restoration of bot 20,CCC baht
Building new kuti 12,000 baht
Electricity chargee (100 baht per month) 1,200 baht
Water chargee (IOC baht per month) 1#2QQ b u t .

Katlactad expenditures (1966-67) 34.40 baht
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3 * Wat Kluai
Estimated annual incoae

i. Income from lend
The thi vat (monastery c mpound) which was 9 acres in 
area was not rented out.
This wat possessed ac other land.

ii. direct Cash Contributions
®) Kathin presentation
b) That Kah&ohat

Estimated income (1966/6 7)

2 ,OGG baht 
200 baht

2,200 baht

Expenditures

Repairs to the bot 50C baht
*eter Charges (100 baht per month) 1,200 baht
Electricity Charges (150 baht per month) 1.8CK baht

Expenditures (1966/67) - 3,300

(during the year 1966/67 feat Kluai spent more money than it 
received from the laity. The abbot stated however that there 
was a little money in the w*t * s bank acco unt although he could 
not be more specific).
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